
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS

HOUSTON DIVISION

WESTERNGECO L.L.C.,

Plaintiff,

V.

ION GEOPHYSICAL CORPORATION,
FUGRO-GEOTEAM, INC.,
FUGRO-GEOTEAM AS,
FUGRO NORWAY MARINE SERVICES
AS, FUGRO, INC., FUGRO (USA), INC. and
GEOSERVICES, INC.,

Defendants.

§
§
§
§
§ CIVIL ACTION NO. 4:09-cv-01827
§
§ Judge Keith P. Ellison
§
§
§
§
§
§ JURY TRIAL DEMANDED
§

ION'S FINAL INVALIDITY CONTENTIONS

In accordance with the parties' agreement, the Court's Markman ruling, and the Court's

Local Patent Rules (particularly P.R. 3-3), Defendant ION Geophysical Corporation ("ION"),

submits its Final Invalidity Contentions identifying prior art and other grounds that invalidate the

asserted claims of U.S. Patent Nos. 6,691,038 ("the '038 patent"), 6,932,017 ("the '017 patent"),

7,080,607 ("the '607 patent"), 7,162,967 ("the '967 patent"), and 7,293,520 ("the '520 patent)

(collectively, "WesternGeco's asserted patents" or "WesternGeco's patents-in-suit"). Attached

as part of ION's Final Invalidity Contentions are claim charts in accordance with P.R. 3-3(c),

outlining in detail the basis for ION's contentions at the present time that the asserted claims of

WesternGeco's patents-in-suit are invalid on various grounds under Title 35.

I. INTRODUCTION

lON's Final Invalidity Contentions address the Claims of WesternGeco's patents-in-suit

asserted against ION in the Disclosures of Asserted Claims and Final Infringement Contentions

("FICS") submitted by WesternGeco, L.L.c. ("WesternGeco"). WesternGeco asserts that ION
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infringes claims 1-7, 10-11, 13-17,20-32,35-36,38-42, and 45-50 of the '038 patent; claims 1-9

and 16 of the '017 patent; claims 1-9 and 15 of the '607 patent; claims 1,4-10, and 15 of the

'967 patent, and claims 1-3,6-20, and 23-34 of the '520 patent. Finally, ION does not accept

WestemGeco's allcgation that all asserted claims of the '017, '967, '607, and '520 patents are

entitled to a priority date of October 1, 1998. As such, upon a determination of the actual

priority date of the patents-in-suit, ION reserves the right to supplement its Final Invalidity

Contentions with prior art based on the then-established priority dates.

Where a feature of a prior art reference is not specifically identified in the attached claim

charts as corresponding to a claim limitation, the lack of specific identification should not be

regarded as a concession by ION that the prior art reference does not embody the claim

limitation when the reference is properly interpreted from the perspective of one skilled in the

relevant art. WestemGeco has not identified which elements of the asserted claims (or

combinations thereo!) it contends were not known to one of ordinary skill in the art at thc time of

thc alleged inventions of WestemGeco's patents-in-suit. For any claim limitation that

WestemGeco alleges is not disclosed in a particular prior art reference, ION reserves the right to

prove that such limitation is either inherent in the reference or obvious to one of ordinary skill in

the art at the relevant time, or that the limitation is disclosed in one or more other prior art

references that, when combined, renders the asserted claims obvious under 35 U.S.C. § 103.

The prior art references produced by ION in conneetion with these contentions are

representative of the state of the prior art pertinent to invalidity. ION reserves the right to

identify other prior art or to supplement its disclosures or contcntions under the following

circumstances:
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(i) ION reserves the right to amend these contentions and disclosures as new

information becomes available.

(ii) ION has not yet eompleted its discovery from WesternGeco. Sueh

diseovery may include information that affeets the disclosures and eontentions

herein.

(iii) ION has also not yet eompleted its diseovery from third parties who may \

have information eoneerning additional prior art. Such diseovery may include

information that affeets the disclosures and eontentions herein.

The attaehed claim eharts eite particular teaehings and/or disclosures of the prior art as

applied to features of the asserted claims. However, persons of ordinary skill in the art may view

an item of prior art in the eontext of other publieations, literature, produets, and teehnieal

knowledge. Thus, ION also reserves the right to rely on non-eited portions of the prior art

referenees, related file histories, other publieations or testimony as aids in understanding and

interpreting the eited portions, as providing context to the art, and as additional evidenee that the

prior art discloses a claim element. ION further reserves the right to rely on non-eited portions

of the prior art referenees, related file histories, other publieations, and testimony to establish that

a person of ordinary skill in the art would have been motivated to eombine eertain of the cited

referenees to render the asserted claims obvious. ION also reserves the right to rely upon, and

incorporates herein by referenee the invalidity eontentions and prior art disclosed by

WesternGeeo and/or the Fugro Defendants.

These Final Invalidity Contentions are not an admission by ION that the aecused

produets (including any eurrent or past version of these produets) are eovered by or infringe the
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asserted claims of WesternGeco's patents-in-suit, particularly when these claims arc properly

construed.

II. IDENTIFICATION OF PRIOR ART

Pursuant to P.R. 3-3(a), ION provides the following list of prior art references that it

contends anticipate (pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 102) and/or render obvious (pursuant to 35 U.S.C.

§ 103) the asserted claims of WesternGeco's patents-in-suit. The following identification of

references, thc identification of rcferences in Section 1II and the attached claim charts are to be

considered as a whole, and all contentions made among them are to be considered as a whole. In

the event the identification of references in Section 1II and/or a claim chart provides a contention

based on a reference not identified in this Section, that contention nevertheless is to be

considcred as part of these Final Invalidity Contentions.

NO. PRIOR ART REFERENCE DATES
1. International Patent Application No. WO Filing Date: September 20, 1996

97/11395 ("Olivier '395") Published: March 27, 1997
2. International Patcnt Application No. WO Filing Date: September 28, 1999

I 2000/20895 ("Hillesund' 895") Published: April 13,2000
3. U.S. Patent No. 5,790,472 ("Workman Filing Date: December 20, 1996

'472 patent") Issued: August 4, 1998
Countrv of Origin: United States

4. U.S. Patent No. 4,404,664 ("Zachariadis Filing Date: December 31,1980
'664 patent") Issued: September 13, 1983 ,

Countrv of Origin: United States
5. U.S. Patent No. 5,546,882 ('''882 patent") Filing Date: July 7, 1995

Issued: August 20, 1996
Country of Origin: Norwav

6. U.S. Patent No. 5,200,930 ('''930 patent") Filing Date: January 24, 1992
Issued: April 6, 1993
Country of Origin: United States

7. Patent Cooperation Treaty Published Filing Date: December 19, 1997
Application No. WO 98/28636 Published: July 2, 1998
("Bittleston '636 application")

8. Kalman, R.E., 1960, "A New Approach to Datc of Publication: 1960
Linear Filtering and Prediction Problems,"
Trans of ASME-J of Basic Engineering,
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NO. PRIOR ART REFERENCE DATES
vol. 82 (series D). A copy of this
reference is attached as Exhibit 18.

9. ION's 35 U.S.C. § 102(f) prior art

III. SPECIFIC PRELIMINARY INVALIDITY CONTENTIONS

A. Anticipation Under 35 U.S.c. § 102

1. General Comments

In accordance with P.R. 3-3(b) and (c), ION identifies the references in Section 2 below

as anticipating the asserted claims of the WesternGeco patents-in-suit under one or more

provisions of 35 U.S.C. § 102. The references are also identified in the claim charts attached

hereto. The claim charts identify specific aspects of the cited prior art references that correspond

to the respective claim limitations. However, the claim charts are exemplary only and include at

least one citation to an anticipatory reference for each limitation of the respective asserted claim.

Thus, although ION has identified at least one citation per claim limitation present in a reference,

each and every disclosure of the same limitation in the same reference is not necessarily

identified in the charts. A reference may contain additional support for a particular claim

limitation. Persons of ordinary skill in the art generally read a prior art reference as a whole and

in the context of other publications and literature, physical embodiments and knowledge in the

field of art.

ION thus reserves the right to rely on non-cited portions of the prior art references and on

other publications and expert testimony to provide context, and as aids to understanding and

interpreting the portions that are cited. To the extent any limitation is deemed not to be precisely

met by an item of prior art, any purported differences are such that the claimed subject matter as

a whole would have been obvious to one skilled in the art at the time of the alleged invention in

view of the state of the art and knowledge of those skilled in the art. Where ION cites to a
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particular figure in a prior art reference, the citation should be understood to encompass the

eaption and description of the figure and any text relating to the figure in the reference in

addition to the figure itself. Conversely, where a cited portion of text refers to a figure, the

citation should be understood to include the figure as well.

Where the anticipatory reference is a prior art product or physical embodiment, the

attached claim charts may include citations to other materials in order to establish certain aspects

of the prior art product or physical embodiment. Such citations do not diminish the anticipatory

nature of the prior art product or physical embodiment. At minimum, citations to additional

prior art references establish the obviousness of the respective claims, and the motivation to

combine a prior art product or physical embodiment with a prior art reference discussing that

prior art product or physical embodiment is self-evident.

As noted above, the identification of anticipatory references, the identification of prior art

references in Section II above, and the associated claim charts, are to be considered as a whole,

and all contentions made among them are to be considered. Thus, in the event the identification

of references in Section II and/or a claim chart provides an anticipation contention not identified

below - or vice versa - that contention is nevertheless to be considered as part of these Final

Invalidity Contentions. ION may also rely on the United States Patent and Trademark Office's

characterizations of the teachings in and the effects of the prior art, as well as the admissions,

statements, representations, and characterizations made by WestemGeco, the named inventor, or

others substantively involved in the preparation or prosecution of the WestemGeco patents-in

suit. Those statements may include admissions, statements, representations, and

characterizations concerning the prior art during the prosecution of relevant patent applications,

including reexamination, or any related U.S. or foreign patent applications.
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2. Specifie Anticipation Contentions

The following prior art references anticipate the respectively identificd claims of thc

WesternGcco patents-in-suit, as set forth in the following claim chart exhibits:

I. '038 Patent - International Patent Application No. WO
2000/20895 ("Hillesund '895"). See Exhibit I.

2. '017 Patent - U.S. Patent No. 5,790,472 ("Workman '472
patent"). See Exhibit 2.

3. '607 Patent - U.S. Patent No. 5,790,472 ("Workman '472
patent"). See Exhibit 3.

4. '967 Patent - U.S. Patent No. 5,200,930 ('''930 patent"). See
Exhibit 4.

5. ION's 35 U.S.C. § 102(f) prior art. See Exhibit 5.

B. Obviousness Under 35 U.S.c. § 103

1. General Comments

In accordance with P.R. 3-3(b) and (c), ION identifies the following combination of

references as rendering the asserted claims of the WesternGeco patents-in-suit obvious under 35

U.S.C. § 103. ION also identifies and incorporates by reference the combinations identified in

the referenced claim charts attached hereto. The attached claim charts demonstrate the

obviousness of the asserted claim and identify specific disclosures or aspects of each reference in

the combination that correspond to the respective claim limitations. For each identified

combination, the full teachings of the references should be considered. The claim charts are

exemplary only, and include at least one citation to one or morc of those referenccs for each

claim limitation. Thus, although ION has identified at least one citation per claim limitation

present in a combination of references, each and every disclosure of the same limitation in the

same combination of refcrences is not necessarily identified in the chart. That is, a combination

of references may contain additional support for a particular claim limitation. Persons of
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ordinary skill in the art generally read a prior art reference as a whole and in the context of other

publications and literature.

ION thus reserves the right to rely on non-cited portions of the prior art references and on

other publications and expert testimony to provide context and as aids to understanding and

interpreting the portions that are cited. To the extent any limitation is deemed not to be exactly

met by a combination of references, then any purported differences are such that the claimed

subject matter as a whole would have been obvious to one skilled in the art at the time of the

alIeged invention, in view of the state of the art and knowledge of those skilIed in the art. Where

ION cites to a particular figure in a prior art reference, the citation should be understood to

encompass the caption and description of the figure and any text relating to the figure in the

reference, in addition to the figure itself. Conversely, where a cited portion of text refers to a

figure, the citation should be understood to include the figure as well.

Where the combination of references includes a prior art product or physical

embodiment, the Section 103 claim charts may also include citations to other materials in order

to establish certain aspects of the prior art product or physical embodiment. Such citations do

not diminish the disclosure of the prior art product or physical embodiment. At minimum,

however, citations to additional prior art references establish the obviousness of the respective

claims, and the motivation to combine a prior art product or physical embodiment with a prior art

reference discussing that prior art product or physical embodiment is self-evident and/or obvious

to persons of ordinary skill in the relevant art at the time of the alIeged inventions of the

WestemGeco patents-in-suit.

Where a combination is directed to a dependent claim, but not the independent claim

from which the dependent claim depends, it should be understood that the claim chart for the
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combination incorporates the claim chart for first-identified pnor art reference in the

combination. As an example, claim 2 of the '038 patent depends from claim 1. For a contention

that dependent claim 2 is obvious over the combination of Reference X and Reference Y, the

claim chart showing that Reference X anticipates claim I should be understood as being

incorporated into the obviousness claim chart. In other words, the chart for the primary

reference of a combination is incorporated by reference into any obviousness chart that identifies

the primary reference.

The following identification of combinations, the identification of references in Section

II, and associated claim charts, are to be considered as a whole, and all contentions made among

them are to be considered. Thus, in the event the identification of references in Section II and/or

a claim chart provides an obviousness contention not identified below - or vice versa - that

contention is nevertheless to be considered as part of these Final Invalidity Contentions.

In establishing obviousness under Section 103, ION may also rely on the United States

Patent and Trademark Office's characterizations of the teachings in and the effects of the prior

art. ION may further rely on the admissions, statements, representations, and characterizations

made by WesternGeco, the named inventor, or others substantively involved in the preparation

or prosccution of the WesternGeco patents-in-suit, including admissions, statements,

representations, and characterizations concerning the prior art during the prosecution of relevant

patent applications, including reexamination, or any related U.S. or foreign patent applications.

2. "Motivation to Combine"

For each combination of references identified below and/or in an attached claim chart,

ION hereby identifies a "motivation" for one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the alleged

invention of the WesternGeco patents-in-suit to combine those references. The "motivation" to
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combine is identified in view of the Supreme Court decision in KSR In! 'I Co. v. Telejlex Inc., 550

U.S. 398 (2007), and is not limited to any specific test or analytical framework for determining

obviousness (such as the "teaching, suggestion, or motivation" test).

It would have been obvious for a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

purported invention to combine each of the prior-art elements of the respective combinations

identified below with other prior-art elements of those respective combinations to create a device

or method having the ability to control both the depth and lateral position of marine seismic

streamers using streamer positioning devices controlled by a control system that is either located

on the towing vessel or the streamer positioning device or both anticipating every limitation of

the asserted claims of the WesternGeco patents-in-suit. A person of ordinary skill would have

found it obvious at the time of the purported invention to combine these elements, because the

elements would predictably perform their known prior-art functions in said device or method to

control the position of marine seismic streamers, the combination of elements would entail a

simple substitution of one known element for another to achieve predictable results, and/or the

combination would have been obvious to try.

Each of the combinations identified below and/or in the attached claim charts relies on

the substitution or incorporation of elements that were known in the prior art, as described in the

cited references. All of the art cited below would have been art that one of skill in the art would

have been aware of or referred to in addressing the problem claimed to be addressed by the

WesternGeco patents-in-suit, as well as other problems and/or market demands prior to the date

of the purported invention, providing a reason for combining that art in the manner described

below. Also, as noted above, the combination of the familiar elements claimed in the

WesternGeco patents-in-suit according to known methods would have been obvious because it
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does no more than yield predictable results. The references disclosed herein describe methods

that were known to offer what the WestemGeco patents-in-suit assert are improvements over the

prior art. As such, one of skill in the art would have been motivated to combine them in the

manner disclosed in these Final Invalidity Contentions.

While not necessary, a motivation to combine may also be found in the references

themselves. One of ordinary skill in the art would be motivated to combine a reference that

refers to, or otherwise explicitly invites combination with, another reference.

The references identified below also describe the elements of the asserted claims in

sufficient detail - whether the structure and function or just the function with the structure

known to one of ordinary skill in the art. In each instance, a person of ordinary skill in the art

could have modified the device using the substituted or incorporated elements, and the results of

the substitutions and ineorporations would have been predictable. Where substitutions or

combinations have been made, each of the substituted or combined elements is similar to the

original elements and provides similar functionality and/or enhancement. It would have been

predictable to one skilled in the art that the modified device or system, i. e., the device or system

resulting from the combined teachings of the applied references, could be substituted or

incorporated into the original devices or systems and used to provide the claimed strueture or

functionality without altering the purpose of the original devices or systems, or their elements.

Further, the references demonstrate that a person of ordinary skill in the art already knew how

the substituted or incorporated elements would operate and how they would be made.

Furthermore, the WesternGeco patents-in-suit are directed generally to control systems

for positioning marine seismic streamers, and persons working in the field of marine seismic

technology would be aware of the researeh and development that had been done in the field.
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Among other things, the control systems ensure proper positioning of seismic streamers towed

behind vessels, which is vital to accurate marine seismic surveys. That is, while the streamers

are towed behind a vessel, the control system, including streamer positioning devices, allow the

user to maintain desired streamer positioning. These and other attributes of the control systems

for marine seismic streamers were well known prior to 1998. For example, it was known that to

complete accurate marine surveys one needed the ability to control the positioning of the marine

streamers.

Thus, at a minimum, the technology and state of the marine seismic streamer control

system industry was such that- to the extent the claimed combinations might be viewed as not

already existing by that time-they led inevitably to combinations such as those claimed in the

WestemGeco patents-in-suit. Indeed, by the time of the alleged invention of the WesternGeco

patents-in-suit, demands known to the design community or present in the marketplace, and the

background knowledge possessed by a person having ordinary skill in the art, all provided

readily apparent reason to combine the known elements in the fashion claimed by the

WesternGeco patents-in-suit. Combinations of the individual claimed features, whieh have been

known to the marine seismic streamer control system and marine survey communities prior to

the alleged invention of the WesternGeco patents-in-suit, would have been within the ordinary

creativity of one skilled in the art at the time of the purported invention, and would therefore

have been obvious under 35 U.S.C. § 103.

Although ION has identified the above "motivations" to combine, additional

"motivations" to combine may exist. Persons of ordinary skill in the art generally read a prior art

reference as a whole and in the context of other publications and literature, physical
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embodiments and knowledge in the field of art. ION reserves the right to rely on such additional

"motivations" to combine.

3. Specific Obviousness Coutentions

The following combinations of prior art references render the respectively identified

claims of the WesternGeco patents-in-suit obvious under 35 U.S.C. § 103:

I. '038 Patent - International Patent Applieation No. WO
2000/20895 ("Hillesund '895"). See Exhibit 6.

2. '038 Patent - International Patent Applieation No. WO
297111395 ("Olivier '395"). See Exhibit 7.

3. '038 Patent - International Patent Application No. WO
2000/20895 ("Hillesund '895") & U.S. Patent No. 5,200,930
('''930 patent"). See Exhibit 8.

4. '038 Patent - International Patent Applieation No. WO
2000/20895 ("Hillesund '895") & U.S. Patent No. 5,546,882
('''882 Patent"). See Exhibit 9.

5. '017 Patent - U.S. Patent No. 5,790,472 ("Workman '472
patent. See Exhibit 10.

6. '017 Patent - U.S. Patent No. 5,790,472 ("Workman '472
patent") & Kalman, R.E., 1960, "A New approach to Linear
Filtering and Prediction Problems," Trans of ASME-J. of
Basic Engineering, vol. 82 (Series D). See Exhibit II.

7. '967 Patent - U.S. Patent No. 5,790,472 ("Workman '472
patent") & International Patent Application No. WO 98/28636
("Bittleston '636 applieation"). See Exhibit 12.

8. '607 Patent - U.S. Patent No. 5,790,472 ("Workman '472
patent") & Kalman, R.E., 1960, "A New approach to Linear
Filtering and Prediction Problems," Trans of ASME-J. of
Basie Engineering, vol. 82 (Series D). See Exhibit 13.

9. '607 Patent - U.S. Patent No. 5,790,472 ("Workman '472
patent") & International Patent Application No. WO 98/28636
("Bittleston '636 applieation"). See Exhibit 14.

10. '967 Patent - U.S. Patent No. 4,404,664 ("Zachariadis '664
patent") & International Patent Application No. WO 297/11395
("Olivier '395"). See Exhibit 15.
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11. '607 Patent - U.S. Patent No. 5,790,472 ("Workman '472
patent. See Exhibit 16.

12. '017 Patent - U.S. Patent No. 5,790,472 ("Workman '472
patent"), Kalman, R.E., 1960, "A New approach to Linear
Filtering and Prediction Problems," Trans of ASME-J. of
Basic Engineering, vol. 82 (Series D), and U.S. Patent No.
4,404,664 ("Zachariadis '664 patent"). See Exhibit 17.

ION also contends, in the alternative, that each of the anticipatory references identified

above in Section III.A.2 and in the attached claim charts render all of the asserted claims obvious

when standing alone and when considered in view of the knowledge of one skilled in the art at

the time of the alleged inventions of the WesternGeco patents-in-suit. Thus, for any claim or

claim element that is shown in a claim chart as being anticipated, ION also contends, in the

alternative, that the claim or claim element is rendered obvious in view of the same identified

disclosure in each of the anticipatory references identified herein. In other words, for all of the

anticipatory references identified above, ION contends, in the alternative, that each of the

respective anticipatory references renders each asserted claim obvious on its own without the

need to combine the identified anticipatory reference with any other reference.

Alternatively, should WesternGeco assert that a given claim element is missing from a

given anticipatory reference, ION reserves the right to argue that it would have been obvious to

combine the reference with anyone of the above-mentioned obviousness references to provide

the purportedly missing element.

IV. INVALIDITY UNDER 35 U.S.c. § 112

Pursuant to P.R. 3-3(d), ION identifies exemplary bases for invalidating the asserted

claims of the WesternGeco patents-in-suit for indefiniteness, lack of an adequate written

description, lack of enablement, and/or failure to disclose the best mode. ION does not address

the failure of any ancestor application to support the asserted claims here as required for the
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claims to gam benefit of any filing date(s) of any ancestor application. As such, upon

deternlination that any ofWesternGeco's asserted priority dates for the WesternGeco patents-in

suit are inapplicable, ION reserves the right to supplement its contentions based on additional

prior art dated after the alleged priority dates. Further, ION reserves the right to assert invalidity

based on any and all other grounds not referenced herein and not required to be disclosed in

these contentions.

Each asserted claim of the WesternGeco patents-in-suit is invalid under 35 U.S.C. § 112

for failure to particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject matter the inventor regards as

the alleged invention(s) and thus are fatally indefinite. Further, each asserted claim is invalid

under 35 U.S.c. § 112 in that the specification does not set forth the alleged invention(s) so as to

enable a person skilled in the art to make and use them without undue experimentation. For

example, in a number of internal feasibility reports, development plans, specifications, tests, and

other documents predating the filing of the WesternGeco patents-in-suit (e.g., WG00009017

9125; WGOOOOI520-1611; WG00008668-754; WG00008560-667; WGOOOI1673-780;

WGOOOO1728-48; WG00063947-82; WGOOO11781-826; WG00008050-294; WGOOO11936-59;

WG00008351-559; WG0361080-84; WG00013052-85; and WG0062727-43), WesternGeco

identifies a number of "requirements" that are not disclosed in the patents-in suit. Moreover,

each asserted claim is invalid under 35 U.S.C. § 112 for failing to disclose thc preferred

embodiment.

WesternGeco's asscrted claims are invalid for failing to disclose the best mode. As set

forth above, WesternGeco failed to disclose certain "requirements" in the patents-in-suit.

Invalidity based on failure to disclose the best mode is a fact intensive inquiry that requires

discovery on the inventor(s) state of mind at the time of invention and patenting. ION reserves
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the right to supplement its best mode contentions upon further discovery from WesternGeco.

Subject to ION's right to supplement, the named inventors of the WesternGeco patcnts-in-suit

knew of a preferred mode that was better than the mode disclosed in the WesternGeco patents

in-suit but concealed this preferred mode from the public. The disclosures in the WesternGcco

patents-in-suit were not adequate enough to enable one skilled in the pertinent art to practice the

best mode.

Although the claims of the WesternGeco patents-in-suit appear to require a particular

structure, the corresponding written description in the patents is inadequate under Section 112

because it does not enable persons skilled in the art to make and use the alleged inventions

without undue experimentation. For example, '017 patent claim 1 requires "calculating desired

changes in the orientation" of the wings. Persons skilled in the art could not determine from

reading the patent specification the limits, if any, imposed on the changes to the wing's

orientation.

Similar indefiniteness issues exist in the asserted independent claims of the '017, '038

and '607 patents and thus all dependent claims as well. Furthermore, many of the asserted

dependent claims of the WesternGeco patents-in-suit also suffer from similar indefiniteness

issues. Each asserted claim is also invalid under 35 V.S.c. § 112 because the written description

does not reflect that the inventors were in possession of the claimed invention(s).

Based on WesternGeco's Infringement Contentions it appears that WesternGeco IS

asserting a meaning and scope for the bolded language that goes beyond any written description

support in the specifications of the patents-in-suit and results in a claim scope that is not enabled

by the specifications. However, because WesternGeco's Infringement Contentions are not

entirely clear as to these issues, in view of the fact that WesternGeco has not yet provided
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proposed claim constructions for any claim term, and in view of the fact that the Court has not

construed these terms yet, ION reserves its right to supplement, modify or change its

identification of asserted claims that are invalid under 35 U.S.C. § 112.

Moreover, the asserted claims are invalid for lack of an adequate written description to

the extent that they are construed to contradict and/or fail to require the required, non-optional

alleged attributes of the alleged "inventions" identified in the patents-in-suit. Such asserted

claims fail to comply with the written description requirement, as their scope would exceed the

scope of the alleged "invention" as set forth in the specifications of the patents-in-suit. Further,

to the extent that the asserted claims are construed or asserted to encompass species or

embodiments that are not described in the specification, the claims lack an adequate written

description in the specification and fail to satisfy the enablement requirement. The asserted

claims encompass combinations of features, and arrangements of features or re-arrangemcnts of

features, which were not disclosed in the specification. Accordingly, the asserted claims lack an

adequate written description in the specification pursuant to Section 112.

By way of example, under WestemGeco's apparent construction of the asserted claims

(to which ION docs not accede), the claims lack an adequate written description in the

specification, and fail to disclose in sufficient detail as to enable one skilled in the pertinent art to

make and use the features of the accused products.

A. '038 Patent

Claims 4,14,19,29, and 39 of the '038 patent are invalid for failing to comply with 35

U.S.C. § 112(I), because the specification does not describe "desired streamer position" and/or

"desired positions" in a manner sufficient to enable a person of ordinary skill in the art to

practice the invention without undue experimentation. In addition, those terms render the claims
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insolubly ambiguous, not amenable to construction, and fail to notify the public of the scope of

the patentee's right to exclude.

Claims 22, 25, 47, and 50 of the '038 patent are invalid for failing to comply with 35

U.S.c. § 112(1), because the specification does not describe "optimal path" and/or "optimal

coverage" in a manner sufficient to enable a person of ordinary skill in the art to practice the

invention without undue experimentation. In addition, those terms render the claims insolubly

ambiguous, not amenable to construction, and fail to notify the public of the scope of the

patentee's right to exclude.

Claims 1-7, 10-11, 13-17,20-32,35-36,38-42, and 45-50 of the '038 patent are invalid

for failing to comply with 35 U.S.C. § 112(1), because the specification does not describe "active

streamer positioning device" in a manner sufficient to enable a person of ordinary skill in the art

to practice the invention without undue experimentation. In addition, that term renders the

claims insolubly ambiguous, not amenable to construction, and fails to notify the public of the

scope of the patentee's right to exclude.

Claims 29-32, 48, 49, 50 are invalid for failing to comply with 35 U.S.C. § 112(2)

because the claims include the term "the master controller," which does not have an antecedent

basis in the claims or the claims upon which they depend. Because it lacks an antecedent basis,

that term renders the claims insolubly ambiguous, not amenable to construction, and fails to

notify the public of the scope of the patentee's right to exclude.

B. '017 Patent

Claim 16 of the '017 patent IS invalid as indefinite because it fails to meet the

requirements of 35 U.S.C. § 112(6). The specification does not recite a structure corresponding

to the claimed "means for obtaining a predicted position of the streamer positioning devices"
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sufficient to indicate the claimed structure to a person of ordinary skill in the art. As a result, the

claim is rendered insolubly ambiguous, not amenable to construction, and insufficient to notify

the public of the scope of the patentee's right to exclude.

Claim 16 of the '017 patent is invalid as indefinite beeause it fails to meet the

requirements of 35 U.S.C. § 112(6). The specification does not recite a structure corresponding

to the claimed "means for obtaining an estimated velocity of the streamer positioning devices"

sufficient to indicate the claimed structure to a person of ordinary skill in the art. As a result, the

claim is rendered insolubly ambiguous, not amenable to construction, and insufficient to notify

the public of the scope of the patentee's right to exclude.

Claim 16 of the '017 patent is invalid as indefinite because it fails to meet the

requirements of 35 U.S.c. § 112(6). The specification does not recite a structure corresponding

to the claimed "means for calculating desired changes in the orientations of the respective wings

of at least some of the streamer positioning devices using said predicted position and said

estimated velocity" sufficient to indicate the claimed structure to a person of ordinary skill in the

art. As a result, the claim is rendered insolubly ambiguous, not amenable to construction, and

insufficient to notify the public of the scope of the patentee's right to exclude.

Claim 16 of the '017 patent is invalid as indefinite because it fails to meet the

requirements of 35 U.S.c. § 112(6). The specification does not recite structure corresponding to

the claimed "means for actuating the wing motors to produce said desired changes in wing

orientation" sufficient to indicate the claimed structure to a person of ordinary skill in the art. As

a result, the claim is rendered insolubly ambiguous, not amenable to construction, and

insufficient to notify the public of the scope of the patentee's right to exclude.
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Claims 1-9 and 16 of the '017 patent are invalid for failing to comply with 35 U.S.C. §

112(1), because the specification does not describe "desired changes" in a manner sufficient to

enable a person of ordinary skill in the art to practice the invention without undue

experimentation. In addition, this term renders the claims insolubly ambiguous, not amenable to

construction, and fails to notify the public ofthe scope oftbe patentee's right to exclude.

Claim 7 of the '017 patent is invalid for failing to comply with 35 U.S.C. § 112(1),

because the specification does not describe "global control system" in a marmer sufficient to

enable a person of ordinary skill in the art to practice the invention without undue

experimentation. In addition, this term renders the claims insolubly ambiguous, not amenable to

construction, and fails to notify the public of the scope of the patentee's right to exclude.

Claim 8 of the '017 patent is invalid for failing to comply with 35 U.S.C. § 112(1),

because the specification does not describe "streamer separation mode" in a manner sufficient to

enable a person of ordinary skill in the art to practice the invention without undue

experimentation. In addition, this term renders the claims insolubly ambiguous, not amenable to

construction, and fails to notify the public of the scope of the patentee's right to exclude.

Finally, dependent claims 3, 4, and 6 oftbe '017 patent are invalid for failing to specify a

further limitation of the subject matter claimed in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 112(4) because the

terms "water referenced towing velocity that compensates for the speed and heading of marine

currents," "said estimated velocity is compensated of relative movement between said seismic

survey vessel and said streaming positioning devices," and/or "regulated to prevent the wing

from stalling" are inherent aspects of the invention as claimed by the respective claims on which

those claims depend.
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Claims 1-9 and 16 of the '017 patent are invalid for failing to comply with 35 U.S.c. §

112(1), because the specification does not describe a "streamer positioning device" that can

control the streamer position both laterally and vertically in a manner sufficient to enable a

person of ordinary skill in the art to practice the invention without undue experimentation.

C. '607 Patent

Claims 1-9 and 15 of the '607 patent are invalid for failing to comply with 35 U.S.C. §

112( I), because the specification does not describe "desired changes" in a manner sufficient to

enable a person of ordinary skill in the art to practice the invention without undue

experimentation. In addition, this term renders the claims insolubly ambiguous, not amenable to

construction, and fails to notify the public of the scope of the patentee's right to exclude.

Claim 7 of the '607 patent is invalid for failing to comply with 35 U.S.C. § 112(1),

because the specification does not describe "global control system," "feather angle mode,"

and/or "turn control mode" in a manner sufficient to enable a person of ordinary skill in the art to

practice the invention without unduc experimentation. In addition, those terms render the claims

insolubly ambiguous, not amenable to construction, and fail to notify the public of the scope of

the patentee's right to exclude.

Claim 8 of the '607 patent is invalid for failing to comply with 35 U.S.C. § 112(1),

because the specification does not describe "global control system" and/or "streamer separation

mode" in a manner sufficient to enable a person of ordinary skill in the art to practice the

invention without undue experimentation. In addition, those terms render the claims insolubly

ambiguous, not amenable to construction, and fail to notify the public of the scope of the

patentee's right to exclude.
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Dependent e1aims 3, 4, and 6 of the '607 patent are invalid for failing to specify a further

limitation of the subjeet matter e1aimed in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 112(4) because the terms

"water referenced towing velocity that compensates for the speed and heading of marine

currents," "said estimated velocity is compensated of relative movement between said seismic

survey vessel and said streaming positioning devices," or "regulated to prevent the wing from

stalling" are inherent aspects of the invention as e1aimed by the respective claims on which those

claims depend.

Claims 1-9 and 15 of the '607 patent are invalid for failing to comply with 35 U.S.c. §

112(1), because the specification does not describe a "streamer positioning device" that can

control the streamer position both laterally and vertically in a manner sufficient to enable a

person of ordinary skill in the art to practice the invention without undue experimentation.

Claims 1, 4-10, and 15 are invalid as indefinite under 35 U.S.C. § 112(2) because

"desired changes in 'position' of one or more of the streamer positioning devices" as stated in

this e1aims 1 and 15 is fundamentally ambiguous. "Position" can plausibly mean the desired

changes in the location coordinates of the streamer positioning devices, or it can plausibly mean

the desired changes in the angles of the wings on the streamer positioning device.

D. '967 Patent

Claims 4, 5, and 8 of the '967 patent are invalid for failing to comply with 35 U.S.c. §

112(1), because the specification does not describe "desired vertical depth," "desired horizontal

displacement," or "desired forces" in a manner sufficient to enable a person of ordinary skill in

the art to practice the invention without undue experimentation. In addition, those terms render

the e1aims insolubly ambiguous, not amenable to construction, and fail to notify the public of the

scope of the patentee's right to exelude.
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Claims 1-10 and 15 of the '967 patent are invalid for failing to comply with 35 U.S.C. §

112(1), because the specification does not describe "global control system" and/or "local control

system" in a manner sufficient to enable a person of ordinary skill in the art to practice the

invention without undue experimentation. In addition, those terms render the claims insolubly

anlbiguous, not amenable to construction, and fail to notify the public of the scope of the

patentee's right to exclude.

Claim 5 of the '967 patent is invalid as indefinite under 35 U.S.c. § 112(2) because

"deviation between the desired horizontal displacement and the actual horizontal displacement"

is insoluably ambiguous. The usual and ordinary meaning of horizontal displacement is a

difference between desired and actual positions. The '967 patent offers an implicit definition of

displacement as "the magnitude and direction of the displacement between the actual horizontal

position and the desired horizontal position of the bird." Thus, displacement is a difference

between actual and desired horizontal positions. Claim 5 states deviation as "magnitude and

direction of the deviation between the desired horizontal displacement and actual horizontal

displacement." Thus, "deviation" in this claim 5 is a difference-of-a-difference.

Claim 7, 8, 9, and 10 of the '967 patent are invalid for failing to comply with 35 U.S.C. §

112(1) because the specification does not describe "adjusting the wing using the local control

system is regulated to prevent the positioning device from stalling" in a manner sufficient to

enable a person of ordinary skill in the art to practice the invention without undue

experimentation.

Claim 8 of the '967 patent is invalid for failing to comply with 35 U.S.c. § 112(1),

because the specification does not describe "feather angle mode" and/or "turn control mode" in a

manner sufficient to enable a person of ordinary skill in the art to practice the invention without
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undue experimentation. In addition, those terms render the claims insolubly ambiguous, not

amenable to construction, and fail to notify the public of the scope of the patentee's right to

exclude.

Claim 9 of the '967 patent is invalid for failing to comply with 35 U.S.C. § 112(1),

because the specification does not describe "streamer separation mode" in a manner sufficient to

enable a person of ordinary ski!! in the art to practice the invention without undue

experimentation. In addition, this term renders the claims insolubly ambiguous, not amenable to

construction, and fails to notify the public of the scope of the patentee's right to exclude.

Dependent Claim 7 of the '967 patent is invalid for failing to specify a further limitation

of the subject matter claimed in violation of 35 U.S.c. § 112(4) because the term "regulated to

prevent the positioning device from stalling" is an inherent aspect of the invention as claimed by

the respective claims on which that claim depends.

Claims 1,4-10, and 15 of the '967 patent are invalid for failing to comply with 35 U.S.C.

§ 112(1), because the specification does not describe a "streamer positioning device" that can

control the streamer position both laterally and vertically in a manner sufficient to enable a

person of ordinary skill in the art to practice the invention without undue experimentation.

E. '520 Patent

Claims 1-3,6-20, and 23-34 of the '520 patent are invalid for failing to comply with 35

U.S.C. § 112(1), because the specification does not describe "feather angle mode," "tum control

mode," and/or "streamer separation mode" in a manner sufficient to enable a person of ordinary

skill in the art to practice the invention without undue experimentation. In addition, those terms

render the claims insolubly ambiguous, not amenable to construction, and fail to notify the public

of the scope of the patentee's right to exclude.
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Additionally, claims 1 and 18 of the '520 patent are invalid for failing to eomply with 35

U.S.C. § 112(1), beeause the speeifieation does not describe how to control the streamer

positioning devices with a control system configured to operate in one or more control modes

selectcd from a feather angle mode, a turn control mode, and a streamer separation mode and

does not describe a control system configured to use a control mode selected from a feather angle

mode, a turn eontrol mode, a streamer separation mode, and two or more of these modes in a

manner sufficient to enable a person of ordinary skill in the art to practice the inventions without

undue experimentation. None of the claims depending from claims 1 or 18 further define the

non-enabled portions of claims 1 and 18, and thus are invalid under § 112(1) as well.

Dependent Claims 3, 4, and 6 of the '520 patent are invalid for failing to speeify a further

limitation of the subjeet matter claimed in violation of 35 U.S.C. § 112(4) because the terms

"water refereneed towing veloeity that eompensates for the speed and heading of marine

eurrents," "said estimated veloeity is eompensated of relative movement between said seismie

survey vessel and said streaming positioning deviees," or "regulated to prevent the wing from

stalling" are inherent aspects of the invention as claimed by the respeetive claims on whieh those

claims depend.

Claims 1-3, 6-20, and 23-34 of the '520 patent are invalid for failing to eomply with 35

U.S.C. § 112(1), because the speeification does not deseribe a "streamer positioning deviee" that

can eontrol the streamer position both laterally and vertieally in a manner suffieient to enable a

person of ordinary skill in the art to practiee the invention without undue experimentation.
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V. DOCUMENT PRODUCTION ACCOMPANYING PRELIMINARY INVALInITY
CONTENTIONS

Pursuant to Patent Rule 3-4(a), ION previously provided doeuments within its respeetive

possession, custody, or control showing the operation of any aspects or elements of its respective

Accused Instrumentalities identified by WestcrnGeco in its Infringement Contentions.

Nothing in these disclosures shall be treated as an admission by ION that WesternGeco's

Infringement Contentions comply with the requirements of the Court's Patent Local Rules or

reasonably or adequately show the operation of the Accused Instrumentalities identified by

WesternGeco in its Infringement Contentions. ION expressly reserves the right to revise, amend,

and/or supplement these disclosures and accompanying document production.

In accordance with Patent Rule 3-4(b), ION is providing under separate cover each item

of prior art within its respective possession, custody, or control identified pursuant to Patent Rule

3-3(a) above and that has not yet been produced in this matter. ION expressly reserves the right

to revise, amend, and/or supplement these disclosures and accompanying document production.

In aecordance with patent Rule 3-4(c), ION previously provided documents summarizing

the revenue received from the sales of the Accused Instrumentalities. ION expressly reserves the

right to revise, amend, and/or supplement these disclosures and accompanying document

production.
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EXHIBIT I

Anticipation of U.S. Patent No. 6,691,038 (the "Zajac '038 patent") by
International Patent Application WO 2000/20895 ("HilIesnnd '895 Applieatinn"l

U.S. Patent No. 6,691,038
AssCl'ted Claims

1. A scism Ie streamer array tracking
and positioning system cOlnprisillg:

Citations from HilIesnnd '895 Application

The Hillesund WO 00/20895 International Application discloses
this limitation,

See, e.g., Hillesund '895 generally, which discloses a system
wherein a towing vessel to\V5 a seismiC array comprised of a
plurality of seismic streamers. Actual positions are determined
for this array, and positions are controlled by seismic streamer
positioning devices attached to the streamer cables.

See. e.g., Hillesund '895 at p. 4, Paragraph titled "Summary of
the Invention".

a towiog vesscl JClr towing a seIsmIC The Hillesund '895 application discloses this limitation.
array:

See, e.g., Hillesund '895, Fig. I. See also Hillesund '895 at p. 5,
Paragraph I ("In Figure 1, a seismic survey vessel I() IS sho\vn
towing eight marine seismic streamers ... ").

an array comprising a plurality of The Hillesund ~895 reference discloses this limitation.
scism Ie streamers;

See, e.g., Hillesund '895, Fig. I. See also Hillesund '895 at p. 5,
Paragraph I ("In Figure I, a seismic survey vessel 10 is shown
towing eight marine seismic streamers.,. ").

an active streamer positioning device
(ASPD) attached to at least one
seismic streamer for positioning the
seismic streamer relative to other
seismic streamers \vithin the array;

The Hillesund '895 application discloses this limitation.

See, e.g., Hillesund '895 at p. 6, Paragraph I ("Preferably the
birds 18 are both vertically and horizontally stcerable, These
birds 18 may, for instance. be located at regular intervals along
tbe streamer, such as every 200 to 400 mcters. The vertically and
horizontally stecrahle birds 18 can be uscd to constrain the shape
of the seIsmIC streamer 12 between the deflector 16 and the tail
buoy 20 111 both the vertical (depth) and horizontal directions.")

See, e.g., Hillesund '895 at p. 18, Paragrapb 3, to p. 19,
Paragraph 2 particularly III regard to 'relative' positioning of
streamers ("The inventive control system will primarily operate
IJ1 two different control modes: a feather angle control mode and
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U.S. Patent No. 6,691,038
Asserted Claims

and a master controller for issuing
positioning commands to each
AS PD to adj ust a veitical and
horizontal position of a first streamer
relative to a second streamer within
the array for maintaining a sped tied
array geometry.

Citations from Hillesond ‘895 Application

a turn control mode. In the feather angle control mode, the global
control system 22 attempts to keep each streamer in a straight
line offset from the towing direction by a certain feather angle

The turn control mode is used when ending one pass and
beginning another pass during a 3[) seismic survey, sometimes
referred to as a “line change”. The turn control mode consists of
two phases. In the first part of the turn, every bird 18 tries to
“throw out” the streamer 12 by generating a force in the opposite
direction of the turn. In the last part of the turn, the birds 1 8 are
directed to go to the position defined by the feather angle control
mode. By doing this, a tighter turn can be achieved and the turn
time of the vessel and equipment can be substantially reduced,
‘fypically during the turn mode adjacent streamers will he depth
separated to avoid possible entanglement during the turn and will
he returned to a common depth as soon as possible after the
completion of the turn .... In extreme weather conditions, the
inventive control system may also operate in a streamer
separation control mode that attempts to minimize the risk of
entanglement of the streamers. In this control mode, the global
control system 22 attempts to maximize the distance between
adjacent streamers. The streamers 12 will typically be separated
in depth and the outermost streamers will he positioned as far
away from each other as possible. The inner streamers will then
he regularly spaced between these outermost streamers, i.e. each
bird 18 will receive desired horizontal forces 42 or desired
horizontal position information that will direct the bird IX to the
midpoint position between its adjacent streamers.”).

The ‘038 patent discloses that this limitation was well known to
one skilled in the art prior to and at the time of the invention.

See, e.g.. ‘038 patent, Col. I, II. 25-56 (discussing the known
prior art including attaching control apparatuses to seismic
streamers to position streamers).

i’he Hillesund ‘$95 application discloses this limitation.

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 2 (“In the preferred
embodiment of the present invention, the control system for the
birds 18 is distributed between a global control system 22
located on or near the seismic survey vessel 10 and a local
control system located within or near the birds 18. The global
control system 22 is typically connected to the seismic survey

7
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U.S. Patent No. 6,691,038 Citations from 1-lillesund ‘895 Application
Asserted Claims

vessel’s navigation system and obtains estimates of system wide
parameters, such as the vessel’s towing direction and velocity
and current direction and velocity, from the vessel’s navigation
system.”).

See, e.g., Ilillesund ‘895 at p. 10. Paragraph 3 (“During
operation of the streamer positioning control system, the global
control system 22 preferably transmits, at regular intervals (such
as every five seconds) a desired horizontal force 42 and a desired
vertical force 44 to the local control system 36.”).

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 18, Paragraph 2 (“The inventive
control system is based on shared responsibilities between the
global control system 22 located on the seismic survey’ vessel 10
and the local control system 36 on the bird 18. The global
control system 22 is tasked with monitoring the positions of the
streamers 12 and providing desired forces or desired position
information to the local control system 36. ‘Ihe local control
system 36 within each bird 18 is responsible For adjusting the
wing splay angle to rotate the bird to the proper position and for
adjusting the wing common angle to produce the magnitude of
total desired force required.”).

See, ag., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 18, Paragraph 3, to p. 19,
Paragraph 2; particularly in regard to the limitation of “specified
array geometry” (“The inventive control system will primarily
operate in two different control modes: a feather angle control
mode and a turn control mode. In the feather angle control mode,
the global control system 22 attempts to keep each streamer in a
straight line otiset from the towing direction by a certain feather
angle .... The turn control mode is used when ending one pass
and beginning another pass during a 31) seismic survey.
sometimes referred to as a “line change.” The turn control mode
consists of two phases.. In the first part of the turn, every’ bird 18
tries to “throw out” the streamer 12 by’ generating a force in the
opposite direction of the turn. In the last part of the turn, the
birds 18 are directed to go to the position defined by the feather
angle control mode. By doing this, a tighter turn can he achieved
and the turn time of the vessel and equipment can he
substantially reduced. Typically during the turn mode adjacent
streamers will be depth separated to avoid possible entanglement
during the turn and will he returned to a common depth as soon
as possible after the completion of the turn In extreme
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weather conditions, the in’. entive control system may also
operate in a streamer separation control mode that attempts to
minimize the risk of entanglement of the streamers. In this
control mode, the global control system 22 attem pts to maximize
the distance between adjacent streamers. The streamers 2 will
typically be separated in depth and the outermost streamers will
he positioned as far awa from each other as possible. The inner
streamers w ill then he regularly spaced between these outermost
streamers, i.e. each bird I S ‘.‘. ill receive desired horizontal forces
42 or desired horizontal position information that will direct the
bird I S to the midpoint position between ii S adiacent
streamers.”).

2. [he apparatus of claim I flirther The 1-lillesund -895 application discloses this limitation.
comprising: an en’. ironmental sensor
for sen sing cnvironin en tal lhctors See Claim I Analysis.
which influence the path of the
towed array. See, e.g.. Hillcsund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 3 (“Localized current

fluctuations can dramatically influence the magnitude of the side
control required to property position the streamers.”)

See. e.g.. Hillesund ‘895 at p. 8. Paragraph I (“The global
control system 22 will tvpicall acquire the Ihllowitig parameters
from the ‘. esseFs navigation system: vessel speed (mm s ). ‘.- essel
heading (degrees), current speed (in’s), current heading
(degrees). and the location of each of the birds in the horizontal
plane in a vessel fixed coordinate system. Current speed and
heading can also he estimated based on the average forces acting
on the streamers 1 2 by the birds I 8. The global conirol system
22 ‘.‘. ill prclerabl send the Following values to the local bird
controller: demanded vertical force, demanded horizontal force,
towing velocity, and crosscurrent velocity.”).

See, e.g.. Hillcsund ‘895 at p. 8, Paragraph 3 (“ihe “water-
referenced” towing velocity and crosscurrent velocity could
alternatively be determined using flowmetcrs or other types of
water velocity sensors attached directly to the birds 18. Although
these types of sensors are typically quite espensive, one
advantage ot this type of velocity determination svsten] is that
the sensed ii—line Sand cross—line velocities will he jnherentlv
compensated for the speed and heading of marine currents acting
on said streamer positioning device and for rclative movements
between the ‘. essel 10 and the bird IS

4
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3. The apparatus uI claim I Ilirther Ihe Flillesund 895 application discloses this limitation.
comprising: See Claim I AIlal\ sis.

a tracking system for racking the The I lillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
streamer positions v ersu s time

during a seismic data acquisition run See, e.g.. I hI lesund ‘895 at p. 7. Paragraph 2 (“The global
and storing the positions versus time control sy stem 22 preferably maintains a dynamic model of each
in a legacy database fbr repeating the of the seismic streamers 12 and utilizes the desired and actual
positions versus time in a subsequent positions of the birds I 8 to regularly calculate updated desired
data acquisition; vertical and horizontal forces the birds should impart on the

seismic streamers I 2 to move them Il-oni their actual positions to
their desired positions.”).

See. e.j, I lillesund ‘895 at p. 7, Paragraph I rio the prefirrcd
embodiment of tile present mvention. the global control system
22 monitors thc actual positions of each of the birds IX and is
programmed ith tile desired positions of or the desired
m in mi tim separations between the scism ic streamers 1 2.”).

See. e.g.. I lillesund 895 at p. 8, Paragraph I “T he global
control system 22 will typically acquire the following parameters
iloni the \esseis na igation system: vessel speed (rn/si. vessel
heading I degrees), current speed (11/5), current heading
(degrees). and the location of each of the birds in the horizontal
plane in a vessel fixed coordinate s stem.’)

and an array geometry tracking The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
system for tracking the array
geometry versus time during a See, e.g., 1-lillesund ‘895 at p. 18. Paragraph 3, to p. Ic,
seismic data acquisition run and Paragraph 2 (“The inventive control system will primarily
storing the array geometry versus operate in tx\ 0 different control modes: a feather angle control
time in a legacy database for mode and a turn control mode. In the leather angle control mode,
repeating the arra geometry versus the global control system 22 attempts to keep each streamer in a
time in a subsequent data acquisition straight line offset from tne tow ing direction by a certain frather
run. angle. The flather could he input either manually, through tise of

a current meter. or through usc of an estimated value based on
the average horizontal bird forces. Only when tile crosscurrent
velocity is yen small will the feather angle be set to zero and the
desired streamer positions be in precise alignment with the
towing direct on.

The ttirn control mode is used w hen ending one pass and

)
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beginnina another pass during a 3D seismic survey, sometimes
reliJrred to as line chanue.” I he turn control mode consists of
two phases. In the first part of the turn, every bird IS tries to
“throw out’’ the streamer 12 by generating a force in the opposite
direction of the turn. In the last part of the turn, the birds IS are
directed to go to the position defined by the feather angle control
mode. l3’v doing this, a tighter turn can he achieved and the turn
time of the vessel and equipment can he substantially reduced.
Typically during the turn mode adjacent streamers will he depth
separated to avoid possible entanglement during the turn and will
he returned to a common depth as soon as possible after the
completion of the turn. The vessel navigation system will
t’pical lv noli iv the global control system 22 when to start
throwing the streamers 12 out, and when to start straightening
the streamers.

In extreme s eather conditions, the inventive control system may
also operate in a streamer separation control mode that attempts
to in in ml i/c the risk of entanglenlerit of the stream ers. In this
control node, the global control s stem 22 attempts to maximize
the distance between adjacent streamers. The streamers I 2 vil I
typical l\ he separated in depth and the outermost streamers will
be positioned as Fr a from each other as possible. The inner
streamers ill then he regularly spaced between these outermost
streamers. i.e. each bird 18 will receive desired horizontal tbrees
42 or desired horizontal position information that will direct the
bird 18 to the midpoint position between its adjacent
streamers.”).

4. The apparatus of cIa un 3 wherein
the master controller eoittpares the
positions of the streamers versus

i me and the a rrav uco net n’ ersu 5

time to a desired streamer position
and arra: aeometr ‘. ersus iiii’ ‘and
issues positioning commands to the
ASPDs to maintain the desired
streamer position and array geom etrv
versus time.

The Hillesrind ‘895 application discloses this limitation,

See Claim 3 Analysis.

Sue. e.g.. I lillesund ‘895 at p. 7. Paragraph 2 (“The global
control s stem 22 pretèrably maintains a dynamic model of each
of the seistu ie streamers I 2 and tail izes the desired and actual
positions of the birds IS to regularly calculate updated desired
vertical arid horizontal forces the birds should impart on the
seismic streamers 12 to move them from their actual positions to
their desired positions.).

See. e.g.. II il lesund ‘895 at p. I 8, Paragraph 2 (“The in entive
control system is based on shared responsibilities between the
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global control system 22 located on the seismic sun cv vessel lO
and the local control system 36 located on the bird IS. The
glohal control sstem 22 is tasked with monitoring the positions
ol the streamers 1 2 and providing desired lbrces or desired
position in form at on to the loca control system 36. The local
control system 36 within each bird I S is responsible for
adjusting the wing splay angle to rotate the bird to the proper
position and br adjusting the wing common angle to produce the
magnitude of total desired force required”).

I h. Ilil kstind 895 ippl ication ci iselost s this hni itntion

See Claim 4 Analysis

Sc, e.g.. I lillesund ‘895 at p. 8, Paragraph I (“The global
control s stern 22 \% ill typical I’ acquire the lbl lowing parameters
from the vesseLs na igation sstein: cssel speed (m;s). vessel
heading (degrees). current speed (m/s). current heading
(degrees), and the location of each of the birds in the horizontal
plane in a essel lixed coordinate 5) stem. Current speed and
heading can also he estimated based on the average forces acting
on the streamers I 2 by the birds I 8. I he global control system
22 ill prelerahly send the tbIlo ing values to the local bird
controller: demanded vertical thrce, demanded horizontal borce,
towing velocity, and crosscurrent velocity.’).

See, ag., Hillesund 895 at p.6, Paragraph 3 (“Localized current
fluctuations can dramatically influence the magnitude of the side
control required to property position the streamers. To
compensate lhr these localized current fluctuations, the inventive
control system utilizes a distributed processing control
architecture and behavior—predictive model-based control logic
to properly control the streamer positioning devices.’’).

6. The apparatus of claim 4 herein The llillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
the master controller corn pensates
br maneuverahilit in the See Claim 4 Anal’.sis.
p0s it ion rig corn n and s to
compensate br maneuverability See. e.g.. I hI lesund •59i at p. 7, Paragraph 3 (“The global
influences on the positioninu of the control system 22 preferably- calculates the desired vertical and
streamers and the array gcometr> - horizontal lbrces based on the beha ior of each streamer and

also takes into account the helms ior of the complete streamer
array.’’).

Citations from II illesu ud ‘895 Application

5. The apparatus of cain 4 wherein
the master contu il Icr fictors in
environmental factors mto the
positioning commands to
compensate br cii’. i ronmental
iniluences on the positioninu of the
streamers and the array geoinetr -
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See, e.g., Ilillesund ‘895 at p. 8, Paragraph 3 (“The force and
velocity values are delivered by the global control system 22 as
separate values br each bird 18 on each streamer 12
continuously’ during operation of the control system.”).

lO. ‘The apparatus of claim I wherein The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
the array geometry comprises a

plurality’ of streamers positioned at a See Claim I Analysis.

unilorm depth.

See. e.g.. Hillesund 195 at p. 6, Paragraph I (“Preferably the

birds I 8 are both vertically and horizontally steerable. These

birds IS may, br instance, be located at regular intervals along

the streamer, such as every 200 to 400 meters. The vertically’ and

horizontally steerable birds IX can he used to constrain the shape

01’ the seismic streamer 12 between the deflector 16 and the tail

buoy 20 in both the vertical (depth) and horizontal directions.”)

I I . The apparatus of claim I wherein The I-I illesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
the array geometry comprises a
plurality of streamers positioned at a See Claim I Analysis.
plurality of uepths for varying
temporal resolution of the array. See, e.t., H illesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph I (‘‘Preferably the

birds 18 are both vertically and horizontally steerable. These
birds 18 may, for instance, he located at regular intervals along
the streamer, such as every 200 to 400 meters. The vertically and
horizontally steerable birds 18 can he used to constrain the shape
of the seismic streamer 12 between the deflector 16 and the tail
buoy’ 20 in both the vertical (depth) and horizontal directions.”)

See, e.g.. Hillesund ‘895 at p. 19, Paragraph 2 (“In extreme
weather conditions, the inventive control system may also
operate in a streamer separation control mode that attempts to
minimize the risk of entanglement of the streamers. In this
control mode, the global control system 22 attempts to maximize
the distance between adjacent streamers. The streamers 12 will
typically he separated in depth and the outermost streamers will
be positioned as far away from each other as possible”)

13. The apparatus of claim 4 wherein The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this imitation.
the array geometry’ is tracked via
satellite and communicated to the See Claim 4 Analysis.
master controller.
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See. e.g., I Iillcsund ‘$95 at p. 6, Paragraph 2 (“‘1 he global
control system 22 is typically connected to the seismic survey
vessel’s navigation system and obtains estimates of system wide
parameters, such as the vessel’s toc rig direction and elocity
and current direction and elocitv. front the vessel’s navigation
system.”).

See, e.g.. I I illesund ‘$95 at p 7. Paragraph I (“A lternativelv. or
additionally. satellitc—hased alohal positioning system equipment

can he used to deterininc the positions of the equipment.”).

14. A seismic streamer array The I lillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
tracking and positioning system
comprising: See. e.g., 1-lillesund ‘895 generally, which discloses a system

wherein a towing vessel tows a seisnite array comprised of a
plural t of seismic streamers. Actual positions are determined
for this arra . and positions are control lcd by seismic streamer
posttiomng devices attached to the streamer cables.

See. e.g.. I I illesund ‘ $95 at p. 4. Paragraph titled ‘‘Stiiiitnarv of
the In’ ention’’.

a towing cssel for towing a seismic The 1lillcsund ‘895 application discloses tins limitation.
array;

See, e.g., Flillesund ‘895, Fig. I. Sec a/co Flillesund ‘$95 at p. 5.
Paragraph I (“in Figure 1, a seismic survey vessel 10 is shown
towing eight marine seismic streamers ...“).

a seismic streamer area’ comprising ‘The I ii llesund ‘895 application discloses tins limitation.
a pluralit of’ seismic streamers: an
aetix e streamer position jig device 5cc. e.g., I lillesund ‘895, Fig. I .5cc a/co l—Iillesund ‘ $95 at p. 5.
(ASPI)) attached to each seistine Paragraph I t”’ In Figure 1 .a seismic sur cv vessel I 0 is shon
streamer for positioning each seismic to\x ing eight marine seismic streamers
streamer;

Se e.g., [lillesund ‘$95 at p. 6, Paragraph I (“Preferably the
birds 18 are both vertically and horizontally steerable. These
birds 8 may, for instance, be located at regular intervals along
the streamer, such as every’ 200 to 400 meters. The vertically’ and
horizontal Iv steerahle birds 1 8 can he used to constrain the shape
of the seism ic streamer I 2 between the deflector I 6 arid the tail
buo 20 in both the vertical (depth) and horizontal directions.”)

9
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a master controller br issuing The 11 illesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
vertical and horizontal positioning
commands to each ASP[) for See, e.g., Hillesund ‘805 at p. 6, Paragraph 2 (“In the preferred
maintaining a speci lied array em hodiment of the present invention, the control system for the
geom etrv: birds I 8 is distributed between a global control system 22

located on or near the seismic stir; cv ‘ essel 1(1 and a local
control system located within or near the birds I S. The global
control system 22 is t\ pically connected to the seisin ic survey
vessel’s navigation 5) stem and obtains estimates of s\ stem wide
parameters, such as the vessels towing direction and velocity
and current direction and velocity, horn the vessel’s navigation
system.”).

See, e.g.. Hillesund ‘895 at p. 10, Paragraph 3 (“During
operation of the streamer positioning control system, the global
control s stem 22 prehrablv transmits, at regular intervals (such
as every live seconds) a desired horizontal force 42 and a desired
vertical Ibrce 44 to the local control s stem 36.”).

See. e.g.. Ilillesund 805 at p. I S. Paragraph 2 (‘ [he in’ entive
control system is based on shared responsibilities heteen the
global control system 22 located on the seismic survey vessel 10
and the local control system 36 on the bird 18. I’he global
control system 22 is tasked with monitoring the positions of the
streamers 12 and providing desired forces or desired position
information to the local control system 36 ).

See. e.g., I lillesund ‘895 at p. IX, Paragraph 3. to p. 19.
Paragraph 2: particu larlv in regard to the limitation of “specified
array geometry (‘‘the inventive control system will primarily
operate in two different control modes: a feather angle control
mode and a turn control mode. In the leather angle control mode.
the global control system 22 attempts to keep each streamer in a
straight line offset from the towing direction by a certain feather
angle .... The turn control mode is used when ending one pass
and beginning another pass during a 3D seismic survey,
sometimes referred to as a “line change Typically during the
turn node adjacent streamers will he depth separated to avoid
possible entanglement during the turn and will he returned to a
common depth as soon as possible aher thc completion of the
turn . . . . In extreme weather conditions, the inventive control
system may also operate in a streamer separation control mode
that attempts to minimize the risk of’ entanglement of the
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streanwrs. In this control mode, the global control system 22
attempts to maximii.c the distance between adjacent streamers.
The sLreamers 12 will typically be separated in depth and the
outermost streamers vi II be positioned as far away 1mm each
other as possible

an en’. i ronni ental sensor for sensing ‘[‘he I 1 i I lesund 895 application discloses th is Ii in itation
en’. ronmental Ihetors which
influence the towed path of the See. e.g.. I lillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 3 (“1.ocali ed current
towed arra fitictuations can dramatically influence the magnitude of the side

control required to property’ position the streamers.”)

See, e.g., Flillesund ‘895 at p. 8, Paragraph I (‘ihe global
control system 22 will typically acquire the Ibliowing
parameters from the vessel’s navigation system: vessel speed
(m/s). ‘. essel heading (degrees), current speed (in/s). current
heading (degrees), and the location of each of the birds in the
horizontal plane in a vessel fixed coordinate sy stem

See, e.g.. Flillesund 895 at p. 8. Paragraph 3 ‘The “water—
referenced” tow ing velocity and crosscurrent eloeitv could
alternatively he determined using flo’.vmeters or other types of
water velocity sensors attached directly to the birds 16. Although
these types of sensors are typically quite expensive, one
advantage of this type of velocity determination system is that
the sensed in—line and cross—line velocities will he inherently
compensated for the speed and heading of marine currents acting
on said streamer positioning device’id for relative movements
between the vessel I (I and the bird I 8.”).

a tracking system for tracking the The I hI lesutid ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
streamer horiiontal and vertical
positions ‘. ersus time during a See, e.g., I lillesund ‘895 at p. 7. Paragraph 2 (‘“[he global
seismic data acquisition run: control system 22 prelerably maintains a dynamic model of each

of the seismic streamers 12 and utilizes the desired and actual
positions of the birds 18 to regularly calculate updated desired
vertical and horizontal forces the birds should impart on the
seisin ic streamers I 2 to move them from their actual positions to
their desired positions.”).

See. e.g.. Hillesund $95 at p. 7, Paragraph I FIn the preferred
embodiment of the present invention, the global control system
22 monitors the actual positions of each of the birds
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,See. u.g. liii lesund ‘895 at p. 7, Paragraph 2 (“The global
control system 22 preferably maintains a dvnam ic model of each
of the seisni ic streamers I 2 and utilizes the desired and actual
posittons of the birds IX to regularly calculate updated desired
vertical and horizontal threes the birds should impart on the
seismic streamers 2 to move them from their actual positions to
their desired positions.’’).

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 18, Paragraph 3, to p. 19,
Paragraph 2 particularly in regard to the limitation of “maintain
the desired streamer positions and array geometry versus time.”
(‘‘The inventive control system will primarily operate in two
different control modes: a feather angle control mode and a turn
control ii ode. Itt the leather angle control mode, the global
control system 22 attempts to keep each streamer in a straight
line offset from the towing direction by a certain feather angle

The turn control node is used when ending one pass and
beginning another pass during a 3D seismic survey, sometimes
referred to as a “line change.” The turn control mode consists of
two phases. In the first part of the turn. ever\ bird 1 8 tries to
“throw out” the streamer 12 by generating a force in the opposite
direction of the turn. In the last pan of the turn, the birds 1 8 are
directed to go to the position defined by the feather angle control
mode. . . . In extreme weather conditions, the inventive control
system ma’ also operate in a streamer separation control mode
that attempts to minimize the risk of entanglement of the
streamers. In this control mode, the global control system 22
attempts to maximize the distance between adiaeent streamers

U.S. Patent No. 6,691,038 Citations from 1-lillesund ‘895 Application
Asserted Claims

See. e.g.. llillesund ‘895 at p. 8. Paragraph I (“I he global
control svsteni 22 will typically acquire the follo ing parameters
li’om the esseI’s navigation system: xessel speed (mis). vessel
heading (degrees), current speed (mis). current heading
(degrees). and the location of each of the birds in the horizontal
plane in a ‘. essel fixed coordinate system.”)

an array gconietrv tracking system
lbr tracking the array geotnetr

versus time during a seismic data

acquisition rttn, n hercin the master

controller coni pares the ‘ ert ieal and
horizonial positions ot the streamers

versus time and the array geometry

versus time to desired streamer

positions and array geometry versus

time and issues positioning
commands to the AS PDs to maintain

the desired streamer positions and
array’ geometry versus time.
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5. 1 lie apparatus of claim 14 ‘Ihe I lillesund 895 application discloses this limitation,
w herein I he master controller lactors

in environmental measurements into See Claim 14 Analysis.
the positioning corn in ands to
compensate for environmental See, eg., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 8, Paragraph I (“The global
in fiucitees on the positions of the control system 22 will typically acquire the fol lowing parameters
streamers and the array’ geometry. from the vessel’s navigation system: vessel speed (mis), vessel

heading ( degrees), current speed (rn/s) current heading
(degrees), and the location of each of the birds in the horizontal
plane in a vessel fixed coordinate s’ stem. Current speed and
headine can also he estimated based on the ax erage forces acting
on the streamers I 2 by the birds 1 8. ‘[he global control system

22 will preferahl’ send the following values to the local bird
controller: demanded vertical three, demanded horiiontal three.
tow ing velocity, and crosscurrent velocitx’.).

See, e.g.. I lillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 3 (‘Localized current
fluctuations can dramatically influence the magnitude of the side
control required to property position the streamers. To
compensate for these localized ctirrent fluctuations, the inventive
control system utilizes a distributed processing control
architecture and behavior—predictive model—based control logic
to properly control the streamer positioning devices.).

I (. ‘l’he apparattis of claim 14 The I lillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
w Ii crc in t lie in aster eon tro 11cr

conipensates br maneuverability’ in Sec C aim 14 Anal’ sis.
tIle positiotiinit commands to

compensate for maneuverability Set’. r.g. , HI lesund 895 at p. 7. Paragraph 3 rEhe global
intl ucnces on the positionin of the control system 22 preibrablv calculates the desired vertical and
streamers and the arra geometry. horizontal forces based on the behavior of each streamer and

also takes info account the behavior of the complete streamer

array.”).

A Person Having Ordinary Skill In The Art at the time of the
invention ‘s ou Id find th is Ii in itation to he inherent in the
invention. To ‘‘compensate for maneuverability influences” it
would he necessary’ to take into account various maneuverability
factors, including, hut not necessarily limited to, cable diameter,
array type. deployed configuration, vessel tpe. device type. etc.
which are part of’ the basis for the behavior of the streamers.

See. e.g.. l-lillesund ‘695 at p.
8, Paragraph 3 rTlte three and
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velocity values are delivered by the global control system 22 as
separate values for each bird IS on each streamer 12
eontin uously during operation of the control system .‘).

20. A seismic streamer array’ The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
tracking and positioning system
comprising: See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 generally, which discloses a system

wherein a towing vessel tows a seismic array comprised of a
plurality’ of seismic streamers. Actual positions are determined
for this array’, and positions are controlled by seismic streamer
positioning devices attached to the streamer cables,

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 4, Paragraph titled “Summary of
the Invention,”

a towing vessel for towing a seismic The I lillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
array;

See, e.g.. Ilillesund ‘895, Fig. 1.5cc also Hillesund ‘895 at p. 5,
Paragraph I (“In Figure I, a seismic survey vessel 10 is shown
towing eight marine seismic streamers..”).

a seisni ie streamer array comprising The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
a plurality’ of seismic streamers;

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895, Fig. I. See also Hillesund ‘895 at p. 5,
Paragraph I (“In Figure I, a seismic survey’ vessel 10 is shown
towing eight marine seismic streamers .“).

an active streamer positioning device The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
(ASPI)) attached to each seismic
streamer for vertically and See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph I (“Preferably the
horizontally’ positioning each seismic birds 18 are both vertically and horizontally’ steerable, These
streamer relative to the array’; birds IS may, for instance, he located at regular intervals along

the streamer. such as every’ 200 to 400 meters. The vertically’ and
horizontally steerable birds 18 can be used to constrain the shape
of the seismic streamer 12 between the deflector 16 and the tail
buoy 20 in both the vertical (depth) and horizontal directions.”)

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 18, Paragraph 3, to p. 19,
Paragraph 2 particularly’ in regard to the limitation of
“positioning each seismic streamer relative to the array”. (“The
inventive control sy’stem will primarily operate in two different
control modes. a feather angle control mode and a turn control
mode. In the feather angle control mode, the global control
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system 22 attempts to keep each streamer in a straight line offset
1mm the towing direction by’ a certain feather angle . . . The turn
control mode is used when ending one pass and beginning
another pass during a 31) seismic survey , sometimes referred to
as• I inc change’’. [he turn control mode consists of t’a o phases.
In the first pan of the turn, every bird I 8 tries to ‘‘thro out the
streamer 12 b) generating a force in the opposite dirt’c lion of the
turn. In the last part of the turn, the birds IS are directed to go to
the position defined by the feather angle control mode.... In
extreTne eather conditions, the in’ entive control system may
also operate in a streamer separation control mode that attempts
to minimize the risk of entanglement of the streamers. In this
control mode, the global control system 22 attempts to maximize
the distance between adjacent streamers. i’he streamers 12 will
typically be separated in depth

[he ‘038 patent discloses that this limitation “as ell known to
one skilled in the art prior to and at the time of the invention.

See. e.g.. 1)38 patent. (‘ol. I . II. 25-56 discussing the known
prior art including attaching control apparatuses to seismic
streamers to posiflon streamers),

and a master controller for issuing The I I illesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
positioning commands to each
ASPI) for maintaining a specified See. e.g.. 1-lillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paraaraph 2 (“In the preferred
array- path. embodiment of the present invention, the control system for the

birds IS is distributed hetxeen a global control system 22
located on or near the seismic sun cv vessel 10 and a local
control s stem located within or near the birds .

Set’, e.g.. Hillesund ‘595 at p. 0, Paragraph 3 (“During
operation of the streamer positioning control system. the global
control system 22 prelbrably transm its, at regular inter als (such
as every five seconds) a desired horizontal force 42 and a desired
vertical force 44 to the local control system 36.”).

Sec’, cg.. Hillesund ‘895 at p. 18, Paragraph 2 (“T lie inventive
control system is based on shared responsibilities between the
global control system 22 located on the seismic survey vessel 10
and the local control system 36 on the bird I 8. The global
control system 22 is tasked with monitoring the positions of’ the
streamers 12 and providing desired forces or desired position
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information to the local control system 36. The local control
system 36 within each bird IX is responsible for adjusting the
wing splay angle to roLate the bird to the proper position and for
adjusting the wing corn mon angle to produce the magnitude of
total desired lorce retiuiredTh.

Sec. e.g., I HI lesund ‘895 at p. I 8. Paraaraph 3. to p. 19.
Paragraph 2: oarticularlv in regard to the limitation of •‘speeihed
array path (“[he inventi e control sx stein will primarily operate
in t\\o different control modes: a feather angle control mode and
a turn control mode. In the fiDather angle control mode, the global
control system 22 attempts to keep each streamer in a straight
line ollset from the towing direction by a certain feather angle
The turn control mode is used when ending one pass and
beginning another pass during a 31) seismic survey, sometimes
relerred to as a ‘‘I inc change.’’ The turn control mode consists of
two phases. In the first pail of the turn. every bird I 8 tries to
“throw ouf’ the streamer I 2 by generating a force in the opposite

of the turn. In the last part of the turn, the birds IX are
directed to go to the position defined h’ the feather angle control
mode In extreme eathcr conditions, the inventi e control
system may also operale in a strcanier separation control mode
thai attempts to minimize the risk of entanglement of the
streamers. In this control mode, the global control system 22
attempts to maximize the distance between adjacent streamers.
The streamers 12 will typically be separated in depth and the
outermost streamers will he positioned as 11w away from each
other as possible. The inner streamers ill theti he regularly
spaced between these outermost streamers. i.e. each bird I 8 will
recei e desired horizontal forces 42 or desired horizontal
position information that will direct the bird IX to the midpoint
posit ion between its adjacent stream cr5.’’).

2 I. The apparatus of claim 20 The I I illesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
wherein the master controller issues
positioning commands to the towing See Claim 20 Analysis.
vessel for maintaining a specified
array path. See. e.g.. Hillesund ‘805 at p. 6. Paragraph 2 (“1 lie global

control system 22 is typically connected to the seismic survey
vessels na igation system and obtains estimates of system wide
parameters. such as the vessel’s towing direction and velocity
and current direction and velocity, from the vessel’s na igation
system.”)
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In addition, Persons Having Ordinary Skill In The Art will
readily recognize that the seismic survey vessel’s navigation
system is typically utilized to steer the vessel in routine seismic
acquisition operations (“auto—pilot”).

22. 1 lie apparatus of claim 20 further The lii llesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
coin p r is i

See Claim 20 Analysis.

a processor for calculating an The I lillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

optimal path tbr the seismic ana for
optimal cox erage durine seismic data See C aim 20 Analysis.
acquisition ox er a seismic held:

See, tg., llillesund ‘895. Pig 4.

Set’. e.g., Ihillesund ‘895 at p. 6. Paragraph 3 (“To compensate
for these localized current fluctuations, the inventive control
system utilizes a distributed processing control architecture and
behavior-predictive model-based control logic to properly
control the streamer positioning devices.”).

a streamer behavior prediction The 1-lillestind ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
processor v hich pied icts array
beliax ior: See, e.g.. lii llesund ‘895 at p. 6. Pararaph 3 ( “To compensate

for these localized current fluctuations, the inventive control
system oti lies a distributed processing control architecture and
behax ior-predictive model-based control logic to properly
control the streamer positioning devices.’).

and x herein the master controller The [lii lesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
compensates for predicted streamer
behax ior in issuing vertical and See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 3 (“[0 compensate
horizontal positioning commands to for these localized current fluctuations, the inventive control
the towing vessel and the ASPDs for system utilizes a distributed processing control architecture and
positioning the array along the behavior—predictive model—based control logic to properly
optimal path. control the streamer positioning devices.’’).

23. [he apparatus of claim 22 [he I lillesund 895 application discloses this limitation.
\% herein the master controller
compensates for enx ironmental See Claim 22 Anal sis.
tactors in the positioninu corn m ands.

See. e.g.. Hillesund ‘895 at p. 8, Paragraph I (“The alobal
control system 22 will typically acquire the follo\x ing parameters
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from the vessel’s navigation system: vessel speed (mis), vessel
heading (degrees), current speed (m/s), current heading
(degrees), and the location of each of the birds in the horizontal
plane in a vessel fixed coordinate s3 stein. Current speed and
heading e an also he estimated based on the a erage forces acting
on the streamers 12 hr the birds I 8. 1 he global control system
22 w ill preferably send the follo ing ‘. alties to the local bird
controller: demanded ‘. ertical force, demanded horizontal force,
towing velocity, and crosscurrent elocit\ .‘

See. e.g.. Hillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 3 (“Localized current
fluctuations can dramatically influence the magnitude of the side
control required to property position the streamers. To
compensate for these localized current fluctuations, the inventive
control system utilizes a distributed processing control
architecture and beliav or—predictive model—based control logic
to properly control the streamer positioning devices.”).

24. The apparatus of claim 23 The Flillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
wherein I he master controller
compensates for inaneu erahi lity See Claim 23 Analysis.
factors ii) the positioning corn m ands.

5cc’, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 7, Paragraph 3 (“The global
control system 22 preferably calculates the desired vertical and
horizontal forces based on the behavior of each streamer and
also takes into account the behavior of the complete streamer
array.’’).

[his I rn itation is inherent. It ould be necessary to take into
account some maneuverability factors sttch as cable diameter.
array type, deployed configuration hieh arc part of the basis for
the behavior of the streamers to he able to implement the
in\ ention of Claim 23.

See. e.g.. 1-lillesund ‘$95 at p. 8, Paragraph 3 (‘the force and
velocity values are delivered by the global control system 22 as
separate values for each bird 18 on each streamer 12
continuously during operation of the control system.”).

25.;\ seismic streamer arra’ The Ilillesund ‘$95 application discloses this linaitation.
tracking and positioning system
comprising: See, e.g.. llillesund 895 genera//i’, which discloses a system

wherein a towing vessel tows a seismic array comprised of a
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plurality of seisin ic streamers. Actual positions are determ ned
for this array, and positions are controlled by seismic streamer
positioning dc ices attached to the streamer cables

See, e.. I lillestind ‘895 at P. 4, Paragraph titled “Summary of
the Invention,’’

a towing vessel lbr tns mu a seismic The Hillestind 895 application discloses this limitation.
arra’:

See, e,’.. Ilillestind ‘895, Fig. I See aI*n Ilillesund ‘895 at p. 5.
Paragraph I (“In Figure I , a seismic survey ‘ essel I (I is shown
to\\ na eight marine seismic streamers ...‘‘).

a seismic streame rarray comprising The Flu lesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
a plurality of seismic streamers;

See, e.g., Hillestmnd ‘895, Fig. I See aLco 1-lillesund ‘$95 at P. .
Paragraph I (“In Figure I, a seismic survey’ vessel 10 is shown
towing eight marine seismic streamers

an active streamer positioning device The Fiillcsund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
(ASPI)) attached to each seismic
streamer br vertically and See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph I (“Preferably the
horizontally positioning each seismic birds I 8 are both ertically and horizontally- steerable. these
streamer relative to the array; birds I S may’, for instance, be located at regular intervals along

the streamer, such as every 200 to 400 meters. ‘Ihe vertical lv and
horizontally steerable birds I 8 can be used to constrain the shape
of the seismic streamer 12 between the deflector I 6 and the tail
huo 20 in both the ertical (depth) and horizontal directions.’’)

See. e.g.. llillcsund ‘$95 at p. 18. Paragraph 3. to p. 19,
Parauraph 2 partieularl’ in regard to ‘relatie positioning oF’
streamers (‘‘1 he inventive control system will primarily operate
in two dibièrent control modes. a feather angle control mode and
a turn control mode. In the feather angle control mode, the global
control system 22 attempts to keep each streamer in a straight
line oltset from the ioving direction by a certain biather angle
. . . . The turn control mode is used when ending one pass and
beginning another pass during a 3D seismic surve. sometimes
referred to as a “line change”. The turn control mode consists of
two phases. In the first part of the turn, every bird 18 tries to
“throx\ out the streamer I 2 by’ generating a knee in the opposite
direction of the turn. In the last part of the turn, the birds I 8 are
directed to go to the position defined by the feather angle control
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mode. By doing this, a tighter turn can he achieved and the turn
time of the vessel and equipment can he substantially reduced.
Typically during the turn mode adjacent streamers will he depth
separated to avoid possible entanglement during the turn and will
he returned to a common depth as soon as possible after the
completion of the turn In extreme weather conditions, the
inventive control system may also operate in a streamer
separation control mode that attempts to minimize the risk of
entanglement of the streamers. In this control mode, the global
control system 22 attenipts to maximize the distance between
adjacent streamers. i’he streamers 12 will typically he separated
in depth and the outermost streamers will he positioned as far
away from each other as possible. The inner streamers will then
he regularly spaced between these outermost streamers. i.e. each
bird IX will receive desired horizontal forces 42 or desired
horizontal position information that will direct the bird 1 8 to the
midpoint position between its adjacent streamers,’’).

The ‘038 patent discloses that this limitation was well known to
one skilled in the art prior to and at the time of the invention.

See, e.g., ‘038 patent, Col. I. Il. 25-56 (discussing the known
prior art including attaching control apparatuses to seismic
stream ers to position streamers).

a master controller for issuing The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
positioning commands to each
ASPI) and to the towing vessel for See, e.g.. Hillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 2 (“In the preferred
maintaining an optimal path, embodiment of the present invention, the control system for the
wherein the master controller further birds 18 is distributed between a global control system 22
comprises a processor for calculating located on or near the seismic survey vessel 10 and a local
an optimal path for the seismic arry• control system located within or near the birds I 8. The global
for optimal coverage during seismic control system 22 is typically connected to the seismic survey
data acquisition over a seismic held, vessel’s navigation system and obtains estimates of system wide
and a streamer behavior prediction parameters, such as the vessel’s towing direction and velocity
processor which predicts array and current direction and velocity, from the vessel’s navigation
behavior, wherein the master system.”).
controller compensates for predicted
streamer behavior in issuing See, e.g., Flillesund ‘895 at p. 10, Paragraph 3 (“During
positioning commands to the towing operation of the streamer positioning control system, the global
vessel and the ASP[)s for control system 22 preferably’ transmits, at regular intervals (such
positioning the array along the as every live seconds) a desired horizontal force 42 and a desired
optimal path, wherein the master vertical force 44 to the local control system 36.”).
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See. e.g.. I lillcsund ‘X95 at n. I t. Paragraph 2 (‘the invcnti e
control s’ stem is based on shared responsibilities hetx ceo the
global control system 22 located on the seismic surve vessel 10
and the local control system 36 on the bird 1 8. The global
control s’ stem 22 is tasked with monitoring the positions oF the
streamers 12 and providing desired threes or desired position
information to the local control svsteTn 36. The local control
system 36 within each bird IX is responsible for adjusting the
wing splay angle to rotate the bird to the proper position and For
adjusting the wing common angle to produce the magnitude of
total desired lhrce required.”).

Sa e.g.. I lillcsund 895 at p. IX. Paragraph 3, to p. 19.
Paragraph 2 (‘‘Ihe inventive control s\stem will primaril
operate in two di lierent control modes: a feather angle control
mode and a turn control mode. In the tiather angle control mode.
the global control system 22 attempts to keep each streamer in a
straight line offset from the towing direction by a certain feather
angle . - . . I he turn control mode is used when ending one pass
and beginning another pass during a 3D seismic sun ey,
sometimes referred to as a line change. “ Ihe turn control mode
consists of two phases. In the Iirst pail of the turn, cx cry bird 1$
tries to “throw out” the streamer 12 by generating a force in the
opposite direct ion of the turn. In the last part of the turn, the
birds IX are directed to go to the position defined by the feather
angle control mode. 13y doing this, a tighter turn can he achieved
and the turn time of the vessel and equipment can be
substantially reduced. Typically during the turn mode adjacent
streamers ill he depth separated to avoid possible entanglement
during the turn and will be returned to a common depth as soon
as possible after the completion of the turn In extreme
weather conditions, the inventive control system may also
operate in a streamer separation control mode that atteni pts to
minimize the risk 0! entanglement of the streamers. In this
control mode, the global control system 22 attempts to maximize
the distance between adjacent streamers. The streamers 12 xill
typically he separated in depth and the outcmost streamers ill
he positioned as far away from each other as possible. The inner
streamers ;ill then he regularly spaced between these outermost
streamers, i.e. each bird IX will receie desired hori7ontal forces
42 or desired horizontal position information that will direct the
bird I 8 to the midpoint position between its adjacent

tF.S. Patent No. 6,691,038 Citalions from Hillcsnnd ‘895 Application
Asserted (‘laims

coot roller corn pens atcs for
environmental and naneuvcrahilit
lactors in the positioning commands.
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stream ers.

See. e.g.. Hillesund -895 at p. 8, Paragraph I (‘the global
control system 22 will typically acquire the following parameters
from the vessel’s navigation system: vessel speed (m/s), vessel
heading (degrees), current speed (m/s). current heading
(degrees), and the location of each of the birds in the horizontal
plane in a vessel fixed coordinate system. Current speed and
heading can also he estimated based on the average forces acting
on the streamers I 2 h’ the birds I 8. The global control system
22 vil I preferably send the following alues to the local bird
control I.. - dein andcd vertical force, dciii anded horizontal force,
towing velocity, and crosscurrent velocity.’’).

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 3 (“Localized current
fluctuations can dramatically influence the in agn i aide of the side
control required to propcrt posi Lion the streamers. [n
compensate fur these localized current fluctuations, the inventive
control svstcni utilizes a distributed processing control
architecture and behavior—predictive model—based control logic
to properly control the streamer positioning devices.’’).

See, e.g., ITillesund ‘895 at p. 7. Paragraph 3 (ihe global
control system 22 prcfcrabl calculates the desired vertical and
horizontal forces based on the beha’ mr of each streamer and
also takes into account the behavior of the complete streamer
arras

26. A method for tracking and The Hillcsund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
positioning a seismic streamer array
comprising: See. e.g.. lii I lesund ‘895 general/v. Inch discloses a svsteilI

wherein a towing essel tows a seisin ic array comprised of a
plurality of seismic streamers. Actual positions are determined
for this array. and positions are control lcd by seismic streamer
positioning dc ices attached to the streamer cables.

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 4, Paragraph titled “Summary of
the Invention.’’

fbr towing a seismic aria’ The I Lillcsund ‘805 application discloses this limitation.
comprising a pluralit of seismic
streamers: See. eg.. II illcsund ‘895. Trig. I . .cee atct; I lillcsund -895 at p. 5,

Paragraph__I (“In__Figure__1 a seismic survey vessel It) is show n
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towing eight marine seismic streamers ..“).

See. e.g., 11 illesund 95 at p. 6. Parauraph I (‘‘Preferably the
birds I S are both ertically and horizontal!’ steerable. These
birds I 8 lay. tor instance, be located at reaular intervals along
the streamer, such as ever\’ 200 to 400 meters, The vertically and
horizontally steerable birds 18 can he tised to constrain the shape
of the seismic streamer 12 between the deflector 16 and the tail
buoy 20 in both the vertical (depth) and horizontal directions.”)

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 18, Paragraph 3. to p. 19,
Parauraph 2 particularly in regard to ‘relative’ positioning ot’
streamers C’ I he in’. entive control svstenl ‘.viil primarily operate
in two different control modes: a leather angle control mode and
a turn control mode. In the feather angle control mode, the global
control s stem 22 attempts to keep each streamer in a straight
line offset li’om the towing direction by a certain leather angle

lhe turn control mode is used when ending one pass and
beginning another pass during a 31) seismic survey, sometimes
referred to as a “line change.” The turn control mode consists of
two phases. In the first part of the turn, every? bird 18 tries to
“throw out” the streamer 12 by generating a force in the opposite
direction of the turn. In the last part of the turn, the birds IS are
directed to go to the position defined by the feather angle control
mode. By doing this, a tighter turn can he achieved and the turn
time of the vessel and equipment can he substantially reduced.
Typically during the turn mode ad jacent streamers will he depth
separated to a\ oid possible entanglement during the turn and will
be retumed to a common depth as soon as possible after the
cool p letion of the turn In extreme weather conditions, the
inventive control system may also operate in a streamer
separation control mode that attempts to minimize the risk of
entanglement of the streamers. In this control mode, the global
control system 22 attempts to maximize the distance between
adjacent streamers. The streamers 12 ‘.ill typically he separated
in depth and the outermost streamers ‘.vil I he positioned as far
away from each other as possible. ‘The inner streamers ‘.‘. ill then
be regularly spaced between these outermost streamers, i.e. each
bird IS will receive desired horizontal forces 42 or desired

attaching an act i e streamer
positioninu dc. ice t ASPI)) each
seisal ie streamer for posit on lie the
seismic sti’ctinler relative to other
seismic streamers witnin the arra\

‘[he I lillesund ‘595 application discloses this limitation.
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horizontal position information that will direct the bird 1 8 to the
midpoint position between its adjacent streamers.”).

The ‘03$ patent discloses that this limitation was well known to
one skilled in the art prior to and at the time of the invention.

Sec cg., ‘038 patent, Co]. I. II. 25-56 (discussing the known
prior art including attaching control apparatuses to seismic
streamers to position streamers).

The II illesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

See, e.g., Ilillesund 895 at p. IX, Paragraph 3, to p. 19,
Paragraph 2; particularly in regard to the limitation of “specified
array geometry” (“I he inventive control system will primarily
operate iii two different control modes: a feather angle control
mode and a turn control mode. In the feather angle control mode.
thc global control s stem 22 attempts to keep each streamer in a
straight line otiset from the towing direction by a certain feather
angle . . . . The turn control mode is used when ending one pass
and beginning another pass during a 3D seismic survey.
sometimes referred to as a “line change.’’ The turn control mode
consists of two phases. In the first part of the turn, every bird 18
tries to ‘‘throw out’’ the streamer I 2 by generating a force in the
opposite direction of the turn In extreme weather conditions,
the inventive control system may also operate in a streamer
separation control node that attempts to minimize the risk of
entanglement of the streamers. In this control mode, the global
control sy stem 22 attempts to maximize the distance between
adjacent streamers. The streamers 12 ill typically he separated
in depth and the outermost streamers \vi II he positioned as far
away 1mm each other as possible. -r lie inner streamers ‘ ill then
he regularly spaced between these outermost streamers, i.e. each
bird 18 will receive desired horizontal forces 42 or desired
horizontal position inlormation that will direct the bird 18 to the
midpoint position between its adjacent streamers.”).

27. The method of claim 26 further The Iii llesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
coni pri si rig: providing an
envronmcnial sensor for sensing
en’k ironmental lactors hich See. e.g., l-lillesund ‘895 at p. 6. Paragraph 3 (“Localized current
infl uenee the path of the tow ed fluetuat ions can dram atieal Iv influence the magnitude ot’ the side
arra’ . control required to property’ position the streamers.

Citations from Ilillesund ‘895 Application

and issuing vertical and
positioning commands
ASPI) for maintaining a
array geometry.

Ii or izon ta I
to each
speci tied
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28 The ii eth ad of claim 26 Ri nh en
comprising: pros iding a tracking
system lbr tracking the streamer
positions versus time during a
seismic data acquisition run and
storing the positions ersus time in a
Iegacx database lbr repeating the
positions versus time in a subsequent
data acquisition: and pro iding an
ai’i’a\ ueonletr’ tracking s stem for

tracking the arra geometry ersus

time during a seismic data

acquisition run and storinu the anna’

geometry ‘ ersus time in a legacy

database iir repeating the arra\
ueometr versus time in a

subsequent data acquisition run.

Citations from [lii lesu nil ‘895 Application

5ee. e.g.. I lillesund ‘895 at p. 8. Paragraph I (“The global
control sy stem 22 \ ill tvpicall acquire the lol lox ing parameters
from the vessel’s na igation sstem: ‘ essel speed (mis). essel
heading (degrees), current speed (mis). current heading
(degrees), and the location of each of the birds in the horizontal
plane in a xessel fixed coordinate s) stem. Current speed and
heading can also he estimated based on the average Ibrees acting
on the streamers 12 by the birds 18. The global control system
22 ill preferably send the lollowing values to the local bird
eontioller: demanded ertieal three, demanded horizontal three.
to\\ ing velocity, and crosscurrent velocity.’’).

See, e.g., I lillesund ‘895 at p. 8, Paragraph 3 (“The “water-
referenced’ towing velocity and crosscurrent velocity could
alternatiely be determined using flowmeters or other types of
water velocity sensors attached directly to the birds 1$ Although
these types of sensors are typically quite expensive, one
advantage of this type of velocity determination system is that
the sensed in—line and cross—line velocities will be inherently
compensated for the speed and heading of marine currents acting
on said streamer positioning device and for relative movements
between the vessel It) and the bird 18.”).

The fliilesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

See Claim 26 Analysis.

See. e.g.. I lillesund ‘895 at p. 7 Paragraph 2 (“The global
control s\ stem 22 preferably maintains a dynamic model of each
of the seismic streamers 12 and utilizes the desired and actual
positions of the birds 18 to regularly calculate updated desired
vertical and horizontal forces the birds should impart on the
seismic streamers I 2 to mo e them from their actual positions to
their desired positions.’’).

See. e.g.. lii lesund ‘895 at p. 7. Parauraph I (‘‘in the preferred
embodiment ol’ the present invention, the global control system
22 monitors the actual positions of each of the birds I 8 and is
programmed ith the desired positions of or the desired
in inimum separations between the seismic streamers I 2.’’).

Sec e.g., Ilillesund ‘895 at p. 8, Paragraph I (“The global
control system 22 will typically acquire the follo ing parameters
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from the ‘. essels navigation system: essel speed (ins). vessel
heading (degrees), current speed ( ms). current heading
(degrees). and the location of each of the birds in the horizontal
plane in a vessel fixed coordinate system.)

In regard to “array geometry tracking system,” see, hg..

Ilillesund ‘X95 at p. IX, Paragraph 3 to p. 19, Paragraph 2 (“The
inventive control system will primarily operate in two different
control modes: a feather angle control mode and a turn control
mode. In the feather angle control mode, the global control
system 22 attempts to keep each streamer in a straight line offset
from the towing direction by a certain feather angle. The feather
could be in put either manually, through usc of a current meter, or
through use of an estimated value based on the average

horizontal bird threes. On lv when the crosscurrent veloeit is
ver\ small will the feather angle he set to zero and the desired
streamer positions he in precise alignment with the to\ ing
direction.

The turn control node is used ‘hen ending one pass and
beginning another pass during a 31) seismic survey. sometimes
reftrred to as a line change”. [he turn control mode consists of
two phases. In the first pan of the turn. even bird IX tries to
“throx out the streamer 12 by generating a force in the opposite
direction of the turn. In the last part of the turn, the birds I S are
directed to go to the position defined by the feather angle control
mode, By doing this, a tighter turn can he achieved and the turn
time of the vessel and equipment can he substantially reduced.
Typically during the turn mode adjacent streamers will be depth
separated to avoid possible entanglement during the turn and will
he returned to a common depth as soon as possible after the
completion of the turn. ‘The vessel navigation system will
typically notify the global control system 22 when to start
throv ing the streamers I 2 out, and when to start straightening
the streamers,

In extreme eather conditions, the inventive control 5 stem may
also operate in a streamer separation control mode that attempts
to in inimize the risk of entanglement of the streamers, In this
control mode, the global control sstem 22 attempts to maximize
the distance bet’veen adjacent streamers. The streamers 12 ill
tpical l be separated in depth and the outermost streamers \vi II
he positioned as far away from each other as possible. The inner
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streamers will then be regularly spaced between these outermost
streamers, i.e. each bird 18 will receive desired horizontal threes
42 or desired horizontal position niorination that vil direct the
bird I S to the nudpoint position between its adjacent
streamers.).

29. The method of claim 2$ s herein The I lillesund ‘$95 application discloses this limitation.
t lie master e mi ro 11cr coin pares I lie
positions of the streamers versus See Claim 8Analvsis.
time and i he array geome r ersus
time to a desired streamer position See. e.g., Hillesund 895 at p. 7. Paragraph 2 (“I he global
and array geometry versus t hue and control system 22 prelërahlv maintains a dynamic model of each
issues positioning commands to the of the seismic streamers 12 and utilizes the desired and actual
ASPDs to maintain the desired positions of the birds IS to regularly calculate updated desired
streamer position and array geometry vertical and horizontal forces the birds should im part on the
versus time. seisrn ie streamers I 2 to move them from their actual positions to

their desired positions.’).

See. e.g.. Flillesund ‘$95 at p. IX, Paragraph 2 (“[he global
control system 22 is tasked w ith monitoring the positions of the
streamers 12 and pros ding desired threes or desired position
inlormation to the local control system 36. The local control
system 36 within each bird 1$ is responsible for adiusting the
wing splay angle to rotate the bird to the proper position and for
adjusting the wing common angle to produce the magnitude of
total desired force required,”).

30. The method of claim 29 herein The I lillesund ‘$95 application discloses this limitation.
the master controller Ihetors in
enx i ronmenta I factors i ito the See U aim 29 A nalvsis.
positioning commands to
compensate 11w environmental See. e.., Iiillcsund ‘895 at p. 8. Paragraph I he global
in fluences on the positioning of the control system 22 will typically acquire the thllowing paranieters
streamers and the array geometry. from the vessel’s navigation system: vessel speed (mis), vessel

heading (degrees), current speed (m/s), current heading
(degrees), and the location of each of the birds in the horizontal
plane in a vessel fixed coordinate system. Current speed and
heading can also be estimated based on the average fhrces acting
on the streamers 12 by the birds 18. [he global control system
22 will preferabl send the follo ing values to the local bird
controller: demanded ertical force, demanded horizontal force,
to ing velocity, and crosscurrent elocit) .‘‘).
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See. e.g. I lillesund X95 al p. 6, Paragraph 3 (“localized current
fluctuations can dramatically influence the magnitude of the side
control required to property position the streamers. To
compensate (hr these localized current fluctuations, the inventive
control system utilizes a distributed processing control
architecture and behavior-predictive model—based control logic
to properl control the streamer positioning devices.”).

31. lhe method of claim 30 \\ herein [he I lillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
ilic mister controller corn pcnsatcs
br mancuverabilitx in the See Claim 30 Analysis.

os ii oiii nti corn ni amis to
cornpensatc Ibr maneu\ erahilit’ See. e.. llillcsund ‘895 at p. 7. Paragraph 3 (“T he global
iii Ilucnces on the positionmg ol’ the control s sLcm 22 prel’erahlv calculates the desired ‘. ertical and
streamers and the array 1eometry. horizontal forces based on the behavior of each streatner and

also takes into account the behavior of the complete streamer
array.’).

A Person Having Ordinary Skill In The Art at the time of the
invention would find this limitation to he inherent in the
invention. To “compensate for maneuverability intluenees” it
would be necessary to take into account various maneuverability
factors, including. hut not necessarily limited to. cable diameter.
array type. deployed con liguratioti. vessel type. device type. etc.

hich are part of the basis for the beha ior of the streamers.

See. e.g., I lillesund ‘895 at p.
8, Paragraph 3 (“The force and

velocity values are delivered h the ulohal control 5) stem 22 as
separatc ‘. alues for each bird IS on each streamer I 2
continuously during operation of the control system.’’).

35. The method of claim 26 wherein The Hillesund %595 application discloses this limitation.
the array geometry comprises a
plurality of streamers positioned at a See Claim 26 Analysis.
on i turin depth.

See, e.g.. Hillesund 895 at p. 6, Paragraph I (“Pi’eferably the
birds I 8 are both vertically and horizontally steerable. ‘These
birds I 8 ma’, for instance, be located at regular intervals along
the streamer, such as every 200 to 400 meters. [he vertically and
horizontally steerable birds IS can he used to constrain the shape
of the seismic streamer 12 between the deflector 16 and the tail
buoy_20 in both the vertical_(depth)_and horizontal directions.”)
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36. The method of claim 26 wherein The I I illesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
the array geometry comprises a

plurality of streamers positioncd at a See C aim 26 Analysis.
p1 ura Ii tv of depths H r v arv i ng

temporal resolution of the arise. See. e.g., Ilillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph I (‘Preferably the

birds I 8 are both vertically and horizontally steerahie. Ihese

birds IS may, br instance, he located at regular intervals along

the streamer, such as every- 200 to 400 meters. The vertically and

horizontally steerable birds 1 8 can he used to constrain the shape

of the seismic streamcr 12 between the deflector 16 and the tail

buoy 20 in hoth the vertical (depth) and horizontal directions.”)

Sec e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 19, Paragraph 2 (“In extreme
weather conditions, the inventive control system may also
operate in a streamer separation control mode that attempts to
minimize the risk of entanglement of the streamers. In tins
control mode, the global control system 22 attempts to maximize
the distance between adjacent streamers. lhe streamers 12 will
tpicall he separated in depth and the outermost streamers will
he positioned as blir a’ av from each other as possible”)

38. The method of claim 29 wherein Ihe llillesund 895 application discloses this limitation.
the array uenmetry is tracked via
satellite and communicated to the See Claim 29 Analysis.
at aster eon trol Icr,

See, e.g.. Hillesund ‘895 at p. 7, Paragraph I (“1 he horizontal
positions of the birds IX can be derived, for instance, using the
types ol acoustic posonng sstems ‘\ lternatively, or
additionally. satellite—based global positioning system equipment
can he used to determine the positions ofthe equipment.”)

39 A method iir tracking and Ihe I lillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
positioning a seismic streamer array

comprising: See, e.g.. Hillesund ‘895 genera/h. which discloses a system
wherein a towing vessel tows a seismic array comprised of a
plurality of seismic streamers. Actual positions are determined
for this array, and positions are controlled by seismic streamer
positioning devices attached to the streamer cables.

See. e.g.. Ilillesund ‘895 at p. 4, Paragraph titled “Summary of
the Invention.”
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towing a seismic array comprising a The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
plurality of seismic streamers from a
towing vessel; See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895, Fig. l.See aLco IliHesund ‘895 at P. ,

Paragraph I (“In Figure I, a seismic survey vessel 10 is shown
towing eight marine seismic streamers

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895. Fig. I .Sw also Hillesund ‘895 at p. 5,
Paragraph I (“In Figure I, a seismic survey vessel JO is shown
towing eight marine seismic streamers

...

attaching an active streamer The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation,
position ng device (ASPI)) to each
seismic streamer for positioning each See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph I (“Preferably the
seismic streamer; birds 18 are both vertically and horizontally steerable. These

birds 18 may, for instance, be located at regular intervals along
the streamer, such as every 200 to 400 meters. The vertically and
horizontally steerable birds 18 can be used to constrain the shape
of the seismic streamer 12 between the deflector 16 and the tail
buoy 20 in both the vertical (depth) and horizontal directions,’’)

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘$95 at p. 18, Paragraph 3, to p. 19,
Paragraph 2 particularly in regard to “positioning” of streamers
(“The inventive control system will primarily operate in two
different control modes: a feather angle control mode and a turn
control mode

In extreme weather conditions, the inventive control system may
also operate in a streamer separation control mode that attempts
to minimize the risk of entanglement of the streamers

The ‘038 patent discloses that this limitation was well known to
one skilled in the art prior to and at the time of the invention.

See, &g., ‘038 patent, Col. I, II. 25-56 (discussing the known
prior art including attaching control apparatuses to seismic
streamers to position streamers).

issuing positioning commands from The Flillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
a master controller to each AS PD to
adjust vertical and horizontal See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 2 (“In the preferred
position of a first streamer relative to embodiment of the present invention, the control system for the
a second streamer in the array for birds 1$ is distributed between a global control system 22
maintaining a specified array located on or near the seismic survey vessel 10 and a local
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geometry; control system located within or near the birds 18’’).

See, cg., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 10, Paragraph 3 (“During
operation of the streamer positioning control system, the global
control system 22 preferably transmits, at regular intervals (such
as every five seconds) a desired horizontal force 42 and a desired
vertical force 44 to the local control system 36.”).

See. e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 18, Paragraph 2 (“The inventive
control system is based on shared responsibilities between the
global control system 22 located on the seismic survey vessel 10
and the local control system 36 on the bird I 8. The global
control system 22 is tasked with monitoring the positions of the
streamers 12 and providing desired forces or desired position
information to the local control system 36. The local control
system 36 within each bird 1$ is responsible for adjusting the
wing splay angle to rotate the bird to the proper position and for
adjusting the wing common angle to produce the magnitude of
total desired force req uired.”).

See, cg., Ilillesund ‘895 at p. 18, Paragraph 3, to p. 19,
Paragraph 2: particularly in regard to the limitation of
“maintaining a specified array geometry’S (“The inventive
control system wifl primarily operate in two different control
modes: a Feather angle control mode and a tuni control mode. In
the feather angle control mode, the global control system 22
attempts to keep each streamer in a straight line offset from the
towing direction by a certain feather angle .... The turn control
mode is used when ending one pass and beginning another pass
during a 3D seismic survey, sometimes referred to as a “line
change.” The turn control mode consists of two phases. In the
first part of the turn, every bird 1$ tries to “throw out” the
streamer 12 by generating a three in the opposite direction of the
turn. In the last part of the turn, the birds 1$ are directed to go to
the position defined by the feather angle control mode. By doing
this, a tighter turn can he achieved and the turn time of the vessel
and equipment can he substantially reduced. Typically during the
turn mode adjacent streamers will he depth separated to avoid
possible entanglement during the turn and will be returned to a
common depth as soon as possible after the completion of the
turn .... In extreme weather conditions, the inventive control
system may also operate in a streamer separation control mode
that attempts to minimize the risk of entanglement of the
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streamers. In this control mode, the global control system 22
attempts to maximize the distance between adjacent streamers.
The streamers 12 will typically’ he separated in depth and the
outermost streamers will he positioned as far away from each
other as possible. The inner streamers will then he regularly
spaced between these outermost streamers, i.e. each bird IS will
receive desired horizontal forces 42 or desired horizontal
position information that will direct the bird I S to the midpoint
position between its adjacent streamers.”).

sensing environmental factors which The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
influence the towed pat Ii of the
towed an’ay; See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 3 (“Localized current

fluctuations can dramatically influence the magnitude of the side
control required to property position the streamers.”)

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 8, Paragraph I (“The global
control system 22 will typically acquire the following parameters
from the vessel’s navigation system: vessel speed (m/s), vessel
heading (degrees), current speed (mIs), current heading
(degrees), and the location of each of the birds in the horizontal
plane in a vessel fixed coordinate system. Current speed and
heading can also he estimated based on the average threes acting
on the streamers 12 by the birds 1$. The global control system
22 will preferably send the following values to the local bird
controller: demanded vertical force, demanded horizontal force,
towing velocity, and crosscurrent velocity.”).

See. e.g., Ilillesund ‘895 at p. 8, Paragraph 3 (‘i’he “water-
referenced” towing velocity and crosscurrent velocity could
alternatively be determined using flowmeters or other types of
water velocity sensors attached directly’ to the birds 18. Although
these types of sensors are typically quite expensive, one
advantage of this type of velocity determination system is that
the sensed inline and cross-line velocities will be inherently’
compensated fhr the speed and heading of marine currents acting
on said streamer positioning device and for relative movements
between the vessel 10 and the bird 18.”).

tracking the streamer positions The Hillcsund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
versus time during a seismic data
acquisition run; See. e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 7, Paragraph 2 (“The global

control system 22 preferably maintains a dynamic model of each
of the seismic streamers 12 and utilizes the desired and actual
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positions of’ the birds I S to regularly calculate undated desired
vertical and horizontal forces the birds should impart on the
seismic streamers 12 to move them Irom their actual positions to
their desired positions.”).

See, hg.. llillesund ‘895 at p. 7. Paragraph I (“In the preferred
embodiment of the present invention, the global control system
22 monitors the actual positions of each of the birds 18 and is
programmed with the desired positions of or the desired
minimum separations between the seismic streamers 12.”).

See. e.g.. Ilillesund ‘895 at p. 8. Paragraph I (“The global
control system 22 will typically acqtiire the Ihllowing parameters
from the vessel’s navigation system: essel speed (rn/s ), vessel
heading (degrees). current speed ( n/si, current heading
degrees), and the location of each of the birds in the horizontal

plane in a ‘. essel fi\ed coordinate sstem.’’)

tracking the arm’ ueonietrv ‘. ersus
time during a seismic data
acquisition run. “herein the master
controller compares the positions of
the streamers ersus time and the
array geom etrv ersus tim e to
desired streamer positions and array
geometry versus time and issues
positioning coin mands to the AS PDs
to maintain the desired streamer

See, e.g., llillesund ‘895 at p. IX, Paragraph 2 (‘The global
control system 22 is tasked with monitoring the positions of the
streamers 12 and providing desired fhrces or desired position
information to the local control system 36. The local control
system 36 ‘a, ithin each bird IX is responsible for adjusting the
wing splay angle to rotate the bird to the proper position and for
adjusting the wing common angle to produce the magnitude of
total desired three required.”).

40. The method of claim 39 w herein The 11 illesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
the master contro 11cr ltctors in
environmental measurements into See Claim 39 Analysis.
the positioning corn mands to
compensate for em ironmental See. e.g.. I lillesund ‘895 at p. 8. Paragraph I (“The global
in lluenees on the positions of the control s> slum 22 will typical> acquire the fbI lowing parameters

Citations from Hillesu mmd ‘895 Application

The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

See, e.g.. I lillesund 95 at p. 7. Paragraph 2 (“The global
control s> stein 22 preferably niaintains a dynamic model of each
of the seismic streamers 12 and utilizes the desired and actual
positions of the birds I 8 to regularly calculate updated desired
vertical and horizontal forces the hi rds should impart on the
seismic streamers 12 to move them from their actual positions to
their desired positions.’’).

positions and array geometry versus
time.
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streamers and the array geometry, horn the vessel’s navigation sycstem: vessel speed (m/s), vessel
heading (degrees), current speed (mis). current heading
(degrees), and the location of each of the birds in the horizontal
plane in a vessel lised coordinate s stem. Current speed and
heading can also he estimated based on the average threes acting
on the streamers I 2 liv the birds I 8. 1 lie global control system
22 ‘a ill preIrablv send the follo’ mx values to the local bird
control Icr: demanded ertical force. demanded horizontal force.
towing velocity, and crosscurrent velocit .‘).

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 3 (“Localized current
fluctuations can dramatically influence the magnitude of the side
control required to property position the streamers. To
compensate for these localized current fluctuations, the inventive
control system utilizes a distributed processing control
architecture and behavior—predictive model—based control logic
to properly control the streamer positioning dcx ices.’’).

41 . [he method of claim 39 wherein The I III lesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
the master control Icr coin pensates

liii maneuverability in the See Claim 39 Analysis.
positioning commands to
compensate for maneux erahility See, e.g.. Hillesund ‘895 at p. 7, Paragraph 3 (“The global
influences on the positioning of the control system 22 preferably calculates the desired xertieal and
streaniers and the array geometry. horizontal forces based on the behavior of each streamer and

also takes into account the behavior of the complete streamer
array.’’).

A Person I laying Ordinary Skill In [he Art at the time of the
inventiOii would find this lini itation to he inherent in the
in’ ention. To ‘compensate for maneuverability in Iluenees” it
xx ould he necessary io take into account various maneuverability
factors, including, hut not necessarily limited to, cable diameter,
array type, deployed configuration, vessel type, device type, etc.
which are pail ol the basis for the behavior of the streamers.

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 8, Paragraph 3 (“The three and
velocity values are delivered by the global control system 22 as
separate values for each bird IS on each streai’ner 12
continuously during operation of the control system.’’).
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45. A method 11w itackinu and The I lillesund X95 application discloses this hmitation.
position iiig seismic si reamer array
comprisiniz: Sue, I lii lesund 895 genera/fr n hich discloses a system

herein a iox mu ‘ essel tows a seismic arra\ comprised of a
plurality of seismic streamers. Actual positions are determined
for this array, and positions are controlled by seismic streamer
positioninu dcx ices attached to the streamer cables.

See. e.g.. I Ii I lestind 195 at p. 3, l’aragraph titled “Summar of
the In’ ention.

tox mu a seismic arra\ comprising a The Ilillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
pItt ra I it\ of sei sni ic streamers;

See. e.g.. Ilillesund ‘895, Fig. I See also Hillesund ‘895 at p. 5,
Paragraph I (“In Figure I , a seismic survey’ vessel I 0 is shown
towing eight marine seismic streamers . .

.

attaching an active streamer The Flillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
positioning device (ASPI)) attached
to each seismic streamer for See, e.g., Ilillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph I (“Preferably the
positioning each seismic streamer; birds 18 are both vertically and horizontally steerable. These

birds I 8 may, br instance, he located at regular intervals along
the streamer, such as every 200 to 400 meters. The vertically and
horizontally steerable birds 18 can be used to constrain the shape
of the sci sin ic streamer

..

See. e.g.. Flillesund 195 at p. IX, Paragraph 3. to p. 19.
Paragraph 2 partieularl in regard to “positioning each seismic
streamer’’

“ I he iiiventix e control system xxiii primarily operate
in txx o different control modes: a Iather angle control node and
a turn control mode. In the leather ante control mode. the global
control system 22 attempts to keep each streamer in a straight
I inc o ffset horn the towing direction by a certain feather angle
. . . . ‘[‘he turn control mode is used when ending one pass and
beginning another pass during a 31) seismic survey, sometimes
retërred to as a’ I inc change. he turn control mode consists of
two phases. In the first part of the turn, every bird I 8 tries to
“throw out’ the streamer 12 by generatinu a lbrce in the opposite
direction of the turn. In the last part of the turn. the birds IX are
directed to go to the position defined by the feather angle control
mode. ... Ivpicailv during the turn mode adjacent streamers will
he depth separated to avoid possible entanglement during the
turn and will he returned to a common depth as soon as possible
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after the completion of the turn .... In extreme weather
conditions, the inventive control system may also operate in a
streamer separation control mode that attempts to minimize the
risk of entanglement of the streamers. In this control mode, the
global control system 22 attempts to maximize the distance
between adjacent streamers. The streamers 12 will typically he
separated in depth

The ‘038 patent discloses that this limitation was well known to
one skilled in the art prior to and at the time of the invention.

See, eg., ‘038 patent, Col. I, II. 25-56 (discussing the known
prior art, including attaching control apparatuses to seismic
streamers to position streamers).

and issuing vertical and horizontal The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
positioning commands to each
ASPI) for maintaining a specified See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 2 (“In the preferred
array path. embodiment of the present invention, the control system for the

birds 18 is distributed between a global control system 22
located on or near the seismic survey’ vessel 10 and a local
control system located within or near the birds..’’).

Sec e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 10, Paragraph 3 (“During
operation of the streamer positioning control system, the global
control system 22 preferably transmits, at regular intervals (such
as every five seconds) a desired horizontal force 42 and a desired
vertical force 44 to the local control system 36.”).

See. e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 1$, Paragraph 2 (“The inventive
control system is based on shared responsibilities between the
global control system 22 located on the seismic survey vessel 10
and the local control system 36 on the bird 18. The global
control system 22 is tasked with monitoring the positions of the
streamers 12 and providing desired forces or desired position
information to the local control system 36. The local control
system 36 within each bird IS is responsible for adjusting the
wing splay angle to rotate the bird to the proper position and for
adjusting the wing common angle to produce the magnitude of
total desired three required.”).

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 18. Paragraph 3, to p. 19,
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Paragraph 2: particularly in regard to the limitation ol’ ‘‘specified

arra path’’ C’ ihe i entive control system sill primarily operate
in to diHerent control modes: a leather angle control mode and
a torn contro mode. In the leather angle control mode, the global
control s stem 22 attempts to keep each streamer in a straight

I inc o fRet from the to ing direction by a certain leather angie
- - - •l lie turn control mode is used when ending one pass and
heginninc another pass (luring a 3 [) seismic stlr\ cv, sonwtimes
rckrred to as a “line change’’. The turn control in ode consists of
t\\ o phases. In the first pail of the turn. e en bird I S tries to
“thro out the streamer 12 by generating a lorce in the opposite
direction of the torn. In the last pail of the turn, the birds 8 are

directed to go to the position delined by the feather angle control

mode. - In extrenw s eather conditions, the in vend v e control

s stein in a> also operate in a streamer separation control node

thai attempts to minimize the risk of entanglement of the
streamers. In this control mode, the global control system 22
attempts to maximize the distance between adjaccnt streamers.

The streamers 12 will typically be separated in depth and the

outermost streamers will be positioned as Dir away from each

other as possible. The inner streamers will then be regularly
spaced between these outermost streamers. i.e. each bird IS will

receive desired horizontal forces 42 or desired horizontal
position information that will direct the bird I S to the midpoint
position between its adjacent streamers.”).

46. [he method of claim 45 wherein The Ilillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

a master controller issues positioning
commands to the towing vessel for Sec Claim 45 Analysis.

maintaiiing a specilied array path.
Sec. Ilillesund ‘895 at p. 6. Paragraph 2 (“The global

control system 22 is t pical lv connected to the seismic son ey
vessel’s navigation system and obtains estimates of system wide

parameters. such as the vessel’s towing direction and velocity

and current direction and velocity, from the ‘. essel’ s navigation

system.”)

In addition. Persons Haxing Ordinary Skill In I he Art x4ill

readily recognize that the seismic survey vessel’s navigation

system is typically titilized to steer the ‘. essel in routine seismic

acquisition opcrations (“auto—pilot’’).
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47. (he method of claim 45 Itirther The Ilillestind ‘$95 application discloses this limitation.

comprisinc: calculating an optimal
path or the seismic array br optimal See Claim 45 Anal sis.
cox crage during seismic data
acquisition over a seisin ic field: See, e.g.. Hi Ilesund ‘895. Flu 4

See. e.g., H ii lcsuiid ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 3 (‘To compensate

for these local ted current fluctuations, the inventive control

system utilizes a distributed processing control architecture and
behavior-predictive model—based control logic to properly

control the streamer positioning devices.’’).

predicting array behavior: The [lillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

See, e.g., Ilillesund ‘895. Fig 4.

See, e.g.. llillcsund ‘895 at p. 6, Pararaph 3 (“To compensate

bbr these localized current fluctuations, the in entive control

s stem uti I i/cs a distributed processing control architecture and

hehax ior-predictive model—based control logic to properly

control the streamer positioning dcx ices.’’).

and compensating br pied ictcd The I Ii! lesu nd ‘895 app! cation disc loses th is limitation.

streamer hehax ior in issuing
positioninu commands to the towing See. e.g.. I Ii I lesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 2 (“In the preferred

vessel and the ASPDs hr embodiment of the present invention, the control system for the

positioning the array along the birds IS is distributed between a global control system 22

optimal path. located on or near the seismic survey vessel 10 and a local

control system located within or near the birds 18. The global

control system 22 is typically connected to the seismic survey

vessel’s navigation system and obtains estimates of system wide

parameters. such as the vessel’s towing direction and velocity

and current direction and velocity, from the vessel’s navigation

system.’’).

See. e.g.. Ilillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 3 (“To compensate

for these localized current fluctuations, the i iiventi ye control

system utilizes a distributed processing control architecture and

beha ior-predictive model—based control logic to properly

control the streamer positioning devices.”).

See, e.g., I lillesund ‘895 at p. 10. Paragraph 3 (“During

operation of the streamer_positioning_control system. the_‘global
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control system 22 preferably transni its, at regular intervals (such

as evcr fi’ e seconds) a desired horiiontal force 42 and a desired

ertical force 44 to the local control s stem 36.’).

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 18. Paragraph 2 (ihe inentive

control system is based on shared responsibilities bet een the

global control system 22 located on the seismic survey vessel 10

and the local control system 36 on the bird 18. The global

control system 22 is tasked with monitoring the positions of the

streamers 12 and providing desired forces or desired position

in formation to the local control system 36. The local control

system 36 within each bird IS is responsible for adjusting the

wing spla angle to rotate the bird to the proper position and lbr

adjusting the wing common angle to produce the magnitude of

total desired fbrcc required.”).

5cc, tg.. Ilillesund ‘895 at p. IX, Paragraph 3. to p. 9.

I’aragraph 2: particularly in regard to the limitation of “specified

array geometry’’ (“The inventive control system will primarily

operate in two di t’ferent control modes: a feather angle control

mode and a turn control mode. In the feather angle control mode,

the global control system 22 attempts to keep each streamer in a

straight line olThet from the towing direction by a certain tather

angle .... The turn control mode is used when ending one pass

and beginning another pass during a 31) seismic survey,

sometimes referred to as a ‘‘line change.’ Fhe turn control mode

consists of two phases. In the first part of the turn, every bird I 8

tries to “throw out’ the streamer I 2 In generating a force in the

opposite direction of the turn. In the last part of the turn, the

birds 1$ are directed to go to the position defined by the feather

angle control mode. 13v doing this, a tighter turn can he achieved

and the turn time of the vessel and equipment can he

substantially reduced. Typically during the turn mode adjacent

streamers will he depth separated to avoid possible entanglement

during the turn and will be returned to a common depth as soon

as possible after the completion of the turn In extreme

weather conditions, the inventive control system may also

operate in a streamer separation control mode that attempts to

minimize the risk of entanglement of the streamers. in this

control mode, the global control system 22 attempts to maximize

the distance het een adjacent streamers. Ihe streamers I 2 s ill

typically he separated in depth and the outermost streamers will

he positioned as thr away from each other as possible. The inner
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streamers ill then be regularly spaced between these outermost

streamers, i.e. each bird I Sw ill receive desired horizontal forces

42 or desired horizontal position inlhrmation that vil I direct the

bird IS to the midpoint position between its adjacent

streamers.”).

48. The method of claim 47 wherein The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

the master coniroller compensates

for environinejital factors in the See Claims I 5, 30, and 40 Analyses.

positioning coin minds.

See, e.g, I lillestind ‘95 at p. 6, Paragraph 3 (“Localized current

fluctuations can dramatically influence the magnitude of the side

control required to propenv position the streamers. To

conipensdie for these localized current fluctuations, the inventive

control S\ stem utilizes a distributed processing control

architecture and behavior—predictive model—based control logic

to properly control the streamer positioning devices.Th.

See, e.g.. Flillesund ‘895 at p. 8. Paragraph I (“The global

control system 22 will typically acquire the following parameters

from the vessel’s navigation system: vessel speed (m/s), vessel

heading (degrees), current speed (m/s), current heading

(degrees), and the location of each of the birds in the horizontal

plane in a essel fixed coordinate system. Current speed and

heading can also be estimated based on the average threes acting

on the streamers I 2 by the birds 1 8. [he global control system

22 will preferably send the following values to the local bird

controller: demanded vertical force, demanded horizontal three.

to\\ ing velocity, and crosscurrent velocit.).

49. The method of claim 48 wherein The H illesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

the master controller com pensates

fhr maneuverability factors in the See Claims 16, 31, and 41 Analyses.

positioning commands.
See, e.g.. Hillesund ‘895 at p. 7, Paragraph 3 (“The global

control system 22 preferably calculates the desired vertical and

horizontal forces based on the behavior of each streamer and

also takes into account the heha’. ior of the complete streamer

array.”).
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A Person Having Ordinary Skill In The Art at the time of the

invention would find this limitation to be inherent in the

invention. To “compensate for maneuverability influences” it
would he necessary to take into account various maneuverability

factors, including. but not necessarily urn ted to, cable diameter.
arra i pc, depio ed configuration. vessel type. de ice type. etc.
v hich arc part of the basis Ibr the behavior of the streamers.

See, e.g.. Hillesund 895 at p. 8, Paragraph 3 (“1 he tbrce and
velocity values are delivered by the global control system 22 as
separate values thr each bird I 8 on each streamer 12
continuously during Operation of the control system.”).

5(1 A method ftr tracking and The [Ii I lesund X5 application disc loses th is I imitation.

positioning a seismic streamer array

comprising: See, e.g.. Hillesund 895 generally, which discloses a system

wherein a towing vessel tows a seismic array comprised of a

plurality of seismic streamers. Actual positions are determined

for this array, and positions are controlled by seismic streamer

positioning devices attached to Ihe streamer cables.

See, e.., Ilillesund ‘$95 at p. 4. Paragraph titled “Summary of

the Invent ion’Z

towing a seismic array comprising a The Hillcsund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

plurality of seismic streamers:
See. ag., Hillesund ‘895, Fig. I See also llillesund ‘895 at p. 5,

Paragraph I (“In Figure I . a seismic survey vessel 10 is shown

towing eight marine seismic strcamers

attaching an acik e streamer The I I il lesund 1<95 application discloses this limitation.

positioning de ice ( AS PD) attached

to each seismic streamer for See. e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph I (“Preferably the

positioning each seismic streamer; birds 18 are both vertically and horizontally steerable. These
birds IX may, for instance, he located at regular intervals along
the streamer, such as ever’ 200 to 400 meter.The vertically and
horizontally steerable birds IX can be used to constrain the shape

of the seismic streamer ..“)

See, e.g., Hillestind ‘895 at p. 18, Paragraph 3, to p. 19.

Paragraph 2 particularly in regard to “positioning each seismic
streamer” (“The inventive control system will primarily operate
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in two different control modes: a feather angle control mode and
a turn control mode, In the feather angle control mode, the global
control system 22 attempts to keep each streamer in a straight
line ofket from the towing direction by a certain feather angle

In extreme weather conditions, the inventive control system may
also operate in a streamer separation control node that attempts
to minimize the risk of entanglement of the streamers

The ‘03$ patent discloses that this limitation was well known to
one skilled in the art prior to and at the time of the invention.

‘03$ patent, Col. I, II. 25-56 (discussing the known
including attaching control apparatuses to seismic

to position streamers).

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘$95 at p. 7, Paragraph 2 (“The global
control system 22 preferably maintains a dynamic model of each
of the seismic streamers 12 and utilizes the desired and actual
positions of the birds 1$ to regularly calculate updated desired
vertical and horizontal forces the birds should impart on the
seismic streamers 12 to move them from their actual positions to
their desired positions.”).

See, e.g., 1-lillesund ‘895 at p. 10. Paragraph 3 (“During
operation of the streamer positioning control system, the global
control system 22 preferably transmits, at regular intervals (such
as every live seconds) a desired horizontal three 42 and a desired
vertical force 44 to the local control system 36.”).

Sec e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 1$. Paragraph 2 (“ihe inventive
control system is based on shared responsibilities between the
global control system 22 located on the seismic survey vessel 10
and the local control system 36 located on the bird 1$. The
global control system 22 is tasked with monitoring the positions
of the streamers 12 and providing desired forces or desired
position information to the local control system 36. The local
control system 36 within each bird I 8 is responsible for
adjusting the wing splay angle to rotate the bird to the proper
position and for adjusting the wing common angle to produce the
magnitude of total desired force required.”).

U.S. Patent No. 6,691,038
Asserted Claims

See, e.g.,
prior art,
stream cr5

The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation,issuing horizontal and vertical
positioning coin m ands to each
ASPI) and to the towing vessel for
maintaining an optimal path,
calculating an optimal path for the
seismic array for optimal coverage
during seismic data acquisition over
a seismic field, and a behavior
prediction processor which
predicting array behavior, wherein
the master controller compensates
for predicted streamer behavior in
issuing positioning commands to the
towing vessel and the ASPDs for
positioning the array along the
optimal path, wherein the master
controller compensates for
environmental and maneuverability
factors in the positioning commands.
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See. ag.. Ilillesund $95 at p. 6, Paragraph 3 C’ lo compensate
for these locali,’ed current fluctuations, the inentive control

system utilizes a distrihuted processing control architecture and

hchariorc/icrive model—based control logic to properly
control the streamer positioning devices.’’).

Sec. e.g.. Hillesund ‘895 at p. 8, Paragraph I (“The global
control 5) stem 22 will typically acquire the Jollowing parameters

from the esscl’s navigation system: vessel speed (mis), vessel

heading (degrees), current speed (mis), current heading

(degrees), and the location of each of the birds in the horizontal

plane in a vessel Fixed coordinate system. Current speed and

heading can also he estimated based on the average forces acting

on the streamers 12 by the birds IX. The global control system

22 will preferably send the following alues to the local bird

controller: demanded vertical thrce, demanded horizontal three.

towing velocity, and crosscurrent velocity.’’).

Set’. e.g I lillesund ‘$95 at p. 7. Paragraph 3 (“The global

control s stein 22 prclërab!x calculates the desired vertical and

horizontal forces based on the behavior of each streamer and

also takes into account the behavior of the complete streamer

array.”).

See. g.. [lillesund ‘$95 at p. 8, Paragraph 3 (ihe force and

velocity values are delivered by the global control system 22 as
separate values 11w each bird IX on each streamer 12
eontinuousl during operation of the control system.”).

See also Claims I, 2, 5, 6, 21, 22, and 25 Analyses.
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EXHIBIT 2

Anticipation of U.S. Patent No. 6.932.0l 7 (the “Ilillesund ‘017 patent”) Based On
Ii .5. Patent 5.790,472 ( ‘‘Workman ‘472 patent”)

A method oI controlling the
positions ui marine seisniic

streamers in an array of such

streamers being tow ed h\ a seismic

stirs e’ essel. the sreamers ha lug
respecli’ c streamer positioning
de lees disposed tlierealong and
each streamer positioning device
hay big a w i ng and a wing motor
for ehaning the orientation of the
wing so as to steer the streamer
positioninu device laterally, said
method comprising the steps of:

U.S. Patent 5.790.472 (Adaptive Control of Marine
Seismic Streamers: Workman & Chambers: assigned to
Western Atlas; l99) discloses this claim preamble.

The limitation of “marine seismic streamers in an arra of
such streamers being towed by a seismic stirve’ vessel” is
disclosed in the Workman ‘472 patent.

The limitation of “streamer positioning devices disposed
therealong and each streamer positioning device having a
wing and a wing motor tom changing the orientation of ihe
wing” is disclosed in the Workman ‘472 patent.

The limitation “to steer the streamer positioning device
laterally” is disclosed in the Workman ‘472 patent.
See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. 2, Il .32.33 (“... the prior
art discloses a series of discrete devices for locating and
controlling the positions of streamer cables ...“) and Col. 2,
II. 45—47 (“Ihe present invention is an improved system Ibr
controlling the position and shape of marine seismic
streamer cables”).

See. e.g.. Workman ‘472 a Col. 3. 11. 33-43 rAs known to
those skilled in the art, components of the marine seisni ic
data acquisition system 05. on the vessel II. may include

a nctxx ork solution system 10 tbr deterni in ing the
position of the streamer cables 13 and seismic sources 12,
and a streamer cable controller 16 ibm controlling the
streamer positioning devices”).

See. e.g.. Workman ‘472 at Col. 1. II. 17-19 (“Due to the
increasing use of’ marine 3—I) seismic data, multi—cable
marine sun cvs are now commonplace).

Se e.g., Workman ‘472 at Cot. I, I. 45 (“Streamer
positioning de ices are well known in the art’’).

U.S. Patent No. 6,932,017 Citations from ‘472 prior-art
Asserted Claims

See, e.g.. Workman ‘472 at Cot. 3, II. 14-20 (“As known to
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________________________________________________________________

I those ski led in the art. streamer position inc de ices 14. fbr
example birds and tail htiovs. may be attached to the
exterior of the streamer cables I 3 lhr adjusting the vertical

and lateral positions of the streamer cables I 3. The
streamer cables 13 include electrical or optical cables for

connecting the streamer positioning devices 14 to
individual control and logging systems’’).

See, ea., Workman 472 at UoI. I, II. 55—61 (describes
lateral positioning x tb s ings) Awing motor to move a
wing is inherent in this invention because of the need liar
d\ namie control to implement this invention.

obtaining a predicted position of ihc Workman 472 patent discloses this limitation.
the streamer positioning de ices;

S’ g., Workman 472 at Col, 2. II. 15—1% (“These
de ices and methods may then be used to determine the
real lime position of the seismic sources and seismic
streamer cables by computing a network solution to a
Kaln]an filter, as disclosed by U.S. Pat. No. 5.353,223”).

Prediction is a fundamental aspect of Kalman filtering
technology. A person I laying Ordinary Skill In The Art
will understand- that the disclosed Kalman filter is a ell—
known prior art technology that is tised to obtain a
predicted position.

obtaining an estimated velocity of (iixcn “a predicted position of the streamer positioning
the streamer positioning devices; dc-s ices,’ then a Person I laying Ordinary Skill in The Art

will understand that it is inherent that s- elocities are
necessarily obtained from differences in positions over
known time intervals based on fundamental concepts of
marine navigation known for generations. In marine
seismic navigation systems at the time of invention,
soltitions for positions arc typically available several times
per minute which necessarily yields estimates of velocities
several times per minute as simple differences of positions.

See. e.g.. Workman ‘472 at Col. 2. II. 5-IS C’These
des- ices and methods may then be used to determine the
real time position of the seismic sources and seismic
streamer cables by- computing a netork solution to a
Kalnian lilter, as disclosed by U.S. Pat. No. 5.353.223”).
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Estimation is a fundamental aspect of Kalman filtering
technology. A person Having Ordinary Skill In The Art
will understand that the disclosed Kalman filter is a well—
known prior art technology that is used to obtain an
estimated velocity.

for at least sonic of the streamer The Workman ‘472 patent discloses this limitation.
positioning devices, calculating
desired changes in the orientation See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. 3, II. 42-43 (“... and a
of their wings using said predicted streamer cable controller 16 for controlling the streamer
position and said estimated positioning devices 14”). See also, e.g., FIG. 2
velocity;

Seec ag., Workman ‘472 at Col. 3. Il. 59-62 (“... includes a
streamer conirol processor 40 for ... calculating a position
correction to reposition the streamer cables 1 3”)

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. 4, II. 17-21 “The streamer
control processor 40 is connected to the streamer device
controller 16. When the streamer cables 13 need to he
repositioned, the position coneetion is used by the
streamer device controller 16 to adjust the streamer
positioning devices 14 and reposition the streamer cables
I 3.”

Given “predicted positions and estimated velocities”, a
Person Having Ordinary Skill in the Art will understand
that it is inherent that the “orientation of their wings’’ for
the streamer positioning devices necessarily must he
calculated to he able to implement any change in streamer
position_or motion whatsoever.

and actuating the wing motors to The Workman ‘472 patent discloses this limitation.
produce said desired changes in
wing orientation. See, e.g.. Workman ‘472 at Col. I, II. 55-57 (“For

example, devices to control the lateral positioning of
streamer cables by using camber-adjustable hydrofoils or
angled wings are disclosed ...“)

This limitation is also inherent. Given a desire to
reposition the streamers, then a Person Having Ordinary
Skill In The Art will understand that to change the “wing
orientation” for the streamer positioning devices will
necessarily require the action of a motor.
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8. A nethod as claimed in
claim 7. in which said global
con tro I system is fu rth er
con 11 gu red in to a streamer
separation mode, wherein said
global control system attempts to
direct said streamer positioning
device to maintain a minimum
separation distance between
adaccnt streamers.

16. Apparatus for controlling
the positions of marine seismic
streamer in an array of such
streamers being towed by a seismic
survey vessel, the streamers having
respective streamer positioning
devices disposed therealong and
each streamer positioning device
having a wing and a wing motor
for changing the horizontal
orientation of the wing so as to
steer the streamer positioning
device laterally, said apparatus
comprising:

Citations from ‘472 prior-art

The Workman ‘472 patent discloses this imitation of
“streamer separation mode”.

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. I, II. 33-35 (“The ability
to control the position and shape of the streamer cables is
desirable for preventing the entanglement of the streamer
cables ...“).

Sec e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. 3, Il. 58-67 (“In the
present embodiment of the invention, the marine seismic
data acquisition system 05 also includes a streamer control
processor 40 for deciding when the streamer cables 13
should he repositioned and for calculating a position
correction to reposition the streamer cables 13. Also in the
present embodiment of the invention, threshold parameters
are established for determining when the streamer cables
should be repositioned. Threshold parameters may include
a plurality of values fur: minimum allowable separations
between streamer cables I 3 ...“)

See. e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. 4, II. 8-35 (discloses
streamer control processor).
U.S. Patent 5,790.472 (Adaptive Control of Marine
Seismic Streamers; Workman & Chambers; assigned to
Western Atlas; 199$) discloses this claim preamble.

The limitation of “marine seismic streamers in an array of
such streamers being towed by a seismic survey vessel” is
disclosed in the Workman ‘472 patent.

The Iiniitation of “streamer positioning devices disposed
therealong and each streamer positioning device having a
wing and a wing motor for changing the orientation of the
wing” is disclosed in the Workman ‘472 patent.

The limitation “to steer the streamer positioning device
laterally” is disclosed in the Workman ‘472 patent.

See. e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. I, II. 55-61 (describes
lateral positioning with wings). A wing motor to move a
wing is inherent in this invention because of the need for
dynamic control to implement this invention.

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. 2, II. 32-33 (“... the prior
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art discloses a series of discrete devices for locating and
controlling the positions of streamer cables ) and Col, 2,
II. 45-47 (‘lie present invention is an improved system for
controlling the position and shape of marine seismic
streamer cables”).

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. 3, Il. 33-43 (“As known to
those skilled in the art, components of the marine seismic
data acquisition system 05, on the vessel II, may include

a network solution system 10 for determining the
position of the streamer cables 13 and seismic sources 12,
and a streamer cable controller 16 for controlling the
streamer positioning devices”).

See. e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. I, Il. 17-19 (“Due to the
increasing use of marine 3-D seismic data, multi-cable
marine surveys are now commonplace”).

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. I, I. 45 (“Streamer
positioning devices are well known in the art”).

See, eg., Workman ‘472 at Col. 3, II. 14-20 (“As known to
those skilled in the art, streamer positioning devices 14, for
example birds and tail buoys, may he attached to the
exterior of the streamer cables 13 For adjusting the vertical
and lateral positions of the streamer cables 13. The
streamer cables 13 include electrical or optical cables for
connecting the streamer positioning devices 14 to
individual control and logging systems”),

means for obtaining a predicted Under 35 U.S.C. § 112, ¶ 6, the Workman ‘472 patent
position of the streamer positioning discloses structure that performs the claimed function of
devices; obtaining a predicted position of the streamer positioning

devices and that is either identical to the structure
identified by’ the Court or equivalent structure.

See, e.g.. As shown in Figure 2, the marine seismic data
acquisition system 05 comprises a streamer control
processor 40 and a streamer cable controller 16.

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. 3, II. 33-34 and II. 42-44
(“As known to those skilled in the art, components of the
marine seismic data acquisition system 05, on the vessel
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I. may include ... a streamer cable controller 16 for
controlling the streamer positioning devices 14.”).

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col, 3, II .58-62 (“... the
marine seismic data acquisition system 05 also includes a
streamer control processor 40 for deciding when the
streamer cables 13 should be repositioned and for
calculating a position correction to reposition the streamer
cables 13.”)

Secc ejt.. Workman ‘472 at Col. 2, II. 15-19 which
discloses “prediction” in a Kalman filter. (“These devices
and methods may then he used to determ inc the real time
position of the seismic sources Sand seismic streamer cables
by computing a network solution to a Kalman filter, as
disclosed by U.S. Pat. No. 5,353.223”).

Prediction is a tiindamental aspect of Kalman filtering
technology. A PHOSITA will understand that the disclosed
Kalman filter is a well—known prior—art technology’ that is
used to obtain a predicted position and that such filtering
technology is implemented using algorithms software.

means for obtaining an estimated tinder 35 U.S.C. § 112, ¶ 6, the Workman ‘472 patent
velocity’ of the streamer positioning discloses structure that performs the claimed function of
devices, obtaining an estimated velocity of the streamer positioning

devices and that is either identical to the structure
identified by the Court or equivalent structure.

The ‘017 specification states that “he towing velocity’ and
crosscurrent velocity are preferably “water-referenced”
values that are calculated from the vessel speed and
heading values and the current speed and heading values,
as well as any relative movement between the seismic
survey vessel 10 and the bird IS (such as while the vessel
is turning). Alternatively, the global control system 22
could provide the local control system with the horizontal
velocity and water in-flow angle. The force and velocity
values are delivered by the global control system 22 as
separate values for each bird IS on each streamer 12
continuously during operation of the control system. The
“water-referenced” towing velocity and crosscurrent
velocity could alternatively be determined using

6
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tlowmeters or other types of water velocity sensors
attached directly to the birds IS,”

See, e.g., As shown in Figure 2, the marine seismic data
acquisition system 05 comprises a streamer control
processor 40 and a streamer cable controller 16.

See. cg., Workman 472 at Col. 2. Il, 15.18; at Col. 4, I. 8;
and “prediction” in a Kalman filter at Col. 2., II. 15-19.
The aforementioned disclosed structure performs the
function of: “These devices and methods may then he used
to determine the real time position of the seismic sources
and seismic streamer cables by computing a network
solution to a Kalman filter, as disclosed by U.S. Pat. No.
5.353,223”).

Given “a predicted position of the streamer positioning
devices,” then a Person Having Ordinary Skill In The Art
will understand that it is inherent that velocities are
necessarily’ obtained from differences in positions over
known time intervals based on fundamental concepts of
marine navigation known for generations. In marine
seismic navigation systems at the time of invention,
solutions for positions are typically available several times
per minute which necessarily yields estimates velocities
several times per minute as simple differences of positions.

Estimation is a fundamental aspect of Kalman filtering
technology. A person Having Ordinary’ Skill In The Art
will understand that the disclosed Kalman filter is a well—
known prior art technology that is used to obtain an
estimated velocity.

means for calculating desired Under 35 USC’. § 1 12. ¶ 6, the Workman ‘472 patent
changes in the orientations of the discloses structure that perthrms the claimed function of
respective wings of at least some calculating desired changes in the orientations of the
of the streamer positioning devices respective wings of at least sonic of the streamer
using said predicted position and positioning devices using said predicted position and said
said estimated velocity; estimated velocity and that is either identical to the

structure identified by the Court or equivalent structure.

The Workman ‘472 patent discloses a global control
system for performing the recited function. The Workman
‘472 patent discloses a structure to perform this function

7
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comprised of a streamer cable controller and a streamer

control processor.

See, eg., As shown iii Figure 2, the marine seismic data
acquisition system 05 comprises a streamer control
processor 40 and a streamer cable controller 16.

See. e.g.. Workman ‘472 at Col .3, II. 42-43 (“... and a
streamer cable controller 16 for controlling the streamer
positioning devices 14”). See also, e.g., FIG. 2

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. 3, II. 59-62 (“... includes a
streamer control processor 40 for ... calculating a position
correction to reposition the streamer cables 13”)

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. 4, II. 17-2 l”he streamer
control processor 40 is connected to the streamer device
controller 16. When the streamer cables 13 need to be
repositioned, the position correction is used by the
streamer device controller 16 to adjust the streamer
positioning devices 14 and reposition the streamer cables
13.”

i’his claim limitation “calculating desired changes in the
orientation of their wings using said predicted position and
said estimated velocity” is also an inherent aspect of the
invention. Given “predicted positions and estimated
velocities,” it is inherently necessary that tht “orientation
of their wings” for the streamer positioning devices must
be calculated to he able to implement any change in
streamer position or motion whatsoever.

and means for actuating the wing Under 35 USC. § 112, , 6, the Workman ‘472 patent
motors to produce said desired discloses structure that performs the claimed function of
changes in wing orientation, actuating the wing motors to produce said desired changes

in wing orientation and that is either identical to the
structure identi fled by the Court or equivalent structure.

See. e.g., Workman ‘472 at Cot. I, ll.,S5-57 (“For
example, devices to control the lateral positioning of
streamer cables by using camber-adjustable hydrofoils or
angled wings are disclosed ...“)

This claim limitation “actuating the wing motors to
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U.S. Patent No. 6,932,017 Citatioiis from ‘472 prior-art
Asserted Claims

produce said desired changes in ‘ving orientation’ is also
an inherent aspect of the invention. (liven a desire to
reposition the streamers, it is necessary that the “wing
orientation for the streamer positioning de ices vill need
to be altered, which necessarily requires the action of a
motor.

266t 7{)52
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EXHIBIT 3

U.S. Patent No. 7,080,607 (the “‘607 patent”) Is Anticipated By
U.S. Patent 5,790,472 (Workman ‘472)

U.S. Patent No. 7,080,607
Asserted Claims

U.S. Patent 5,790,472 (Adaptive Control of Marine Seismic Streamers;
Workman & Chambers; assigned to Western Atlas; 1998) discloses this
limitation

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col, 2, II. 32-33 (“... the prior art discloses a series
of discrete devices for locating and controlling the positions of streamer cables

...“) and Col. 2, Il. 45—47 (‘ihe present invention is an improved system for
controlling the position and shape of marine seismic streamer cables”).

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. I, II. 17-19 (“Due to the increasing use of
marine 3-I) seismic data, multi-cable marine surveys are now commonplace”)

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Cot. I, I. 45 (“Streamer positioning devices are
well known in the art’’)

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. 3, II. 14—20 (“As known to those skilled in the
art, streamer positioning devices 14, for example birds and tail buoys, may he
attached to the exterior of the streamer cables 13 for adjusting the vertical and
lateral positions of the streamer cables 13. The streamer cables 13 include
electrical or optical cables for connecting the streamer positioning devices 14
to individual control and logging systems”).

(h) predicting positions of at The Workman ‘472 patent discloses this limitation,
least some of the streamer
positioning devices: See. e.g., Workman ‘472 at Cot. 2, II. 15-18 (“These devices and methods may

then be used to determine the real time position of the seismic sources and
seismic streamer cables by computing a network solution to a Kalman filter, as
disclosed by U.S. Pat. No. 5,353.223” (prediction is a fundamental aspect of
Kalman filtering technology]).

Citations from prior-art

A method comprising: (a)
towing an a sic] array of
streamers each having a plurality
of streamer positioning devices

there along;

266iQ8vt
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U.S. Pateni No. 7,080,607 Citations from prior-art
Asserted Claims

(c) using the predicted positions The Workman ‘472 patent discloses this limitation.
to calculate desired changes in
position ol one or more of the See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. 3, II. 42—43 (‘‘... and a streamer cable
streamer positiomng devices; and controller I 6 for controlling the streamer positioning devices 14’’). See also.

e.g.,FIG.2

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at (‘ol, 3, II. 59-62 C’... includes a streamer control
processor 40 for ... calculating a position correction to reposition the streamer
cables I 3”)

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col, 4, II. 17-2 l’lie streamer control processor
40 is connected to the streamer device controller 16. When the streamer
cables 13 need to he repositioned, the position correction is used by the
streamer device controller 16 to adjust the streamer positioning devices 14 and
reposition the streamer cables 13.”

This claim limitation “calculate desired changes in position of one or more of
the streamer positioning devices” is also an inherent aspect oF the invention.
Given “predicted positions,” it is inherently necessary that “desired changes in
position” for the streamer positioning devices must be calculated to he able to
implement any change in streamer position or motion whatsoever.

(4) implementing at least sonic The Workman ‘472 patent discloses this limitation.
of the desired changes.

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. I, II. 55-57 (“For example, devices to control
the lateral positioning of streamer cables by using camber-adjustable
hydrofoils or angled wings are disclosed ...“)

This claim limitation “actuating the wing motors to produce said desired
changes in wing orientation” is also an inherent aspect ofthc invention. Given
a desire to reposition the streamers, it is inherently necessary that the “wing
orientation” for the streamer positioning devices will need to he altered, which
inherently requires the action of a motor.

9
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U.S. Patent No. 7,080,607 Citations from prior-art
Asserted Claims

8. A method as claimed in The Workman ‘472 patent discloses this limitation of streamer separation
claim 7, in which said global mode.
control system is further
configured into a streamer See, e.g., Workman ‘472, Go!. 1, II. 33-35 (“ihe ability to control the position

separation mode, wherein said and shape of the streamer cables is desirable for preventing the entanglement

global control system attempts to of the streamer cables ...

direct said streamer positioning
device to maintain a minimum See, e.g., Workman ‘472, Gol. 3, II. 65—67 (Threshold parameters may include

separation distance between a plural tv of values for: minimum allowable separations between streamer

adjacent streamers. cables ...

I 5. An array of seismic The Workman ‘472 patent discloses this limitation.
streamers towed by a towing
vessel comprising: See, c. g., Workman ‘472 at Col. I, II. 17-19 (“Due to the increasing use of

marine 34) seismic data, multi—cable marine surveys are now commonplace”)

See, e.g., FIG. I which discloses a towing vessel.

(a) a plurality of streamer The Workman ‘472 patent discloses this limitation.

positioning dcv ices on or in! inc
with each streamer; See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Go!. 2, II. 32—33 (“... the prior art discloses a series

of discrete devices br locating and controlling the positions of streamer cables

...‘) and Col. 2, Il. 45-47 (“The present invention is an improved system for
controlling the position and shape of marine seismic streamer cables”).

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Go!. I, I. 45 (“Streamer positioning devices are
we!! known in the art”)

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Cot. 3, II. 14-20 (“As known to those skilled in the
art, streamer positioning devices 14, for example birds and tail buoys, may be
attached to the exterior of the streamer cables 13 for adjusting the vertical and
lateral positions of the streamer cables 13. The streamer cables 13 include
electrical or optical cables lbr connecting the streamer positioning devices 14
to individual control and logging systems”).

2662498v I
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U.S. Patent o. 7,080,607 Citations front prior-art
Asserted (lainis

ib) a prediction unit adapted to The Workman ‘472 patent discloses this limitation.
pred let pos ii on s at east some
ol the streamer positioning SUC, \vrknitn 472 at (‘ol. 2, II. 15—18 (“Iliese dcx ices and methods may

devices; and then he used to determine the real time position of the seismic sources and
seismic streamer cahles b computing a network solution to a Kalman ii her, as
disclosed b 11.5. Pat. No. 5.3 53.223 i fpreciierion /.c afuflfa,1Ie;l!a/ aspect of
,k:J/:J;(11;filtering iec’hnologi 7. [ai2)IJttlUoh7 aunect)

(e) a control unit adapted tn usc The Workman ‘472 patent discloses this limitation.
the predicted p usi t n 5 to

calcu late desired changes in See, e.g., Workman ‘172 at Col. 3, II. 42—43 (“... and a streamer cable

positions of one or more of the controller 16 for control I fig the streamer positioning devices 14’) See also,

streamer positioning devices. e.g. FIG. 2

See, e.g.. Workman ‘472 at (lol. 3, Il, 59-62 (“,.. includes a streamer control
processor 40 for ... calculating a position correction to reposition the streamer
cables I 3”)

See, e.g.. Workman ‘472 at (‘ol, 4, II. 17-2 l”The streamer control processor
40 is connected to the streamer device controller 16. When the streamer
cables 13 need to he repositioned, the position correction is used h} the
streamer device controller 16 to adjust the streamer positioning dcx ices II and
reposition the streamer cables I 3.”

This claim limitation ‘calculate desired changes in position ol’ one or more 01

the streamer positioning devices’’ is also an inherent aspect of the lox ention.
C yen ‘‘predicted positions.’ it is inherently necessary that “desired changes in
position” for the streamer positioning dcx ices must be calculated to he able to
in plctiient an\ change in streamer position or motion xvhatsocx er.

4
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EXHIBIT 4

u.s. Palent No. 7,162,967 (the “967 I)atenl”) Is Anticipated B
U.S. Patent 5.200.930 (Rouquette. ‘930)

U.S. Patent No. 7,162.967 Citations from prior-art
Asserted Claims

1 - A method comprising: (a) towulu U.S. Patent 5.200,930 Iwo—Wire Multi—Channel Streamer
an aria) of stream crs each hax ing a Corn iii tin cat ion System; Rouquette; assigned to Ihe I aitram
piuralit of streamer pOsitioninu dc\ ices Corp issued I 993) discloses this limitation.
there a long, at I cast one of the streamer
positioning de ices having a wing; Sec. e. g.. Rouqtrctte ‘930 at Col. I, Il. 13-17 (“In a marine seismic

surve’ a stirs eYing vessel tows one or more seismic cables or
streamers. Each streamer is outfitted with position control
devices ,.. such as cable leveling birds

.

See, e.g., Rouquette ‘930, Col. 2, II. 49-52 (“FIG. I is side view of
a seismic surveying vessel towing a streamer outfitted with sensing
and streamer control devices in communication with a controller
aboard the vessel iii accordance with the invention”)

See. e.g., Rouquette 930 at FIG. I which depicts wings ott birds.

(h) transmitting from a global control The Rouquettc ‘930 patent discloses this limitation.
svsteni location irtorination to at least
one local control sstcm on the at least See. e.g.. Rouquette 930 patent, FIG. 2

:
one streamer positioning dcv ices having
a w mg: and See. e.g. Rouquette ‘930, Col. 3. II. 23-3 I ( “These arid other

ohjccts arc achieved by the present in ention. ‘vhich provides a
multi—channel. Lw o—w ire communication system for sending
corn mands and data requests to and receiving data I Ii rom man
positioning sensors and cable—leveling devices distributed along a
seismic streamer. The apparatus of the invention includes a central
controller comprising an intelligent modem that can scan the many
streamer devices for cable—positioning data each seismic shot
interval.•’).

See. e.g.. Rouquctte ‘930. Col. 4. Il. 6—I (“Distributed along the
length of the streamer 22 are ... outboard devices, such as cable
leveling birds 26A-l3 ... For brevity, all such devices are
hereinafter referred to generally as sensors”); Col. 4. Il. 16-18
(‘‘The__sensors__24, 26, and 28 arc all in communication with a
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U.S. Patent No. 7,162,967 Citations from prior-art
Asserted Claims

central controller 38 on board the vessel 20”); Col. 4, II. 34—36
(“Communication between the sensors’and the on—hoard controller
is effected over one or more two—wire lines running through the
streamer ); Col. 4, II. 39—41 (“An outboard bird 44, clamped to
the streamer 40 by’ a collar (not shown), communicates with the on—
hoard controller . .

(e) adjusting the wing using the local The Rouquette ‘930 patent discloses this limitation.
control system.

(‘ol. 4, II. 45—47 (“Control signals are received by the bird
electronics 50 to control the wings of the bird and, thereby, the
depth of the streamer.”).

4. The method as claimed in claim The Roquette ‘930 patent discloses this limiL ion
I , wherein the global control system
transmits a desired vertical depth for the ‘e’. c . Rouquetteat Col. 4, II. 34—47 (‘‘a bird 26 can also

at least one streamer positioning device com fl tin icate heading and de pill data to the on—hoard control Icr 38
and the local control system calculates br use in pied ict i ng the shape of the streamer . . . Comm on icat ion

magnitude and direction of the deviation between the sensors and the on—hoard controller is etTheted over

between the desired vertical depth and one or more two— ire lines running through the streamer

actual depth. (:ontrol signals are received lv the bird electronics 50 to control
the xings of the bird and, thereby, the depth of the streamer.’’)

\ Person I laying Ordinary Skill In The Art will reeogniie that it is
inherent in the invention to utilize a ‘‘desired vertical depth’’ as a
necessary component of any attempt to control depth. It is inherent
to “caleu late magnitude and direct ion of the deviation between the
desired vertical dejltll and the actual depth’’ as a necessary step in
any atteni Pt to Control dc Pt II.

IS. An array of seismic streamers Rouquette ‘930 discloses this claim preamble.
towed by a towing vessel comprising:

See, e.g., Rouquette ‘930 at Col. I, Il. 13—17 (“In a marine seismic
survey, a surveying vessel tows one or more seismic cables or
streamers. Each streamer is outfitted with ... position control
devices ... such as cable leveling birds ...“)

7
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See, e.g., Rouquette ‘930 at Col. I, II. 13-17 (“In a marine seismic
survey, a surveying vessel tows one or more seismic cables or
streamers. Each streamer is outfitted with ... position control
devices uch as cable leveling birds

See, e.g., Rouquette ‘930, Col, 2, Il. 49-52 (“FIG. I is side view of
a seismic surveying vessel towing a streamer outfitted with sensing
and streamer control devices in communication with a controller
aboard the vessel in accordance with the invention”)

Set e.g., Rouquette ‘930 at FIG. I which depicts wings on birds.

(h) a global control system transni itting
location information to at least one local
control system on the at least one
streamer positioning device having a
wing, the local control system adjusting
the wing.

266107

The Rouquette ‘930 patent discloses this limitation.

See, e.g., Rouquette ‘930 patent, FIG. 2

See, e.g., Rouquette ‘930, Col. 3. II. 23-31 (“These and other
objects are achieved by the present invention, which provides a
multi—channel, two—wire communication system for sending
commands and data requests to and receiving data [fjrom many
positioning sensors and cable—leveling devices distributed along a
seismic streamer. The apparatus of the invention includes a central
controller comprising an intelligent modem that can sean the many
streamer devices for cable-positioning data each seismic shot
interval.”).

See, e.g., Rouquette ‘930, Col. 4, II. 6-I I (“Distributed along the
length of the streamer 22 are ... outboard devices, such as cable
leveling birds 26A-B ... For brevity, all such devices are
hereinafter referred to generally as sensors”); Col. 4, II. 16-18
(“The sensors 24, 26, and 28 are all in communication with a
central controller 3$ on board the vessel 20.”); Col. 4, II. 34-36
(“Communication between the sensors and the on-hoard controller
is effected over one or more two-wire lines running through the
streamer ); Col. 4, II. 39-41 (“An outboard bird 44, clamped to
the streamer 40 by a collar(rot shown), communicates with the on-
board controller . .

.

See, e.g., Rouquette ‘930, Col. 4, II. 45-47 (“Control signals are
received by the bird electronics 50 to control the wings of the hird
and, thereby, the depth of the streamer.”).

U.S. Patent No. 7,162,967
Asserted Claims

Citations from prior-art

(a) a plurality of streamer positioning
devices on or inline with each streamer,
at least one of the streamer positioning
devices having a wing;

Rouquette ‘930 discloses this claim preamble.

3
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EXHIBIT 6

35 Usc 102(fl Prior Art

This chart identifies the claims for which ION claims inventorship. Such prior art
includes WN’s proprietary positioning devices, which were disclosed to \VesternGeco during the
mid—I 990s discussions and meetings pursuant to a nondisclosure agreement. Evidence of such
invention is tound in ION’ s disclosures pursuant to Patent Rule 3—2( a )( I H 2).

U.S. Patent No. 6,932,017 (the “017 patent”)

U.S. Patent No. 6,932,017 § 102(1) Prior Art
Asserted Claims

D1giCOLRSE. a company later acquired by iON, was
approached by more specifically, Simon Bittleston
(an inventor of the ‘017 patent>—to develop a proprietary
streamer positioning device that, among other things. could
control both the lateral and vertical position of a streamer as
claimed herein. Accordingly, the DigiCOURSE engineers who
developed this streamer positioning device are the true
inventors, or at least co-inventors, of the invention claimed
herein.

A method of controlling the
positions of marine seismic streamers in
an array of such streamers being towed
by a seismic survey vessel, the streamers
having respective streamer positioning
devices disposed therealong and each
streamer positioning device having a
wing and a wing motor for changing the
orientation of the wing so as to steer the
streamer positioning device laterally, said
method comprising the steps of:

obtaining a predicted position of the
streamer positioning devices:

obtaining an estimated velocity of the
streamer positioning devices:

for at least some of the streamer
positioning devices. calculating desired
changes in the orientation of their wings
using said predicted position and said
estimated velocity:

and actuating the wing motors to produce
said desired changes in wing orientation.

1725677v1
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EXHIBIT 6

U.S. Patent No. 6,932,017 § 102(1) Prwr Art
Asserted (:laims

2. A method as claimed in claim 1.5cc Claim I Analysis.
wherein s-aid estimated velocity is
calculated using a vessel speed received
from said seismic survey vessel’s
navigation system.

3. A method as claimed in claim 2, See Claim I Analysis.
in which said estimated velocity is a
water referenced towing velocity that
compensates for the speed and heading of
marine currents acting on said streamer
positioning devices.

4. A method as claimed in claim 3. See Claim I Analysis.
in which said estimated velocity is
compensated fbr relative nrnvement
between said seismic survey vessel and
said sTreamer positioning devices.

5. A method as claimed in claim 4, See Claim I Analysis.
in which said step of calculating a desired
change in wing orientation further uses an
estimate of the crosscurrent velocity at
the respective streamer positioning
device.

6. A method as claimed in claim 5, See Claim I Analysis.
in which said step of calculating a desired
change in wing orientation is regulated to
prevent the wing from stalling.

1725677v1 2
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EXHIBIT 6

U.S. Patent No. 6,932,017
Asserted Claims

7. A method as claimed in claim 6. in
which said step of calculating a desired
change in wing orientation is regulated by
a global control system located on or near
said seismic survey vessel that is
configured into a feather angle mode,
wherein said global control system
attempts to direct the streamer positioning
devices to maintain each of said
streamers in a straight line offset from the
towing direction of said marine seismic
vessel by a certain feather angle, and into
a turn control mode, wherein said global
control svsteni directs said streamer
positioning devices to generate a force in
the opposite direction of a turn at the
beginning of the turn.

S. A method as claimed in claim 7. in
wInch said global control system is
l’urther configured into a streamer
separation mode, wherein said global
control system attempts to direct said
streamer positioning device to maintain a
minimum separation distance between
adjacent streamers

See Claim I Analysis.

See Claim I Analysis.

§ 102(fl Prior Art

9. A method as claimed in claim 8, See Claim I Analysis.
further including the step of displaying
the position of said streamer positioning
devices on said seismic survey vessel.

16. Apparatus for controlling the See Claim I Analysis.
positions of marine seismic streamer in
an array of such streamers being towed
by a seismic survey vessel, the streamers
having respective streamer positioning
devices disposed therealong and each
streamer positioning device having a

1725677v1 3
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EXHIBIT 6

U.S. Patent No. 6,932,017 § 102(t) Prior Art
Asserted Claims

wing and a wing motor for changing the
horizontal orientation of the wing so as to
steer the streamer positioning device
laterally, said apparatus comprising:

means for obtaining a predicted position
of the streamer positioning devices;

means for obtaining an estimated velocity
of the streamer positioning devices,

means for calculating desired changes in
the orientations of the respective wings of
at least some of the streamer positioning
devices using said predicted position and
said estimated velocity;

and means for actuating the wing motors
to produce said desired changes in wing
orientation.
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EXHIBIT 6

U.S. Patent No. 6,691,607 (the “607 patent”)

U.S. Patent No. 6,691,607 § 102(f) Prior Art
Asserted Claims

I. A method comprising: (a) towing D1giCOURSE, a company later acquired by ION, was
an a array of streamers each having a approached by GECO—and more specifically, Simon Bittleston
plurality of streamer positioning devices (an inventor of the ‘017 patent)—to develop a proprietary
there along; streamer positioning device that, among other things, could

control both the lateral and vertical position of a streamer as
claimed herein. Accordingly, the DigiCOURSE engineers who
developed this streamer positioning device are the true
inventors, or at least co-inventors, of the invention claimed
herein.

(h) predicting positions of at least some
of the streamer positioning devices;

(c) using the predicted positions to
calculate desired changes in position of
one or more of the streamer positioning
devices; and

(d) implementing at least some of the
desired changes.

2. A method as claimed in claim 1, See Claim I Analysis.
comprising estimating velocity of at least
some of the streamer positioning devices,
wherein said estimated velocity is
calculated using a vessel speed received
from a navigation system on said seismic
survey vessel.

3. A method as claimed in claim 2, See Claim I Analysis.
in which said estimated velocity is a
water referenced towing velocity that
compensates for the speed and heading of
marine currents acting on said streamer
positioning devices.

I 725677v
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EXHIBIT 6

U.S. Patent No. 6,691,607 § 102(1) Prior Art
Asserted Claims

4. A method as claimed in claim 3, See Claim I Analysis.
in which said estimated velocity is
compensated for relative movement
between said seismic survey vessel and
said streamer positioning devices.

5. A method as claimed in claim 2, See Claim I Analysis.
in which said step of using the predicted
positions to calculate desired changes in
position of one or more of the streamer
positioning devices further uses an
estimate of the crosscurrent velocity at
the respective streamer positioning
device.

6. A method as claimed in claim 5, See Claim I Analysis.
in which said step of using the predicted
positions to calculate desired changes in
position of one or more of the streamer
positioning devices is regulated to
prevent the positioning device from
stalling.

7. A method as claimed in claim 6, See Claim I Analysis.
in which said step of using the predicted
positions to calculate desired changes in
position of one or more of the streamer
positioning devices is regulated by a
global control system located on or near a
seismic survey vessel that is configured
into a feather angle mode, wherein said
global control system attempts to direct
the streamer positioning devices to
maintain each of said streamers in a
straight line offset from the towing
direction of said marine seismic vessel by
a certain feather angle, and into a turn
control mode, wherein said global control

]725677v 6
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EXHIBIT 6

U.S. Patent No. 6,691,607 § 102(t) Prior Art
Asserted Claims

system directs said streamer positioning
devices to generate a force in the opposite
direction of a turn at the beginning of the
turn.

8. A method as claimed in claim 7, See Claim I Analysis.
in which said global control system is
further configured into a streamer
separation mode, wherein said global
control system attempts to direct said
streamer positioning device to maintain a
minimum separation distance between
adjacent streamers.

9. A method as claimed in claim S. See Claim I Analysis.
further including the step of displaying
the position of said streamer positioning
devices on said seismic survey vessel.

15. An array of seismic streamers DigiCOURSE, a company later acquired by ION, was
towed by a towing vessel comprising: approached by GECO—and more specifically, Simon Bittleston

(an inventor of the ‘017 patent}—to develop a proprietary
streamer positioning device that, among other things, could
control both the lateral and vertical position of a streamer as
claimed herein. Accordingly, the Dig1COURSE engineers who

. developed this streamer positioning device are the true
inventors, or at least co-inventors, of the invention claimed
herein.

(a) a plurality of streamer positioning The ‘607 patent discloses that this limitation was well known to
devices on or inline with each streamer; one skilled in the art prior to and at the time of invention.

See, e.g., ‘607 patent, Col. I, Il. 10-23 (discussing the known
prior art including a vessel for towing an array of seismic
streamers that have a plurality of positioning devices).

See, e.g., ‘607, Fig. I.
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EXHIBIT 6

U.S. Patent No. 6,691,607 § 102(1) Prior Art
Asserted Claims

b) a prediction unit adapted to predict
positions of at least some of the streamer
positioning devices; and

(c) a control unit adapted to use the
predicted positions to calculate desired
changes in positions of one or more of the
streamer positioning devices.

]?25677v1 8
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EXHIBIT 6

U.S. Patent No. 7,162,967 (the “967 patent”)

U.S. Patent No. 7,162,967 § 102(f) Prior Art
Asserted Claims

I. A method comprising: (a) towing D1giCOURSE. a company later acquired by TON, was
an array of streamers each having a• ‘aIpr(ached by GECO—--and more specifically. Simon Bittleston
plurality of streamer positioning devices (an inventor of the O17 patent)-—to develop a proprietary
there along, at least one of the streamer streamer positioning device that, among other things, could
positioning devices having a wing; control both the lateral and vertical position of a streamer as

claimed herein Accordingly, the DigiCOURSE engineers who
developed this streamer positioning device are the true
inventors, or at least co—inventors, of the invention claimed
herein.

( b) Lransm itting from a global control
system location information to at least
one local control system on the at least
one streamer positioning devices having a
wing; and

(c) adjusting the wing using the local
control system.

4. The method as claimed in claim 1, Sue Claim I Analysis.
wherein the global control system
transmits a desired vertical depth for the
at least one streamer positioning device
and the local control system calculates
magnitude and direction of the deviation
between the desired vertical depth and
actual depth.

5. The method as claimed in claim I .5cc Claim I Analysis.
wherein the global control system
transmits a desired horizontal
displacement for the at least one streamer
positioning device and the local control
system calculates magnitude and
direction of the deviation between the
desired horizontal displacement and
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EXHIBIT 6

U.S. Patent No. 7,162,967
Asserted Claims

§ 102(1) Prior Art

actual horizontal displacement.

6. The method as claimed in claim I, See Claim I Analysis.
comprising calculating velocity of at least
one of the streamer positioning devices,
wherein the calculating velocity
comprises at least one of a) using a vessel
speed received from a navigation system
on a seismic survey vessel; h)
compensating for the speed and heading
of marine currents acting on the at least
one streamer positioning device; and c)
compensating for relative movement
between the seismic survey vessel and the
at least one streamer positioning device.

7. The method as claimed in claim 6, See Claim I Analysis.
in which said step of adjusting the wing
using the local control system is regulated
to prevent the positioning device from
stalling.

8. The method as claimed in claim 7, See Claim I Analysis.
in which said step of using the location
information to calculate desired forces on
the at least one streamer positioning
device is regulated by the global control
system located on or near a seismic
survey vessel that is configured into a
feather angle mode, wherein the global
control system attempts to direct the
streamer positioning devices to maintain
each of the streamers in a straight line
offset from the towing direction of the
marine seismic vessel by a certain feather
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EXHIBIT 6

U.S. Patent No. 7,162,967
Asserted Claims

angle. and into a turn control mode,
wherein the global control system directs
the streamer positioning devices to
generate a force in the opposite direction
of a turn at the beginning of the turn.

§ 102(t) Prior Art

9. The method as claimed in claim 8.5cc Claim I Analysis.
which said global control system is
further configured into a streamer
separation mode, wherein said global
control system attempts to direct said
streamer positioning device to maintain a
m in mum separation distance between
adjacent streamers.

10. The method as claimed in claim 9, See Claim I Analysis.
further including the step of displaying
the position of said streamer positioning
devices on said seismic survey vessel.

15. An array of seismic streamers The ‘967 patent discloses that this limitation was well known to
towed by a towing vessel comprising: one skilled in the art prior to and at the time of invention.

See, e.g.. ‘967 patent. Col. I. II. 10-2.3 (discussing the known

prior art including a vessel for towing an array of seismic
streamers that have a plurality of positioning devices).

See. e.g.. ‘967. Fig. I.

(a) a plurality of streamer positioning DigiCOURSE, a company later acquired by ION, was
devices on or inline with each streamer, approached by GECO-—-and more specifically, Simon Bittleston
at least one of the streamer positioning (an inventor of the ‘017 patent)—to develop a proprietary
devices having a wing: streamer positioning device that, among other things. could

control both the lateral and vertical position of a streamer as
claimed herein. Accordingly. the DigiCOURSF engineers who
developed this streamer positioning device are the true
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U.S. Patent No. 7,162,967 § 102(0 Prior Art
Asserted Claims

inventors, or at least co-inventors, of the invention claimed
herein.

(b) a global control system transmitting
location information to at least one local
control system on the at least one
streamer positioning device having a
wing, the local control system adjusting
the wing.
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EXHIBIT 6

U.S. Patent No. 7,293,520 (the “520 patent”)

U.S. Patent No. 7,293,520
Asserted Claims

§ 102(1) Prior Art

(h) controlling the streamer positioning
devices with a control system configured
to operate in one or more control modes
selected from a feather angle mode, a turn
control mode, and a streamer separation
mode.

2. The method of claim I wherein See Claim I Analysis.
the control mode is the feather angle
mode, and the controlling comprises the
control system attempting to keep each
streamer in a straight line offset from a
towing direction by a feather angle.

3. The method of claim 2 comprising See Claim I Analysis.
inputting the feather angle manually.

6. The method of claim I wherein See Claim I Analysis.
the towing comprises ending one pass,
turning a towing vessel having the
streamers attached thereto while throwing
out the streamers before beginning
another pass, with the control mode in the
turn control mode during the turning and
throwing out.

A method comprising: (a) towing
an array of streamers each having a
plurality of streamer positioning devices
there along contributing to steering the
streamers;

DigiCOURSE, a company later acquired by ION, was
approached by GI3CO—and more specifically, Simon Bittleston
(an inventor of the Ol7 patent)—1o develop a proprietary
streamer positioning device that, among other things, could
control both the lateral and vertical position of a streamer as
claimed herein. Accordingly, the DigiCOURSE engineers who
developed this streamer positioning device are the true
inventors, or at least co-inventors, of the invention claimed
herein.
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U.S. Patent No. 7,293,520 § 102(13 Prior Art
Asserted Claims

7. The method of claim 6 comprising See Claim I Analysis.
turning during a 3D seismic survey.

8. The method of claim 6 comprising See Claim I Analysis.
turning during a line change.

9. The method of claim 6 comprising See Claim I Analysis.
commanding each streamer positioning

device to generate a force in an opposite
direction of the I urn ing,

10. The method of claim 6 comprising See Claim I Analysis.
separating adjacent streamers by depth
during the turning iiode to avoid possible
entanglement during the turning.

I I. The method of claim 10 See Claim I Analysis.
comprising returning adjacent streamers
to a common depth after the completion
of the turning.

12. The method of claim 6 comprising See Claim I Analysis.
notiting the control system, via a vessel
navigation system, when to start throwing
the streamers out, and when to start
straightening the streamers.

13. The method of claim I wherein See Claim I Analysis.
the control mode is the streamer
separation mode, the control system
attempting to minimize the risk of
entanglement of the streamers.
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U.S. Patent No. 7,293,520 § 102(fl Prior Art
Asserted Claims

14. The method of claini 13cu Claim I Analysis.
comprising the control system attempting
to masimize distance between adjacent
streamers.

I 5. The method of claim I 3 See Claim I \nalysis
comprising separating the streamers in
depth.

16. The method of claim IS wherein See Claim I Analysis.
the array of streamers comprises two
streamers, and comprising positioning the
two streamers as far away from each
other as possible.

17. The method of claim IS wherein See Claim I Analysis.
the array of streamers comprises three or
more streamers, the array comprising one
port-most streamer, one starboard-most
streamer and at least one inner streamer
and comprising positioning the port—most
and starboard-most streamers as far away
form each other as possible.

IX. An apparatus comprising: (a) an See Claim I Analysis.
array of streamers each having a plurality
of streamer positioning devices there
along:

(h) a control system configured to use a
control mode selected from a feather

angle mode, a turn control mode, a

streamer separation mode, and two or

more of these modes.
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U.S. Patent No. 7,293,520
Asserted Claims

§ 102(f) Prior Art

I 9. The apparatus of claim 18
wherein the control mode is the feather
angle mode, and the controlling
comprises the control system attempting
to keep each streamer in a straight line
offset from a towing direction by a
feather angle.

See Claim I Analysis.

20. The apparatus of claim 19 See Claim I Analysis.
comprising inputting the feather angle
manually.

23. The apparatus of claim 18 See Claim I Analysis.
wherein the towing comprises ending one
pass, turning a towing vessel having the
streamers attached thereto while throwing
out the streamers before beginning
another pass, with the control mode in the
turn control mode during the turning and
throwing out.

24. The apparatus of claim 23 See Claim I Analysis.
comprising turning during a 3D seismic
survey.

25. The apparatus of claim 23 See Claim I Analysis.
comprising turning during a line change.

26. The apparatus of claim 23 See Claim I Analysis.
comprising commanding each streamer
positioning device to generate a force in
an opposite direction of the turning, and
then commanding each streamer
positioning device to go to a position
defined by the feather angle control
mode.
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U.S. Patent No. 7,293,520 § 102(0 Prior Art
Asserted Claims

27. The apparatus of claim 23 See Claim I Analysis.
comprising separating adjacent streamers
by depth during the turning mode to
avoid possible entanglement during the
turning.

28. The apparatus of claim 27 See Claim I Analysis.
comprising returning adjacent streamers
to a common depth after the completion
of the turning.

29. The apparatus of claim 23 See Claim I Analysis.
comprising notiing the control system,
via a vessel navigation system, when to
start throwing the streamers out, and
when to start straightening the streamers,

30. The apparatus of claim 18 See Claim I Analysis.
wherein the control mode is the streamer
separation mode, the control system
attempting to minimize the risk of
entanglement of the streamers.

31. The apparatus of claim 30 See Claim I Analysis.
comprising the control system attempting
to maximize distance between adjacent
streamers.

32. The apparatus of claim 30 See Claim I Analysis.
comprising separating the streamers in
depth.

33. The apparatus of claim 32 See Claim I Analysis.
wherein the array of streamers comprises
two streamers, and comprising
positioning the two streamers as far away
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U.S. Patent No. 7,293,520 § 102(1) Prior Art
Asserted Claims

from each oilier as possible.

34, The apparatus of claim 32 See Claim I Analysis.
wherein the array of streamers comprises
three or more streamers, the array
comprising one port-most streamer, one
starboard-most streamer and at least one
inner streamer and comprising
positioning the port-most and starboard—
most streamers as Thr away from each
oilier as possible.
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EXI-IIBIT 6

U.S. I’atcnt No. 6,691,038 (the “Zajac ‘038 patent”) Is Obvious In View of
International Patent Application WO 2000/20895 (“Hillesund ‘895 Application”)

1.5. Patent No. 6,691.038 Citations from Hillesund ‘895 Application
Asserted Claims

I . A seismic streamer array iracking The I-Ill esund Wa 0020X95 International Application discloses
and positioning s stem comprising: th is i liii tat ion -

See, eg., Hillesund ‘895 generally, which discloses a system
wherein a Lowing vessel tows a seismic array comprised of a
plurality of seismic streamers. Actual positions are determined
for this array, and positions are controlled by seismic streamer
positioning devices attached to the streamer cables.

See, e.g., Hi lesund 1<95 at p. 4. Paragraph titled “Sumniarv of
the mention.

a lowing vessel icr towing a seismic The [-Ii lesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
arra\

See, e.g., [lillesund 1<95. Fig. 1.5cc cTho l-lillesund ‘895 at p. 5.
Paragraph I (“In Figure I, a seismic survey vessel JO is shown
tox ing eight marine seismic streamers ‘‘I.

an array comprising a plurality of he Hillesund .895 reference discloses this limitation.
seismic streamers;

See. ag., Hillesund 1<95. Fig. I See aba Hillesund 1<95 at p. 5.
Paragraph I (“In Figure I. a seismic sun cv vessel I 0 is shown
to ing eight marine seisni ic streamers

an acti e streamer positioning device The l-lH lesund 1<95 application discloses th is limitation.
( A S POt attached to at least one
seismic streamer flr positioning the See, ei., I lillesund 895 at p. 6, Paragraph (“PrefirahIy the
seismic streamer relative to other birds 18 are both vertically and horizontally steerable. These
seismic streamers within the array; birds I 8 nay, for instance, he located at regular intervals along

the streamer, such as every 200 to 400 meters. The vertically and
horizontally steerable birds 18 can be used to constrain the shape
of the seismic streamer 12 between the deflector 16 and the tail
buoy 20 in both the vertical (depth) and horizontal directions.”)

See, e. g., llillesund 1<95 at p. I 8, Paragraph 3, to p. 19.
Paragraph 2 particularly in regard to ‘relative’ positioning of
streamers (“T he inventive control system will primarily operate
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U.S. Patent No. 6,691,038
Asserted Claims

and a master controller for issuing
positioning commands to each
AS P1) to adjust a vertical and
hon junta! posit ion of a Iirst streamer
relative to a second streamer within
the array for maintaining a specified
array geoni an’ -

Citations from Ilillesund ‘895 Application

in Iwo different corn rol modes: a feather angle control
a turn control node. In the leather angle control mode,
control system 22 attempts to keep each streamer in a straight
line offset from the towing direction by a certain feather angle - . -

[he turn control mode is used hen ending one pass and
beginning another pass during a 3 [) seismic sun ey, sometimes
referred to as a “line change”. The turn control mode consists of
two phases. In the Iirst part of the turn, every bird IS tries to
‘‘thro out the streamer 1 2 h) generating a force in the opposite
direction of the turn. In the last part of the turn, the birds IS are
directed to go to the position defined by the feather angle control
mode, l3y doing this, a tighter turn can he achieved and the turn
time of the vessel and equipment can he substantially reduced.
i\ pieallv during the turn mode adjacent streamers will he depth
separated to avoid possible entanglement during the turn and will
he returned to a common depth as soon as possible after the
completion of the turn In e\treme weather conditions, the
in entive control system may also operate in a streamer
separation control mode that attempts to m inimiie the risk of
entanglement of the streamers. In this control mode, the global
control system 22 attempts to mnaxiniize the distance between
adaeent streamers. [he streamers 12 ill typically be separated
iii depth and the outerim)st streamers will be positioned as far
away from each other as possible. The inner streamers will then
be regularly spaced between these outermost streamers, i.e. each
bird IS ‘ ill receive desired horitontal forces 42 or desired
horizontal position information that will direct the bird IS to the
mu idpoint position between its adjacent streamers.’’).

The ‘038 patent discloses that this limitation as well known to
one skilled in the art prior to and at the time of the invention.

See. ag.. ‘038 patent, Col. I, Il. 25-56 (discussing the known
prior art including attaching control apparatuses to seismic
streamers to position streamers).

The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

Sec. e.g.. Hillesund ‘895 at p. 6. Paragraph 2 (‘in the preferred
embodiment of the present invention, the conim’oI system for the
birds 1$ is distributed between a global control system 22
located on or near the seismic survey vessel 10 and a local
control system located within or near the birds 18. The global

mode and
the global
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U.S. Patent No. 6,691.038 CiItions from Hillesund ‘895 Application
Asserted Claims

control system 22 is t\ pical lv connected to the seismic survey
vessel’s nax igation s stein and obtains estimates of system wide
parameters, such as the vessel’s (owing direction and velocity
and current direction and velocity, from the vessel’s navigation
system.”).

,c(e. e.g.. I hI lesund -895 at p. I CL Paraeraph 3 (‘During
operation of the streamer positioning control system, the global
control system 22 preferably transmits, at regular intervals (such
as ever\ ix e seconds) a desired horizontal tirce 42 and a desired
vertical iirce 44 to the local control system 36.”).

Scc e.g.. Ilillesund ‘$95 at P. 18, Paragraph 2 (“The inventive
control system is based on shared responsibilities hetxx een the
global control system 22 located on the seismic survey essel IC)
and the local control system 36 on the bird I . ihe global
control system 22 is tasked with monitoring the positions of the
streamers 12 and providing desired forces or desired position
in lormation to the local control system 36. 11w local control
system 36 within each bird IS is responsible for adjusting the
wing splay angle to rotate the bird to the proper position and for
adjusting the wing common angle to produce the magnitude of
total desired force required.”).

See. ag. llillcsund ‘$95 at p. 1 8, Paragraph 3. to p. 19.
Pararapb 2; particularly in regard to the limitation ot “speci tied
array geometry” (“1he inventive control system will primarily
operate in two different control modes: a feather angle control
mode and a turn control mode. In the feather angle control mode,
the global control system 22 attempts to keep each streamer in a
straight line olThet from the towing direction by a certain feather
angle .... The turn control mode is used when ending one pass
and beginning another pass during a 3[) seismic survey.
sometimes reterred to as a line change.” The turn control mode
consists of two phases. In the first pail of the turn, cx cry bird I 8
tries to “throw out” the streamer 12 by generating a force in the
opposite direction of the turn. In the last part of the turn, the
birds 18 are directed to go to the position defined by the leather
angle control mode. By doing this, a tighter turn can be achieved
and the turn time of the vessel and equipment can he
substantially reduced. Typically during the turn mode adjacent
streamers will he depth separated to avoid possible entanglement
during the turn and xvi II be returned to a common depth as soon

3
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as possible alter the completion of the turn . In extreme
eather condi ions. the inventive control system may also

operate in a streamer separation control mode that attempts to
minimiie the risk of entanglement of the streamers. In this
control node, the global control 5) stem 22 attempts to maximize
the distance between adjacent streamers. The streamers I 2 ill
typically he separated in depth and the outermost streamers will
he positioned as far away li’om each other as possible. The inner
streamers vill then he regularly spaced between these outermost
streamers. i.e. each bird IS w ill recek e desired horizontal forces
42 or desired horizontal position information that will direct the
bird I S to the midpoint position hetv een its adjacent
streamers.’’).

2. Ihe apparatus of claim I Ilirther The Ilillesund ‘595 application discloses this limitation.
comprising: an environmental sensor
br sensing en irontuental thctors Sec Claim I Analysis.
w Ii ic h intl uen cc the path of the
to\\ ed array. See, e.iz. bill lesund ‘595 at p. 6, Paragraph 3 (“Localized curreni

fluctuations can draniatieal ly influence the magnitude of the side
control required to property position the streamers”)

Sec. e... Ilillesund 195 at p 5. Paragraph I (“The global
control system 22 will typically acquire the following parameters
from the vessel’s navigation system: vessel speed (tn!s), vessel
heading dcgreesL current speed (ms). current heading
(degrees). and the location of each of the birds in the horizontal
plane in a vessel fixed coordinate system. C urrent speed and
heading can also he estimated based on the average forces acting
on the streamers 12 by the birds IX. the global control system
22 will preferably send the following ‘values to the local bird
controller: demanded vertical force, demanded horizontal tbrce,
towing velocity, and crosscurrent velocity.”).

Sec. e.g.. Hillesund ‘895 at p. 8. Paragraph 3 (“The”v.ater
retrenced” towing velocity and crosscurrent velocity could
alternatively he determined using flowmeters or other types of
water velocity sensors attached directly to the birds 18. Although
these types of sensors are typically quite expensi e. one
advantage of this type of velocity determination system is that
the sensed in.line and cross-line velocities will he inherently
compensated for the speed and heading of marine currents acting
on said streamer positioning device and for relative movements
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between the vessel it) and the bird I 8.”).

3. The apparatus of claim I further The I lillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
comprising: See Claim I Anal\sis.

a tracking system for tracking the
streamer positions versus time
during a seismic data acquisition run
and storing the positions versus time
in a legacy database idr repeating the
positions \ ersus linie in a siibset1tiein

data acquisition:

The I liliest’d 895 application djscloses this limitation.

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 7, Paragraph 2 (“The global
control system 22 preferably maintains a dynamic model of each
of the seismic streamers 2 and utilizes the desired and actual
positions of the birds I $ to regularl\ calculate updated desired
venieal and horizontal ibrees the birds should impart on the
seismic streamers 12 to move them from their actual positions to
their desired positions).

See. e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 7, Paragraph I (“In the preferred
embodiment of the present invention, the global control system
22 monitors the actual posit ions of each of the birds I 8 and is
programmed ith the desired positions of or the desired
minimum separations het ccii the seismic streamers 12

See. e.g.. liii lesund ‘895 at p. 8. Paragraph I he global
control system 22 will typically acquire the following parameters
from the vessel’s navigation system: esseI speed (mis), vessel
heading (degrees), current speed (mis), current heading
(degrees). and the location of each of the birds in the horizontal
plane in a vessel fixed coordinate svstem.’’

Persons Having Ordinary Skill In [he Art at the time ui
in ention ould have recognized that tracking streamer positions
and storing the positions in a legacy database, including the
times during acquisition, was obvious and had been in
widespread industry standard practice since the late 1980’s.
Industry standards (such as the so-called UKOOA navigation
database standards) have existed and been used since the early
1990’s. It is also obvious to a Person Having Ordinary Skill In
The Art that streamer positions in such a database can he
repeatedly utilized.
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The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

Ste. e.g.. Hillesund ‘X95 at p. IX. Paragraph 3. to p. 19,
Paragraph 2 (“The inventi e control system will primarily
operate in two different control modes: a feather angle control
mode and a turn contro node. In the feather angle control mode,
the glohal control system 22 attem pts to keep each streamer in a
straight line otiset trom the toting direction h a certain [bather
angle. The [bather could he input either manually, throtigh use of
a current meter, or through use of an estimated value based on
the average horizontal bird Iiwces. Only hen the crosscurrent
velocity is cry small x ill the leather angle he set to zero and the
desired streamer positions he in precise alignment ith the
towing direction.

The turn control mode is used hen ending one pass and
beginning another pass during a 31) seismic surey. sometimes
relbrred to as a line change.” The ttirn control node consists of
two phases. In the first part of the turn, every bird IS tries to
“throw out’ the streamer 12 by generating a force in the opposite
direction of the turn. In the last part of the turn, the birds IX are
directed to go to the position defined by the feather angle control
mode, By doing this, a tighter turn can he achieved and the turn
time of the vessel and equipment can he substantially reduced.
1ypieall during the turn mode adjacent streamers will he depth
separated to a oid possible entanglement during the turn and ill
he returned to a common depth as soon as possible alier the
completion of the turn. The vessel navigation system will
typically notify the global control system 22 when to start
throwing the streamers I 2 otit. and when to start straightening
the streamers.

In extreme weather conditions, the inventive control system may
also operate in a streamer separation control mode that attempts
to minimize the risk ol’ entanglement of the streamers. In this
control mode, the global control system 22 attempts to maximize
the distance between adjacent streamers. The streamers 12 s ill
typically he separated in depth and the outermost streamers will
be positioned as far away from each other as possible. The inner

U.S. Patent No. 6,691,038 Citations from Hillesund ‘895 Application
Asserted (‘lainis

and an array geometry tracking
sstem br tracking the array
geometry versus time during a
seismic data acquisition run and
storing the array geometry versus
time in a legacy database fhr
repeating the arra\ geometry versus
time iii a stibsequent data aequisitton
run.
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Citations from Hillesund ‘895 Application

streamers ill then he regularly spaced between these outermost
streamers, i.e. each bird 8 will receive desired horizontal forces
42 or desired horiiontal position in Formation that ill direct the
bird I S to the midpoint position between its adjacent
streaniersj ).

4. The apparatus of cIa iii 3 where in
the master control icr corn pares the
positions of the streamers ersus
time and the array geometry versus
time to a desired streamer position
and array geometry ersus time and
issues positioning commands to the
AS PD5 to maintain the desired
streamer position and array geometry
versus time.

Persons Ha na Ordinary Skill In The Art at the time of
in ention ould hax c recognized that tracking the array

eometry and storing the array geometry in a legacy database.
including the times during acquisition, was obvious and had
been in widespread industry standard practice since the late
I XQ’s. Industry standards (such as the so—called IJKOOA
navigation database standards) have existed and been used since
the early 1990’s. It is also obvious to a Person Having Ordinary
Skill In The Art that the array geometry in such a database can
be repeatedls unliied.

The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

See Claim 3 Anal sis.

See, e.g.. Hillesund ‘895 at p. 7. Paragraph 2 (“The global
control system 22 preferably maintains a dynamic model of each
of the seismic streamers 12 and utilizes the desired and actual
positions of the birds IS to regularly calculate updated desired
vertical and horizontal forces the birds should impart on the
seismic streamers 12 to rnoe them From their actual positions to
their desired positions. I.

See, e.g., 1-lillesund ‘895 at p. 18. Paragraph 2 (“The inventive
control system is based on shared responsibilities between the
global control system 22 located on the seismic survey vessel 10
and the local control system 36 located on the bird 18. The
global control system 22 is tasked with monitoring the positions
of the streamers 12 and pro ding desired Forces or desired
position information to the local control system 36. The local
control system 36 within each bird IS is responsible for
adiusting the wing splay angle to rotate the bird to the proper
position and for adjusting the w ing common angle to produce the
magnitude of total desired Ilirce required.”).
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Citations front ilillesund ‘895 Application

Ste Claim 4 Anaksis.

See, e.g., I 1H lesund 895 at p. K. Paragraph I (“[he global
control system 22 vilI typically acquire the following parameters
rum the vessel’s navigation s\ stem: vessel speed ( n/si. essel

headine (degrees), current speed (mis). current heading
degrees), and the location of each of the birds in the horizontal
plane in a vessel lixed coordinate system. Current speed and
heading can also he estimated based on the average lhrces acting
on the streantcrs 2 hs the birds IX. The global control s\stem
22 will pretcrtmly send the lolloving values to the local bird
controller: demanded vertical force, demanded horizontal three,
to\ ing velocity, and crosscurrent velocity.).

See, e.i., F-HI lesund 895 at p. 6, Paragraph 3 (“Localized current
fluctuations can dramatically’ influence the magnitude of the side
control required to property position the streamers. To
compensate for these localized current fluctuations, the inventive
control system utilizes a distributed processing control
architecture and behavior—predictive model—based control logic
to properly control the streamer positioning devices.’’).

ihe Ilillesund 895 application discloses this limitation.

5cc’ Claim 4 Analysis.

See. e.g., Ilillesund ‘895 at p. 7, Paragraph 3 t”lhe global
control system 22 preferably calculates the desired vertical and
horizontal ibrees based on the behavior of each streamer and
also takes into account the behavior of the complete streamer
array

At the time of the invention it vas obvious to a Person Ha ing
Ordinary Skill In The Art at the time of the invention that to
“compensate (hr maneuverability influences” it would be
necessary to take into account various maneuverability factors,

U.S. Patent No. 6,691,038
Asserted Claims

5. The apparatus of claim 4 wherein
the master controller factors in
environ inc n La I Iheto rs in to the

i oiling coin in and 5 to
compen sale for environmental
influences on the positioning of the
streamers and the array geometry.

ihe Hillesund 95 application discloses this limitation.

6. The apparatus of claim 4 s herein
the master controller compensates
br naneuverabi I tv in the
positioning coni mands to
compensate for maneuverability
intl uences on the positioning of the
streamers and the array’ geometry.

See. ej.. Hillesund ‘895 at p. 8. Paragraph 3 (‘]he force and
velocin valties are delivered by the global control system 22 as
separate \:alues for each bird I K on each streamer 12
continuously during operation of the control system.”).
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U.S. Patent No. 6,691,038 Citations from Ilillesund 195 Application
Asserted Claims

including, hut not necessarily limited to, cable diameter, array
type, deployed configuration, vessel type, device type. etc. which
are part ol the basis for the heha or of the streamers.

See, cg.. I lillesund ‘895 at p. 5, Paragraph 3 (“The force and
velocity values are delivered by the global control system 22 as
separate values br each bird 18 on each streamer 12
continuously during operation of the control system’’).

ID. Ihe apparatus of claim I wherein The I lillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
the arra) geometry corn prises a
plurality of streamers positioned at a See Claim I Analysis.
un i lorm depth -

See, ct,’.. I Ii Ilesund 1495 at p. 6. Paragraph I (“PreIirahl the
birds I S are both erticall and horizontally steerable. ‘Ihese
birds IS may, for instance, he located at regular intervals along
the streamer, such as every 200 to 400 meters. The vertically and
horizontally steerable birds 1$ can he used to constrain the shape
of the seism ie streamer 12 between the deflector I 6 and the tail
buoy 20 in both the vertical (depth) and horizontal directions”)

Persons Having Ordinary Skill in The Art will recognize that
deploying ‘a plurality of streamers at a uniform depth’ has been
the most obvious and common industr’ practice since the

I 950’s.

I I. Fhe apparatus of claim I The llillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
where in the array geometry
comprisesa plurality of streamers See Claim I Analysis.
positioned at a pltnilty of depths
liar ‘ar’ing temporal resolution of See. e.g., Hillesund •595 at p. 6, Paragraph I (“Preferably the birds
the array. IS arc both vertically’and horizontally steerable. These birds 18

may. for instance, be located at regular intervals along the
streamer, such as every 200 to 400 meters. The vertically and
horizontally steerable birds IS can he used to constrain the shape
of the seismic streamer 1 2 between the deflector 16 and the tail
buoy 20 in both the ‘ ertical (depth) and horizontal directions.”)

See, e.g., 1-lillesund ‘895 at p. 19, Paragraph 2 (“In extreme
weather conditions, the inventive control system may also operate
in a streamer separation control mode that attempts to minimize
the risk of entanglement of the streamers. In this control mode. the
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global control system 22 attempts to maximize the distance
bet’.’. ccii adjacent streamers. The streamers 2 will typically be
separated in depth and the outerm ost stream ers w i I be positioned
as far awaY from each other as possible’’)

Persons Having Ordinary Skill in The Art will recognize that
deploying ‘a plurality of streamers positioned at a plurality of
depths’ has been obvious and has been selectively titilized in
industr practice since the I9$O’s. In addition to other industry
practitioners, a predecessor company of WesternGceo utilized so—
called “o’. er—under” streamer acquisition selectively since before
the priority date br the 038 patent.

The El illesund 895 application discloses this I imitation.

.SL’e (:hLin 4 Analysis.

See. e.g.. I lillesund ‘895 a p. 6, Paragraph 2 (“The global control
system 22 is typically connected to the seismic survey vessel’s
navigation system and obtains estimates of system wide
parameters, such as the vessel’s to’.’. ing direction and velocity and
current direction and elocitv. from the vessel’s navigation
system.”).

See, e.g., [lillesund ‘495 at p. 7, Paragraph I (‘‘Alternati’. el . or
additionally, satellite—based global positioning system equipment
can he used to determine the positions of the equipment.”).

I 4. A seismic streamer arra The I Ii llesund 895 application discloses this limitation.
tracking and posit on i ng s’ stem
comprising: See. e.g., lb liestiid ‘895 general/i, which discloses a system

wherein a to ing vessel tows a seismic array comprised of a
plurality of seismic streamers. Actual positions are determined for
this array, and positions are controlled by seismic streamer
positioning devices attached to the streamer cables.

See, e., Hillcstind ‘95 at p.4. Paragraph titled “Summary of the
In’. en t i (in”.

a to’.’ ing vessel for to’.’.ing a seismic The 1-lillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
array

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895, Fig. I. See aLco Hillesund ‘895 at p. 5.
Paragraph 1 (“In F’igure I . a seismic survey vessel 10 is slw’.’. n
to’.’. ing eight marine seismic streamers . .

.

13. The apparatus of claim $
‘.‘. herein the array geomein is
tracked ‘. a satellite and
corn n tunic ate ci to the ni aster

it rc tIler.
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a seismic streame r array comprising
a plurality of seismic streamers; an

active streamer positioning device
(ASPI)) attached to each seismic
streamer (di positioning each
seismic streamer:

control icr for i ssu ng
horiontal positioning

to each ASPI) 11w
a spec i lied array

The jill lcsund ‘895 application discloses this hin itation.

See, e.g.. Hillesund 895. Fig. I See atvo IIillesund .895 at p. 5,
Paragraph I (“In Figure I , a seismic survey vessel 10 is shown
towing eight marine seismic streamers

...

See eg.. I lillcsund x95 at p. 6. Paragraph I (“Pretèrahiv the birds
IX are both ‘.erticaIi and horizontally steerable. These birds IX
ma. for instance, he located at regu at i iter’. als along the
streamer, such as every 200 to 400 meters. [he vertically and
horizontally steerable birds 18 can he used to constrain the shape
of the seismic streamer 12 between the deflector 16 and the tail
buoy 20 in both the vertical (depth) and horizontal directions.”)

The I lillesund’ 895 application discloses this limitation.

.See. e.’.. I lillesund 695 at p. 6. Pararaph 2 rin the preferred
embodiment of the present invention, the control system 11w the
birds 16 is distributed between a global control system 22 located
on or near the seismic survey vessel 10 and a local control system
located within or near the birds IS. The global control system 22
is typically connected to the seismic survey vessel’s navigation
system and obtains estimates of system wide parameters, such as
the vessel’s towing direction and ‘. eloe:tv and current direction
and velocit . from the essel ‘s navigation system.”).

See. e.g.. Flillesund X95 at p. I 0. Paragraph 3 (“During operation
ol the streamer positioning control system. the global control
system 22 preferably transmits, at regular intervals (such as every
five seconds) a desired horizontal force 42 and a desired vertical
force 44 to the local control system 36.”).

See’. e.g.. I lillesund 1495 p. IX. Paragraph 2 (“The inventive
control system is based on shared responsibilities between the
global control system 22 located on the seismic sun ey vessel TO
and the local control system 36 on the bird I 8. [he global control
system 22 is tasked w tb moniloring the positions of the streamers
12 and providing desired forces or desired position information to
the local control system 36

See, e.g.. Ilillesund ‘895 at p. 18, Paragraph 3, top. 19, Paragraph
2: particularly in regard to the limitation of “specified array
geometr\’ ( “ihe in’. entive control system ‘. ill prirnari k operate
in two different control modes:aliather angle control mode and a
turn control mode. In the feather angle control mode, the global
control s\stem 22 attempts to keep each streamer in a straight line

a master

vertical and
commands
nlainta i nint

geometry;
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• ottset Iron the towing direction by a certain feather angle .... The
turn control mode is used when ending one pass iid beginning
another pass during a 3D seismic survey, sometimes referred to as
a “line change” Typically during the turn mode adjacent
streamers will he depth separated to avoid possible entanglement
during the turn and will be returned to a common depth as soon as
possible after the completion of the turn In extreme weather
conditions, the n\entive control system may also operate in a
streamer separat on control mode that attempts to Hi in im e the
risk of entanglement of the streamers. In this control mode, the
global control system 22 attempts to maximize the distance
between adjacent streamers. The streamers 1 2 will typically he
separated in depth and the outerm ost St reaniers will be positioned
as fir away from each oilier as possible

an environmental sensor for sensing The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
cay ironniental factors which
influence the towed path of the See. e.g.. Hillesund ‘$95 at p. 6, Paragraph 3 (“Localized current
towed arra: fluctuations can dramatically influence the magnitude of the side

control required to property position the streamers.”)

See. L’.L. . lii Ilesund 895 at p. 8. Paragraph I (“I lie global control
system 22 will tvp ical lv acquire the IbI lowing paratn eters from
the essel’s navigation system: vessel speed (m’s). vessel heading
(degrees), current sliced (in/s), current heading (degrees), and the
location of each of the birds in the horizontal plane in a vessel
fixed coordinate system

See. e.g., Hillesund ‘$95 at p. 8, Paragraph 3 (“The “water-
referenced” towing velocity and crosscurrent velocity could
alternatively be detertiiined using flowmeters or other types of
x ater ‘ elocitv sensors attached directly to the birds I S. Although
these types of sensors are typically quite expensive, one advantage
of this type of elocit’ determination system is that the sensed in—
I inc and cross—line velocities vll be inherently compensated for
the speed and heading of marine currents acting on said streamer
positioning device and fbr relative mox ements betx een the vessel
10 and the bird 18.’’).

a tracking s steni for tracking the The Flillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
streamer horizontal and cr1 i cal
positions versus time during a.Scc’. e.g.. Ilillesund ‘$95 at p. 7. Paragraph 2 (“1’ he global control
seismic data acquisition run; sstem 22 preferably maintains a dynamic model of each of the

seismic streamers 12 and utilizes the desired and actual positions
of the birds 18 to regularly calculate updated desired vertical and
horizontal forces the birds should impart on the seismic streamers
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12 to move them from their actual positions to their desired
position s.’’).

an array geometry tracking system
for t rae Li n g the array geo in ctrv
versus time during a seisin ic data
acquisition run. wherein the master
controller compares the vertical and
horiiontal positions of the streamers
versus time and the array geometry
versus time to desired streamer
positions and array geometry versus
time and issues position i iig
corn m and s to the A SI’ Ds to
maintain the desired streamer
posit ions and array geometry versus
time.

SeL e.g.. I lillestind ‘895 at p. 7. Paragraph I (“In the preferred
embodiment of the present iinention, the glohal control s stem 22
monitors the actual positions of each of the hirds...’’).

See, e.g. Hillesund ‘895 at p. 8, Paragraph I (“The global control
system 22 will t pical lv acquire the following parameters from the
vessel’s na igation s\ stem: vessel speed (ins), vessel heading
(degrees), current speed (nis), current heading (degrees). and the
location of each of the birds in the horizontal plane in a vessel
fixed coordinate system.”)

The I lillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

See, e.g.. H illesund ‘695 at p. 7. Paragraph 2 (“The global control
system 22 prelërahly maintains a d namie model of each of the
se sm ie streamers I 2 and titi I izes the desired and actual positions
of the birds 16 to regularly caleulale updated desired vertical and
hori7,ontal forces the birds should impart on the seismic streamers
12 to move them from their actual positions to their desired
positions.”).

See. e.g.. Hillesund ‘895 at p. I 8. Paragraph 3. to p. 19, Paragraph
2 particularly in regard to the limitation of “maintain the desired
streamer positions and array geometry versus tinie.” (“ihe
inventive control system will primarily operate in two different
control modes: a feather angle control mode and a turn control
mode. In the feather angle control mode, the global control svsteni
22 attem pts to keep each streamer in a straight line oNset from the
towing direction by a certain Iètther angle . . .. The turn control
mode is used hen ending one pass and beginning another pass
during a 31) seismic survey, sometimes referred to as a “line
change.” The turn control mode consists of two phases. In the first
part of the turn, every bird IS tries to “throw out” the streamer 12
by generating a force in the opposite direction of the turn. In the
last part of the turn, the birds 18 are directed to go to the position
defined by’ the ICather angle control mode In extreme x eather
conditions, the in entive control system may also operate in a
streamer separation control mode that attempts to minimize the
risk of entanglement of the streamers. In this control mode, thc
global control system 22 attempts to maximize the distance
between adjacent streamers ... “1.
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15. Jhe apparatus ol claim 14

“ herein the Ill aster control Icr act ors

in eux ro inen Ia I ni cas urem cuts iii to

iii e position i lu ct nii man ds to

Ct) ill pen sate I or ci vi ron ii cii I a

iii fluences on tile positions ot the

streamers and the array geometr

the I liliesund S’)5 applicatioti discloses this limitation.

See Claim 14 AnaIsis.

See. e.g.. lii Ilesund t95 at p. 8. Parauraph I (1he global control

system 22 ill typically acquire the fbi lowing parameters from the

vesseLs navigation system: vessel sjieed (mis), vessel heading

(degrees), current speed (mis), current heading (degrees). and the

location of each of the birds in the horizontal plane iii a ‘ essel

fixed coordinate system. Current speed and heading can also he

estimated based on the average forces acting on the streamers 12

by the birds IS. The global control system 22 will preferahI send

the following ‘ aiues to tile local bird controller: demanded verical

lorce, demanded horizontal lbrce, towing velocity, and

crosscurrent velocity. ).

See, e.g., Ilillestind ‘$95 at p. 6. Paragraph 3 (“Localized current

fluctuations can drainatical lv influence the magnitude of the side

control required to property posit ion the streamers. lo coin pensate

lbr these localized current fluctuations, the il\ enti;e control

svstenl utilizes a distributed processing control architecture aild

hehaviorpredictit e rnodelhased control logic to properly control

the streamer positioning devices.”).

16. The apparatus of claim 14

wherein the master contro 11cr

coni pensates for iii aneuverahi I itv in

the posit i oil ulg commands to

compensate for maneuverahiliy

influences on the positioning tif the

streamers and the arra\ geomctr

The Hillcsund ‘$95 application discloses this limitation.

S Claim 14 Analysis.

See. e.g., Hillcstind ‘895 at p. 7, Paragraph 3 (‘‘lhe global control

system 22 preferabl\ calculates the desired vertical and horizontal

forces based on the behavior of each streamer and also takes into

account the heha ior of the complete streamer alTay.”).

A Person I hiving Cidinary Skill In The Art at the tinle of the

in ention would find this limitation to he inherent in the invention.

To “compensate br maneuverabil itv influences’’ it would be

necessary to take into account arious maneuverability factors,

including, hut not necessarily limited to, cable diameter, array

type, deployed configuration, vessel type, device type, etc. which

are part oF the basis for the behavior of the streamers.

See, e.g.. Hilhcsund ‘895 at p. 8, Paragraph 3 (“ihe force and

velocity values are delivered by the global control system 22 as

separate values for each bird IX on each streamer 12 continuously

during operation of the control s sWill .‘ 1.
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At the time of the invention it was obvious to a Person Having
Ordinary Skill In ‘Ihe Art at the time of the invention that to
“compensate for naneuverahil ity influences’’ it would be
necessary to take into account various maneuverability factors,
including, hut not necessarily limited to. cable diameter, array
tpc. deploed conliguration. xessel tpe. device type. etc. ; hich
are part of the basis lbr the behavior of the streamers.

7. I he apparatu. of claim 14 The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
ftirthcr coin prisi ng: a monitor for
determining the status of each A Person 1-laying Ordinary Skill In The Art will recognize that it
streamer. hcrcni the masier was oh ious common practice at the time ol’ the invention to
eiitr(’ilL-r ta list> hr :i:i:r eoitlrrr\ monitor the status ni each streamer. ilev ill also recognize that
to cii:tpcnswc flr a laded streamer it was oh ions common practice to compensate Ibr lhilcd

streamers to the maximum extent that to ing capabilities of a
umvcmi essel al]m. cd.

20, A seismic streamer array’ The Hi] lcsund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
tracking and positioning system
comprising: See, e.g.. Hillesund ‘895 genei’c;//i, which discloses a system

wherein a towing vessel tow s a seismic array comprised of a
plurality of seismic streamers. Aettial positions are determined for
this array, and positions are controlled In seismic streamer
positioning devices’dtltched to the streamer cables.

See, e.g.. Hillesund ‘895 at p. 4, Paragraph titled “Summary of the
Invention.’’

a tov i ng vessel for to ing a seismic The I lillesnnd ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
arra\

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895. Fig. I See a/co Ilillesund’895 at p. S
Paragraph I ‘‘In Figure I .ascismic survey . essel I 0 is shown
towing eight marine seismic streaniers . “i.

a seismic streamer array comprising ‘F’ he Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation,
a plurality of seismic streamers;

See, e.g., [lillesund ‘895, Fig. I .5cc a/so Hillesund ‘895 at p. 5,
Paragraph I (“In Figure I, a seismic survey vessel 10 is shown
towing eight marine seismic streamers . . .
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The N illesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

See, re., Hillesund 895 at p. 6, Paragraph I (“Preibrably the birds
I 8are both vert icu liv and horizontal Iv steerable. These birds I 8
may. far instance, he located at regular inter• als along the
streamer, such as every 200 to 400 meters. The vertically and
horizontally steerable birds I K can be used to constrain the shape
of the seismic streamer I 2 between the deflector I 6 and the tail
buoy 20 in both the vertical (depth) and horizontal directions.”)

See. eg.. Hillesund ‘895 at p. IX, Paragraph 3, to p. 0. Pararaph
2 particularly in regard to the limitation of ‘‘positioning each
seisiIiic streamer relative to the arra “. (“The inventi e control
system iIl primarily operate iii two dilThrent control modes: a
feather angle control mode and a turn control mode. In the feather
angle control mode, the global control system 22 attempts to keep
each streamer in a straight line offset from the towing direction by
a certain feather angle [he turn control mode is used when
ending one pass and beginning another pass during a 3[) seismic
sun e . sometimes referred to as a “line change”. The turn control
mode consists of RN 0 phases. In the first part of the turn. e er’
bird 1% tries to ‘‘throw out the streamer 12 by generating a farce
in the opposite direction of the turn. In the last part of the turn, the
birds IX are directed to go to the position defined by the feather
angle control mode In extreme weather conditions, the
inventi e control sstem may also operate in a streamer separation
control node that attempts to in mimi/c the risk of entanglement
of the streamers. In this control mode, the global control system
22 attemiipts to max mi ize the distance bet een adiacent streaniers.
The streamers 12 t ill tpicall he separated in depth ...“).

The ‘038 patent discloses that this limitation was well known to
one skilled in the art prior to and at the time of the invention.

See, e.g., ‘03% patent, Col. I, II. 25-56 (discussing the known prior
art inc I ud inc attaching control apparatuses to seism ic streamers to
posit ion streamers).

an active streamer positioning
device (AS PD) attached to each
seismic streamer for vertically and

or / on t a II ‘ pos it i ‘m in g ca c I
seismic streamer rclatit c to the
array

and a master controller far issuing The 1-lillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
positioning commands to each
ASPI) far maintaining a specified Sect c&g., Hillesttnd ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 2 (“In the preferred
array- path. embodiment of the present invention, the control system for the

birds IS is distributed between a global control system 22 located
on or near the seismic survey vessel TO and a local control system
located within or near the birds
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S?. e.g.. I lillesund ‘$95 at p. 10. Paragraph 3 (“During operation
of the streamer positioning control s stem, the global control
system 22 preferably transm its, at regular intervals (such as cv er\
In e seconds) a desired horizontal lorcc 42 and a desired ‘. crtical
force 44 to the local control system 56.’’).

Set’, e.g., I lillesund -895 at p. 18. Paragraph 2 (“The inventie
control svsten is based on shared responsibilities het ecu the
global control system 22 located on the seismic survey vessel It)
and the local control system 36 on the bird I 8. The global control
system 22 is tasked with monitoring the positions of the streamers
12 and providing desired forces or desired position information to
the local control system 36. The local control system 36 within
each bird 1$ is responsible for adjusting the wing splay angle to
rotate the hird to the proper position and fhr adjusting the vs ing
common angle to produce the magnitude of total desired three
required.”).

Sec. e.g.. I lillesund ‘895. at p 1$. Paragraph 3. to p. 19. Paragraph
2: particularly in regard to the limitation of “specified array path”

he in entix e control s stem will primarily operate in tvs 0

difiCrent control niodcs: a ICather angle control mode and a turn
control mode. In the feather angle control mode. the global corn rol
system 22 attciiipts to keep each streamer in a straight line offset
from the towing direction by a certain leather angle

...

[he turn control mode is used sshen ending one pass and
beginning another pass during a 3D seismic survey, sometimes
rclërrcd to as a ‘‘I inc change, “The turn control mode consists of
two phases. In the first part of the turn, every bird 18 tries to
“throw out” the streamer 12 by generating a force in the opposite
direction of the turn. In the last part of the turn, the birds 18 are
directed to go to the position defined by the feather angle control
mode. ... In extreme weather conditions, the inventive control
system may also operate in a streamer separation control mode
that attem pts to in inimize the risk of entanglement of the
streamers. In this control mode, the global control system 22
attempts to maximize the distance hens ecn adjacent streamers.
The streamers 12 will typically he separated in depth and the
outermost streamers ill be positioncd as far a” av from each
other as possible. [he inner streamers w ill then he regularly
spaced between these outermost streamers. i.e. each bird IX ill
receive desired horizontal threes 42 or desired horizontal position
intormatiun that will direct the bird IX to the midpoint position
between its adjacent streamers.’).
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21. The apparatus of claim 20 l’he I lillestind ‘895 application discloses this limitation,
wherein the master controller issues
positioning commands to the towing See Claim 20 Analysis.
vessel for maintaining a specified
arra’ path. Sec. e.g.. I lillesund ‘$95 at p. 6. Parauraph 2 rThe global control

sxstem 22 is tpicallv connected to the seismic survey vessel’s
navigation system and obtains estimates of system wide
parameters, such as the vessel’s low ing direction and velocity and
current direction and velocity, f’om the vessel’s navigation
system.”)
In addition. Persons Having Ordinary Skill In The Art will readily
recognize that the seismic survey vessel’s navigation system is
typically utilized to steer the vessel in routine seismic acquisition
operations ( ‘‘auto—pilot”).

22. The apparatus of claim 20 The l-lillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
‘u rt her comprising:

See Claim 20 Analsis.

a processor for calcu lating an i’he Hil lesund ‘$95 application discloses th is limitation.
opt nal path for the seismic arrax
for optimal co erage during seismic See Claim 20 Analysis.
data acqtusition o er a seismic field:

See. e.g.. I lillesund $95. Fig 4.

See. u.g . 11 Ilesund ‘ $95 at p. 6, Paragraph 3 ( ‘‘To compensate for
these localized current fluctuat ions, the mv entive control system
utilizes a distributed processing control architecture and behavior—
predictix e model—based control logic to properly control the
streamer positioning devices.”).

A Person Having Ordinary Skill In The Art will recognize that
calculating an “optimal path for the seismic array for optimal
coverage” has been obvious common commercial practice since
before the priority date of the ‘038 patent. Commercial software
for th is cal en lation was available.

a streamer behax or prediction The III lesund ‘$95 application discloses this limitation.
processor which pretli’ts array
behavior: See, e.g.. llillesund ‘895 at p.6. Paragraph 3 (“Jo compensate for

these localized current fluctuations, the inventive control system
utilizes a distributed processing control architecture and behavior—
predicti e model—based control logic to properly control the
streamer positioning de ices.’’).
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and wherein the ii aster control icr
compensates for pred lewd streamer
nehavior in issuing \ ertical and
horizontal p sitionitig commands tti

the tcx ing essel and the ASI’l)s Ibr
positioning the array aion! the
optima) path.

At the time of the invention of the ‘03% patent, a Person Having
Ordinary Skill In [he Art would have found it obvious to position
the arra\ along the optimal path, using various technologies
including neural—net orks and heha ior—predictive model based
eontol logic.

ol claim 22
er controller
environmental

positioning
See. e.g.. Flillesund ‘895 at p. 8. Paragraph I (‘Flie global control
system 22 “ill typically acquire the following parameters from the
vessel’s navigation system: vessel speed (m’s). vessel heading
(degrees), current speed (mis). current heading (degrees). and the
location of each of’ the birds in the horizontal plane in a vessel
fixed coordinate system. Current speed and heading can also he
estimated based on the average forces acting on the streamers 12
hy the birds IX. The global control system 22 will preferably send
the fol lo ing values to the local bird controller: demanded vertical
force, demanded horizontal force, towing velocity, and
crosscurrent velocity.”).

See. e.g., Hillestind ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 3 (“Localized current
fluctuations can dramatically influence the magnitude of the side
control required to property position the streamers. To compensate
for these localized current fluctuations, the inventive control
system utilizes a distributed processing control architecture and
hehavior—predieti e model—based control logic to properly control
the streamer positioning de ices.’’).

24. The apparatus of claim 23 The I Ii I lesund ‘895 applicat ion discloses this limitation.
w herein the master controller
compensates for maneuverability See Claim 23 Analysis.
flictors in the positioning
commands. See. e.g., hlillesund ‘X5 at p. 7. Paragraph 3 (“The global control

system 22 preferahl calculates the desired vertical and horizontal
forces based on the behavior of each streamer and also takes into
account the heha ior of the complete streamer arra

The F] il lesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

See’. e.t.. I-li llesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 3 (‘‘To compensate for
these localized current fluctuations, the i nventi e control system
utilizes a distributed processing control architecture and heha br—
predictive model—based control logic to properly control the
streamer positioning devices.’’).

23. 1 lie apparatus
wherein ihe mast
compensates for
factors i the
coi ii ma nds.

[he llillesund ‘895 application discloses Ibis limiiation.

See Claim 22 Analysis
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This limitation is inherent. It won Id he necessary to take into
account some maneuverability factors such as cable diameter,
array type, deployed configuration which are part of the basis for
the behavior of the streamers to he able to implement the
invention of C’ alit 23.

See. e.g.. I lillesund ‘895 at p 8. Paragraph 3 (“The force and
clocitv values are del ivcred by the global control system 22 as

separate values lbr each bird I 8 on each streamer I 2 continuously
during operation of the control svstem.’).

At the time of the mx ention it was obvious to a Person I laying
Ordinary Skill In Ihe Art at the time of the invention that to
“compensate for maneuverahi hitv influences’’ it v ould he
necessary to take into account various maneuverability fhctors,
including, but not necessarily limited to, cable diameter, array
type, deployed configuration, vessel type, device type. etc. which
arc part of the basis For the behavior of We streamers.
The I lillesund •895 application discloses this limitation.

5cc’. e.g.. liillesund ‘895 general/v. which disclosesassteni
x herein a towing essel tows a seismic array comprised of a
plurality of seismic streamers Actual positions are determined fir
this array, and positions are controlled by seismic streamer
positioning devices attached to the streamer cables,

See, e.g.. liillesund ‘895 at p. 4. Paragraph titled “Summary of the
In yen t itlil

25. A seismic streame rarrav
tracking mid positioning s’stem
con i pr is in g:

a towing vessel fbi towing a seismic The I lillesutid ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
array:

See, e.g., Fhillesund ‘895. Fig. I. See a/co I lillesund ‘895 at p. 5.
Paragraph I r’Jn Figure I . a seismic survey vessel I (I is shown
towing eight marine seismic streamers . .

. ‘1.

a seismic streamer array comprising The [I il lesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
a plurality of seismic streamers;

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895, Fig. I. See a/so Ilillesund ‘895 at p. 5,
Paragraph I (“In Figure 1, a seismic survey vessel 10 is shown
towing eight marine seismic streamers

an active streamer positioninu [he Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
device (ASPI) I attached to each
seismic streamer for vertically and See. e.g.. llillesund ‘805 at p. 6, Paragraph I t.”Preferahly the birds
horizontally positioninu each I 8 are both vertically and horizontal’ steerable. These birds I 8
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seismic streamer relatixe to the may. br instance, he located at regular intervals along the
arrax : streamer, such as ox cry 200 to 400 meters. [lie vertical’ and

hori,ontallv steerable birds I 8 can he used to constrain the shape
of the seisni ic streamer I 2 between the deflector I 6 and the tail
buov 20 in both the vertical (depth) and horizontal directions.’’)

Sec e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 18, Paragraph 3, to P. 19, Paragraph
2 partietilarly in regard to ‘relative’ positioning of streamers (‘ihe
inventive control system will primarily operate in two different
control modes: a feather angle control mode and a turn control
mode. In the flxither angle control mode, the global control system
22 attempts to keep each streamer in a straight line olLet from the
tow i ng di i’ectioij by a cerla in flather angle ... [he turn control
mode is used when ending one pass and beginning another pass
during a 31) seismic stirx c\ . sometimes reIrred to as a “line
change”. [he turn control in ode consists of two phases. In the first
pan of the turn, cx cry hi rd I H tries to ‘ihrow out’’ the streamer I 2
by generating a force in the opposite direction of the turn. In the
last pail of the turn, the birds IX are directed to go to the position
defined by the feather angle control mode. By doing this, a tighter
turn can be achieved and the turn time of the vessel and equipment
can be substantially reduced. Typically during the turn mode
adjacent streamers will be depth separated to avoid possible
entanglein ent dun ng the turn and will be returned to a common
depth as soon as possible alier the completion of the turn in
extreme x eather conditions, the inventive control system na’ a [so
operate in a streamer separation control mode that attempts to
minimize the risk of entanglem mt of tile streamers. In this control
mode. the global control system 22 attempts to maximize the
distance between adjacent streamers. The streamers 12 will
typical l he separated in depth and the outermost streamers xx ill he
positioned as far away from each other as possible. The inner
streamers will then be regularly spaced between these outermost
streamers. i.e. each bird IX will receive desired horizontal forces
42 or desired horizontal position information that will direct the
bird 18 to the midpoint position between its adjacent streamers.”).

The ‘038 patent discloses that this limitation was well known to
one skilled in the art prior to and at the time of the mx ention.

See. e.g.. ‘03% patent. Col. I. II. 25—56 (discussing the known prior
art including attaching control apparatuses to sei sf1 ie streamers to
posit i oti stream cr5).
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The Ilillesund $95 application discloses this limitation.

See, e.g.. I lillesimd ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 2 (“In the preferred
embodiment of the present invention, the control system for the
birds 18 is distributed between a global control system 22 located
on or near the seismic survey vessel 10 and a local control system
located within or near the birds IS. The global control system 22
is typical lv connected to the seismic survey vessels navigation
system and obtains estimates of system wide parameters. such as
the ‘ csscl ‘s towing direction and velocity and current direction
and ‘. eloeitv. from the essel ‘s navigation system.’’).

Ste. e.g.. I lillesund ‘895 al p. 10. l’arauraph 3 (‘‘During operation
of the streamer positioning control system, the global control
system 22 preferably transmits, at regular intervals (such as every
five seconds) a desired horizontal force 42 and a desired vertical
force 14 to the local control system 36.”).

See, e.g.. Ilillesund ‘95 at p. IX, Paragraph 2 (“The inentive
control s stem is based on shared responsibilities between the
global control system 22 located on the seismic survey vessel I 0
and the local control system 36 on the bird I 8. 1 he global control
system 22 is tasked ; ith monitoring the positions of the streamers
I 2 and providing desired kirecs or desired position information to
the local control system 36, The local control system 36 within
each bird I 8 is responsible for adjusting the wing splay angle to
rotate the bird to the proper position and for adjusting the wing
common angle to produce the magnitude of total desired force
required.’).

See. e.g.. lii lesund ‘895 at p. I 8. Paragraph 3, to p. I 9. Pararaph
2 (“inc n ventive control system x% ill primarily: operate in two
di fibrent control modes: a feather angle control node and a turn
control node. In the feather angle control mode, the global control
s stem 22 attempts to keep each streamer in a straight line offset
From the towing direction by a certain I’eather angle [lie turn
control mode is used when ending one pass and beginning another
pass during a 3D seismic survey, sometimes referred to as a “line
change.” The turn control mode consists of two phases. In the first
part of the turn, every bird 18 tries to “throw out” the streamer 12
by’ generating a force in the opposite direction of the turn. In the
last part of the turn, the birds I 8 are directed to go to the position
defined by the feather angle control niode. l3v doing this, a tighter
turn can he achieved and the torn time of the vessel and equipment
can he substantiall>’ reduced. ‘l’vpicallv during the turn mode
adjacent streamers ill he depth separated to avoid possible

a master
positioning
ASPI) and
maintaining
wherein the

controller for i ssu iii g

commands to each
to the towing ‘ cssel for

an optimal path,
master controller Further

corn l3rises a processor for
calculating an optimal path br the
seismic array lbr optimal coverage
during seismic data acquisition over
a seismic field, and a streamer
beha ior prediction processor which
predicts ari’a\ behavior, wherein the

aster coil tr&) 11cr corn pen sates for
predicted streamer heha ior in
issuing positioning commands to the
towing vessel and the ASPDs for
positioning t lie array aloi 1 g the
01311 ma I pa tlt. wherein the in aster
controller corn pen sates lbr
en ironmcntal and rnancu crabilit
Iaetors in the positioning
en mn-I and s.
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entanglement during the turn and will he returned to a common
depth as soon as possible aller the completion of the turn .... In
extreme weather conditions, the inventive control system may also
operate in a streamer separation control mode that attempts to
minimize the risk of entanglement of the streamers. In this control
mode, the global control system 22 attempts to maximize the
distance between adjacent streamers, The streamers 12 will
typically he separated in depth and the outermost streamers will be
positioned as far away from each other as possible. The inner
streamers will then he regularly spaced between these outermost
streamers, i.e. each bird 18 will receive desired horizontal forces
42 or desired horizontal position information that vi II direct the
bird 18 to the midpoint position between its adjacent streamers”).

See, e.g., Hiliesund ‘895 at p. 8, Paragraph I (“The global control
system 22 will typically acquire the following parameters from the
vessel’s navigation system: vessel speed (m/s), vessel heading
(degrees), current speed (mis), current heading (degrees), and the
location of each of the birds in the horizontal plane in a vessel
fixed coordinate system. Current speed and heading can also be
estimated based on the average forces acting on the streamers 12
by the birds 18. The global control system 22 will preferably send
the following values to the local bird controller: demanded vertical
force, demanded horizontal three, towing velocity, and
crosscurrent velocity.”).

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 3 (“Localized current
fluctuations can dramatically influence the magnitude of the side
control required to property position the streamers. io compensate
for these localized current fluctuations, the inventive control
system utilizes a distributed processing control architecture and
behavior-predictive model-based control logic to properly control
the streamer positioning deviees.’).

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 7. Paragraph 3 (“The global control
system 22 preferahly calculates the desired vertical and horizontal
threes based on the behavior of each streamer and also takes into
account the behavior of the complete streamer array.”).

A Person Having Ordinary Skill In The Art at the time of the ‘03$
invention would have recognized that calculating an ‘optimal path
for the seismic array for optimal coverage” was obvious common
commercial practice. ION predecessor companies, among others,
offered commercial software for this calculation at this time.
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26.A method for tracking and The Ilillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
positioning a seismic streamer array

comprising: See, e.g.. HiHesund ‘895 generally, which discloses a system

wherein a towing vessel tows’a seismic array comprised of a
pluralit of seismic streamers. Actual positions are determined br
this array, and positions are controlled by seismic streamer
positioning devices attached Lu the streamer cables.

Sf/C. e.g.. lii I lesund ‘895 at p. 4. Paragraph titled ‘‘Summar\ of the
lncntion.’’

for to\ ing a seismic arrax The I liliesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
comprisi neaniuralitv of seismic
streamers: See. e.g. llillcsund S95. Fig. I. Sec aLco liillesund ‘895 at p. 5,

Paragraph I “In Figure 1 . a seismic survey vessel I 0 is show n
to\ intl eight marine seismic streamers

attaching an active streatiier The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
positionig device (ASPI)) each
seismic streamer for positioning the See, e.g.. Hillesnnd ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph I (‘‘Preferably the birds
seismic streamer relative to other 18 are both vertically and horizontally steerable. These birds 18
seisin ic streamers within the arra may. lOr instance, he located at regular intervals along the

streamer, such as ever 200 to 400 meters. The vertically and
horitontallv steerable birds 8 can he used to constrain the shape
of the seismic streamer I 2 between the deflector I 6 and the tail
buoy 21) in both the vertical (depth) and horizontal directions.”)

5ee. e.g.. I lillesund 895 at p. IX. Paragraph 3. to p. I 9, Paraeraph
2 particularly in regard to ‘relatic’ positioning of streamers (‘‘[he
mx enlive control system will primarily operate in t o different
control modes: a feather angle control mode and a turn control
mode. In the feather angle control mode, the global control system
22 attempts to keep each streamer in a straight line offset from the
towing direction by a certain feather angle The turn control
mode is used when ending one pass and beginning another pass
during a 31) seismic survey, sometimes referred to as a “line
change. “Ilw turn control node consists of two phases. In the first
part ol the turn, ever\ bird IX tries to ‘‘throxx out’ the streamer 12
by generating a three in the opposite direction of the turn. In the
last part of the turn, the birds 18 are directed to go to the position
defined h the feather angle control mode. By doing this, a tighter
turn can be achieed and the turn time of the vessel and equipment
can he substantially reduced. Typically during the turn mode
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adjacent streamers w I be depth separated to a oid possible
entanglement during the turn and w ill he returned to a common
depth as soon as possible after the completion of the turn In
extreme weather conditions, the inventive control system may also
operate in a streamer separation control mode that attempts to
minimize the risk of entanglement of the streamers. In this control
mode, the global control system 22 attempts to ma\im ize the
distance between adjacent streamers. The streamers I 2 will
typically he separated in depth and the outermost streamers will he
positioned as Ihr a fimn each other as possible. ‘[he inner
streamers will then be regularly spaced between these outermost
streamers, i.e. each bird I 8 will receive desired horizo tal forces
42 or desired horizontal position information that x ill direct the
bird I X to the midpoint position between its adjacent streamers.’’),

The 1)38 patent discloses that this limitation was well known to
one skilled in the art prior to and at the time of the invenLion.

See, e.g., 1)38 patent. Col. I, II. 25—56 (discussing the known prior
art including attaching control apparatuses to seismic streamers to
position streamers).

and issuing ertical and horizontal The I lillesund X95 application discloses this limitation.
postioning commands to each
ASPD 11w maintaining a specified See. e.g.. I lillesund 895 at p. 18. Paragraph 3, to p. 19. Paragraph
array geonictrv. 2; particularly in regard to the limitation of “specified array

geometry” (“The inventive control system will primarily operate
in two different control modes: a feather angle control mode and a
turn control mode, In the feather angle control mode, the global
control system 22 atleni pts to keep each streamer in a straight line
oliset ftoni the towing direction by a certain feather angle The
turn control mode is tised when ending one pass and beginning
another pass during a 3[) seismic survey, sometimes referred to as
a “line change. “The ttirn control mode consists of tn o phases. In
the first part of the turn, every bird I S tries to “thro out the
streamer 12 by’ generaling a force in the opposite direction of the
turn. . . . In extreme weather conditions, the inventi• e control
system may also operate in a streamer separation control mode
that attempts to minimize the risk of entanglement of the
streamers. In this control mode, the global control system 22
attempts to maximize the distance heteen adjacent streamers.
‘The streamers 12 vil I typically he separated in depth and the
outermost streamers s i I be positioned as far a” a horn each
other as possible. The inner streamers will then be regularly
spaced heteen these outermost streamers. i.e. each bird 18 will
receive desired horizontal forces 42 or desired horizontal position
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28. The method of claim 26 funher
comprising: pro Wing a tracking
system lbr tracking the streamer
positions versus time d tiring a
seismic data acquisition run and
storing the positions versus time in a
legacy database fbr repeatin the
positions ersus time in a

subsequent data acquisition: and
pro ding an array geomctrv
tracking system for tracking the
array geometry versus time during a
seismic data acquisition run and

inlormation that will direct the bird IX to the midpoint position
between its adjacent streamers.”).

The Ililllesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

See. e.g.. lii Ilesund 695 at p. 6, Paragraph 3 (“Localized current
fluctuatinns can dramatically influence the magnitude of the side
control required to property position the streamers.
See, e.g. I Ii lestind 895 at p. 8. Paragraph I (“The global control
system 22 viIl t’picall; acquire the lbl lm ing parameters from the

esscl’s na igation system: vessel speed (m/s), vessel heading
(degrees). current speed (m/s), current heading (degrees). and the
location of each of the birds in the horizontal plane in a vessel
fixed coordinate system. Current speed and heading can also be
estimated based on the average forces acting on the streamers 12
by the birds 18. The global control system 22 will preli.rably send
the Ibi low ing values to the local bird control icr: demanded ertical
lorce. demanded horizontal Ibree. towing velocity, and
crossetirrent ‘ eiocitv. I.

See. e.g.. Fillesund X95 at p. 8. Pararaph 3 (“The “water—
reflrenced’ tow ing velocit and crosscurrent elocitv could
alternatively be determined using llow meters or other types of
water velocity sensors attached directly to the birds 1$. Although
these types of sensors are typically quite expensive, one advantage
of this type of velocity determination s’stem is that the sensed in
line and cross—line velocities will he inherently compensated for
the speed and heading of marine currents acting on said streamer
positioning device and liar relative movements heiw een the vessel
10 and the bird IS

27. The method of eta i in 26 hi rther
comprising: prox! id ing an
cnv ironm ental sensor for sensing
en vi ron m enta I factors w hi eli
influence the path of the tow ed
array

The [lii esund 895 application discloses this limitation.

See Claim 26 Analysis.

See, e.g., Ilillesund ‘695 at p. 7, Paragraph 2 (“The global control
system 22 preferably maintains a dynamic model of each of the
seismic streamers 12 and utilizes the desired and actual positions
of the birds IX to regularly calculate updated desired vertical and
horizontal Ibrees the birds should impart on the seismic streamers
12 to mm e them from their actual positions to their desired
positions.).

See. e.g., [lii lesund ‘895 at p. 7. Paragraph I (“In the preferred
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storing the array geometry ersus embodiment of the present invention, the global control s’ stein 22
irne in a legac database br monitors the actual positions of each of the birds I 8 and is

repeating the arra\ geometry ‘. erstis programmed ith the desired posit ions ot or the desired in in in urn
time in a subsequent dua acquisition separations between the seismic streamers I 2.’’).
run

e.g.. lii I lesund ‘895 at p. 8. Paragraph I (“[he global control
system 22 will t\picallv aequire the follo ing parameters from the
vessel’s navigation system: vessel speed (m/s), vessel heading
(degrees). current speed (mis), current heading (degrees), and the
location of each of the birds in the horizontal plane in a vessel
fixed coordinate system.’’)

In regard to “array geometry tracking system,” see, e.g., Hiliesund
‘895 at p. 18, Paragraph 3 to p. 19, Paragraph 2 (“The inventive
control ss stem will primari lv operate in two different control
modes: a leather angle control mode and a tUrn control mode. In
the feather angle control mode, the global control system 22
attempts to keep each streamer in a straight line offset from the
to\% ing direction by a certain feather angle. [he feather could be
input either manually, through tise of a current meter. or through
use of an estimated aloe based on the average horizontal bird
forces. ( )nlv when the crosscurrent velocity is very small will the
feather angle he set to zero and the desired streamer positions he
in precise alignment ith the towing direction.

the turn control node is used hen ending one pass and
beginning another pass during a 3D seismic survey, sometimes
referred to as a ‘‘I inc change’’. [he turn control mode consists of
two phases. In the first part of the turn, every bird 18 tries to
“throw our the streamer 12 by generating a force in the opposite
direction of the turn. In the last part of the turn, the birds 18 are
directed to go to the position defined by the feather angle control
mode. By doing this, a tighter turn can he achieved and the turn
time of the vessel and equipment can he substantially reduced.
Typicall during the turn mode adjacent streamers will he depth
separated to a oid possible entanglement during the turn and vvi II
be returned to a common depth as soon as possible after the
completion of the turn. The essel navigation system will typically
notilv the global control system 22 when to start throwing the
streamers I 2 out, and when to start straihtening the streamers.

In extreme weather conditions, the inventive control system may
also operate in a streamer separation control node that attempts to
minimize the risk of entanglement of the streamers. In this control
mode, the global control sxstem 22 attempts to maximize the
distance between adjacent streamers. The streamers 12 will
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29. he method of elan 28 wheren
the master controller corn pates the
positions of the streamers versus
inie and the arra tzeom etrv versus

tme to a desired streamer posit ion
and arra’ aeometr’ ersus t I ne and
issues positioning conitnands to the
ASPDs to maintain the desired
streamer post ion and array

geometry versus tue.

typically he separated in depth and the outermost streamers ill he
positioned as Ihr \\ av from each other as possible. The inner
streamers ill then he regularly spaced between these outermost
streamers. i.e. each bird 18 \ ill receive desired horizontal forces
42 or desired horizontal position infitrmation that will direct the
bird I 8 to the in idpo nt position het een its adjacent streamers”)

Persons liavitig Ordinary Skill In The Art at the time of invention
would have recogtiized that tracking streamer positions and
storing the positions in a legacy database, including the times
during acquisition, was obvious and had been in widespread
industry standard practice since the late 1980’s. Industry
standards (such as the so-called VKOOA navigation database
standards) have existed and been used since the early 1990’s. It is
also oh bus 10 a Person Having Ordinary Skill In The Art that
streamer positions in such a database can he repeatedly- utilized.

hc. I lillt.sund SQ’ ipplic ion dtsiiosts this limit ttio

See Claim 28 Analysis

See, e.g.. II ihlesund ‘895 at p. 7. Paragraph 2 (“The global control
system 22 preferably maintains a dynamic model of each of the
seismic streamers 12 and utilizes the desired and actual positions
of the birds I 8 to regularly calculate updated desired enical and
horizontal ftrees the birds should impart on the seismic streamers
I 2 to mo e them from their act ual positions to their desired
positions.”).

Se e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 18, Paragraph 2 (“The global control
system 22 is tasked with monitoring the positions of the streamers
12 and pro• iding desired forces or desired position information to
the local control system 36. The local control system 36 within
each bird IS is responsible for adjusting the wing splay angle to
rotate the bird to the proper position and 11w adjusting the ing
co ni mon angle to p rod ace the ii agn i aide of’ total desired force
required.).

30. Ihe method of claim 29 \\herein The ilillestind 895 application discloses this limitation.
the master contro 11cr kictors in
en ironniental litetors into the See Claim 2’) ,;\naly sis.
positioning c in mantis to

compensate for en ironmental See, e.g.. II i I lestind 895 at p. 8, Paragraph I (“I he global control
influences on the positioninc of the system 22 ill ty picall acquire the following parameters from the
streamers and (he array geometry, vessel’s navigation system: vessel speed (mIs), vessel heading
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degrees). current speed ( m1s). current heading ( degrees), and the
location of each of the birds in the horizontal plane in a esseI
fixed coordinate s stem, Current speed and heading can also he
estimated based on the average lbrces acting on the streamers 12
by the birds I [he global control system 22 will preferahl’ send
the lullow ing values to the local bird controller: demanded xcrtical
lorce. demanded horizontal lbrce. towing velociy . and
erosserrent ek civ.’’).

See, e.g.. ilillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 3 (“Localized current
fluctuations can dramatically influence the magnitude of the side
control required to property position the streamers. To compensate
for these localized current fluctuations, the inventive control
system utilizes a distributed processing control architecture and
behavior-predictive model—based control logic to properly control
the streamer positioning deviees.’).

31. (lie method of claim 30 wherein The I lillesund X95 application discloses this limitation.
the master controller compensates
br nianeuverabilit in the See Claim 3t) AnaIsis.

pus it ion i ng eoni in a nds to
coni pensate tbr in aneu crab i lit See, e.g.. II i I lesund 895 at p. 7, Paragraph 3 (“The global control
influences on the positioning of the sstem 22 preterabl calculates the desired vertical and horizontal
streamers and the arra geometry, forces based on the behavior of each streamer and also takes into

aecotint the behas or of the complete streamer arrat.’).

A Person I having Ordinary Skill In The Art at the time of the
invention would find this limitation to he inherent in the invention.
Jo “compensate for maneuverahilit influences’’ it would be
neeessar) to take into account various maneuverability factors.
including. hut not necessarily limited to, cable diameter, array
type, deployed configuration, vessel type, device type, etc. which
are part of (he basis for the behavior of the streamers.

See, e.g. llillesund ‘895 at p. 8, Paragraph 3 (“The force and
velocity values ate delivered by the global control system 22 as
separate val ttes lbr each bird I 8 on each streamer I 2 continuously
during operation of the control system.”).

At the time of the invention it was obvious to a Person Ha ing
Ordinar’ Skill lit The Art at the time of the invention that to
“compensate br maneuverabi lit influences’’ it would he
nccessar to take into account various maneuverability l’actors.
including. hut not necessarily limited to. cable diameter. array
type. deploed configuration, vessel type. de ice type. etc. which
are part of the basis for the behavior of the streamers.
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2. 1 lie tiethod elm 26 linther Person I laying Ordinars Skill In The rt x ill recognize that it vas
clip c plc di no icr lot ohv ous common practice at the time oftlie invention to monitor
l tIflitini ii t t LII th stilus ott ith slit imu I ht cciii also Itcoenh/t th it it scas

si reallier. \s acre ii the aster ohv ions com mon practice to eoni pensate bar thi led streamers to
ci trolle ;idpINt:c lIe air geonetr the maxiniuni eslent that tocc inc capabilities ofa given essel
it’ eompcn’.atu cr tailed streamer allowed.

35. he method of claim 26 cc herein The Hillesttnd ‘$05 application discloses this limitation.
thu arra geometry comprises a
pinralit’ of streamers positioned at a See Claim 26 Analysis.
unilbrni depth.

See, e.g I Ii I tesund 895 at p. 6, Paragraph I (‘‘Pre ferahl the birds
I 8 are both ertical lv and horizontally steerable. These birds I 8
may. for instance, he located at regular intervals along the
streamer, such as every 200 to 400 meters. The vertically and
horizontally steerable birds IX can be used to constrain the shape
of the seismic streamer 12 between the deflector 16 and the tail
htiov 20 in both the vertical (depth) and horizontal directions.”)

Persons Having Ordinary Skill in The Art will reeogni’e that
deploying ‘a pl ti al i lv of streamers at a uni form depth’ has been
the most obvious and common industry practice since the I 980’s.

36. The method of claim 26 wherein The Hillestind ‘$95 application discloses this limitation.
the arra geometr3 comprises a
pIuralit of streamers positioned at a See Claim 26 Analsis.
piuralit of depths for c arving

temporal resolution ol the array. See. e.cz.. I lillesund ‘895 at p. 6. Paragraph I (“Preferably the birds
1 $ are both c erticallv and horizontally steerable, these birds I 8
may, bar instance. be located at regular intervals along the
streamer, stich as cv cry 201) to $00 meters. The vertically and
horizontally steerable birds I 8 can he used to constrain the shape
of the seismic streamer I 2 hetcc ccii the deflector lb and the tail
btiov 20 in both the c ertical (depth) and horizontal directions.’

See. e.g., llillesnnd ‘895 at p. 19. Paragraph 2 (“In extreme
weather conditions. the inventive control system may also operate
in a 5! reamer separation control mode that attem pts to minimize
the risk of entanglement of the streamers. In this control mode. the
global control system 22 attempts to maximize the distance
between adjacent streamers. The streamers 12 ccill tpica]lv he
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separated in depth and the outermost streamers will he positioned
as thr away from each other as possible’’)

Persons I Ia ing Ordinary Sk II in ‘[he Art ill recognize that
deploying ‘a pluralit) of streamers positioned at a plurality of
depths’ has been obvious and has been selectively utilized in
induslr5 practice since the 980’s. In addition to other industry
practitioners, a predecessor company of WesternGcco utilized so-
called “over-under” streamer acquisition selectively since before
the priority date Ibr the ‘038 patent.

38. [he method of claim 29 n herein The I lillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
the arra\ geometry is tracked ia
saicllite and eomnunicated to the See Claim 29 Analy sis.
iii aster corn n d er.

See, e.g., 1-lillesund ‘895 at p. 7, Paragraph I (“The horizontal
positions of the birds IS can he derived, for instance, using the
types of acoustic positioning systems ... Aliernatively, or
additional Iv, said I ic—based global positioning system equipment
can he used to determine the positions of the equipment.”)

30 A method for tracking and ‘l’he llillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
positioning a seismic sireamer arra\

comprising: See, eg., [fillesund ‘895 generally, \hich discloses a system
wherein a towing vessel tows a seismic array comprised of a
plurality of seismic streamers. Actual positions are determined for
this array, arid positions arc control led by seismic streanier
positionin devices attached to the streamer cables.

See. e.g.. I lillesund ‘895 at p. 4. Paragraph titled “Suni mary of the
Invent in ii.’’

to\\ ing a seisniic array comprisinu a The I Iillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
plurality of seismic streamers from a
towing vessel; See, e.g., Ilillesund ‘895, Fig. I . See aLcn Hillesund ‘895 at p. 5.

Paragraph I (“In Figure I , a seism ic sui cv vessel I 0 is shown
tow ing eight marine seisnue streamers

See, e.g.. Ilillesund ‘895, Fig. I See aLco Ilillesund ‘895 at p. 5,
Paragraph I (“In Figure 1, a seismic surve’ vessel 10 is shown
towing eight marine seismic streamers
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attachig an acti e stre:niier 1 he I lillesund 895 application discloses this limitation.

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘$95 at p. 6, Paragraph I (“Preferably the birds
I 8 arc both vertically and horizontally steerable. These birds IS
may, for instance, he located at regular intervals along the
streamer, such as even 200 to 400 meters. The vertically and
horizontally steerable hirds I S can he used to constrain the shape
of the seismic streamer I 2 hetwecn the deflector I 6 and the tail
huoN 20 in both the vertical (depth) and horizontal diections.”)

See, t’... Ilillesund 895 at p. I 8. Paragraph 3, to p. I 9. Paragraph
2 part icularlv in rcgard to “positioning’’ of streamers (‘lhe
inventive control system will primarily operate in to different
control modes: a liather angle control mode and a turn control
mode

In extreme weather conditions, the in entive control system max’
also operate in a streamer separation control mode that attempts to
iii initn i.e the risk of entanglement of the streamers.’’).

11w 1)38 patent discloses that this lim union was xsell known to
one skilled in the art prior to and at the time of the in\ ention.

(.ol. I. IL 25—56 (discussing the known prior
control apparatuses to seisni ie streamers to

The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

See. e.g.. Ilillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 2 (“In the preferred
embodiment of the present invention, the control system for the
birds 8 is distributed bet” een a global control system 22 located
on or near the seismic survey vessel 10 and a local control system
located within or near the birds 1$.”).

See, e.g.. Hillesund ‘895 at p. 10, Pararaph 3 (“During operation
of the streamer positioning control system, the global control
system 22 preferably transmits, at regular intervals (such as every
five seconds) a desired horizontal force 42 and a desired vertical
force 44 to the local control system 36.”).

Sec. e.g.. I lillesund ‘895 at p. 1$, Paragraph 2 (“The inventive
control sstem is based on shared responsibilities between the
global control system 22 located on the seismic sun ey vessel 10
and the local control system 36 on the bird 18. The global comrol
system 22 is tasked ith monitoring the positions of the streamers

positioning device (ASPI)) to each
seismic streamer for positioning
each seismic streamer:

See. e.g.. ‘a patent,
art including attaching
position streamers).

issuing positioning coni mands from
a m aster controller to each A S P [) to
adiust erti cal and horizontal
position of a first streamer relati e
to a second streamer in the arra’ for
maintaining a specilied array
geoni etrv:
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I 2 and prox ding desired Ibrees or desired position information to
the local control system 36. [he local control ssEem 36 v ithin
each bird I S is resnonsible for adjustin the ‘ ing spla angle to
rotate the bird to the proper position and for adjusting the wing
common angle to produce the magnitude of total desired force
required.”).

See, e.g.. Ifillesund ‘895 at p. IX, Paragraph 3, to p. 19, Paragraph
2; particularly in regard to the limitation ot “maintaining a
speei fled array geometry’ (“The inventive control system will
primaril operate in two di lidrent control modes: a feather angle
control node and a turn control mode. hi the feather angle control
niode. the global control system 22 attempts to keep each streanier
in a straight line oflset from the towing direction by a certain
feather angle . . . . The turn control mode is used when ending one
pass and beginning another pass during a 31) seismic sun cv,

sometimes referred to as a “line change.” [he turn control mode
consists of two phases. In the first part of the turn, every bird I S
tries to ‘‘throw out’ the streamer 12 by’ generui.ing a force in the
opposite direction of the turn. In the last pail of the turn, the birds
18 are directed to go to the position defined by the feather angle
control mode. fly dc ing this, a tighter turn can he achieved and the
turn time of the vessel and equipment can he substantially
reduced. lvpical lv during the turn mode adjacent streamers will
he depth separated to avoid possible entanglement during the turn
and xv ill be rem med to a corn mon depth as soon as possible after
the completion of the turn In extreme xx eather conditions, the
inventix c control system may also operate in a streamer separation
control mode that attempts to minimize the risk of entanglement
of the streamers. In this control mode, the global control system
22 attem pis to maximize the d stance between adjacent streamers.
The streamers 12 will typically he separated in depth and the
outermost streamers xx ill be positioned as thr aw ay from each
other as possible. The inner streamers will then he regularly’
spaced between these outcrniost streamers, i.e. each bird IX will
receive desired horizontal forces 42 or desired horizontal position
information that will direct the bird IX to the midpoint position
between its adjacent streamers.”).

sensing environmental factors which The I hI lcsund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
influence the towed path of the
towed arra> : See. llil lesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 3 (‘Local lied current

fluctuations can dramatically influence the magnitude ot the side
control required to property position the streamers.’’)

See. e.g.. Ilillesund ‘895 at p. 8, Paragraph I (“‘F he global control
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svsten 22 will typical ly acquire the to! low ing parameters from the
vessels mt igation system: esse! speed fm si. vessel heading
(degrees). current speed (m.s). current heading (degrees), and the
location of each of the birds in ic horizontal plane in a vessel
hxed coordinate system. Current speed and heading can also be
estimated based on the average forces acting on the streamers 12
by the birds 18. The global control system 22 will preferably send
the following values to the local bird controller: demanded vertical
lbrce, demanded horizontal force, towing velocity, and
erossc urrent velocity.”).

See. e.g.. I lillesund 895 at p. 8. Paragraph 3 (“[he “water
relIrenced’ tow inn velocity and crosscurrent velocity could
alternativel\ he determined using flow meters or other t\ pes of
water cloudy sensors attached directly to the birds 18.Althotiah
these types of sensors are t\ pically quite cxpensi e. one ad antage
of this tN pc of cioeitv determination s\ stem is that the sensed in
line and cross—line eloeiiies w ill he inherently compensated For
the speed and heading of man ne currents acting on said streamer
positioning device and For relative movements het%een the vessel
10 and the bird 18.’’).

tracking the streamer positions The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
versus time d un rig a seismic data
acquisiiion run; See, e.g.. llillesund ‘895 at p. 7, Paragraph 2 (“The global control

system 22 preferably maintains a dynamic model of each of the
seismic streamers 12 and utilizes the desired and actual positions
of the birds I to regularl’ calculate updated desired ‘. ertical and
horizontal lbrees the birds should impart on the seismic streamers
12 to iriove them from their actual positions to their desired
positions. ).

See. tg.. Flillesund ‘895 at p. 7, Paragraph I
em hod imeni of the present invention, the global
monitors the actual positions of each of the
programmed with the desired positions of or the
separations between the seismic streamers 12.”).

Sec’, e.g.. Hillesund -895 at p. 8, Paragraph I (“The global control
system 22 will typically acquire the following parameters from the
vessel’s navigation system: vessel speed (m/s). vessel heading
(degrees). current speed (m.:s). current heading (degrees), and the
location of each of the birds in the horizontal plane in a vessel
fixed coordinate system.”)

Persons I {a ing Ordinary Skill In The Art at the t iiiie of mx ention
would hax e recognized that tracking streamer positions and

(“I n the preferred

control system 22
birds 1$ and is

desired minimum
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storing the positions fl a Iegae database, including the times
durnig acquisition. \\ as obvious and had been in widespread
industry standard practice since the late I 980’s. Industry
standards (such as the so—called UKOOA navigation database
standards) have existed and been used since the early I 90’s. It is
also obvious to a Person Having Ordinary Skill In 11w Art that
streamer positions n such a database can he repeatedly uti I ted.

tracking the array gcomctr’ crsus The I lillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
time durinu a seismic dma
acquisition rtin, wherein the master See. e.g.. I lillcsund ‘895 at p. 7. Paragraph 2 (“The global control
controller com pares the posit ions of s stein 22 preferably in ai mains a dvnam ic model of each of the
the streamers ersus time and the seismic streamers 12 and utilizes the desired and actual positions
array geometry versus time to of the birds IS to regularly calculate updated desired vertical and
desired streamer positions aic array horizontal forces the birds should impart on the seismic streamers
geometry versus time and issues I 2 to move them from their actual positions to their desired
positioning colnmaflds to the A SPDs positions.).
to maintain the desired streamer
positions arid array geometry \ ersus See. cg.. I lillesund ‘805 at p. IS. Paragraph 2 (“The global control
t i inc. s stein 22 is tasked w it Ii mon Wring the positions of the streamers

I 2 and pros iding desired threes or desired position in formation to
the local control system 36. The local control system 36 w thin
each bird I 8 is rcsponsi hle for adjusting the wing splay angle to
rotate i he bird to the proper position and for adjusting the wing
common angle to produce the magnitude of total desired three
required.”).

40. i’he method of claim 39 wherein ‘1he I Ii I lcsund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
the master controller Factors in
en ironinental measurements into

E
.5cc Claim 39 Analysis.

the positionin commands to
compensate lhr environmental See. e.g.. II illesund .895 at p. 8, Paragraph I (“The global control
influences on the positions of the s stem 22 will t picallv acquire the following parameters from the
streamers and the arra’ geometry, vessel’s na igation system: vessel speed (m:s). vessel heading

1 degreesh current speed (mIs), current heading (degrees), and the
location of each ol the birds in the horizontal plane in a vessel
fixed coordinate system. Current speed and heading can also be
estimated based on the average forces acting on the streamers 12
by the birds IX. The global control system 22 will preferably send
the following values to the local bird controller: demanded vertical
force, demanded horizontal three, towing velocity, and
crosscurrent eiocitv.).

.5cc. e.g.. ilillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 3 (“Localized current
fluctuations can dramatictilly intlucnce the magnittide ot the side
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control required to property position the streamers. To compensate
for these localized current fluctuations, the mx entive control
system utilizes a disiributed processing control architecture and
behavior—predictive model—based control logic to properly control
the streamer positioning devices.”).

41. The method of claim 39 xx herein
the master controller c 0th jic n sates
br maneux erabil in iii the

commands to
for nianeux erabilit

01 tiiCIhe positioninu
51 rcani crs and t he array geoni et

A Person Having Ordinary Skill In The Art at the time of the
nivention would find this limitation to he inherent in the invention.
To “compensate for maneuverability influences” it would he
ncccssarv to take into account various iiianeuverahil tv Ilictors.
inc I ad i ng. hut not necessarily I un ted to. cable diameter, array
type. deployed conliguration. vessel type. device t pc. etc. which
are part of the basis fbi the behavior of the streamers.

See, e.g.. Hilicsund 895 at p. 8. Paragraph 3 (“The force and
xelocitv values are delivered by the global control system 22 as
separate values for each bird IS on each streamer 12 continuously
during operation of the control system.”).

At the time of the invention it was obvious to a Person Having
Ordinary Skill In [lie Art at the time of the invention that to
“compensate for niatieuverahi litv influences’’ it xx ould be
necessar to ttkc into account x arious maneux erahilitv factors.
i ncltid i ng, hut not necessari I) limited to, cable diani etcr,arrav
type. deployed configuration. vessel type. device type. etc. which
are part of the basis for the behavior of the streamers.

42. The mcih0d of claim 3” liirther T he Ilillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
coni prising: detent in ing the status
of each streamer. xx herein the master A Person Having Ordinary Skill In The Art will recogniic that it
controller adjusts the array ucometry was obvious common practice at the time of the invention to
to compensate or a fiiled streamer. monitor the status of each streamer. They will also recognize that

it xx as obx bus common practice to compensate for failed
streamers to the max mum extent that towing capabilities of a
given vessel allowed.

positioninu
c )Ili pen sate
influences on

The I Iillcstmd ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

cue Claim 39 Anal’ sis.

cue. eg. . II illestind ‘595 at p. 7. Paragraph 3 (“The global control
system 22 preferably calculates the desired ‘. ertical and liori,ontal
forces based on t lie behavior of each streamer and also takes into
account the behavior of the complete streamer array.’’).
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The H illesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

See, e.g.. I lillesund ‘ 95 at p 6. Paragraph I (“Preferably the birds
I 8 are both ‘ enicallv and horiiontal lv steerable. These birds I 8
may. 11w instance. he located at regular intervals along the
streamer, such as e cry 2(h) to 4W) meters. The vertical lv and
horiiontal I’ steerable birds I S can he used to constrain the shape
of the seismic streamer ..

Set’, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 18, Paragraph 3, to p. 19, Paragraph
2 particularly in regard to “positioning each seismic streamer”
(“The inventive control system will primarily operate in two
di ftërent control modes: a feather angle control in ode and a turn
control node. In the feather angle control mode, the global control
system 22 attempts to keep each streaiiier in a straight I inc offset
from the towing direction hvacertain feather angle ... [he turn
control mode is used when ending one pass and beginning another
pass during a 31) seismic survey, sometimes referred to as a “line
change. “The turn control mode consists of tt o phases. In the first
part ol’ the turn, every bird IS tries to “throw out” the streamer 12
by generating a ftree in the opposite direction of the turn. In the
last part of the turn, the birds IS are directed to go to the position
defined by the feather angle control mode Typically during the
turn in ode adjacent streamers vi II he depth separated to avoid
possible entanglement durirg the turn and will be returned to a
common depth as soon as possible afler the completion of the turn

In extreme weather conditions, the inventive control system
may also operate in a streamer separation control mode that
attempts to minimize the risk of entanglement of the streamers. In

4S.\ method I1ar tracking and The I lillesund ‘805 application discloses this limitation.
positioning seismic stream cr array
comprising: See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 generally, which discloses a system

wherein a towing vessel tows a seismic array corn prised of a
plurality of seismic streamers. Actual positions are determined for
this array, and positions are controlled by seismic streamer
positioning devices attached to the streamer cables.

,Sce. e.g. Iii I lesinid ‘895 at p. 4. Paragraph titled ‘‘Summary of the
Invention.

towing a seismic array comprising a ‘the ilillesund’895 application discloses this limitation.
pluralit of seismic streamers;

See. e.g.. Hi] lesund ‘895. Fig. I See aLco Hi] lesund ‘895 at p. 5,
Paragraph I (‘‘In Figure I , a seismic survey vessel I U is shown
towing eight marine seismic streamers

attaching
positioning
to each

P0sit ion in g

an active streamer
do’ ice (A S P I)) anaclied
seismic streamer br
each sei sin i c 51 rca nier:
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this control mode, the global control system 22 attempts to
maximize the distance between adjacent streamers. The streamers
12 will typically he separated in depth

The ‘038 patent discloses that this limitation was well known to
one skilled in the art prior to and at the time of the invention.

See, e.g:, ‘038 patent, Col. I, II. 25-56 (discussing the known prior
art, including attaching control apparatuses to seismic streamers to
position streamers).

and issuing vertical and horizontal The II illesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
positioning commands to each
ASPI) Ibr maintaining a specified See, e.g., Flillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 2 (“In the prefened
array path. embodiment of the present invention, the control system for the

birds 18 is distributed between a global control system 22 located
on or near the seismic survey vessel 10 and a local control system
located within or near the birds

See, eg.. Hillesund ‘895 at p. 10, Paragraph 3 (“During operation
ot the streamer posifloning control system, the global control
system 22 preferably transmits, at regular intervals (such as every
five seconds) a desired horizontal Three 42 and a desired vertical
force 44 to the local control system 36.”).

Se e.g. Hillesund ‘895 at p. 1$, Paragraph 2 (“The inventive
control system is based on shared responsibilities between the
global control system 22 located on the seismic survey vessel 10
and the local control system 36 on the bird 18. The global control
system 22 is tasked with monitoring the positions of the streamers
12 and providing desired Threes or desired position information to
the local control system 36. The local control system 36 within
each bird 18 is responsible for adjusting the wing splay angle to
rotate the bird to the proper position and for adjusting the wing
common angle to produce the magnitude of total desired force
required.”).

See, cg., Flillesund ‘$95 at p. 18. Paragraph 3. top. 19, Paragraph
2; particularly in regard to the limitation of “specified array path”
(“The inventive control system will primarily: operate in two
different control modes: a feather angle control mode and a turn
control mode. In the feather angle control mode, the global control
system 22 attempts to keep each streamer in a straight line offset
from the towing direction by a certain feather angle The turn
control mode is used when ending one pass and beginning another
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46. Ihe method of claim 45 wherein
a master control icr issues

positionin commands to the towing
vessel for naintam ng a specified
array path.

47. The method of claim 45 further
comprising: calculating an optimal
path for the seismic arra for
optimal co\ erage during seismic
data acquisition o er a seismic field;

pass during a 3!) seismic survey. sonetinies referred to asa’ line
change’Z The turn control mode consists of t’ o phases. In the first
part of the turn. e cry bird I 8 tries to ‘‘thow out’’ the streamer I 2
by generain a force in the opposite direction of the turn. In the
last part of the turn. the birds IS are directed to go to the position
defined h the feather angle control node. . . In extreme weather
conditions, the inventive control system may also operate in a
streamer separation control mode that attempts to minim i/c the
risk of entanglement of the streamers, in this control mode, the
global control system 22 attempts to maximize the distance
between adjacent streamers. The streamers 12 will typically he
separated in depth and the outermost streamers will he positioned
as far away from each other as possible. The inner streamers will
then he regLilarly spaced between these outermost streamers. i.e.
each bird I 8 will receive desired horizontal forces 42 or desired
horizontal position information that will direct the bird IS to the
midpoint position between its adjacent streamers.’’).

The II il lesund 95 application discloses this limitation.

See Claim 45 Analysis.

See. e.g.. lii llesund ‘595 at p. 6. Paragraph 2 (‘‘The global control
system 22 is typically connected to the seismic survey vessel’s
na igation system and obtains estimates of system wide
parameters, such as he essel’ s tox ing direction and elocii and
current direction and velocity, li-oni the vessel’s navigation
system.”)

In addition. Persons Having Ordinary Skill In The Art will readily
recognize that the seismic snrvey vessel’s navigation system is
typically utilized to steer the vessel in routine seismic acquisition
operations (‘‘auto—pilot’’).

The Hi I lesund ‘$95 application discloses this limitation.

.S’ee Claim 45 Analsis,

See, e.g.. I lillesund ‘895. Fig 4

See. e.g.. lIillesund ‘895 at p. 6. Paragraph 3 (“To compensate for
these localized current Iluetuations, the inventive control system
utilizes a distributed processing control architecture and behavior—
predicti’.e model—based control logic to properly control the
streamer positioning de ices.”).
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predciiiic arra heha ior; 1 I he I lillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

Sue, g.. IlUlesund 1<95, Fig 4.

See, e.g.. I I Ilesund 895 at p. 6, Paragraph 3 (‘To compensate for
these localized current fluctuations, the inventive control system
utilizes a distributed processing control architecture and behavior-
predictive model—based control logic to properly control the
streamcr positioning devices.”).

See, e.g.. Ilillesund 1<95 at p. 6, Paragraph 2 (“In the preferred
emhodinicni of the present invention, the control system liar the
birds I 8 is distributed between a global control system 22 located
on or near the seismic sun cv essel 10 and a local control system
located within or near the birds 8. The global control sstem 22
is tvpica lv connected to the seismic survey vessel’s navigation
system and obtains estimates of’ system wide parameters, such as
the vessel’s towing direction and velocity and current direction
and velocity, from the vessel’s navigation system.”).

See, e.g.. Hillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 3 (“To compensate liar
these localized current fluctuations, the inventive control system
utilizes a distributed processing control architecttlreLnd behavior—
prcd ictix c model—based control logic to properly control the
streamer positioning de ices.’’).

See. e.g.. I lillesund ‘X9 at p. 10, Paragraph 3 (“During operation
ol the streamer positioning control sstem. the global control
system 22 preferably transmits, at regular inter als (such as every
ii\ e seconds) a desired horiiontal force 42 and i desired vertical
force 41 to the local control system 36.”).

See, e.g.. Flillesund ‘895 at p. 18. Paragraph 2 (“The inventive
control system is based on shared responsibilities between the
global control system 22 located on the seismic survey’ vessel 10
and the local control system 36 on the bird 18. The global control
system 22 is tasked with monitoring the positions of the streamers
12 and providing desired threes or desired position in lonnation to
the local control sy stem 36. [he local control s stein 36 ‘ ithin
each bird IS is responsible for adjusting the wing splay angle to
rotate the bird to the proper position and for adjusting the ing
common angle to produce the magnitude of total desired force
required.”).

and coupe 1 sating lbr predicted
strewner heha ior in issuing
positioning commands to the io’a ing
vessel and the AS I’l)s for
positioninu the array along the
optimal Pth

The Ilillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
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e.g. liii lesund ‘895 at p. I 8, Parauraph 3. to p. I 9. Paragraph
2: part icti lark in regard to the limitation of ‘‘speci tied array
gcoinetr’’’ ‘‘The in\enti\e coiurol s’.stem will primarily operate
in two different control modes: a feather angle control mode arid a
turn control mode. hi the feather angle control mode, the global
control system 22 attempts to keep each streamer in a straight line
offset from the towing direction by a certain feather angle .. The
turn control mode is used when ending one pass and beginning
another pass during a 3D seismic survey, sometimes referred to as
a “I inc change.’’ The turn control mode consists of two phases. In
the first part of the turn, every bird 1 8 tries to “throw out’’ the
streamer I 2 by generating a force in the opposite direction of the
turn. In the last part of the turn, the birds I 8 are directed to go to
the posit ion deli ned hv the leather angle control mode. By doing
this, a tiuhicr turn can he achie ed and the turn time of the vessel
and equipment cart be substantially reduced. ‘I pical Iv during the
turn node adjacent streamers v. ill he depth separated to avoid
possible entanglement during the turn and will he returned to a
common depth as soon as possible after the completion of the turn

In extreme weather conditions, the inventi e control system
may also operate in a streamer separation control mode that
attempts to minimi e the risk of entanglement of the streamers. In
this conirol mode, the global control system 22 attempts to
maximize the distance between adjacent streamers. The streamers
12 will typically he separated in depth and the outermost
streamers will be positioned as Far away from each other as
possible. The inner streamers w ill then he regularly spaced
between these outermost streamers. i.e. each bird I 8 w ill receive
desired horizontal lbrces 42 or desired horizontal position
information that will direct the bird IS to the midpoint position
between itsadjacent streamers.”).

48. The method of claim 47 wherein The II il lcsund ‘895 applical ion discloses this lini ilation.
the master controller compensates
for environmental tltctors in the See Claims 15, 30, and 40 Analyses.
positiomi ing commands.

See, e.g., Ilillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 3 (“localized current
fluctuations can dramatically, infltience the magn mdc of the side
control reqtnrcd to property position the streamers. l’o compensate
for these localized current fluctuations, the inventive control
sstem utilizes a distributed processing control architecture and
beha ior—predietive model—based control logic to properly control
the streamer positioning devices.’’).
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Sec e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 8. Paragraph I (“The global control
system 22 will typically acquire the following parameters from the
vessel’s navigation system: vessel speed (m/s), vessel heading
(degrees), current speed (mis), current heading (degrees), and the
location of each of the birds in the horizontal plane in a vessel
fixed coordinate system. Current speed and heading can also he
estimated based on the average forces acting on the streamers 12
by the birds 18. The global control system 22 will preferably send
the h)llowing values to the local bird controller: demanded vertical
force, demanded horizontal torce. towing velocity, and
crosscurrent velocity.”).

49. The method of claim 48 wherein The Hillcsund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
the master controller compensates
br maneuverability factors in the See Claims 16, 31, and 41 Analyses.
positioning com mands.

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 7, Paragraph 3 (“lie global control
system 22 preftrably calculates the desired vertical and horizontal
forces based on the behavior of each streamer and also takes into
account the behavior of the complete streamer array.”).

A Person Having Ordinary Skill In The Art at the time of the
invention would find this lim itation to he inherent in the invention.
lo “compensate for maneuverability intl uences” it would he
necessary to take into account various maneuverability factors,
including, hut not necessarily limited to, cable diameter, array?
type, deployed configuration, vessel type, device type, etc. which
are part of the basis for the behavior of the streamers.

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 8, Paragraph 3 (“The force and
velocity values are delivered by the global control system 22 as
separate values for each bird 18 on each streamer 12 continuously
during operation of the control s’stem.’’).

50. A method for tracking and The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
positioning a scismic streamer array
comprising: See, e.g., Hillesund ‘$95 generally, which discloses a system

wherein a towing vessel tows a seismic array comprised of a
plurality’ of seismic streamers. Actual positions are deterniined for
this array, and positions are controlled by seismic streamer
positioning devices attached to the streamer cables.

See, e.g.. 1-lillesund ‘$95 at p. 4, Paragraph titled “Summary of the
Invention”.
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tow ins a seismic aria’ comprising a ihe I lillesutid 895 appircation discloses this limitation.
plurality of seismic streamers;

Sec e.g.. Iliflesund X95, Fig. I. See aico Ilillesund ‘S5 at p. 5.
Paragraph J (‘‘In Figure I, a seismic survey vessel 10 is shown
towing eight marine seismic streamers .

-

attaching an actix e streamer The Ii if lesund ‘895 appl cation discloses this limitation.
positioning device (ASPI)) attached
to each seismic streamer for See, e.g., [lillesund’ 895 at p. 6, Paragraph I (“Preferably the birds
positioning each seismic streamer; 18 are both vertically and horizontally steerable. These birds 18

may, br instance, he located at regular intervals along the
streamer, such as every 200 to 400 meters. The vertically and
horizontally steerable birds I 8 can he used to constrain the shape
of the sei stir ic streamer . . .‘‘ I

e.g.. I Ii I lesund ‘895 at p. I 8, Paragraph 3. to p. 19. Paragraph
2 particularly in regard to “positiorimug each seismic streamer”
‘“l’ he inventis e control system w ill primarily operate in two
di l’ferent cat/Do! modes: a feather angle control mode and a ttrrn
control mode. In the feather angle control ii ode, the global control
system 22 attempts to keep each sneattier in a straight line of Ret
from the tow rig direction hi-a certain leather angle

In extreme weather conditions, the inventive control system riiav
also operate in a streamer separation control mode that attempts to
minimize the risk of entanglement of the streamers

The ‘038 patent discloses that this limitation was well known to
one ski lied in the art prior to arid at the time of the invention.

See, e.g.. ‘038 patent, Col. I, II. 25-56 (discussing the known prior
art, including attaching control apparatuses to seismic streamers to
pos it i on stream cr5).

issuing horizontal arid \ertical The I lillesund 895 application discloses this limitation.
positioning corn niarid s to each
ASPI) and to the towing vessel for See, e.g.. Hillestrnd 895 at p. 7, Paragraph 2 (“1’he global control
maintaining an optimal path, system 22 preferably maintains a d’ riam ic model of each of the
ealctrlating an optimal path for the seismic streamers I 2 and utilizes the desired arid aettial positions
seismic array lbr optimal eos erage of the birds 18 to regularly calculate updated desired ertical and
during seismic data aequ rsi!iori o er horizontal lhrces the birds shottid impart on the seismic streamers
a seismic field, and a behavior 12 to move them from their actual positions to their desired
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predict on processor which
predicting array behavior, wherein
the master controller compensates
for predicted streamer behavior in
issu ng positioning corn mands to the
towing vessel and the ASPDs for
positioning the array’ along the
optimal path, wherein the master
controller compensates br
environmental and maneuverability
lactors in the positioning

commands.

positions.’’).

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 10. Paragraph 3 (“During operation
of the streamer positioning control system, the global control
system 22 preferably transmits, at regular intervals (such as every
five seconds) a desired horizontal force 42 and a desired vertical
force 44 to the local control system 36.”),

See, e.g., Ilillesund ‘895 at p. IX, Paragraph 2 (“The inventive
control system is based on shared responsibilities between the
global control system 22 located on the seismic survey’ vessel 1(1
and the local control system 36 located on the bird I 8. The global
control system 22 is tasked with monitoring the positions of the
streamers 12 and providing desired forces or desired position

information to the local control system 36. ‘The local control
system 36 within each bird 18 is responsible for adjusting the
wing splay angle to rotate the bird to the proper position and for
adjusting the wing comm on angle to produce the magnitude of
total desired force required.”).

See, e.g., Ilillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 3 (“To compensate 11w
these localized current fluctuations, the inventive control system
utilizes a distributed processing control architecture and behavior’
peed/c/he model—based control logic to properly control the
streamer positioning devices.”).

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 8, Paragraph I (‘i’he global control
system 22 will typically acquire the following parameters from the
vessel’s navigation system: vessel speed (m/s), vessel heading
(degrees), current speed (mis), current heading (degrees), and the
location of each of the birds in the horizontal plane in a vessel
fixed coordinate system. Current speed and heading can also he
estimated based on the average forces acting on the streamers 12
by the birds 18. The global control system 22 will preferably send
the fbllowing values to the local bird controller: demanded vertical
force, demanded horizontal force, towing velocity, and
crosscurrent velocity.”).

See, e.g., Flillesund ‘895 at p. 7, Paragraph 3 (“The global control
system 22 preferably calculates the desired vertical and horizontal
forces based on the behavior of each streamer and also takes into
account the behavior of the complete streamer array.”).

See, e.g., Flillesund ‘895 at p. 8, Paragraph 3 (“The force and
velocity values are delivered by the global control system 22 as
separate values fhr each bird 1$ on each streamer 12 continuously
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during operation of the control system”).

Sec uico Claims I, 2, 5,6, 2 I, 22 ,and 25 Analyses.
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EXHIBIT 7

U.S. Patent No. 6,691,038 (the” ‘038 patent”) Is Obvious In View of
International Patent Application WO 97/11395 (“Olivier ‘395 Application4’)

U.S. Patent No. 6,691,038 Citations from Olivier ‘395 Application
Asserted Claims

A scism ic streame rarr:n track itig [he Olivier Ink rnational AppI cation WO 97/I I 395 discloses a
and positioning system comprising: system fbr tracking and positioning seismic arrays.

a i&1’\ Inc c’,sci tOt to\\ jot! a Scisillic The Olivier ‘395 application discloses this limitation.
a rra\

Set’. e.g., Olivier ‘395 at p.1. I. 24 to p. 2, I. 2 (‘in marine

seismic cx plorati n. an under\\ ater cable, coin monk referred to
as a streamer cable, is towed through the water by a vessel such
as a surface ship.”)

an :1Ut:1V ct’mprismc a P11:1111> ut The Oli icr ‘395 application discloses this limitation.
>CiSiii Ic s[ic:Imicrs:

Set’. e.g.. ()livier ‘395 at p. 7. II. 14-15 (‘in addition, although
only a single cable I I is shown, the towing vessel 10 may tow a
plurality of cables simultaneously”)

LIti :ucii\ e slrc:rmcr positioni 10 dci icc Ihe 01k icr ‘395 application discloses this limitation.
(ASPI)) attached to at least one
seismic streamer for positioning the See, e.g. Olivier ‘395 at p. 4, II. 23-26 (‘9’he external devices of
scislil Ic s1rcitner rctatix c tti ot icr an underwater cable arrangement according to the present
csnhic si;caluicrs thin thc array: invention can perlbrm a ide variet of lbnctions. including hut

not limited to scnsina tile head of the cable. pcrlbrm ing acoustic
ranging. and controlling the depth of the position of the cable in
the water,”).

For a plurality of cables, a Person Having Ordinary Skill In 1 he
Art at the time of the invention would have found it obvious that
positioning of any one streamer may he relative to other
streamer(s). See, e.g., Olivier ‘395 at p. 7, II. 14-15 (“In
addition, although only a single cable I I is shown, the towing
vessel ID may to a plurality of cables simultaneously.’’)
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U.S. Patent No. 6,691,038 Citations from Olivier ‘395 Application
Asserted Claims

See. crg. (ilivier ‘395 at p. 13. II. 7—2! (“Figures 7 through 17
illustrate another example of an external tle ice according to the
present invention, ibis emhod:ment is a depth control de ice 71)
w hich is capable of controlling the depth beneath the water
surihee of the underwater cable 20. In addition, it may he used to
steer the cable 20 to control the horizontal position of the cable
20 n ithin the waler. Figure 7 is a side elevation showing the
depth control device 70 as it would appear hen being tow ed
through the water to the elk in the ligure.’’).

IIc’;i naIel cntroiicr icr ssoiii [he Oli icr ‘395 application aiseloses this limitation, including
i’tit’fliir c{n1;aands to cach in particular, a eoniroller aboard the towing essel.
;\l’l) •‘LtiUNt a S erticat and
horizontal position cia first streamer Sec. e.g. Olivier ‘595 at p. 24, II. 6-I I (“Data representing the
rclative to a second streamer s itliin times of transmission and the times of reception of acoustic
lie a na or maintaining a secilied pulses are usuall\ transmitted by the ranging devices oer a

ar;;’) :et’l11cir). communications link through the cable to a controller aboard the
tow mu essel. The transit times of pulses het cen pairs of
ranging devices and therelbre the distances between pairs of
locations on the cable, the towing vessel, or the seismic source,
can he detcrni id. From this collection of distances, the shape
cl the cable (and of In drophoncs iii the cable) can be
estimated’).

For a plurality of cables, a Person I laying Ordinary Skill In The
Art at the time of the invention would have found ii obvious that
positioning of any one streamer may be relative to other
streamer(s) See. e.g.. Olivier ‘395 at P. 7. II. 14—IS (“In
addition. although onl a single cable I I is shown, the towing
vessel 10 may ton a pluraIit of cables simti Itaneously.”).

The Olivier ‘395 application inherently discloses this
information. The 0 li icr 395 reference discloses controller
contained on the ton ing vessel and said controller sends and
recci es commands and communicat;ons from the external
dcv ices.

7
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The ()livier 395 applicaoon discloses this limitation.

See Claim I Anal sis.

See, e.g. Olivier ‘395 at p. 47. I. 24; to p. 48, I. 2 (“Optionally,
the depth control device may also include a conventional
temperature sensor 426. used for reportng the temperature to the
ton ing vessel or to temperature—eompensate the data reported by
the otner sensors. Signal conditioning circuitry 427 conx cr15 the
ran temperature sensor signal into a signal to he input into the
microprocessor.”).

See Claim I AnaI sis.

See, e.g. Olivier ‘395 at p. 23, II. 1-2 (“In addition, based on the
input signal from the depth sensor 142, the controller 140 can
control the p itch actuator 135 to maintai 1 the depth control
det ice 70 at a constant depth’’).

Persons I laying Ordinary Skill in The Art at the time of the
invention would have found it obvious to recognize that
deploying “a plurality of streamers at a uniform depth” had been
the most common industry practice since the I 980’s. 1 he
Oli icr ‘305 application discloses that the controller has the
abilit to maintain the depth control devices, and therefore
necessarily also maintain the streamers at a uniform depth.

See Claim I Anaivsis.

The Olivier ‘395 application discloses that the controller has the
ability’ to control the depth control devices, and therefore the
streamers, in a variety of manners, which would include varying
depths.

See. e.g. Olivier ‘395 at p. 22, II. 22-23 (“The controller 140 can
control the operation of the depth control device 70 in a variety
of manners”).

it n as ob ious to Persons Having Ordinary Skill in The Art at
the time of the invention that deploying ‘a plurality of streamers

3

U.S. l’alent No. 6,691,038
AsSCrte(l Claims

Cita ho ns Irom Olivier ‘395 A pplicatio ii

2. Flie t’ irItus cf claim I
ati emit nonmcn!a

or seIisinC emit im,’nmental
Ii tIi In ii tlcncc lIme patti

totted array.

liirtl;er
sell sor

Is

of I he

I he am’miaralims F el:hni I “herein
mime arri miecimlelr’ ei’niprmcs .1

plurality of streamers positioned at a
uniform depth.

lie ippam tus cI claim
the array eeonictr\ eiliiprises
pwrmlny 01 scanlers positioned am
pluralit\ ol depths kir arvin
temporal resolum iom I of the array.

ri

.1
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U.S. Patent No. 6,691,038 Citalions from Olivier ‘395 Application
Asserted Claims

positioned at a plural itv of depths’ had been selectively uti Ii ted
in industry practice since the I QSOs. In addition to other
industry practitioners, a predecessor company of WesternGeeo
utilized so—called “over—under” streamer acquisition selectively
since helbre the pnoritv date br Ihe 03S pateni. The 0ii icr
‘395 application discloses that the controller has the ability to
control the depth control de ices, and therefore the streamers, in
a variety of manners, which would include varying depths.

fl. \ Cfl[tIft ireatner array The Olivier 395 application discloses a system for tracking andii,iekin:: and pOSilIuIlilW. systelli positioning a seismic streamer array.
cc art pris i ng:

J LV. i In: \eS’.el It t,u’ in a >etsitiie he ()livier ‘395 application discloses this limitation.
a ray

See, e.g., Olivier ‘395 at P. I. I. 24: to P. 2, I. 2 (“In marine
seismic cx ploration, an underwater cable, commonly referred to
as a streamer cable, is tm ed through the w titer h a vessel such
as a sur thee ship.’’)

a eirlHIC Nilealner afla\ etitiprislna the 01k er ‘395 application discloses this limitation.
.1 jmlciralit ol >eHmlc

See, e.g., Olivicr ‘395 at p. 7, II. 14-15 (“In addition, although
only a single cable I I is sho ii, the towing vessel 10 may tow a
pluralit of cables simultaneously.’’)

an active streamer positiot1ilit device The Olivier ‘395 application discloses this limitation.
\sl’l:I attached It each seir,mic

>treainer h ‘r \ cr1 ical K and See, c. Cl ivier 395 at p. 4, II. 23—26 (“The external devices of
horizonLt 1k pt’.Nition inn each Neislil e an underwater cable arrangement according to the present
streamer relatis e to the array: in ention can perform a wide variety of functions. including hut

not limited to sensing the head of the cable, performing acoustic
ranging, and controlling the depth of the posit ion of the cable in
the water.’’).

For a plurality of cables, a Person I hiving Ordinary Skill In The
Art at the time of the invention would have found it oh’ ious that

4
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U.S. Patent No. 6,691 ,038 Citations from Olivier ‘395 Application
Asserted Claims

positioning ot any one streamer ma) he relative to other

streamer(s). See. e.g.. Olivier ‘395 at p. 7. II. 14-I 5 (“In

addition, although only a single cable I I is shown, the to ing

vessel It) may tow a plurality of cables simLi ltaneouslv.’’)

5cc &g. ()livier ‘395 at p. 13. II. 7—21 (‘‘Figures 7 through 17
illustrate another example of an external de ice according to the
present invention. 1 his embodiment is a depth control de’ ice 70

which is capable of control ring the depth beneath the water

surface of the underwater cable 20, In addition, it may he used to

steer the cable 20 to control the hori,ontal position of the cable

20 w ithin the water. Figure 7 is a side elevation showing the
depth control de ice 70 as it would appear when being towed
through the water to the left in the figure.”).

and i master controller hr issuimlg The Olivier ‘395 application discloses this limitation, including
l)osmtit:’nIt comimmnds t eal in particular, a controller aboard the towing vessel.
ASPI tor mnaintainillg a specilied

array path. See, e.,ç& ()Iivier ‘395 at p. 24, II. 6—I I (“Data representing the
times of transmission and the times of reception ni’ acoustic
pulses arc usuall transmitted by the ranging de ices ovei’ a
comiininicalions link through the cable to a controller aboard the
towing vessel. The transit times of pulses between pairs of
ranging devices and therefore the distances between pairs of
locations on the cable, the tow ing vessel, or the seismic source.
can be determined. From this collection of distances, the shape
ol’ the cable (and of h drophones in the cable) can be
estimated.”).

A Person Having Ordinary Skill In The Art at the time of the
invention would hax e Ibund it obvious that towing seismic
streamers b a ‘ essel in olves moving the streamer array over
the water bottom along a path, and involves moving the seismic
streamer array along a path through the water.

21. ihcappar:mus ol claim Di) The 01k icr ‘395 application inherentl discloses this limitation,
hcrein the master controller issues in panicular a controller contained on the towing vessel and said
posit ion .. commands to the tow na controller sends and receives commands and communications
essel br maintaining a specilied from the external devices. See aLso, e.g.. FRi. I

am’ra\

Sec Claim 20 Analysis.

S
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U.S. Patent No. 6,691,038 Citations from Olivier ‘395 Application
Asserted Claims

See, e.g. Olivier ‘395 at p 24,11.6—Il.

At the time of the invention, a Person Having Ordinary Skill In
[he Art would ha c found it oh bus that “maintaining a
speci tied array path” is undertaken dominantly by steering
commands to the “lowing vessel’’ so as to ‘‘mainta;nj ingj a
specified array path”. It is recognized that “maintaining a
specified array path” is largely determined by the towing motion
ot’the lo ing vessel, tb the effects of cross currents arid ASPI)
steering being smaller.

Further, a Person Having Ordinary Skill In The Art at the time of
the invention wou Id have thu rid oh ious and com lion
commercial practice to ha e navigation controller systems
control the steering ot’seismic lowing vessels.

10.. \ nc:1’l tt ackin antI [lie Olivier ‘395 application discloses a method Ihr tracking and
p1..talan a cNn1ic sheatHer .trra> positioning a seisniic arra through [lie usc of various external
C) UI) pun i ng: dcv ices,

flr k’” ag a ei>nnic Br ) The 01k icr ‘395 application discloses this limitation.
c,mr!risnm1 a p]ualit ot eisniiic

sircanlers: See, e.g., Olivier ‘395 at P.1, I, 24: to P. 2, I. 2 (“In marine
seismic exploration, an underwater cable, commonly referred to
as a streamer caMe, is towed through the water by a essel such
as a surface ship.”)

See, e.g., Olivier ‘395 at P. 7, Il. 14-15 (“In addition, although
only a single cable I I is shown, the towing vessel JO may tow a
plurality of caNes simultaneously,’’)

attaching an acti\ C strearncr The Olivier ‘395 application discloses this limitation.
positiortnn dc\ ice tASPI )l each
sckmic >treamer or posita em the See, e.g. ‘395 Olivier at p. 4. Il. 23-26 (“F he external devices ol’
CHI1ilc ‘lrcanicr rclati\c to otlicr an unidcrvater cable arrangement according to the present
susni ic sti’eanllcrs with n the array: mv cation can perthrm a wide variety of functions, including hut

not limited to sensing the head of the cable, performing acoustic
ranging, and controlling the depth of the position of the cable in

6
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U.S. Patent No. 6,691,038 Citations from Olivier ‘395 Application
Asserted Claims

the water.”).

For a plurality of cables, a Person Having Ordinary Skill in The
Art at the time of the invention would have found it obvious that
positioning of an’ one streamer ma) he relati e to other
streamer(s) See, e.g., Olivier ‘395 at p. 7, II. 14-IS (“In
addition, although only a single cable I I is shown, [lie towing
vessel 10 may tow a plurality of cables simultaneously,”).

See. e.g. Olivier -395 at p. 13, II. 7-21 t”Figures 7 through 17
illustrate another example of an external device according to the
present invention. 1 his embodiment is a depth control device 70
which is capable of controlling the depth beneath the water
surthee of the underwater cable 20. In addition, it mac he used to
steer the cable 20 to control the horizontal position of the cable
20 within the water. Eigure 7 is a side elevation sho\s ing the
depth control device 70 as it would appear when being towed
through the water to the left in the figure.”).

and tsuI!t cftic;il anu horizontal The Olivier 195 application discloses this limitation.pus it i (10 inn tOnl RIm d s to each
ASPD flr maintaining a pccifled See, e.g. 01 ivier ‘395 at p. I 3. II. 7—21 (‘‘Figures 7 through I 7
arIa: comely illustrate another example of an external dcv ice according to the

present invention. ‘I his embodiment is a depth control device 70
which is eapahle of controlling the depth beneath the water
surface of the underwater cable 20. In addition, it may be used to
steer the cable 20 to control the horizontal position of the cable
20 within the water. Figure 7 is a side elevation showing the
depth control de ice 70 as it would appear when being towed
through the water to the left in the figure.”).

The Olivier ‘395 reference discloses a controller contained on
the towing vessel and said controller sends and receives
commands and communications from the external devices.

Sec e.g. Ohivier ‘395 at p. 22, I. 22; top. 23, I. 2 (“The controller
140 can control the operation of the depth control device 70 in a
variety of manners. For example. based on the input signal from
tile attitude sensor 144, which indicates the roll angle of tile
inner sleeve 71 with respect to the horizontal, the Hall effect
sensors 113, and the encoder for the roll actuator 130, the
controller 140 can control the roll actuator 1 30 so as to maintain

7
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U.S. Patent No. 6,691,038 Citations from Olivier ‘395 Application
Asserted Claims

the toll angle of the \\ ings constant with respect to the
hon zontal . In addition, based on the input signal trotu the dept I
sensor 142, the controller 140 can control the pitch actuator I 35
to maintain the depth control device 70 at a constant depth.”).

.S’uc u/so. e.i. ()liier ‘395 at p. 21, 11.3—IS rThe Hall effect

sensors I 43 are used to sense the position of the wings I 20 with
respect to the tuier slee e 71 in rol and pitch. A first one of the
Flail effect sensors 143 generates a signal when the collar Ill is
at reference rotational position with respect to the inner sleeve
71, while a second one of the Hall effect sensors 143 generates a
signal when the collar I I I is at reference position in the
lengthwise direction of the inner slee c 71. The reference
position in the lengthwise direction corresponds to a
predetermined reference angle of attack of the wings 120.
Uni I lustrated magnetic member, such as magnetic pellets, may
he mounted on the collar Ill or the wings 120 for sensing by the
Hall effect sensors 143. By counting the number of rotations of
the roll actuator 130 since the generation of an output signal by
the first Hall effect sensor 143. the controller 140 can calculate
the current rotational angle of the collar Ill and the wings 120
‘a ith respect to the reflrence rotational position. Based on the
angle with respect to the horizontal deter ii med by the output of
the attitude sensor 144, the controller 140 can determine the
current roll angle of the wings I 20 about the longitudinal axis of
the cable 20 with respect to the horizontal. Situ ilarly, b
counting the number of rotations of the pitch actuator 135 since

the generation of an output signal by the second I lall effect
sensor 143, the controller 140 can calculate the angle of attack of
the wings I 20.”).

27. I he method of claim 26 tIwt{ cr Fhe ()livier ‘395 application discloses this lintitation.
C’’oiprHWU. O\ dtnr an
cn’ romnentat sensor Ion scitin See. e.g. ()livier ‘395 at P. 47, I. 24: to P. 4. I. 2 (“Optionally.
CtI\ iromnctuial lactors ‘a h ‘cii the depth control de ice may also include a conk entional
in Ilticrcc 11w path ot the o ‘a cd temperature sensor 426. used for reporting the temperature to the
array. towing vessel or to temperature-compensate the data reported by

the other sensors. Signal conditioning circuitry 427 converts the
raw temperature sensor signal into a signal to he input into the
tu icroprocessor. I.

See Claim 26 Analysis.

S
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U.S. Patent No. 6,691,038 Citations from Olivier ‘395 Application
Asserted Claims

35, [he method of claim 26 wherein The Olivier ‘395 application discloses this limitation,
tIre aeon geomet:\ eOriiprics a
pLrrraIit ‘it’ slrcamcrN isrirorred at a See Claim 26 ATlalysis.

lIt ROll .TL’[liL

()livier 395 application discloses that the control Icr has the
liv to m ainta tithe depth control devices, and therefore
essari ly a I so maintain the stream ers at a on i tbrm depth:

e.g. Olivier ‘395 at P. 23, II. 1—2 (“In addition, based on the
ut signal horn the dcpth scnsor 142. the controller 140 can
aol the pitch acttrator 135 to maintain the depth control
ice 7(1 at a constant depth’’).

sons Ha ing Ordinary Skill in [he Art at the time of the
ention x ould have found it obvious to recogniie that
ioying “a plurality of streamers at a uniform depth” had been
most corn mon industry practice si rice the I 90’s.

lhc method of claim 26 wlicrcin the aria’ uermelr\ The Ohivier ‘395 application discloses this limitation.
poses a plnraIit nt streatliels posttioncd at a pltrr:ilit’ of

ths Ibr aririg temporal resolution of the array. Sec’ Claim 26 Analysis.

The Olivier ‘395 application discloses that the controller has tl
abi lit to control the depth control dcx ices, and therefore the
streamers, in a variety of manners, which would include varvir
depths-: 5’ce. eg. Oliier ‘395 at 22, II. 22—23 (“[lie controller

I 10 can control the operation of the depth control dc’ ice 70 in
variety of man ners’’).

It xxas obviotrs to Persons Having Ordinary Skill in The Art at
the ([rue of the invention that deploying ‘a plurality ofstreanie
positioned at a pltrrality of depths’ had been selectively uti liter
in industry practice since the I980’s. In addition to other
industry practitioners, a predecessor company of WesternGecc
utiliied so—called “o er—under’’ streamer acquisition selectivch

9
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since before the priontv date for the ‘038 patent.

A method Ibr track ng and positioning seism IC streamer array The 0 vier 395 appl icat on disc loses a method for tracking ai
risnu: positioning a seismic arra\ through the use of various external

d L’V ices.

n,g I in i ht I sti hc Cm Li 95 pplK flion dlscIosLs this lniiitation
ameis:

See, e.g., Olivier 395 at P. I, I. 24: to P. 2, I. 2 (“In marine
seismic exploration, an underwater cable, commonly referred t
as a streamer cable, is towed through the x acer by a vessel snc
as a surlhce ship.’i

See, e.g.. Olivier ‘395 at P. 7, II. 14-15 (“In addition, although
only a single cable I I is shown, the towing vessel 10 may tow
plurality of cables simulfaneouslv.”)

chine an ,icU c slrcw ncr cNItiiT1Ifl;J des ice ASPIH attached Ihe Olivier ‘395 application discloses this limitation.
ach seismic sircamer br pt’’itionine each sem’mic streamer:

See, e.g. Olivier -395 at p 4, II. 23-26 (“T he external devices c
an underwater cable arrangement according to the present
invention can pcrl’orm a ss ide variety of functions, including hi
not urn iced to sensing the head of the cable. performing acoust
ranging, and controlling the depth ol’the position of the cable i
the waler.’’).

See, e.g. Olivier 395 at p. 13. Il. 7-21 (“Figures 7 through 17
illustrate another example of an external des ice according to U
present invention. ‘I his embodiment is a depth control device
which is capable of controlling the depth beneath the water
surface of the underwater cable 20. In addition, it may be used
steer the cable 20 to control the horizontal position of the cabic
20 within the water. Figure 7 is a side elevation showing the
depth control des ice 70 as it would appear when being towed
through the water to the eli in the figure.”).

issuing vertical and hori,nntal positioninu commands to The Olivier ‘395 application discloses this limitation.
h ASPI) Par maintaining a specihed array path.

See, e.g. ()livier ‘395 at p. 13, II. 7-21 (“Figures 7 through 17
illustrate another example of an external des ice according to ti
present invention. This embodiment is a depth control device

It)
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which is capable of controlling the depth beneath the water
surface of the underwater cable 20. In addition, it univ he used
steer the cable 20 to control the horizontal position ol the cahk
20 within the water. Figure 7 is a side elevation showing the
depth control device 70 as it would appear when being towed
through the water to the lefi in the flgure.’’J.

See e.g. ()iiier 195 at P. 22,1, 22; to p. 23, I. 2 (“1 he control
140 can control the operation of the depth control device 70 in
variety of manners. For example. based on the input signal froi
the attitude sensor 144. which indicates the roll angle of the
inner sleeve 71 with respect to the horizontal, the i-lull effect
sensors 143. and the encoder for the roll actuator 130, the
controller 140 can control the roll actuator 130 so as to mainta
the roll angle of the wings constant is iilh respect to the
horizontal. In addition, based on the input signal from the dept
sensor 142. the controller 140 can control the pitch actuator I 3
to maintain the depth control device 70 at a constant depth.”).

.SC( a/cu. e.g. Olivier ‘395 at p. 21,11. 3—IS (‘‘The Huh effect
sensors 143 are used to sense the position of the wings 120 wil
respect to the inner sleeve 7 I in roll and pitch A first one of th
I lall effect sensors 145 generates a signal when the collar III
at reference rotational position with respect to the inner sleeve
71, while a second one of the Hall effect sensors 143 generates
signal when the collar Ill is’tt reiCrence position in the
lengthwise direction of the inner sleei e 71 . Ihe reference
posit ion in the iengthis se diectioji corresponds to a
predetermined reiCrence angle of attack of the wings 120.
lJnillustrated magnetic member, such as magnetic pellets, may
he mounted on the eol ar I II or the wings 120 11w sensing by
Flail effect sensors 143. By counting the number of rotations o
the roll actuator I 30 since the generation ofan output signal b’
the first f-tall effect sensor 143, the controller 140 can caleulatt
the current rotational angle of the collar I I I and the wings 12t
with respect to the reference rotational position. Based on the
angle with respect to the horizontal determined by the output c
the attitude sensor 144, the controller 140 can determine the
current roll angle of the wings 120 ahotit the longitudinal axis
the cable 20 with respect to the horizontal. Similarly, by
counting the number of rotations of the pitch actuator 135 sine
the generation of an output signal by the second Hall effect
sensor 113. the controller 140 can calculate thefl 9ngle of attack
the ‘a ings 120.”).

2662’i :lc
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EXHIBITS

U.S. Patent No. 6,691,038 (the “038 patent”) Is Obvious In View of
International Patent Application WI) 2000/20895 (“llillesnnd ‘895 Application”) and

U.S. Patent 5.200,930 (“Ronguette ‘930”)

U.S. Patent No. 6,691,1138 Citations front Ilillesund ‘895 Application and
Asserted Claims

Rouquelte ‘930

I A SL’IHHIC streamer aria iracking The I lillesund W() 00/20895 International Application discloses
and positt’nhilu svstctn comprising: this limitation.

See, Lg., I lillesund 895 general/i’. which discloses a system
wherein a towing vessel tows a seismic array comprised of a
plural it of seismic streamers, Actual positions are determined
for this arra, and positions are controlled 1w seismic streamer
positioning dev ices attached to the streamer cables.

See. e.g., 11 illesund .95 at p. 4. Paragraph titled “Summary of
the In ention.

a towIng t’NCl tor towing a seisni CThe I Iillesund ‘$95 application and Rouquette patent disclose
a rrav Ui is limitation,

See, e.g.. Hifllesund ‘895. Fig. I See a[co Hillesund ‘95 at p. 5,
Paragraph I . (“In Figure I . a seismic stir cv vessel It) is shown
ttn ing eight marine seismic streamers

See. e.g.. Rouquette 93O at Col. I, II. 13-14 (“In a marine
seismic stirx cv. a sun eying vessel tows one or more seismic

cables or streamers’

an array cc’niprisint/ a plurality ol The llillcsund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
seismic streamers;

See, e.g.. Hillcsund i95, Fig. I.See a/so Hillesund ‘895 at p. 5,
Paragraph I . (“In Figure I . a seismic sLlrvev vessel I 0 is shown
towing eight marine seismic streamers . .

.
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U.S. Patent No. 6,691,038 Citations from Hillesund ‘895 Application and
Asserted Claims

Rouquette ‘930

The Ilillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

See. e.g., Hillesund 195 at p. 6. Paragraph I flPrefenihl5 the
birds IS arc both vertically and horizontally steerable. These
birds IS may. for instance. be located at regular intervals along
the streamer, such as every 200 to 400 meters. The vertically and
horizontally steerable birds 18 can be used to constrain the shape
of the seismic streamer 12 between the deflector 16 and the tail
buoy 20 in both the vertical (depth) and horizontal directions.”)

See, e.g.. Hillesund ‘895 at p. 18, Paragraph 3to p. 19. Paragraph
2 particularly in regard to ‘relative’ positioning of streamers
(“The inventive control system will primarily operate in two
different control modes: a feather angle control mode and a turn
control mode. In the feather angle control mode, the global
control system 22 attempts to keep each streamer in a straight
line offset from the towing direction by a certain feather angle

The turn control mode is used when ending one pass and
beginning another pass during a 3D seismic survey, sometimes
re&rrcd to as a “line change”. The turn control mode consists of
two phases. In the first part of the turn, every bird IS tries to
“throw out” the streamer 12 by generating a force in the opposite
direction of the turn. In the last part of the turn, the birds IS are
directed to go to (lie position defined by the feather angle control
mode. By doing this, a tighter turn can be achieved and the turn
time of the vessel and equipment can be substantially reduced.
Typically during the turn mode a4jaccnt streamers will be depth
separated to a’ oid possible entanglement during the turn and ill
be returned to a common depth as soon as possible after the
completion of the turn

In extreme weather conditions, the inventive control system may
also operate in a streamer separation control mode that attempts
to minimize the risk of entanglement of the streamers. In this
control mode, the global control system 22 attempts to maximize
the distance between adjacent streamers. The streamers 12 will
typically he separated in depth and the outermost streamers will
be positioned as lr away from each other as possible. The inner
streamers will then be regularl> spaced between these outermost
streamers. i.e. each bird 18 will receive desired horizontal forces

an active streamer positioning device

(ASPI)) attached to at leasi one
seismic %treamer for p4’%itit)mn the
%Ci%flhIC streLlI))er relative to other
seismic $trc;n))ers within the arra%:

2
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42 or desired hon iontal position in formation that
bird 8 to the midpoint position het\\ cen
strewn ers.”).

The ‘930 patent discloses this Urn itation.

See. e.g.. -930, Fig. I.

See. e.g.. 930 patent. (‘ol. 2. II. 49—52 (“FIG. I is side view ofa
seismic sun e\ ing vessel to\s ing a streamer outhtted s liii

sensing and streamer control devices in communication ith a
controller aboard the vessel in accordance with the invention”)

See. e.g.. ‘930 patent Col. 4, II. 6-13 (“Distributed along the
length of the streamer 22 are in—streamer sensors 24A—l). such as
compasses and depth sensors, and outboard dcv ices, such as
cahle-le cling birds 26A-l3 and acoustic ranging transceiveis
2$A—l3. For hrc\ itv, all such des ices arc hereinafter referred to
generally as sensors. The outboard sensors are connected to the
streamer 22 by means of collars 27 clamped around the
streamer,”)

The ‘03$ patent discloses that this limitation xxas well knoun to
one skilled in the art prior to and at the time ol’the invention.

‘03$ patent, Col. I. Il. 25-56 (discussing the known
including attaching control apparatuses to seisni ie

to position streamers).

The l-lillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

See, e.g.. Hillesund ‘895 at p. 6. Paragraph 2 (“In the preferred
embodiment of the present invention, the control s>’stcm for the
birds IX is distributed between a global control system 22
located on or near the seismic survey vessel 10 and a local
control system located within or near the birds 18. The global
control system 22 is typically connected to the seismic survey
vessel’s navigation systctn and obtains estimates oh’s) stem ide
parameters, such as the vessel’s towing direction and velocity
and current direction and velocity. from the vesseFs navigation
system.”).

U.S. Patent No. 6,691,038 Citations from Hillesund ‘895 Application and
Asserted Claims

Ronquette ‘930

‘a ill direct Ow
its adjacent

See. e.g..
p ri or art
streamers

anti a niatei’ controller tM’ isstIiEtLt

positionin eomniaii&ls to each
\“l’l ) to adjust a ;ert.eal md
hor’onwl posiiioo of a first streamer
relative to a second stt’eamcr ‘a ithin
the array fur maintaining a specified
array geometry.

3
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U.S. Patent No. 6,691,038 Citations rrom Hillesund ‘895 Application and
Asserted Claims

Rouquette ‘930

See. e.g.. Ilillesund ‘895 at p. tO, Paragraph 3 (“During
operation of the streamer positioning control system. the global
control system 22 prefirabl> transmits, at regular intersals (such
as every live seconds) a desired horizontal force 42 and a desired
vertical force 44 to the local control system 36.”).

See, ag., Hillesund ‘895 at p. IL Paragraph 2 (“The inventive
control system is based on shared responsibilities between the
global control system 22 located on the seismic survey cssel 10
and the local control system 36 on the bird IX. The global
control system 22 is tasked with monitoring the positions of the
streamers 12 and pros iding desired forces or desired position
•nlormation to the local control system 36. The local control
system 36 within each bird 18 is responsible for adjusting the
wing splay angle to rotate the bird to the proper position and for
adjusting the wing common angle to produce the magnitude of
total desired force required.”).

See. e.g.. Itillesund 195 at p. 18. Paragraph 3to p. 19. Paragraph
2 particularly in regard to specitied array geometry’ (‘11w
intentive control system will primarily operate in two dilThrent
control modes: a feather angle control mode and a turn control
mode. In the feather angle control mode, the global control
system 22 attempts to keep each streamer in a straight line offset
from the towing direction by a certain feather angle

The turn control mode is used when ending one pass and
beginning another pass during a 3D seismic survey, sometimes
referred to as a ‘line change”. The turn control mode consists of
two phases. In the first part of the turn, every bird 18 tries to
hro out” the streamer 12 by generating a force in the opposite
direction of the turn. In the last part of the turn, the birds IS are
directed to go to the position defined by the feather angle control
mode. By doing this, a tighter turn can be achieved and the turn
time of the vessel and equipment can be substantially reduced.
Typically during the turn mode adjacent streamers will be depth
separated to avoid possible entanglement during the turn and will
be returned to a common depth as soon as possibic after the
completion of the turn

In estreme weather conditions, the inventive control system may

4
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U.S. Patent No. 6,69 1,038 Citations iron, Hillesund ‘895 Application and
Asserted (‘lainis

Roiiqnette ‘930

also operate in a streamer separation control mode that attempts
to n iiiiniize the risk of entanglement of the streamers. In this
control ITlode, the global control system 22 attempts to maximize

the distance het een adjacent streamers. the streamers 12 ill
typically he separated in depth and the outermost streamers will
he positioned as far away from each other as possible. The inner
streamers will then he regularly spaced between these outermost
streamers, i.e. each bird IS will receive desired horizontal forces
42 or desired horizontal position information that will direct the
bird I S to the midpoint position between its adjacent
streamers.”).

The Rouquette ‘930 patent discloses this I imitation.

5cc, e.g.. ‘030 patent. Figs. I & 2.

See. e.g.. Rouquette ‘93t), Col. 3, Il. 23—31 (“These and other
objects are achieved by the present invention, which pro’ ides a
multi—channel, two—wire communication 5)5km tor sending
corn niands and data requests to and recei ing data 11mm many

positioning sensors and cable—leveling devices distributed along
a seismic streamer, [he apparatus of the invention includes a
central controller comprising an intelligent modem that can sean
the many streamer devices 11w cable—positioning data each
seismic shot interval.’’).

See, e.g., Rouquette ‘930, Col. 4, II. 6-I I (“Distributed along the
length of the streamer 22 are ... outboard devices, such as cable
leveling birds 26A—13 ... For brevity. all such devices are
hereinafter referred to generally as sensors”):

Col. 4, II. 16-I $ (“The sensors 24. 26, and 2$ are all in
communication ith a central controller 35 on hoard the essel
20.”):

Col. 4. II. 34—36 (“Communication between the sensors and the
on—board controller is effected o er one or more two—\vire lines
running through the streamer

(‘ol. 1, Il. 3Q-4 I (“An outboard bird 44, clamped to the streamer
40 h a collar (not shown), corn mu ii eates with the on—board
controller ‘‘);

5
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U.S. Patent No. 6,691,038 Citations from IIiIlesnn(I ‘895 Application and
Asserted Claims

Rouquette ‘93(1

Col. 4. II. 45—47 (“Control signals are receied h the bird
electronics 50 to control the wings of the bird and, therein, the
depth of the streamer.”).

2. lhe apparatus ot claim I further The Hhllesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
comprisnig:an en ironmental sensor
far sensing environmental factors See Claim I Analysis,
winch influence the path of the
toxed arra See, e.g.. I lillesund ‘895 at p. 6. Paragraph 3 (“Localized current

fluctuations can dramatically influence the magnitude of the side
control required to property: position the streamers.

See, e.g.. II il lesund ‘$95 at p. 8. Paragraph I (“ihe global
control system 22 will tvpicalI acquire the following parameters
from the vessel’s nax igation svsteiil vessel speed (ms ). vessel
heading (degrees). current speed (mis). current heading
(degreesi. and the neat ion of each of the birds in the horizontal
plane in a vessel fixed coordinate system. Current speed and
heading can also he estini.ated based on the ax erage forces acting
on the streamers 12 liv the birds 18. 1 he global control s stem
22 will preferably send the Ihllowing values to the local bird
controller: demanded vertical force, demanded horizontal ibree,
towing elocitv, and crosscurrent velocity.’’).

See, e.g., Ililiesund ‘895 at p. 8. Paragraph 3 (‘The “water
referenced” towing velocity and crosscurrent velocity could
alternatively he determined using flowmeters or other types of
water velocity sensors attached directly to the birds 1$. Although
these types of sensors are typically quite expensive, one
advantage of this type of velocity determination system is that
the sensed in—line and cross-line velocities will be inherently
compensated for the speed and heading of marine currents acting
on said streamer positioning dcx ice and for relative mox ements
between the xesse I It) and the bird I 8.”).

The Rouquette ‘930 patent discloses this jim itation.

See. e.&.. Rouquettc ‘930 Col. 4. II. 25-28 (“Outfitted ‘sith
heading sensors and depths sensors, a bird 26 can also
coin in unicate heading and depth data to the on.board control er
38 for use in predicting the shape of the streamer 22.”).

6
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The I lillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

See, e.g.. Ilillesund ‘505 at p. 7, Paragraph 2 (‘Fhe global
control system 22 preIrahl maintains a dynamic model of each
of the seismic streamers 2 and utili,es the desired and actual
positions of the birds IX to regularly calculate updated desired
vertical and horizontal ibrecs the birds should impart on the
sei sin ie streamers I 2 to move them from (heir actual posit ions to
heir desired posit ions.’’).

See, e.g.. Hillesund ‘$95 at p. 7, Paragraph I (“In the preferred
embodiment of the present invention, the global control system
22 monitors the actual positions of each of the birds IX and is
programmed with the desired positions of or the desired
minimum separations between the seismic streamers I 2.’’[

See, e.g.. Ifillesund ‘895 at p. 8, Paragraph I (“The global
control system 22 will tvpicall acquire the Ibllow ing parameters
twin the ; essel’s na’ igation system: essel speed ( ins). vessel
heading (degrees). current speed (m;s). current heading
(degrees), and the location of each ol’ the birds in the horizontal
plane in a vessel fixed coordinate system.”)

Persons Having Ordinary Skill In The Art at the time of
invention would have recognized that tracking streamer positions
and storing the positions in a legacy database, including the
times during acquisition. was obvious and had been in
widespread industry standard practice since the late I 98(Ys.
Industry standards (such as the so-called IJKOOA navigation
database staiidards have existed and been used since the early

U.S. Paient No.6.691,038 Cilations rroin Hillesund ‘895 zkl)l)licalion and
Asserted Claims

Rouquette ‘930

See, e.g.. Rouquette ‘930, Col. 4, II. 47-51 (“T he bird electronics
also measure various operating parameters. such as depth,
heading, s ing angle. temperature. and batterx status. and send
such data to the controller upon request.’’).

5 [bc ;ipp;ilatuN at’ claim Nirther [he I lillesund ‘805 application discloses this limitation.
comprisi nu:

a tracking system for tracking the
streamer positions versus time

ditrma a seismic data acqti sit ion run

inc N;’IIiig the ersi

in a eu:ic’ (Lit:ibasc Tar repe:itin’’ tile

positions sersus tuie in a subsequent
data acqnii1 n’n:

7
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U.S. Patent No. 6.691,038 Cilatioiis from Hhllesund ‘895 Application and
Asserted Claims

l{ouquette ‘930

I 990’s. It is also obvious to a Person Having Ordinary Skill In
The Art that streamer positions in such a database can be
repeatedly utilized.

The Ilillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

Sec. c’g H illesund ‘895 at p. ] 8. Paragraph 3 to p. I 9.
Paragraph 2 (“The inventive control svsteni will primarily
operate in two different control modes: a feather angle control
mode and a turn control mode. In the feather angle control mode.
the global control system 22 attempts to keep each streamer in a
straight line offset from the to\\ ing direction by a certain feather
angle. The ICather could he input either manually, through use of
a current meter, or through use of an estimated value based on
the avciage horizontal bird forces, Only when the crosscurrent
velocity is vet)’ small will the feather angle he set to zero and the
desired streamer positions he in precise alignment with the
towing direction.

The turn control mode is used when ending one pass and
beginning another pass during a 31) seismic survey, sometimes

relCrrcd to as a “line change”. The turn control mode consists of

two phases. In the first part of the turn, every bird I S tries to

“throy out” the streamer 12 by generating a l’orce in the opposite

direction of the turn. In the last part of the turn, the birds 1$ arc

directed io go to the position dehncd by the ICather angle control

mode. By doing this, tighter turn can he achieved and the turn

time of the vessel and equipment can he substantially reduced.

Typically during the turn mode adjacent streamers will be depth

separated to avoid possible entanglement during the turn and will

he returned to a common depth as soon as possible after the

completion of the turn. The vessel navigation system will

typically notif3’ the global control system 22 when to start

throwing the streamers 12 out, and when to start straightening

the streamers.

In extreme weather conditions, the inventive control system may’

also operate in a streamer separation control mode that attempts

to minimize the risk of entanglement of the streamers. In this

control mode, the global control system 22 attempts to maximize

the distance between adjacent streamers. the streamers 12 will

rrav gec n ( t I
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U.S. Patent No. 6,691.038 Citations from 1-lillesund ‘895 Application and
Asserted Claims

Rouquette ‘930

1’. pical k be separated in depth and the outermost streamers ;vill
he positioned as far awax Ironi each other as possible. 1 he inner
streamers ;vi II then be regularl spaced bet ceo these outermost
streamers, i.e. each bird 18 will receive desired horizontal tbrces
42 or desired horizontal position inliarmation that will direct the
bird I 8 to the midpoint position between its adjacent
streamers.”).

Persons I laying Ordinary Skill In fhe Art at the time of
invention ould have recognized that tracking the array
geometry and storing the array geometry in a legacy database,
including the times during acquisition. as obvious and had
been in widespread industry standard practice since the ate
I 980’s. Industry standards (such as the so—called I]KOO.\
na- igation database standards) have c\istcd and been used since
the earl\ I 990’s. It is also obvious to a Person Having Ordinary
Skill In [be Art that the array geometry in such a database can
he repeatcdl\ utilized.

-V ike apparatuN ol cl,ihu 3 hcren [he I lillesund ‘805 application discloses this limitation.
the master controller c’amparcs the
positions of the strc;inlcrs ‘ ersus See Claim 3 Analysis.
time and the arra\ .!eutllet rv versus
time to a desired streamer position See, e.g.. Hi Ilesund ‘895 at p. 7, Paragraph 2 (“Ilie global
and array geometry \ crsus time and control system 22 preferably maintains a dynamic model of each
ts.ucN positioning cumin inds to the of the selsmte sttearners 12 and utilizes the desired and actual
ASPI)s to niaintam The desired positions of the birds 18 to regularly calculate updated desired
strc 11th. I pOsit on au d ii i acoinur\ ‘ ertical and hot izontal lot ces the hi ds should im pau t on the
versus time, seismic streamers 12 to move them from their actual positions to

their des ted posit ions.”).

See. e.g.. II il lesund ‘895 at p. 1 8. Paragraph 2 “The in entive
control system is based on shared responsibilities between the
global control systeni 22 located on the seismic survey ‘ essel It)
and the local control system 36 located on the bird I 8. ‘[he
global control ‘swm 22 is tasked ith monitoring the positions
of the streamers 12 and providing desired forces or desired
position information to the local control system 36. The local
control sstem 36 within each bird 18 is responsible for
adjusting the wing splay angle to rotate the bird to the proper
position and for adjusting the wing common angle to produce the

9
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U.S. Patent o. 6.691,038 Citations from Elillesund ‘895 Application and
Asserted Claims

Ronquettc ‘930

magnitude of total nesired force required.’’).

5. The apparatus of’ claim 4 wherein The Hillcsund 895 application discloses this limitation.
the master controller factors in
envimninental actors into the Sec C [aims 4 and 2 Analyses.
0Si t it n i g C U 11 an d 5 t 0

compensate for en vironmental See, e.g., III lesund ‘895 at p. 8, Paragraph I (“The global
influences on the positioning of the control system 22 will typically acquire the following parameters
streamers and the arra\ retinlein. from the essel ‘s navigation system: essel speed (m/s), vessel

heading (degrees), current speed (m.s). current heading
(degrees). and the location of each of the birds in the horizontal
plane in a ‘ essel fixed coordinate system. Current speed and
heading can also he estimated based on the average forces acting
on the streamers I 2 by the birds I 8. Ihe global control system
22 v. ill preferably send the following values to the local bird
control icr: demanded ertieal force, demanded horizontal force.
to ing velocity, and crosscurrent elocit .‘‘).

See, e.g.. II illesund 895 at p. 6, Paragraph 3 (‘‘Localized current
fluctuat ions can d ramatical iv influence the magnitude of the side
control required to property position the streamers. To
compensate for these localized current fluctuations, the inventive
control system utilizes a distributed processing control
architecture and behavior-predictive model-based control logic
to properly control the streamer positioning devices.’’).

. I he apparatus of claim -i \cherein The [liliesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
the raster controller compensates
hr ntnncn\ erahilit’ to the .5cc Claim 4 Analysis.
posittonine cIniTnands
e’tUpelisate fr nt:nen erahiht: See, e.t.. I lillesund ‘895 at p. 7. Paragraph 3 C’Tlie global
niluences en the psititinhig cf tite control system 22 pretrahlv calculates the desired vertical and

streamers and the arra\ gcnleir\
. horizontal l’orces based on the beha or of each streamer and

also takes into account the behavior of the complete streamer
array.”).

At the time of the invention it was oh ious to a Person [lax ing
Ordinary Skill In The Art at the time of the invention that to

11)
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U.S. Patent No. 6.691,038 Citations front Hillesund 195 Application anti
Asserteti Claims

Rouquette ‘930

“compensate for maneuverability int1uences’ it would he
necessary to take into account various mancu erahility factors,
including, hut not necessarily limited to, cable diameter, array
type, deployed configuration, vessel type, device type, etc. which
are part of the basis for the behavior of the streamers.

See. e.g.. I lillesund ‘895 at p. 8. Paragraph 3 (“F he lorce and
velocity ‘. alues are delivered by the global control system 22 as
separate alues for cacti bird I 8 on each streamer I 2
cont inuouslv during operat ion of the control s stem.’’).

‘7 I he apparatu’. ot din ]tirthcr Set’ Claim I Anal3sis.
doll) pri Sin: a inoii in ‘r lou

(idle rinlnmg the status ol each Person I Ia ing Ordinan Skill In ‘The Art v ill recognize that it
streanier. w herein the master was oh tous common practice at the time of the invention to
controller adjusts the aura’ geometry monitor the status of each streamer. They will also recognize
to compensate for a Ihiled streamer, that it was obvious common practice to compensate for ttilcd

streamers to the maximum extent that towing capabilities of a
given vessel allowed.

I). I he apparatu ‘fclaini herein ‘[‘he I lillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
the aria) ernetr’ coni1’rises a

plural it’ ‘f suca hers poNitilliled at a See, e.g.. H illesund 895 at p. 6, Paragraph I “Preferably the
uniltirm depth. birds IX are both vertically and horizontally sleerahle. These

birds I 8 na\ , for instance, he located at regular intervals along
the streamer, such as e cry 200 to 400 meters he verticaHy and
horizontally steerable birds IS can he used to constrain the shape
of the seismic streamer 12 between the detlector 16 and the tail
buoy 20 in both the vertical (depth) and horizontal directions.”)

Persons Having Ordinary Skill in The Art will recognize that
deploying ‘a plurality of streamers at a uniform depth’ has been
the most obvious and common industry practice since the

I 980’s.

See C aim I Analysis. genera/lu.
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Ste. e.g., II iI]esund ‘$95 at p. 6, Paragraph I (“Prcfrrahl the
birds I 8 are both verticall and horizontally steerahie. These
birds IX nay. lbr instance, he located at regular intervals along
the streamer, such as every 20(1 to 401 meters. 1 lie vertically and
horizontally steerable birds I 8 can be used to constrain the shape
ot the seismic streamer I 2 het’. een the deflector 16 and the tail
buoy 20 in both the vertical (depth) and horizontal directions.”)

See, e.g.. I lillestind 895 at p. 19, Paragraph 2 (‘in extreme
weather conditions, the inventive control system nw also
operate in a streamer separation control mode that attempts to
minimize the risk of entanglement of the streamers. In this
control mode, the global control system 22 attempts to maximize
the distance between adjacent streamers. The streamers 12 will
typically be separated in depth and the outermost streamers will
be positioned as 11w away from each other as possible”)

Persons Having Ordinary Skill in The Art will recognize that
deploying ‘a plurality of streamers positioned at a plurality of
depths’ has been obvious and has been selectively utilized in
industry practice since the I 980’s. In addition to other industry
practitioners, a predecessor company of WesternGeco utilized
so—called Thver—unde(’ streamer acquisition selectively since
heibre the priorit’ date br the •03x patent.

See C laiin I Analysis. genera/It’.

Ille apparatus claim 4 herein
the arr:n ee,ine:r\ <tracked ‘ ia

satelliie aid eoniiiiiiiicated t ii the
ouster control Icr.

See. e.g.. I lillesund ‘895 at p. 6. Paragraph 2 (“The global
control system 22 is typically connected to the seisniic sun e

essel s na. igation system and obtains estimates of system wide
parameters, such as the vessel’s towing direction and ‘. eloeitv
and current direction and velocity, from the essel s navigation
system,’).

- I h.’ appai ill!—. t’’ el 01 I herein
ihenra’. ci inietr\ eoi1iprise a

Nirelniers partitioned at a

plii’alit ‘i tiepitis hi
tenip’r.il res liiitn cHlOe cr11’.

ihe I lillesund X95 application discloses this limitation.

The Hillesund ‘$95 application discloses this limitation.

See Claim 4 Analysis
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See, e.g., Ilillesund ‘895 at p. 7, Paragraph I (“Alternatively, or
additionally, satellite—based global positioning system equipment
can he used to determine the positions of the equipment.”).

14. \ riSicNtre’dIIlcI’ Jrra\ The Hillesund’ 895 application discloses this limitation.
traektic md mNitIouill stem

coal ‘ri ‘inn: Se, e.g.. II illesund 895 genera/h. which discloses a system
wherein a tox ing vessel lows a seisnite arra comprised of a
pluralit) of seismic streamers. Actual posit ions are determined
for this arra\, and positions are controlled In seismic streamer
posi ti on i n dcv ices attached to the streamer cab es.

See, e.g.. lii I lesund ‘895 at p. 4, Paragraph titled ‘‘Summary of
the Invention’’.

a to” iog vessel Ion towin a Seism ic The [HI lesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
a.rnt:

See, e.g., I lillesund ‘895, Fig. I. See a/so Flillesund ‘895 at p. 5,
Paragraph I (“In Figure I. a seismic survey essel 10 is shown
tow ng eight marine seismic streamers .. . ‘‘1.

1 ,eI\IilIe >trcamer arr:i e(’tllnnisina The flillesund •$95 application discloses this limitation.
II plii:almtv of sci>mic >trcIimllers: an

actI\eireamer poNttinnin Lic’iec See. CL’.. Hillesund ‘895. Fig. I. ccc a/so Hillesund -895 at p. 5.
. \ S P1 ) I attached to each Neisni ic Paragraph I (“In Figure I , a seismic survey essel I 0 is shown

5lIe;iIflCr or positionino each scisni iC towing eight marine seismic streamers ...“).

strea Ill OIl

See, e Hillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph I (“Preferably the
birds I $ are both vertically and horizontally steerable. These
birds 8 may, 11w instance, he located at regular intervals along
the streamer, such as every 200 to 400 meters. The vertically and
horizontally steerable birds IS can he used to constrain the shape
of the seismic streamer I 2 between the deflector I 6 and the tail
buoy’ 20 in both the vertical (depth) and hori,.ontal directions.”)

a ni:itcr c.titroIlcr Rt issuing Ihe Ilillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
‘ cr:Lai and iIOfi/flhltal piNilioninu

ct’n)Iit;iflUs it) each \Sl’l) tar
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IflJttiLWitflL’ 1 ‘peci lied See, e.g.. II Ilesund ‘895 at p. 6. Paragraph 2 (“In the preferred
embodiment of the liresent in ent ion, the control system for the
birds IS is distributed hetw een a global control system 22
located on or near the seismic survey vessel I 0 and a local
control system located within or near the birds IS. The global
control sstem 22 is typically connected to the seismic survey
vessel’s navigation system and obtains estimates of system wide
parameters. such as the vessel’s towing direction and velocity
and current direction and velocity, from the vessel’s navigation
system.”).

See, e.g.. I lillesuttd ‘895 at p. 10. Paragraph 3 (“During
operation of the streamer positioning control system, the global
control s’ stem 22 preferably transmits, at regular mien als (such
as every Ii’. c seconds) a desired horizontal lorce 42 and a desired
vertical three 44 to the local control s’ stem 36.’’).

See. e.g.. I lillesund ‘895 at p. 18. Paragraph 2 (“The inventive
control ss stem is based on shared responsibilities between the
global control s stem 22 located on thc seismic survey vessel In
and the local control system 36 on the bird I 8. The global
control system 22 is tasked with monitoring the positions of the
streamers 12 and providing desired Ibrees or desired position
inlormation to the local control system 36

See, e.g.. Ilillesund ‘895 at p. 18, Paragraph 3, to p. 19,
Paragraph Z particularly in regard to the limitation of “specified
array’ geometry” (“The inventive control system will primarily
operate in two different control modes: a feather angle control
mode and a turn control tuiode. In the leather angle control mode.
the global control system 22 attempts to keep each streamer in a
straight line offset ibm the towing direction by a certain feather
angle

‘Ihe turn control mode is used when ending one pass and
beginning another pass during a 31) seismic surev. sometimes
referred to as a ‘‘line change’’. . . - Txpieal ly during the turn mode
adjacent streamers vil I he depth separated to avoid possible
entanglement during the turn and will he returned to a common
depth as soon as possible after the completion of the turn

In extreme weather conditions, the inventive control system may
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al so operate iii a streamer separation control node that attempts
to minimize the risk of entanglement of the streamers. In this
control mode, the global control system 22 attem pts to maximize
the distance between adjacent streamers. ‘I he streamers I 2 ‘ ill
typical R be separated in depth and the outermost streamers xviI I
he positioned as far away from each other as possible

an environmental sensor or sensing The H illesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
en ironmenta I taciors ‘ hich
influence the tO\\ ed path of the See, e.ç’., I liilesnnd ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 3 (“Localized current
to edarray; fluctuations can dramatically in Iluenee the magnitude of the side

control required to property position the stream cr5.

.See. e.g.. I lillesund ‘895 at p. 8. Paragraph I (‘‘ihe global
control system 22 \\ ill typically acquire the following parameters
from the vessel’s navigation system: vessel speed (in 5), essel
heading (degrees), current speed (m/s). current heading
(degrees). and the location of each of the hi rds in the hon zonta I
plane in a essel ixed coordinate system

See, e.g.. llillesnnd ‘895 at p. 8. Paragraph 3 (‘the “water-
referenced” to\k ing velocity and crosscurrent velocity could
alternatively he determined using Ilowmeters or other types of
water velocity sensors attached directly to the birds 18. Although
these types of sensors are typically quite expensive, one
advantage of this type of velocity’ determination system is that
the sensed in-line and cross-line velocities will he inherently
compensated for the speed and heading of ntarine currents acting
on said streamer positioning device and for relative movements
between the vessel 10 and the bird 18.”).

a track inc s’ stein dr tracking the The I I illestind ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
streamer horizontal and ertical
positions \ ersns time during a See, e.g.. Hillesund 895 at p. 7. Paragraph 2 “1he global
>cistflic data acquisition run: control system 22 preferably maintains a dynamic model of each

of the seismic streamers 12 and utilizes the desired and actual
positions of the birds 18 to regularly calculate updated desired
vertical and horizontal forces the birds should impart on the
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seismic streamers I 2 to mo e them from their actual positions to
the r desired pos tic ii s.’’

See. e.g., I lillesund i95 at p. 7, Paragraph I (“In the prekrred
embodiment of ihe present invention, the global control system

22 monitors ilw actual positions of each of the birds

See, e.g.. Hillesund <95 at p. 8, Paragraph I t”The global
control 5)51cm 22 will t pical l acquire the lblloxving parameters
from the vessel’s navigation system: vessel speed (m’s). vessel
heading ( degrees), cu rent speed ( m/s), current heading
(degrees). and the location of each of the birds in the horizontal
plane in a vessel fixed coordinate system.”)

an array geotacir’ tracking system The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation,
fbr tracking the array geometry
versus lime during a seismic data See, e.g. Hillesund ‘895 at p. 7, Paragraph 2 (“T he global
acquisit on run, wherein the master control system 22 preferably maintains a dynamic model of each
controller corn yiies the vertical and of the seismic streamers I 2 and utilizes the desired and actual
horizontal poNit otis of the streamers positions of the birds I 8 to regularly calculate updated desired
versus time anti the array geometry vertical and horizontal forces the birds should imparl on the
versuN time dcsucd streamer seismic streamers 12 to move them from their actual positions to
oD’it nnm and irma) gcomeirv versus their desired positions.’’).
Ii roe a i’d s l cs pti, I I it I n g
cotn nan to the :\Sl’l)N ti mattain
toe tlc>ucd trcan1cr pitIotts me. See. e.i.. llillesund ‘895 at p. IX, Paracraph 3. to p. 19,
liii’ gc&itnety ciNu tirne. Paragraph 2 particularly in regard to the litnitatiun 0

ni aintain the desired streamer positions and array geom etrv
versus lime’’ (“ the inventive control system will priiarily
operate in two different control modes’. a feather angle control
mode and a turn control mode. In the feather angle control mode.
the global control s stein 22 attempts to keep each streamer in a
straight line offset from the tow ing direction by a certain feather
angle . ... The turn control mode is used w hen ending one pass
and beginning another pass during a 31.) seismic surve)
sometimes referred to as a “I inc change’’. The turn control mode
consists of two phases. In the first part of the turn, every bird IS
tries to “throw out” the streamer 12 by generating a lbrce in the
opposite direction of the turn. In the last part of the turn, the
birds IS are directed to go to the position defined by the feather
angle control mode.... In extreme weather conditions, the
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inventi e control system ma) also operate in a streamer
separat ion control in ode that attem pts to minimize die risk of
entanglement ot the streamers. In this control mode. the global
control system 22 attempts to maxim iie the distance between
adjacent streamers ...“).

IS, fhc apparatus of claim 14The 1-lillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
herein the master e tttroIler factors

in em ronmental mea>arcments into See, e.g.. Ilillesund ‘895 at p. 8, Paragraph I (‘1’ he global
the positioning ci Until ands to control system 22 will typically acquire the following parameters
corn pensate or cit i ‘tin mental from the ‘ essel s navigation system: ‘. essel speed (m/s), vessel
intitiences on lie psitititt ol the heading (degrees). current speed (tii s). current heading
-trc:tn c> tad the ,‘trr:i; aietr (degrees). and the location of each of the hirds in the horizontal

plane in a essel fixed coordinate system. Current speed and
heading can also he estimated based on the average threes acting
on the streamers I 2 h the birds IX. ‘[lie global control system
22 t ill prelërahlv send the follo ing alues to the local bird
controller: (1cm anded vertical Ibree, dciii anded horizontal force.
towing elocitv. and crosscurrent elocitv.’’ 1.

See. e. I I il lestmd ‘895 at p. 6. Parauraph 3 ( “Localized current
fluctuations can dramatically influence the magnitude (lithe side
control required to property position the streamers. To
compensate Par these localized current lluetuation, the inventive
control system utilizes a distributed processing control
architecture and behavior-predictive model-based control logic
to properl) control the streamer positioning devices.”).

See aLso Claim 14 Analysis.

I l henpliatlis t’f claim 14 The I lillesund X95 application discloses this Iiniitation.
\s herein the master controller
entlipetisates or In H1CJ\ eiahtlit) i See, e.g.. I lillesund ‘895 at p. 7. Paragraph 3 (“Ihe global
the positiotnne. ci itt tnandN to control sv stem 22 preferably calculates the desired vertical and
cuai pet isaac to r man en \ erahi It t\ horizontal threes based on the behavior of each streamer and
tittinenecs ott the loNtttinttlg of the also takes into account the behavior of the complete streatiicr
>treamers and the arra\ seuntetr’.arra\”)

At the time of the invention it v. as obx ious to a Person I having
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ordinary Skill Iii (‘he Art at the time ol the inenIion that to
‘‘compensate br manetiverab I it in Iluences’’ it woo Id be
necessary to take into account arious maneuverabi it [‘actors.
including, but not necessari Iv limited to. cable diameter. arm)
type, deploed configuration, vessel type, device t’pe. etc. which
are part of the basis Iur the behavior ot the streamers.

See, e.g.. lii Ilesund 805 at p. 8. Paragraph 3 ‘“[he Rn-cc and
eloeitv values are dclix ered h\ the global eomrol s\ stem 22 as

separate values tbr each bird I 8 on each streamer I 2
continuously do ring operation of the control system.’’).

7. lie appai’;iiiis ol claim 14 further A Person Hax ing Urdina’ Skill In The Art will recognize that it
corn prising: a lion itor or was obvious coin in on practice at the time of the in venti on to
determining tlic status of each monitor the status of each streamer. They will also recognize
streamer. w herein the master that it was obvious common practice to compensate for Ihiled
controller adjusts the array aeornetry streamers to the maximum extent that towing capabilities of a
to compensate t or a Ph led streamer. given vessel allow cd.

20 .A,eisni ie st ‘earner array ‘1 he H illesund ‘895 appl cation discloses this limitation.
traektnc and positoninc sstem
cornprisinc: See. e.g., Ilillesund ‘895 getierally, which discloses a s’stem

wherein a towing vessel tows a seismic array’ comprised of a
plurality of seismic streamers. Actual positions are deterni med
for this array, and positions are controlled by seismic streamer
positioning devices attached to the streamer cables.

See, e.g.. Ilillesund ‘895 at p. 4, Paragraph titled ‘‘Stirnmar of
the Invention’’.

a ww inpcsul or tins inc a >eisiiiie The I I illesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
:u ra:

See. e.g., Hillesund ‘$95, Fig. I See oico Hillesund ‘895 at p. 5.
Pararaph I (‘‘In Figure I , a sei5mie sttrev vessel 10 is show n
low ing eight marine seismic streamers
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fl SCINITHU trcan1er .tIra\ e1npriNnia The Ilillesund ‘85 application discloses this limitation.
a piuralit’ ‘i \evamc ‘.trealners:

See. e.g.. I lillesund ‘895, Fig. I See’ afco Hi Ilestind ‘895 at p. 5.
Paragraph I Fin Figure I a seismic survey vessel I C) is shown

towing eight marine seismic streamers .
.

C He.nner i& Ictiiit ue’ 1 he I lillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
\Sl’lh attaeliel a each seisnile

sttL fllt It \tUIL 1k and See L llillcsund 89 it p 6 Patagraph I Pidci iIl thc
horiRniIalty pc itiunni each SCISI11IC birds IS are both vertically and horizontally steerable. Ihese
streamer rclat I C In I IC array: birds I 8 ma. dr instance, be located at regular intervals along

the streamer, such as every 200 to 400 meters. The vertically and
horizontally stecrahie birds IX can he used to constrain the shape
of the seismic streamer 12 between the deflector 16 and the tail
buoy 20 in both the vertical (depth) and horizontal directions.”)

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 18, Paragraph 3, to p. 19,
Paragraph 2 particularly in regard to the limitation of
“positioning each seismic streamer relative to the array”. (Fhe
inventive control system will primarily operate in two diflbrent
control tnodes: a (bather angle control mode and a turn control
mode. In the bather angle control mode, the global control
system 22 attempts to keep each streamer in a straight line ofRet
From the toss ing direction b’ a certain tbather angle The turn
control mode is used vhcn ending one pass and beginning
another pass during a 31) seismic survey, sometimes referred to
as a “I inc changc.’’ Flie turn control mode consists of t’ o phases.
In the first part of the turn. cvcr bird I 8 tries to “throw out the
streamer 12 h’ generatina a Ihrce in the opposite direction of the
turn. In the last pail of the ttirn, the birds IX are directed to go to
the position defined b the feather angle control mode. . . . In
extreme weather conditions, the inventive control sx stem may
also operate in a streamer separation control mode that attempts
to in inimize the risk ol’ entanglement of the streamers. In this
control mode, the global control system 22atteinpts to maximize
the distance between adjacent slreamers. [he streamers 12 will
typically he separated in depth

The ‘038 patent discloses that this limitation was well known to
one ski I led in the art prior to and at the time of the invention.
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See, e.g., ‘038 patent, Col. I, II. 25-56 (discussing the known
prior art including attaching control apparatuses to seismic

streamers to position streamers).

and a master controller for issuing The Ilillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
positioning commands to each
ASPI) for maintaining a specilled See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 2 (“In the preferred
array path. embodiment of the present invention, the control system for the

birds IS is distributed between a global control system 22
located on or near the seismic survey vessel 10 and a local
control system located within or near the birds ...‘‘).

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 10, Paragraph 3 (“During
operation of the streamer positioning control system. the global
control system 22 preferably transmits, at regular intervals (such
as every five seconds) a desired horizontal force 42 and a desired
vertical force 44 to the local control system 36.”).

See, e.g., Flillesund ‘895 at p. 18, Paragraph 2 (“ihe inventive
control system is based on shared responsibilities between the
global control system 22 located on the seismic survey vessel 10
and the local control system 36 on the bird IS. The global
control system 22 is tasked with monitoring the positions of the
streamers 12 and providing desired Forces or desired position
information to the local control system 36. The local control
system 36 within each bird I 8 is responsible fbr adjusting the
wing splay angle to rotate the bird to the proper position and for
adjusting the wing common angle to produce the magnitude of
total desired force required.”).

See, e.g., Flillesund ‘895 at p. 18, Paragraph 3, to p. 19,
Paragraph 2; particularly in regard to the limitation of “specified
array path” (‘‘The inventive control system will primarily operate
in two different control modes: a feather angle control mode and
a turn control mode. In the feather angle control mode, the global
control system 22 attempts to keep each streamer in a straight
line offset from the towing direction by a certain Feather angle

The turn control mode is used when ending one pass and
beginning another pass during a 31) seismic survey, sometimes
referred to as a “line change”. The turn control mode consists of
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two phases. In the first part of the turn, every bird I 8 tries to
‘‘throw out’’ the streamer I 2 by generating a force in the opposite
direction of the turn. In the last part ol the turn, the birds IX are
directed to go to the position delined h the leather angle control
mode In extreme weather conditions, the in enti’ e control
s\ stem may also operate in a streamer separation control mode
that attempts to minimize the risk of entanglement of the
streamers. In this control node, the global control s\sten 22
attempts to maximize the distance between adjacent streamers.
The streamers I 2 will typically he separated in depth and the
outermost streamers wi he positioned as far ax\ av from each
other as possible. ‘The inner streamers will then he regularly
spaced between these outermost streamers, i.e. each bird IX will
receive desired horizontal forces 42 or desired horizontal
position information that will direct the bird IX to the niidpoint
position between its adjacent streamers,”).

A Person Having Ordinary Skill In The Art will recognize that
towing seismic streamers by a vessel involves moving the
streamer array over the water bottom along a path, and involves
moving the seisinic streamer array along a path through the
water.

Further, see also I lillesund ‘895. p. 7, Paragraph 2 (“The glohal
etintrul s\slenl 22 preicrahls maintains a dsnamic model of’ each
of’ thc’e i’,niic’,trcalncrs 2 and utilizes the deii’ccl and actual
positions of’ the birds N to regulaii’ calculate updated desired
vertical and hori,’ouial threes the birds should impart on the
seismic stre;IIneIs 12 mice them from their actual positluus to
their desired positior

DI. I lie apparatus ol claim Dii The Ilillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
cc fleteiri the Iuastc’r controller is> uc>
o,isiti(nin:_ cotnritiitds to the tocc inc See Claim 2ff Analysis.
c csse I thrr ilaliltaillina a specifted

arra’ path. See. e.g.. Hillesund ‘895 at p. 6. Paragraph 2 (“The global
control sic tern 22 is tvpicall\ connected to the seismic survey

vessel’s na igation system and obtains estimates of system wide
parameters, such as the vessel’s towing direction and clocity
and current direction and velocity, from the vessel’s navigation
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system.”)

A Person Having Ordinary Skill In The Art will recognize that
‘‘maintaining a specified array path’’ is undertaken dominantly
by steering commands to the “towing vessel” so as to
“maintainingI a specified array’ path.” It is recognized that
“maintaining a specified array path” is largely determined by the
towing motion of the towing vessel, with the effects of cross
currents and ASPI) steering being smaller.

Further, a Person I laying Ordinary’ Skill In The Art will
recognize that it has been common commercial practice to have
navigation controller systems control the steering of seisni ic
towing vessels since before the priority date of ‘038 patent.

22. 1 he apparatus of claim 20 lbrther The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
c u 11 p r S n g

See Claim 20 Analysis.

a processor for calculating m The I lillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
optimal path far the seismic array br
optimal coverage during seismic data See. e.g., Hillesund ‘895, Fig 4.
acquisition over a seismic field:

See, erg., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 3 (“To compensate
for these localized current fluctuations, the inventive control
system utilizes a distributed processing control architecture and
behavior-predictive model-based control logic to properly
control the streamer positioning devices.”).

A Person Having Ordinary’ Skill In The Art will recognize that
calculating an ‘‘optimal path for the seismic array for optimal
coverage” has been obvious common commercial practice since
before the priority date of the ‘038 patent. Commercial software
for this calculation was available.
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1 streaniei l’eh:n or prediction The I lillestind ‘$95 application discloses this limitation.
priceNsor h;ch piediciN .irrav
helia’ or: See, e.g.. I lillesund ‘895 at p. 6. Paragraph 3 (“To compensate

for these localized current fluctuations, the inventive control
system utilizes a distributed processing control architecture and
behavior-predictive model—based control logic to properly
control the streamer positioning devices.”).

and \‘herein the iiiaster controller The Hillesimd ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
cinunensateN Fr predicted streamer
he!ta ior in i-sLmie citical and See, cc’.. I fillesund ‘895 at p. 6. Paragraph 3 ( “To compensate
[1 -;/)1o n ititninu cmnatid 4 to or these localized current fluctuations, the inenti e control
th,t’ ne e>—et nd he \l’l ). Pr sstcm utilizes a distributed processing control arcnitecturc and
‘csdionirc the .iria’ alone the hclm ior—predicti e model—based control logic to properl’
iptintil p.ih. control the streamer positioning de ices.”).

At the time of the invention of the ‘03$ patent, a Person Having

Ordinar Skill In The Art \\ ould have [bond it ob ious to
position the array alona the optimal path, using various
technologies including ncural—nctx orks and hehav ior—predicflve
model based control logic.

See Claim I A nalysis.

23. 1 he apparatus P claun 22 The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
wherein the master controller
compensates fir enx ironmental See, e.g.. Ilillesund ‘895 at p. 8. Paragraph I (“The global
iewrs in the pnsitinnine commands, control system 22 will typically acquire the lhllowing parameters

From the vessel’s na igation system: essel speed (m/s), vessel
heading (degrees), current speed (ins), current heading
(degrees), and the location of each of the birds in the horizontal
plane in a essel fixed coordinate system. Current speed and
heading can also be estimated based on the average forces acting
on the streamers 12 hx’ the birds I . ‘[he global control system

22 will preferahI send the following aloes to the local bird
control er’. demanded vertical ibree. demanded horizontal lbrce,
toving elocit - amid crosscurrent velocit.’’).
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See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 3 (“Localized current
fluctuations can dramatically influence the magnitude of the side
control required to property position the streamers. To
compensate for these localized current fluctuations, the inventive
control system utilizes a distributed processing control
architecture and behavior-predictive model-based control logic
to properly control the streamer positioning devices.”).

See aLso Claims 2, 5, and 22 Analyses.

21, I he apparatus of claim 23
s herein lie in aster con tro 11cr
corn pen sates for in ancu verabi I tv
ihctors in the positioning corn mands.

The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 7, Paragraph 3 (“he global
control system 22 preferably calculates the desired vertical and
horizontal forces based on the behavior of each streamer and
also takes into account the behavior of the complete streamer
array.”).

At the time of the invention it was obvious to a Person Having
Ordinary Skill In The Art at the time of the invention that to
“compensate for maneuverability influences” it would be
necessary to take into account various maneuverability factors,
including, hut not necessarily limited to, cable diameter, array’
type, deployed configuration, vessel type, device type. etc. which
are part of the basis for the behavior of the streamers.

See, ag.. Hillesund ‘895 at p. 8, Paragraph 3 (“The force and
velocity values are delivered by the global control system 22 as
separate values for each bird 18 on each streamer 12
continuously during operation of the control system.”).

See also Claims 6 and 22 Analyses.

25.A seismic streamer array i’he Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
tracking and positioning system
comprising: See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 generally, which discloses a system

wherein a towing vessel tows a seismic array comprised of a
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plLirality of seismic streamers. Actual positions are determined
fbr this array, and positions are controlled by seismic streamer
positioning devices attached to the streamer cables.

See. e.g.. Hillesund ‘895 at p. 4, Paragraph titled “Summary of
the Invention”.

a to\\ ing vessel br towin a seismic Tlie Ilillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
array:

See. e.g., Hillesund ‘895, Fig. I.See aba Hillesund ‘895 at p. 5.
Paragraph I (“In Figure I, a seismic survey vessel 10 is shown
towing eight marine seismic streamers

a seismic streamer array eomprisinu The I Iillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
a plurality of scimie streamers:

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895, Fig. I See a/co Ilillesund ‘895 at p. 5,
Paragraph I (“In Figure I, a seismic survey vessel 10 is shown
towing eight marine seismic streamers

an aeti\ e streamer positioning device The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
(ASPI)) attached to each seismic
streamer for vertically and See, e.g., Hillesund 895 at p. 6, Paragraph I (“Preferably the
horizontally positioning each scisni ic birds I 8 arc both vertically and horizontally steerable. These
streamer relative to the array; birds 18 may, for instance, be located at regular intervals along

the streamer, such as every 200 to 400 meters. The vertically and
horizontally steerable birds 18 can be used to constrain the shape
of the seismic streamer 12 between the deflector 16 and the tail
buoy 20 in both the vertical (depth) and horizontal directions.”)

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 18, Paragraph 3, to p. 19,
Paragraph 2 particularly in regard to ‘relative’ positioning of
streamers (“The inventive control system will primarily operate
in two different control modes: a feather angle control mode and
a turn control mode. In the feather angle control mode, the global
control system 22 attempts to keep each streamer in a straight
line offset from the towing direction by a certain feather angle
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The turn control mode is used when ending one pass and
beginning another pass during a 3D seismic survey, sometimes

referred to as a ‘line change.” The turn control mode consists of
two phases. In the first part of the turn, every bird 18 tries to
“throw out” the streamer 12 by generating a force in the opposite
direction of the turn. In the last part of the turn, the birds 18 are
directed to go to the position defined by the feather angle control
mode. By doing this, a tighter turn can he achieved and the turn
time of the vessel and equipment can he substantially reduced.
Typically during the turn mode adjacent streamers will he depth
separated to avoid possible entanglement during the turn and will
he returned to a common depth as soon as possible after the
completion of the turn In extreme weather conditions, the
inventive control system may also operate in a streamer
separation control mode that attempts to minimize the risk of
entanglement of the streamers. In this control mode, the global
control system 22 attempts to maximize the distance between
adjacent streamers. The streamers 12 will typically be separated
in depth and the outermost streamers will he positioned as far
away from each other as possible. The inner streamers will then
he regularly spaced between these outermost streamers, i.e. each
bird IS will receive desired horizontal Forces 42 or desired
horizontal position information that will direct the bird I 8 to the
midpoint position between its adjacent streamers.”).

The 038 patent discloses that this limitation was well known to
one skilled in the art prior to and at the time of the invention.

See, cg., ‘038 patent, Col. I, II, 2536 (discussing the known
prior art including attaching control apparatuses to seismic
streamers to position streamers).

a master controller for issuing The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
positioning comm ai tds to each
ASPI) and to the to\\ ing essel For See. e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 2 (“In the preferred
maintaining an optimal path, embodiment of the present invention, the control system for the
w herein the master controller further birds 18 is distributed between a global control system 22
com priscs a processor for calculating located on or near the seismic survey vessel 10 and a local
an optimal path for the seismic arta control system located within or near the birds I 8. The global
for optimal coverage during seismic control system 22 is typically connected to the seismic survey
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vessel’s navigation system and obtains estimates of system wide
parameters, such as the vessel’s towing direction and velocity
and current direction and velocity, from the vessel’s navigation
system.”).

See, e.g., Ilfllesund ‘895 at p. 10, Paragraph 3 (“During
operation of the streamer positioning control system, the global
control system 22 preferably’ transmits, at regular intervals (such
as every five seconds) a desired horizontal force 42 and a desired
vertical force 44 to the local control system 36.”).

See, e.g., Ilillesund ‘895 at p. IX, Paragraph 2 (“The inventive
control system is based on shared responsibilities between the
global control system 22 located on the seismic survey vessel 10
and the local control system 36 on the bird 18. The global
control system 22 is tasked with monitoring the positions of the
streamers 12 and providing desired forces or desired position
information to the local control system 36, The local control
system 36 within each bird 18 is responsible for adjusting the
wing splay’ angle to rotate the bird to the proper position and for
adjusting the wing common angle to produce the magnitude of
total desired force required.’).

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 1$, Paragraph 3. to p. 19,
Paragraph 2 (“F he inventive control system will primarily
operate in two different control modes: a feather angle control
mode and a turn control mode. In the feather angle control mode.
the global control system 22 attempts to keep each streamer in a
straight line oUset from the towing direction by a certain feather
angle .... The turn control mode is used when ending one pass
and beginning another pass during a 3D seismic survey,
sometimes referred to as a “line change”. The turn control mode
consists of two phases. In the first part of the turn, every bird 18
tries to “throw out” the streamer 12 by generating a force in the
opposite direction of the turn. In the last part of the turn, the
birds 18 are directed to go to the position defined by the feather
angle control mode. By doing this, a tighter turn can he achieved
and the turn time of the vessel and equipment can he
substantially reduced. Typically during the turn mode adjacent
streamers will he depth separated to avoid possible entanglement
during the turn and will be returned to a common depth as soon
as possible after the completion of the turn In extreme

U.S. Patent No. 6,691,038 Citations from Hillesund ‘895 Application and
Asserted Claims

Ronquette ‘930

data aequ sinon oer a seismic field.
and a streamer beh a’ ior predict ion
processor w hi cli tired iets
behavior, wherein
Ct HI troll er com pen sates
streamer Ii elm vi or
positioning commands

essel and the

array

the master
for predicted
in issninu

to the towing
/\SPI)s or

positioning the array along [lie
opti ni a I path. wherein the master
eont ml Icr eoni pensates lbr
eni ironmental and maneuverability

factors in the positioning commands.
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weather conditions, the inventive control system may also
operate in a streamer separation control mode that attempts to
minimize the risk of entanglement of the streamers. In this
control mode, the global control system 22 attempts to maximize
the distance between adjacent streamers he streamers 12 will
typically he separated in depth and the outermost streamers will
he positioned as far away from each other as possible. The inner
streamers will then he regularly spaced between these outermost
streamers, i.e. each bird IX will receive desired horizontal forces
42 or desired horizontal position information that will direct the
bird 18 to the midpoint position between its adjacent
streamers.’’).

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 8, Paragraph I (‘he global
control system 22 will typically acquire the following parameters
froi the vessel’s navigation system: vessel speed (mis), vessel
heading (degrees), current speed (m/s), current heading
(degrees), and the location of each of the birds in the horizontal
plane in a vessel fixed coordinate system. Current speed and
heading can also he estimated based on the average forces acting
on the streamers 12 by the birds 18. The global control system
22 will preferably send the following values to the local bird
controller: demanded vertical force, demanded horizontal force,
towing velocity, and crosscurrent velocity.”).

Sec e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 3 (“Localized current
fluctuations can dramatically influence the magnitude of the side
control required to property position the streamers. To
compensate for these localized current fluctuations, the inventive
control system utilizes a distributed processing control
architecture and behavior-predictive model-based control logic
to properly control the streamer positioning devices.”).

Sec e.g.. Hillesund ‘895 at p. 7, Paragraph 3 (“The global
control system 22 preferably calculates the desired vertical and
horizontal fbrces based on the behavior of each streamer and
also takes into account the behavior of the complete streamer
array.”).

A Person Having Ordinary Skill In The Art at the time of the
‘038 invention would have recognized that calculating an
“optimal path for the seismic array for optimal coverage” was
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oh’. oils common commercial practice. ION predecessor
cool panics, among others. ofkred commercial soft’.’. are 11w this

calcUlation at this time.

Th. \ method tbr tiacking and [he I lillesund ‘895 application and the Roquette ‘930 patent
hNiIIiItline ‘I ctMmc tieaincrirrir disclose this limitation.
evmpFaing:

See, e.g.. I I illesund ‘895 general/v. ‘.‘. hich discloses a system
‘.‘. herein a to’.’. ing essel tows a seism ic a’a compriseG of a

plurality of seismic streaniers. Actual positions are determined

for this array, and positions are control led Lw seisni ic streamer

positioning dcv ices attached to the streamer cables.

St’c’. e.g., I Ii llesund ‘895 at p. 4, Paragraph tilled ‘‘Summary of
the Invention.’’

lbr towing a seismic arra The Nil lesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation,
comprising a pluralit’ ot seismic

streamers: See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895, Fig. I. See also Hillesund ‘895 at p. 5.

Paragraph I (“In Figure I, a seismic survey vessel 10 is shown

towing eight marine seismic streamers

attaching rn active streamer The 1-lillesund ‘$95 application discloses this limitation.
de\ ice (ASPI)) each

ci,ntic silc’:Iiner fit ‘sit&ning the See, e.g.. Ilillesund ‘85 at p. 6. Paragraph I (‘‘Prefirahlv the
,CHJIIIC trca!ier ea1ie fl t’IhICi birds IS are both verticall’. and hori,.ontall’.- steerable. These
SCHI1IIC Nlreame!s w tam tile-arra’. birds I $ may. lbr instance, he located at regular intervals along

the streamer, such as exer 200 to 400 iieters. ‘l’he verticall and

horiiontallv steerable birds .8 can he used to constrain the shape

of the scisni ic streamer 12 between the deflector 16 and the tail
buoy 20 in both the x ertical (depth) and horiiontal directions.’’)

See. e.g.. Ilillesund ‘895 at p. 18. Paragraph 3. to p. 19.

Paragraph 2 particularly in regard to ‘relative’ positioning of

streamers (‘‘ [he inventive control system ‘.‘. ill primarily operate
in two different control modes: a feather angle control mode and

a turn control mode. In the feather angle control mode, the global

control system 22 attempts to keep each streamer in a straight
line oI’fset from the towing direction b a certain feather angle
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• - I he turn control mode is used v. hen ending one pass and

beginning another pass during a 3D seisin ic survey, sometimes
reflrred to as a “line change’S. The turn control mode consists of

two phases. In the first pan of the turn. ever\ bird I 8 tries to

“throw out” the streamer 1 2 by generating a force in the opposite
direction of the turn. In the last part of the turn, the birds IS are
directed to go to the position defined by the leather angle control
mode. 13v doing this, a tighter turn can he achieved and the turn

time of the vessel and equipment can he substantial l reduced.
Tpicallv during the turn mode adjacent streamers will he dcptn
separated to avoid possible entanelement during the turn and will

he returned to a comm on depth as soon as possible after the
completion of the turn .... In e\trelne weather conditions, the
inventk c control system may also operate in a streamer
separation control mode that attempts to minimize the risk of
entanglement of the streamers. In this control node, the global
control system 22 attempts to maximize the distance between
adjacent streamers. The streamers 12 will typically be separated
in depth and the outermost streamers will he positioned as far
away from each other as possible. i’he inner streamers will then

he regularly spaced between these outermost streamers, i.e. each
bird IS will receive desired horizontal threes 42 or desired
horizontal position information that will direct the bird I 8 to the
in idpoint position between its adjacent streamers.’’).

[he ‘038 patent discloses that this limitation was ‘veil known to

one skilled in the art prior to and at the time of the invention.

Sec. e... 1)38 patent. Coi. I. Ii. 25-56 (discussing the known
prior art including attaching control apparatuses to seismic
streamers to position streamers).

The Rouqtiette ‘930 patent discloses this limitation.

Sec. e.g.. Rouquette ‘930. Fig. 1.

ccc. e.g.. Rotiquette ‘930. Col. 2. II. 49—52 (“FIG. I is side view

of a seismic surveying essel towing a streamer outlittcd with

sensing and streamer control devices in communication x ith a
controller aboard the esseI in accordance with the in ention’’)

Sec. e.g.. Rouquette ‘930 Col, 4, II. 6 13 (“Distributed along the
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length of the streamer 22 are in—streamer sensors 24A—l). such as

eom passes and depth sensors, and outboard dcv ices. sueh as
eahle—Ie\ cling hirds 26A—B and acoustic ranging transceivers

28A—B. For brevity. aH such devices are hereinalier referred to
generally as sensors. [he outboard sensors are connected to the
streamer 22 In means of collars 27 clamped around the

streamer.’’)

crtieal md ho z’nt:I ‘I he I lillcsund ‘895 application and the Roquette ‘930 patent
‘Ik’DIfl CtitiHflWittS each disclose this limitation.
\sl’l) fl’r naintalr.u1:: a -peciIied

aria’ :zcti1etrY Sec. e.g.. I lillesund ‘895 at p. 18. Paragraph 3, to p. 9.

Paragraph 2; particularly in regard to the limitation of “specified
array geometry’’ (‘‘The inventive control system vil I primarily
operate in two different control modes: a feather angle control
mode and a turn control mode. In the feather angle control mode,
the global control system 22 attempts to keep each streamer in a
straight line offset from the towing direction by a certain feather
angle

The turn control mode is used when ending one pass and
beginning another pass during a 3D seismic survey, sometimes
referred to as a “line change”. The turn control mode consists of
two phases. In the first part of the turn, every bird IS tries to
“throw out” the streamer 12 by generating a force in the opposite
direction of the turn.

In extreme weather conditions, the inventive control system max’
also operate in a streamer separation control mode that attempts

to minimize the risk of entanglement of the streamers. In this

control node, the global control system 22 attempts to naNimize

the distance between adjacent streamers. The streamers 12 will

typically be separated in depth and the outermost streamers ill

he positioned as far away from each other as possible. The inner
streamers will then he regularly spaced between these outermost
streamers, i.e. each bird IS will receive desired horizontal forces
42 or desired horizontal position inlhrmation that will direct the
bird I S to the midpoint position between its adjacent

streamers.”).

The Rouquette •930 patent discloses this limitation.
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See, e.g., Rouquette 930. Figs. I and 2

s. c... Rotiquette 930. Col. 3. II. 23—3 I (“These and other

objects are achieved by the present in ention, wh ich provides a

mu It i—channel. tw o—s ire communication system br sending

coin mnands and data requests to and receiving data F 11mm many
positioning sensors and cahle—levehng devices distributed along

a seismic streamer. [he apparatus of the invention includes a
central control icr comprising an intel! gent modem that can scan
the nan\ si reamer devices 11w cable—positioning data each
seismic shot inter’ a!.”).

See. e.g., Rouquette ‘930, Col. 4, II. 45—47 (“Control signals are
received by the bird electronics 50 to control the wings of the
bird amid. thereby, the depth of the streamer.’’).

27. i he method of claim 26 lurtlier The I Tillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
comprising: providing an
enviromnental sensor for sensing See. e.g.. Hillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 3 (‘localized current
en mr nmnental lactors w hieh fluctuations can dramatically influence the magnitude of the side
intl ncncc the path of the towed control reqttired to property position the streamers.

am ra
See, e.g., Ilillesund ‘895 at p. 8, Paragraph I (“The global
control system 22 will typically acquire the 101 low ing parameters
from the vessel’s navigation system: vessel speed ( mis). vessel
heading (degrees), current speed ( m:s ). current heading

(degrees), and the location of each of the birds in the horizontal
plane in a vessel fixed coordinate s stein. Current speed and
heading can also be estimated based on the average forces acting
on the streamers I 2 by the birds 1 8. [he global control system

22 u ill preferably send the following values to the local bird
controller: demanded vertical force, demanded horizontal force.
tow ing velocity, and crosscurrent velocity.).

See. e.g.. II illesund 895 at p. 8. Paragraph 3 (“the ‘‘water—
reterenced towing velocity and crosscurrent velocity could
alternatively be determined usimig flowmeters or other types of
water elocit’ sensors attached directly to the birds 18. Although

these types of sensors are typically quite expensie. one
advantage of this type of velocity determination system is that
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the sensed inline and cross—line velocities will be inherently
compensated for the speed and heading of marine currents acting
on said streamer positioning device and for relative movements
between the vessel 0 and the bird 18.”).

The Rouquette ‘930 patent discloses this limitation.

See, e.g., Rouquette ‘930, Cot. 4, Il. 25-28 (“Outfitted with
heading sensors and depths sensors, a bird 26 can also
communicate heading and depth data to the on—hoard controller
38 for use in predicting the shape of the streamer 22.”).

Sect e.g., Rouquette ‘930, Cot. 4, II. 47-SI (“The bird electronics
also measure various operating parameters, such as depth,
heading. wing angle, temperature, and battery status, and send
such data to the controller upon request.’).

28, l’he method of claim 26 Ilirther The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
comprising: pro iding a tracking
system 11w tracking the streamer See, e.g., I lillesund ‘895 at p. 7, Paragraph 2 (‘‘The global
positions versus time during a control system 22 preferably maintains a dynamic model of each
seismic data acquisition run and of the seismic streamers 12nd utilizes the desired and actual
storing the positions versus time in a positions of the birds 18 to regularly calculate updated desired
La icy d it tb ist I en i cpc it ng thu ertical and hot izontal lot u.s thc. hit ds should mi pat t on thu
positions versus time in a subsequent seismic streamers 12 to move them from their actual positions to
data acquisition: and providing an their desired positions.”).
array geometry tracking s stem for
tracking the array geometry versus See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 7, Paragraph I (“In the preferred
time during a seismic data embodiment of the present invention, the global control system
acq u isit ion run and storing the array 22 monitors the actual positions of each of the birds I 8 and is
geometry versus time in a legacy programmed with the desired positions of or the desired
database Ibr repeating the array minimum separations between the seismic streamers 12.”).
geom et rv v ers us tim c in a
subsequent data acquisition run. See, e.g., Hil]esund ‘895 at p. 8, Paragraph I (“The global

control system 22 will typically acquire the thRowing parameters
From the vessel’s navigation system: vessel speed (m/s), vessel
heading (degrees), current speed (mis), current heading
(degrees), and the location of each of the birds in the horizontal
plane in a vessel fixed coordinate system.”)
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Persons Having Ordinary Skill In The Art at the time of
invention would have recognized that tracking streamer positions
and storing the positions in a legacy database, including the
times during acquisition, was obvious id had been in
widespread industry standard practice since the late 1980’s.
Industry standards (such as the so-called UKOOA navigation
database standards) have existed and been used since the early
1990’s. It is also obvious to a Person Having Ordinary Skill In
The Art that streamer positions in such a database can he
repeatedly utilized.

In regard to “array geometry tracking system,” aba see, e.g..
Hillesund ‘895 at p. 18, Paragraph 3 to p. 19, Paragraph 2 (“The
inventive control system will primarily operate in two different
control modes: a feather angle control mode and a turn control
mode. In the feather angle control mode, the global control
system 22 attempts to keep each streamer in a straight line offset
from the towing direction by a certain feather angle. The feather
could he input either manually, through usc of a current meter, or
through use of an estimated value based on the average
horizontal bird forces. Only when the crosscurrent velocity is
very small will the feather angle be set to zero and the desired
streamer positions he in precise alignment with the towing
direction.

The turn control mode is used when ending one pass and
beginning another pass during a 31) seismic survey, sometimes
referred to as a “line change”. The turn control mode consists of
two phases. In the first part of the turn, every bird 18 tries to
“throw out” the streamer 12 by generating a force in the opposite
direction of the turn. In the last part of the turn, the birds 18 are
directed to go to the position defined by the feather angle control
mode. By doing this, a tighter turn can he achieved and the turn
time of the vessel and equipment can he substantially reduced.
Typically during the turn mode adjacent streamers will be depth
separated to avoid possible entanglement during the turn and will
he returned to a common depth as soon as possible after the
completion of the turn. The vessel navigation system will
typically notify the global control system 22 when to start
throwing the streamers 12 out, and when to start straightening
the streamers.
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In extreme weather conditions, the n etitive control system nay
il so operate iii a streamer separation control mode that attem p15

to ni n in i/c the risk of entanizlement of the streamers. In th s

control mode, the global control system 22 attem pK to max inn ze
the distance between adjacent streamers. Ihe streamers I 2 vil I
typically he separated in depth and the outermost streamers will

he posit otied as far away trom each oilier as possible. [he inner
streamers x ill then he retnilarlv spaced hetw een these outermost
streamers. i.e. each bird I S will receive desired horizontal forces
42 or desired horizontal position information that will direct the

bird IS to the midpoint position between its adjacent

streamers.”).

See, cc’.. I lillesund ‘895 at p. IX, Paragraph 2 (“[he global
control system 22 is tasked with monitoring the positions of the
streamers 12 and providing desired threes or desired position
information to the local control system 36. l’he local control
s stem 36 w ithin each bird IS is responsible lhr adjusting the
wing splay angle to rotate the bird to the proper position and [hr

adjusting the w ing common angle to produce the magnitude of
total desi ted three reqtt ired.”).

l). I Ite method ui claim 2 u herein [he I lillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
the niaste r controller actors in

cn irt’nnwtmmal ihctors into the See. e.g.. I lillesund ‘805 at p. 8, Paragraph I (‘‘The global

oosilioIline eonimanus to control system 22 will typically aeqttire the Ihllow ing parameters
cent peti>nhc hr en’ iontflcntal from the essel s navigation system: vessel speed (rn. s). vessel

imitluenees oi the psm’i.ontne ‘I the heading (degrees). current speed mi s). current heading

treilt1tcl’ and itcarra’ geotttetr (degrees). and the location of each of the birds in the horizontal
plane in a essel fixed coordinate system. Current speed and

2o. I he method of claim 28 wherein
lie tuaslet cotitro [icr eom pares the
posiItn of tile streaniers versus
tttite ttiU tue array geOmetry ‘. ersus
time to a desired streamer position
and array seometry versus time and
issue’. positioning commands to the
AS ‘I ) to tilaitltaitt tue Gesired
stteat,ter position and array geometr
crsn. 1111W.

‘[lie I lillestind ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 7, Paragraph 2 (“The global
control system 22 preferably maintains a dynamic model of each
of the seismic streamers 12 and utilizes the desired and actual
positions of’ the birds IX to regularly calculate updated desired
vertical and horizontal threes the birds should impart on the
seismic streamers I 2 to move them from their actual positions to
their desired positions.”).
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heading can also be estimated based on the average forces acting
on the streamers 1 2 by the birds 18. The global control system
22 will preferably send the following values to the local bird
controller: demanded vertical force, demanded horizontal force,
towing velocity, and crosscurrent velocity.”).

See. e.g., Flillesund 895 at p. 6. Paragraph 3 (“Localized current
fluctuations can dramatically influence the magnitude of the side
control required to property position the streamers. To
compensate for these localized current fluctuations, the inventive
control system utilizes a distributed processing control
architecture and behavior-predictive model-based control logic
to properly control the streamer positioning devices.”).

3 I . I he method of claim 30 wherein The [lillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
the n aster control er corn pcnsates
br maneuverability in the See, e.g., I-HI lesund 895 at p. 7, Paragraph 3 (“The global
positioning commands to control system 22 preferably calculates the desired vertical and
compensate br manenverahi lily horizontal forces based on the behavior of each streamer and
in Ilucnces on the posinoning ol the also takes into account the behavior of the complete streamer
streamers and the arra geometry, array.”).

At the time of the invention it was obvious to a Person Having
Ordinary Skill In The Art at the time of the invention that to
“compensate for maneuverability influences” it would he
necessary to take into account various maneuverability factors,
including, hut not necessarily limited to, cable diameter, array
type, deployed configuration, vessel type, device type, etc. which
are part of the basis for the behavior of the streamers.

See. e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 8, Paragraph 3 (“The force and
velocity values are delivered by the global control system 22 as
separate values for each bird IX on each streamer 12
continuously during operation of the control system.”).

$2. [he method of claim 26 iuitiher Person Having Ordinary’ Skill In The Art will recognize that it
composing: providing a monitor br was obvious common practice at the time of the invention to
determining the status of each monitor the status of each streamer. They will also recognize
streamer, wherein the master that it was obvious common practice to compensate for failed
controller adbusts the array geometry streamers to the maximum extent that towing capabilities of a
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to et!nlwnaIe ti a tailed sti-canier. gi en vessel allowed.

35. I he iictltd of claim 26 n herein ihe I lillesund ‘895 application discloses this mutation.

the .1 iI;i’ at_’oil)t_tr\ eoihi[)TISes a

ptiiralil: t >Treanicrs p.toncd at a See. e.g.. I lillesund ‘895 at p. 6. Paragraph I (“l’referahlv the
:Ihi!IH ill lcptti. birds IX are both vertically and horizontally steerable. These

birds I 8 in av. 11w in stance. he located at reu ii lar interx als along
the streamer, such as cx cry 200 to 400 meters. ihe erticallv and
horizontally steerable birds IS can he used to constrain the shape

of the seismic streamer 12 between the deflector 6 and the tail
buoy 21) in both the vertical (depth) and horizontal directions.’’)

Persons I laying Ordinary Skill in The Art will recognize that
deploying ‘a plurality of streamers at a uniform depth’ has been
the most obvious and common industry practice since the
1980’s.

See Claim I Analysis, generally.

36. I lie method of claim 26 wherein The I lillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
lie iri;I\ ceomctry comprises a
lralit it streamers positioned 1 See, e.g. I lillcsund 895 at p. 6, Paragraph I (“Preferably the
plnralt ol depths for ar\ Tug birds I 8 are both xertically and horizontally steerable. Ihese
tempti:tl rc>liition ot the arra birds IS max, liar instance. he located at regular intervals along

the streamer. such as every 200 to 400 meters. The vertically and
horizontally steerable birds 1 8 can he used to constrain the shape
ol the seismic streamer 12 between the dellector I 6 and the tail
huo; 20 in hoth the vertical (depth) and horizontal directions.)

See, e.g.. Ilillesund -895 at p. 19, Paragraph 2 (“In extreme
weather conditions. the inventive control system ma; also
operate in a streamer separation control mode that attempts to
minimize the risk ot entangletnent of the streamers. In this

control node, the global control sstcin 22 attempts to max inlize

the distance between adiacent streamers. The streamers 12 will

typically he separated in depth and the outermost streamers will

he positioned as lär away from each other as possible”)
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Persons I hiving Ordinary Skill in [he ArE s ill recognize that
deplovmg a plurality of streamers positioned at a plurality of

depths has been obvious and has been selectively utilized in

industry practice since the 1980’s. In addition to other industry

practitioners. a predecessor company of WesternGeeo utilized

so—called “over—under streamer acquisition selectivcl since

belore the priority date lhr the 038 patent.

Sec Claim I Anal sis. gt’,erath

ihe I lillesund t95 application discloses this limitation.

See, e.g., I lillesund ‘895 at p. 7, Paragraph I (“Alternatively, or
additionally, satellite—based global positioning system equipment
can he used to determine the positions of the equipment”).

See, e.g.. Hillesond ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 2 (“The global
control system 22 is typically connected to the seismic survey
vessel’s navigation system and obtains estimates of system wide
parameters, such as the vessel’s towing direction and velocity
and current direction and velocity, from the vessel ‘s navigation
systern.’).

The Ilillesund ‘$95 application discloses this limitation.

See. e.g.. I lillesund ‘895 genera/ft. which discloses a system

wherein a Lowing essel tows a seisin iearray comprised of a
plural it of seismic streamers. Actual positions are determined
for this array and positions are control led by seisin ic streamer
positioning de ices attached to the streamer cables.

See, e.g.. III lesund ‘895 at p. 4, Paragraph titled ‘‘Summary of

the Invention”.

N. lie rnctlil claim 29 wherein
lie wra’ acunetr> is tracked via

Natel ItR nd common icated to I he

master Clii roller.

‘). \ method Hr tracking and
a cisinie streamer arma

t.a\ mg a seKmnicuma’ comprising [he Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
OltiiCIlit\ of seismic streamers horn a

The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
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to ng vesse’;
See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895. Fig. L See also Hillesund ‘895 at p. 5,
Paragraph I (“In Figure I, a seismic survey vessel 10 is shown
towmg eight marine seismic streamers ).

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895, Fig. I. See ahco Hillesund ‘895 at p. 5.
Paragraph I (“In Figure I , a seismic survey vessel 10 is shown
towing eight marine seismic streamers

attaching an aeti e streamer The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
1)OsItiotlitle de ice (ASPI)) to each
seisnue streamer hr positioning each See, e.g.. Hillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph I (“Preferably the
seismic streamer birds IX are both vertically and horizontally steerable. These

birds 18 may, ftr instance, be located at regular intervals along
the streamer, such as every 200 to 400 meters. The vertically and
horizontally steerable birds 8 can be used to constrain the shape
of the seismic streamer 12 between the deflector 16 and the tail
buoy 20 in both the vertical (depth) and horizontal directions.’’)

See, e.g., Ilillesund ‘895 at p. 18, Paragraph 3, to p. 19,
Paragraph 2 particularly in regard to “positioning” of streamers
(“I he inventive control system will primarily operate in two
different control modes’. a feather angle control mode and a turn
control mode

The ‘038 patent discloses that this imitation was well known to
one skilled in the art prior to and at the time of the invention.

See, e.g., ‘038 patent, Col. I, II. 25-56 (discussing the known
prior art including attaching control apparatuses to seismic
streamers to position streamers).

issuing positioning commands from The Hillesund ‘$95 application discloses this limitation.
a master controller to each A SI’ I) to
adjust vertical and horizontal See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 2 (“In the preferred
posilion of a first streamer relative to embodiment of the present invention, the control system ftw the
a second streamer in the array for birds 18 is distributed between a global control system 22
mainlaining a specified array located on or near the seismic survey vessel 10 and a local
geometr: control system located within or near the birds 18.”).
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See, e.g.. liii lcsund 895 at p. 10, Paragraph 3 (“During
operation of’ the streamer positioning control s stem, the global
control svstenl 22 preterahfy transmits, at regular inter abc (such

as cx cry five seconds) a desired horizontal l&cc 42 and a
l’erlu’cI/hnLe 41 to the local control s stem 36.’’).

Sec. e.g.. Ilillesund X95 at p. IX, Paragraph 2 (“The inventive

control 5y stem is based on shared responsibilities between the

global control system 22 located on the seismic state’ vessel 10

and the local control system 36 on the bird IX. [he global

control system 22 is tasked ‘a ith monitoring the positions of the

streaniers I 2 and pros id ing desired tbrccs or desired position

in Formation to the local control system 36. -l he local control

system 36 ‘aithin each bird IX is responsible tbr adjusting the
‘a ing splay angle to rotate the bird to the propet’ position and for
adjusting the wing common angle to produce the magnitude of
total desired force required.”).

Scc e.g., Ilillesund ‘895 at p. IX, Paragraph 3, to p. 19.
Paragraph 2; particularly in regard to the limitation of

“maintaining a specified array geometry” (“The inventive

control system will primarily operate in two different control

modes: a feather angle control mode and a turn control modc. In

the feather angle control mode, the global control system 22
attempts to keep each streamer in a straight line offset from the
towing, direction by a certain feather angle . . - The turn control

mode is used when ending one pass and beginning another pass
during a 31) seismic survey, sometimes rclerred to as a’’ line

change Typicall’ during the turn iii ode adjacent streamers
‘a ill he depth separated to avoid possible entanglement do ring

the turn and ‘a ill he returned to a common depth as soon as

possible after the completion of the turn . . . . In extreme ‘a eather

eond ti oiis. the inventive control system may also operate in a

streamer separation control mode that attempts to minimize the

risk of entanglement of the streamers. In this control mode, the

global control system 22 attempts to maximize the distance
between adjacent streamers. The streamers I 2 will typically be
separated in depth and the outermost streaiiiers will be
positioned as far aw ax trom each other as possible. The inner
streamers ‘a ill then he regularix spaced hetneeii these outermost

streamers. i.e. each bird I 8 xv ill receive desired ltori,ontal forces

42 or desired horizontal position inf rniation that will direct the
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bird I 8 to the midpoint position between its adjacent
streamers,”).

sensing environmental factors which The H illesund ‘895 application and Roquette ‘930 patent
influence the toed path of the disclose this limitation.
towed array

See, ag., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 3 (“Localized current
fluctuations can dramatically influence the magnitude of the side
control required to property position the streamers.

See, e.g., lii lesund ‘895 at p. 8, Paragraph I (“he global
control system 22 will typically acquire the following parameters
from the vessel’s navigation system: vessel speed (m/s), vessel
heading (degrees), current speed (m/s), current heading
(degrees), and the location of each of the birds in the horizontal
plane in a vessel fixed coordinate system. Current speed and
heading can also he estimated based on the average forces acting
on the streamers 12 by the birds 18. The global control system
22 will preferably send the following values to the local bird
controller: demanded vertical force, demanded horizontal force,
towing velocity, and crosscurrent velocity.”).

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 8. Paragraph 3 (“The “water
referenced” towing velocity and crosscurrent velocity could
alternatively he determined using flowmeters or other types of
water velocity sensors attached directly to the birds 18. Although
these types of sensors are typically quite expensive, one
advantage of this type of velocity determination system is that
the sensed in—line and cross-line velocities will he inherently
compensated for the speed and heading of marine eun’ents acting
on said streamer positioning device and for relative movements
between the vessel 10 and the bird 18.”).

The Rouquette ‘930 patent discloses this limitation,

See, e.g., Rouquette ‘930, Col. 4, II. 25-28 (“Outfitted with
heading sensors and depths sensors, a bird 26 can also
communicate heading and depth data to the on-board controller
38 for use in predicting the shape of the streamer 22.”).
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Set.. e.g.. Rouquette ‘930. Col. 4. II. 47-51 (“The bird electronics
also measure arious operating parameters, such as depth.
heading, wing angle, temperature, and battery status, and send

such data to the controller upon request.’’).

tracking the streamer positions The [I illesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
versus time during a seismic data
acquisition run: See, e.g., [lillesund ‘895 at p. 7, Paragraph 2 (“The global

control system 22 preferably maintains a dynamic model of each

of the seismic 51 reamers 12 and utilizes the desired and actual

positions of the birds I 8 to regtilarlv calculate updated desired

vertical and hon zontal tbrces the birds should impart on the

seismic streamers I 2 to move them Ihirn their actual posit ions to

their desired posit ions.”).

Set’, e I lillesund ‘895 at p. 7. Paragraph I (“ In the preferred

embodiment of the present invention, the global control system

22 monitors the actual positions of each of the birds
.

Persons Having Ordinary Skill In ihe Art at the time of

invention would have recognized that tracking streamer positions

and storing the positions in a legacy database, including the

times during acquisition, was oht ious and had been in

widespread industry standard praci ice since the late I 980’s.

Industry standards (such as the so—cal led [ KOOA na igation

database standards) have existed and been used since the early

I 990’s. It is also oh’ ious to a Person having Ordinary Skill In

The Art that streamer positions in such a database can he

repeatedly utiliied.

tracking tlicarra geometry \ ersus The [HI lesund ‘ $95 application discloses this limitation.
time during a seismic data

acquisition run, wherein the master See. e.g., [lillesund ‘895 at p. 7, Paragraph 2 (‘‘The global
controller coni pares the positions of control system 22 preferably maintains a dynamic model of each
the streamers \ ersus time and the of the seismic streamers 12 and utilizes the desired and actual
array geomelr versns time to positions of the birds 1 $ to regularly calculate updated desired
desired strealiter po’.itions and arr;’) vertical and horizontal forces the birds should impart on the
gen’eL \ eistis time md issues seismic streamers 2 to move them from their actual positions to
njfl1afl4 c ‘inm a:lds to the \l’I) their desired posilions.”i.

t omaiunuu the desired 1ieatiicr

positions and anna \ eomct!” crsus See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 1$, Paragraph 2 (“I he global
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time, control system 22 is tasked with monitoring the positions of the
streamers 12 and providing desired forces or desired position
information to the local control system 36. The local control
system 36 within each lird 8 is responsible thr adjusting the
wing splay angle to rotate the bird to the proper position and for
adjusting the wing common angle to produce the magnitude of
total desired force required.”).

4o. lhe method of claim 30 wherein The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
the master controller factors in
en ronmental measurements into See, e.g., Hillcsund ‘895 at p. 8, Paragraph I (“The global
the positioning eomnatnds to control system 22 will typically’ acquire the following parameters
compensate for environmental from the vessel’s navigation system: vessel speed (m/s), vessel
influences on the positions of the heading (degrees), current speed (m/s), current heading
streamers and he array geometry. (degrees), and the location of each of the birds in the horizontal

plane in a vessel fixed coordinate system. Current speed and
heading can also he estimated based on the average forces acting
on the streamers 12 by’ the birds 18. The global control system
22 will preferably send the following values to the local bird
controller: demanded vertical force, demanded horizontal force,
towing velocity’, and crosscurrent velocity.’’).

See, ag., Ilillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 3 (“Localized current
fluctuations can dramatically influence the magnitude of the side
control required to property position the streamers, To
compensate for these localized current fluctuations, the inventive
control system utilizes a distributed processing control
architecture and behavior-predictive model-based control logic
to properly control the streamer positioning devices.”).

4 I . [he method of claim 30 wherein The H illesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
the master controller compensates
for maneuverability in the See. e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 7, Paragraph 3 (“The global
positioning commands to control system 22 preferably calculates the desired vertical and
compensate for maneuverability horizontal fOrces based on the behavior of each streamer and
nflueuces on the positionmng ol the also takes into account the behavior of the complete streamer

streamers and the array geometry, array’.”).

At the time of the invention it was obvious to a Person Having
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Ordinar Ski J In The Art at the time oF the invention that to

‘‘compensate lbr maneuverability influences’’ it would he
necessary to take into account various maneuverability factors.

including. but itol necessarily limited to, cable diameter, array

type. deployed con Figuration, vessel type, device type. etc. t hich

are part of the basis br the behavior of the streamers.

See, e.g., Ilillesund ‘895 at p. 8. Paragraph 3 (“The force and

velocity values are delivered by the global control system 22 as

separate values for each bird IX on each streamer 12

continuously during operation of the control system.’’).

-42. 1 he method ol chum .) turtlier The 1-fillesund ‘$05 application discloses this limitation.
comprtsing: detertntnltlL: the status of

each •,tieamer. s hetein the raster A Person I hix ing Ordinary Skill In The Art will recognize that it

CtHit ml er u4t the .HJJ\ getIetr \sas oh ions common practice at the lime ol’ the invention to
to cii eu>ac or a [tiled ,trcalucr. monitor the status of each streamer. [hey will also recognize

that it t as oh ious common practice to compensate For tidIed

streamers to the maximum extent that towing capabilities of a

given essel allowed.

45. .\ net Ut Irackin ilItili IC I lillesund ‘895 application and the Roquette ‘930 patent
nsitmntng scistitie sticanter array disclose this limitation.
Coiti t King:

See Claim I Analysis.

towing a seismic array comprising a The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
plurahty of seismic s1reamers

See Claim I Analysis.

attac itttIg an acii\ e lteamer[ he Hillesund 8Q5 application discloses this limitation.
positioning dc\ cc ( \Sl’l) attached
ji caL it etNtli Ic ‘It cattier I See C laiin I and 26 Analyses.
posit onine each eisin ic sircainci:

win issuing \ etdcal and hiori,rnntal The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
posit iotiintr eonitnands to each

:\Sl’l ) Iiir ntatntaillinu a specified Sec Claims I and 26 Analyses.
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arra\ path.

46, The method at claim 45 c hereii The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
a master controller issues positioning

coin mands to the towing vessel tbr See Claims I , 21 . and 45 Analyses.
maintaining a specit5ed array path.

47. l’he method of claim 45 tiather The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

comprising: calculating an optimal
path for the seismic array for optimal See Claims I. 22, and 45 Analyses.
coverage during seismic data

acquisition over a seismic Odd:

predicting array behavior: The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895, Fig 4.

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 6. Paragraph 3 (“To compensate
for these localized current fluctuations, the inventive control

system utilizes a distributed processing control architecture and
behavior-predictive model-based control logic to properly
control the streamer positioning devices.”).

and compensating tar predicted The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
streamer bet a v i or i n is 5 n g
positioning commands to the towing See Claims I. 21, 22, and 45 Analyses.
vessel and the AS [‘Ds for
positioning the array along the
a pt.i in at path.

4%. the method of claim 47 w herein The Hillcsund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
the master controller cam pensates
for en ironmental factors in the See Claims I 5, 30, and 40 Analyses.
positioning commands.
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10 I he n’etliod t claim 4s ‘ hetem ‘Ihe I lillesutid ‘805 application discloses this limitation.
the master eoiiirol]er compensates
or mancnerahilii’ Licir in the Set’ Claims 16,3 I, and 4 I Analyses.

positioning commands.

50,A method hr tracking and The [HI lesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
positioning a seismic streamer array
comprisine: See, e.g., Ilillesund ‘895 generally, which discloses a system

wherein a towing vessel tows a seismic array’ comprised of a
plurality of seismic streamers Actual positions are determ ned
or this arra’, and positions are control led by’ seismic streaiiier

positioning de ices attached to the streamer cables.

SLt e.g.. I Ii I lesund •895‘it p. 4. Paragraph titled Sumniarv ol
the Invention”.

too nv a >ci>inc a rra’ c’iiIpri>nv a [he I lillestind $L5 application discloses this limitation.
pIaai:n eiSfflic sti’eaiieis

Sec. c..L. Ilillesund ‘895, Fig. 1.8cc’ a/co Ilillesund ‘895 at p. 5.
Paragraph I (“In Figure I, a seismic survey vessel 0 is shown
towing eight marine seismic streamers

attaching an acti\ c streamer The Flillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
positioning device (ASPI)) attached
to each scism ic trcamcr br See, e.,g.. I Ii Ilesund 895 at p. 6, Paragraph I (“Preferably the
posit toning each scisni ic streamer; birds I 8 are both vertically’ and horizontally steerable. These

birds 8 may, Ibr instance, be located at regular intervals along
the streamer, such as event 200 to 400 meters. The vertically’ and
horizontall steerable birds I 4 can he used to constrain the shape
of the seismic streamer ...‘)

Sc’c’. cg.. I lillesund ‘895 at p. 8. Paragraph 3. to p. 19,
Paragraph 2 particularly in regard to “positioning each seismic
streamer’’ (“1 he in entixe control system w ill primarily operate
in tx\ o different control modes’. a leather angle control mode and
a turn cunrol mode. In the feather angle control mode. the global
control s’ stem 22 attempts to keep each streamer in a straight
line of iset from the towing direction h a certain feather angle
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positilunt! coilThiattds In each
.\Nl’l) ‘itt Inc tu’\ lila \e—.Cl OF

naint.nnrta an )ll:iiii path.
c:i[c,,laIila .111 U)tiiflll 1)1111 i’r i_he

“ciNinit aila\ loi optinial coverage
rina cismc data CLIII itioli tfl el

‘Ollic held, and t heha or
coon pr.cesstr \\ lIen

lt•tin arra’ Nclia jut’. \I1eicjIi

Illasici’ controller Clt1llCiatS

predicted strcainci’ helm’ or in
issning posiliolint! etlilinlalids to (he

lowing vessel and the \SPI)s liar

positiomng the arias along the

optimal path, wherein the master
control er coin nensatus (or
environmentid and maneto erahilitv
(actors in the positioning commands.

The Flillcsund ‘$95 application discloses this limitation.

5cc. eg.. I lillesund ‘895 at p. 10, Paragraph 3

operation of the streamer positioning control s stem,

control ss stem 22 preferably transmits. at regular inter’

as every live seconds) a desired horizontal farce 42 and

vertical farce 44 to the local control ss stem 36.’’).

See. e.g.. II I lesund ‘895 at p. 7. Paragraph 2 (“The global

control system 22 prelërablv maintains a dynamic model ut each

of the seismic streamers 12 and utilizes the desired and actual

positions of the birds 18 to regularly calculate updated desired

vertical and horizontal forces the birds should impart on the

seismic streamers 12 to move them front their actual positions to

their desired positions.’).

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 1$, Paragraph 2 (“The inventive

control system is based on shared responsibilities between the

global control system 22 located on the seismic survey vessel 10

and the local control system 36 located on the bird 18. The

global control system 22 is tasked

of the streamers 12 and pro’ idi

position information to the local

control system 36 within each

adjusting the virig splay angle to
position and ftr adiusting the wing

magnitude of total desired force reqtured.’’).

U.S. Pateril No. 6,691,1)38 Citations from Hihlesund ‘895 Application and

Asserted Claims
Rouquette ‘930

In extreme eatlier conditions, the in entive control system nias

also operate in a streamer separation control mode that attempts

to minimize the risk ofentanglentent ol the streamers

The 03% patent discloses that this limitation was well known to

one skilled in the at-t prior to and at the tinte of the invention.

See, ag., ‘038 patent, Col. I. II. 25-56 (discussing the known

prior art, including attaching control apparatuses to seismic

streamers to position streamers).

1
- e t I

p IC tE

the

(“During

the global
als (such

a desired

with monitoring the positions

rig desired farces or desired

con t ro I system 36. The I (lea I

bird 8 is responsible for

rotate the bird to the proper

comm on angle to produce the
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Asserted Claims
Rouquette ‘930

See, e.g.. Flillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 3 (“To compensate
for these localized current fluctuations, the inventive control
system Litilizes a distributed processing control architecture and
behavior-predictive model-based control logic to properly
control the streamer positioning devices.”).

Sect ag.. Hillesund ‘895 at p. 8, Paragraph I (“The global
control system 22 will typically acquire the following parameters
from the vessel’s navigation system: vessel speed (m/s), vessel
heading (degrees), current speed (m/s). current heading
(degrees), and the location of each of the birds in the horizontal
plane in a vessel fixed coordinate system. Current speed and
heading can also he estimated based on the average threes acting
on the streamers 12 by the birds 18. The global control system
22 will preferably send the following values to the local bird
controller: demanded vertical force, demanded horizontal three,

towing velocity, and crosscurrent velocity.”).

See, e.g.. Hillesund ‘895 at p. 7, Paragraph 3 (“The global
control system 22 preferably calculates the desired vertical and
horizontal forces based on the behavior of each streamer and
also takes into account the behavior of the complete streamer
array.”).

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 8, Paragraph 3 (“The force and
velocity values are delivered by the global control system 22 as
separate values for each bird 18 on each streamer 12
continuously during operation of the control system.”).

See aLso Claims I, 2, 5, 6, 21, 22, and 25 Analyses.

2e6274Sv!
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[XIIJBJT 9

U.S. Pateni No. 6,691,038 ((lie “ ‘038 patent”) Is Obvious In View of
International Palent A pplication WO 2000/20895 (“II illesund ‘895 A pplication”) anti

U.S. Patent 5,546,882 (“Kuche ‘882”j

U.S. Patent No. 6,691,038 Citations from Prior Art
Asserted Clal ins

I - A seisni ic streamer array trael< ing T he FlU lesund WO 00/20X95 International Application discloses
and positiornng sstem comprising: this liniiatioii.

See, e.g. El il lesund ‘895 tc-iiera//i, which discloses a system
wherein a towing essel tows a seismic array comprised of a
pI u cal i t\ nI seisni ic stream ers. A etual posit ions are determ ned
br this arra\ . and positions are controlled b seismic streamer
positioning devices attached to the streamer cables.

See, e.g., Hiflesund ‘895 at p. 4, Paragraph titled “Summary of’
the Invention”.

a to\\ ing vessel for towing a seismic The H ii lesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
array:

Se e.g.. Ilillesund ‘895. Fig. I. See aLso Ilillesund 895 at p. 5.
Paragraph I ç”ln Figure l.a seismic survey vessel 0 is sho n
towing eight marine seismic streamers

an arra\ comprising a plurality of The I lillesund ‘595 reference discloses this limitation.
seismic streamers:

See. e.g.. I Lillesund ‘895, Fig. I See aL’o I lillesund ‘895 at p 5.
Paragraph I (“In Figure I , a seismic survc\ essel 1 0 is shown
towing eight marine seismic streamers . .

an active streamer positionin device The Ilillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
(AS I’D) attached to at least one
seismic streamer for positioning the See, e.g.. Hillesund ‘895 at p. 6. Paragraph I (“Preferably the
seismic streamer relative to other birds 18 are both vertically and horizontally steerable. These
seismic sireamers within the array; birds I S may, for instance, he located at regular intervals along

the streamer, such as every 200 to 400 meters. ‘[he vertically and
horizontal lv steerable birds I 8 can he used to constrain the shape
of the seismic streamer I 2 between the deflector 16 and the tail
huo’ 20 in both the vertical (depth) and horizontal directions.”)

See. cg.. Ilillesund ‘$95 at p. 18. Paragraph 3. to p 19.
Paragraph 2 particuIarl’__in__regard__to relative’ positionin2__of
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Asserted Claims

streamers (‘‘fhc inventie control system will primarily operate
in two different control nodes:aieatner angle control node and
a turn control in ode. In the feather angle control mode. the global
control system 22 attempts to keep each streamer in a straight
I inc oliset from the tow mu direct ion by a certain feather angle - - -

lhe turn control node is used w hen end ng one pass and
beginning another pass during a 55) seismic sun cv. sometimes
referred to asa” I me chanuc”. The turn control mode consists of
two phases. In the first part of the turn, ever) bird I 8 tries to
“th row on c’’ the streamer I 2 b generat i nu a flirce in the opposite
direction of the ttirn. In the last part of the turn, the birds 18 are
directed to uo to the position defined by the feather angle control
mode. By doing this, a tighter turn can he achieved and the turn
time of the vessel and equipment can he substanlially reduced.
Typically during the turn mode adjacent streamers ill he depth
separated to avoid possible entanglement during the turn and will
he returned to a common depth as soon as possible afler the
completion of the turn In extreme weather conditions, the
inventive control system may also operate in a streamer
separation control mode that attempts to minimize the risk of
entanglement of the streamers, In this control mode, the global
control system 22 attempts to maximize the distance between
adjacent streamers. The streamers I 2 will typically be separated
in depth and the outermost streamers will he positioned as far
away from each other as possible. The inner streamers w ill then
be regularl’ spaced hetx een these outermost streamers. i.e. each
bird IS will rccei e desired horizontal forces 42 or desired
horizontal position information that will direct the bird IX to the
in idpoint position hetx een its adjacent streamers,”).

The 038 patent discloses that this lin itation was well known to
one skilled in the art prior to and at the time olthe invention.

Sec. e.g.. ‘03X patent. Col. I. II. 25—56 (discussing the known
prior art including attaching control apparatuses to seismic
streamers to position streamers).

and a master controller lhr issuin The II illesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
positioning conmnaiids to each
ASPI) to adjust a vertical and See, e.g.. Ilillesund ‘295 at p. 6, Paragraph 2 (“In the preferred
horizontal positio of a first streamer embodiment of the present invention, the control system for the
relative to a second stm’eamer within birds IX is distributed between a global control system 22
the array for n aintaining a speci fled located on or near the seismic survey’ vessel I 0 and a local
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array geometry. control system located within or near the birds 18. The global
control system 22 is typically connected to the seismic survey
vessel’s navigation 5) stem and obtains estimates of system wide
parameters. such as the vessel’s towing direction and velocity
and current direction and velocity. from the vessel’s na ieaflon
systenLi.

See. e.g.. [fillesutid ‘$95 at p. 0. Paragraph 3 (‘i)uring
operalion of the streamer positioning control system. the global
control system 22 prelerably transmits, at regular intervals (such
as every live seconds) a desired horiiontal force 42 and a desired
vertical force 44 to the local control system 36”).

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. l8, Paragraph 2 (‘ihe inventive
control system is based on shared responsibilities between the
global control system 22 located on the seismic survey vessel 10
and the local control system 36 on the bird 1$. [he global
control sstem 22 is tasked with monitoring the positions of the
streamers 12 and pro’. iding desired lirees or desired position
in formation to the local control system 36. [he local control
s stem 36 within each bird I 8 is responsible br adjusting the

ing splay angle to rotate the bird to the proper position and for
adjusting the wing common angle to produce the magnitude of
total desired force required.”).

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 18, Paragraph 3, to p. 19,
Paragraph 2; particularl in regard to the limitation of “specified
array geometr” (‘‘ihe inventive control system will primarily
operate in two different control nRdes: a feather angle control
mode and a turn control mode. In the leather angle control node.
the global control system 22 attempts to keep each streamer in a
straight I me offset him the towing direction by a certain ICather
angle 1 he turn control mode is used when ending one pass

and beginning another pass during a 31) seismic survey,
sometimes referred to as a “line change. “ihe turn control mode
consists of two phases. In the first part of the turn, every bird 18
tries to “throw out” the streamer 12 by generating a force in the
opposite direction of the turn. In the last part of the ttirn, the
birds 18 are directed to go to the position defined by the feather
angle control mode. l3 doing this, a tighter turn can be achieved
and the turn time of’ the essel and equipment can he
substantially redttced. ‘lvpical lv during the turn mode adjacent
streamers will be depth separated to avoid possible entanglement

3
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during the turn and x ill he returned zoa common depth as soon
as possible at ter the completion of the turn .... In extreme
x cather conditions, the inventive control s stem iita also
operate in a streamer separation control mode that attempts to
minimize the risk of entanglement of the streamers. In this
control mode, the global control system 22 attempts to maximize
the distance beI cen adjacent streamers. [he streamers I 2 ill
tvpicall he separated iii depth and the outermost streamers II
he positioned as lh rawav horn each other as possible. 1 lie inner
streamers w ill then be regularly spaced between these outermost

streamers, i.e. each bird I 8 will receive desired horizontal threes
42 or desired horizontal position information that will direct the
bird 18 to the midpoint position between its adjacent
streamers.”).

2. The apparatus of claim I further The Hihlesuttd 895 application discloses this limitation.
comprising: an en ironmental sensor
for sensing environmental lactors See Claim I Analysis.
which influence the path of the
towed array. See, e.g.. H illesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 3 (‘‘Localieed current

fluctuations can dramatically influence the magnitude of the side
control required to property position the streamers.”)

See, e.g., I Ii I lesund ‘895 at p. 8, Paragraph I (‘‘The global
control system 22 will typically acquire the following parameters
from the essel’s navigation system: vessel speed (m/s), vessel
head ing (degrees), current speed (m/s). current heading
(degrees), and the location of each of the birds in the horizontal
plane in a essel fixed coordinate system. Current speed and
heading can also be estimated based on the ax erage threes acting
on the streamers I 2 h the birds 1 8. The global control system
22 ill preferably send the following values to the local bird
controller: demanded ertical toree, demanded horizontal hhrce.
towing elocitv. and crosscurrent elocitv.’’).

ccc, e.g.. I lillesund ‘895 at p. 8. Paragraph 3 (“The “ ater
referenced” towing elocitv and crosscurrent elocit could
alternati clv be determined using floxx meters or other tx pes of
water velocity sensors attached directly to the birds I S. A though
these types of sensors are typically quite expensive, one
advantage of this type of velocity determination system is that
the sensed in—line and cross—line velocities vi II he inherently
compensated for the speed and heading of marine currents acting

4
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The I lillesuiid ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

See, e. I lillesund ‘895 at p. 7. Paragraph 2 (“The g]ohal
control s stem 22 preferably’ maintains a dynamic model of each
of the seismic streamers 12 and utilizes the desired and actual
positions of 11w birds IX to regularly calculate updated desired
vertical and horizontal forces the birds should impart on the
seismic streamers 12 to move them from their actual positions to
their desired positions.”).

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 7, Paragraph I (“In the pretërred
embodiment el the present invention, the global control system
22 monitors the actual positions of each of the birds 8 and is
programmed with the desired positions of or the desired
minim urn separations between the seismic streamers I 2.’’).

See. e.g., Ililleswid ‘895 at p. 8, Paragraph I (“The global
control s stem 22 Will t\ picallv acquire the tollow ing parameters
from the csscl ‘s navigation system: ‘. essel speed ( ms), vessel
heading alegrces ), current speed (m’s). current heading
(degrees). and the location ot each of the birds in the horizontal
plane in a vessel fixed coordinate system.’’)

Persons I laying Ordinary Skill In the Art at the time of
invention would ha’ c recognized that tracking streamer positions
and storing the positions in a legacy database, including the
times during acquisition. as obvious and had been in
widespread industr standard practice since the lute I O80’s.
lndustrN standards (such as the so—called UKOOA na igatton
database standards) have existed and been used since the early
1990’s. It is also obvious to a Person Having Ordinary Skill In
The Art that streamer positions in such a database can he
repeatedly utilized.

U.S. Patcnl No. 6,691,038 Citations from Prior Art
Assertccl Claims

on said streamer positioning device and ibr reluti c movements
between the essel I 0 and the bird I 8

3. The apparatus of claim I titriher The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
comprising: See Claim I Anal sis.

a tracking system fur tracking the
streamer positions versus time

during a seismic data acquisition run
and storing the positions versus time
in a legacy database Ibr repeating the
positions versus time in a subsequent
data acquisition:

2’
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and an array geometry tracking
system for tracking the array
geometry versus time during a
seismic data acquisition run and
storing the array geometry versus
time in a legacy database for
repeating the array geometry versus
time in a subsequent data acquisition
run.

The I lillesund X95 application discloses this limitation.

See, e.g.. Hillesund ‘895 at p. 18, Paragraph 3, to p. 19.
Paragraph 2 (‘‘The inventive control system will primarily
operate in two different control modes: a feather angle control
mode and a turn control mode. In the feather angle control mode,
the global control system 22 attempts to keep each streamer in a
straight line offlet from the towing direction by a certain feather
angle. The lather could he input either manually, through use of
a current meter, or through use of an estimated value based on
theav eratzc horizontal bird ftwccs. Only s’. hen the crosscurrent

elocitv is ‘. cry small w’;ii the feather angle he set to zero and the
desired streamer positions he in precise alignment w ith the
to’.’. ing direction.

The turn control mode is used w hen ending one pass and
beginning another pass during a 31) seismic surxev, sometimes
referred to as a “line chanue. llie turn control mode consists of
two phases. In the lust part of the turn, e’. cry bird I 8 tries to
“throw out the streamer 12 by generating a force in the opposite
direction of the turn. In the last part of the turn, the birds 18 are
directed to go to the position defined by the feather angle control
mode. Bx doing this, a tighter turn can he achieved and the turn
time of the vessel and equipment can he substantially reduced.
Typically during the turn mode ad jacent streamers will be depth
separated to avoid possible entanglement during the turn and will
he returned to a common depth as sooti as possible alter the
completion of the turn. The vessel navigation system will
typically noti ft the global control system 22 when to start
throwing the streamers 12 out, and when to start straightening
the streamers.

In extreme x’. eather conditions, the in’. entive control system may
also operate in a streamer separation control tiode that attempts
to minim i/c the risk of entanglement of the streamers. In this
control mode, the global control system 22 attempts to maximize
the distance between adiacent streamers, The streamers I 2 w ill
t pieallv he separated in depth and the outermost streamers will
he positioned as far away from each other as possible. The inner

6
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Citations from Prior Art

streamers ill then be reguiarl spaced bet een these outermost
streamers. i.e. each bird I S ill reeek e desired horizontal forces
42 or desired hon omm nosition information that ‘viii direct the
bird I S to the midpoint position het cen
streamers

4. [lie apparatus of claim 3 wherein
he master control Icr corn pares the

positions ol the streamers ‘. ersus

time and the array geometry versus
time toadesired streamer position
and array geonietrv versus time and
issties positioning commands to the
AS PDs to mainta iii the desired
streamer position and array geometry
versus time.

Persons I hiving Ordinary Skill In [he Art at the time ot
invention would have recognized that tracking the array
geometry and storing the array geometry in a legacy database.
including the times during acquisition, was obvious and had
been in widespread industry standard practice since the late
1980’s. Industry standards (such as the so-called UKOOA
navigation database standards) have e\isted and been used since
the early I 990Th. It is also obvious to a Person Having Ordinary
Skill In The Art that the array geometr in such a database can
he repeatedI utilized.

The I lillesund S95 application discloses this limitation.

See Claim 3 Anal\ sis.

See. eg.. I lillesund 895 at p. 7. Paragraph 2 rThe global
control s stem 22 preferably maintains a dynamic mode] of each
of the seismic streamers 12 and utilizes the desired and actual
positions of the birds I 8 to regularly calculate updated desired
vertical and horizontal forces the birds should impart on the
seismic streamers I 2 to move them from their actual positions to
their desired positions.”).

See, e.g., Ilillesund ‘895 at p. 18. Paragraph 2 (‘ihe inventive
control system is based on shared responsibilities between the
global control system 22 located on the seismic survey vessel It)
and the local control system 36 located on the bird 8. The
global control svsten 22 is tasked t ith monitoring the positions
of the streamers I 2 and providing desired forces or desired
position in form ation to the local control system 36. The local
control system 36 within each bird I 8 is responsible for
adjusting the wing splay angle to rotate the bird to the proper
position and for adjusting the w ing common angle to produce the
magnitude of total desired force required.”).

7
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5. Ihe apparatus of claim 4 wherein
the master controller factors in
en’. in ninental factors into the

Positioning commands to

compensate for en’. ronmental

influences on the position; rig of the
streamers and the array geometry.

6. Ihe apparatus of claim 4 wherein
the master controller corn pcnsatcs
br ii aneu vera hi Ii ty iii the
posit oninc commands to
compensate for maneuverability
influences on the positioning of the
streamers and the arra geometry.

Citations from Prior Art

The I lillesund ‘895 applicalion discloses this limitation.

See Claim 4 Analysis.

See, e.g., Ilillesund 895 at p. 8, Paragraph I (“he global
control system 22 will typically acquire the follox ing parameters
from the ‘. essel’s navigation system: vessel speed (m/s), vessel
heading (degrees), current sliced (m/s). current heading
(degrees). and the location of each of the birds in the horizontal
plane in a ‘. essel fixed coordinate system. Current speed and
heading can also be estimated based on the average forces acting
on the streamers I 2 by- the birds I S. The global control system
22 w ill preferably send the following values to the local bird
controller: demanded vertical force, demanded horizontal force,
1ox ing velocit) , and crosscurrent elocitv.’’).

See, e.., Hillesund 1495 at p. 6, Paragraph 3 (“Localized current
fluctuations can dramatically influence the magnitude of the side
control required to property position the streamers. To
compensate for these localized current fluctuations, the inventive
control system utilizes- a distributed processing control
architecture and behavior-predictive model—based control logic
to properly control the streamer positioning devices.”).

[he l-lillesund 1495 application discloses this limitation.

See Claim 4 Analysis.

See. e.g., Hillesund 895 at p. 7. Paragraph 3 (‘The global
control system 22 prelinahlv calculates the desired vertical and
horizontal forces based on the behavior of each streamer and
also takes into account the behavior of the complete streamer
array.”).

See, e.g.. Hillesund ‘895 at p. 8, Paragraph 3 rThe force and
velocity alues are delivered h;- the global control system 22 as
separate alues for each bird I 8 on each streamer I 2
continuously during operation ot the control s;stcm.’’).

At the time of the in’. entron it was oh’. ions to a Person 1-laying
Ordinary Skill In The Art at the time of the invention that to
“compensate for maneuverabilit influences’’ it would be
necessary to take into account various maneuverahi lit; factors.

8
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including, hut not necessarily limited to, cable diameter, array
type, deployed configuration, vessel type, device type, etc. which
are part of the basis br the behavior of the streamers.

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 8, Paragraph 3 (‘fhe force and
velocity values are delivered by the global control system 22 as
separate values for each bird IS on each streamer 12
continuously (luring operation of the control system.”).

10. The apparatus of claim I wherein
the array geometry comprises a
plurality of streamers positioned at a
unifbrm depth.

See, e.g.. Hillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph I (“Preferably the
birds I 8 are both vertically and horizontally steerable. These
birds I S may, for instance, be located at regular intervals along
the streamer, such as every 200 to 400 meters. The vertically and
horizontally steerable birds 18 can be used to constrain the shape
of the seismic streamer 12 between the deflector 16 and the tail
buoy 20 in both the vertical (depth) and horizontal directions.’’)

Persons I laying Ordinary’ Skill in The Art will recognize that
deploying ‘a plurality’ of streamers at a uniform depth’ has been
the most obvious and common industry practice since the
I 980’s.

The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

See Claim I Analysis.

I The apparatus of ci aim I
xv herein the array geometry
comprises a plurality of streamers
positioned at a plurality’ of depths
for varying temporal resolution of
the array.

The H illesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

See Claim I Analysis.

See. e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph I (“Preferably the birds
IS are both vertically and horizontally steerable. These birds 18
may, for instance, he located at regular intervals along the
streamer, such as every 200 to 400 meters. The vertically’ and
horizontally steerable birds IS can be used to constrain the shape
of the seismic streamer 12 between the deflector 16 and the tail
buoy’ 20 in both the vertical (depth) and horizontal directions.”)

See, e.g., l’Iillesund ‘895 at p. 19, Paragraph 2 (“In extreme
weather conditions, the inventive control system may also operate
in a streamer separation control mode that attempts to minimize
the risk of entanglement of the streamers. In this control mode, the

9
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global control system 22 attempts to maximize the distance
between adjacent streamers. The streamers 12 will typically he
separated in depth and the outermost streamers will he positioned
as far away from each other as possible”)

Persons Having Ordinary Skill in The Art will recognize that
deploying ‘a plurality of streamers positioned at a plurality of
depths’ has been obvious and has been selectively utilized in
industry practice since the 1980’s. In addition to other industry
practitioners, a predecessor company’ of WesternGeco utilized so—
called “over—under” streamer acquisition selectively since before
the priority’ date lbr the ‘038 patent.

13. ‘I’he apparatus of claim 4 The Hillesund ‘895 application and the Kuche ‘882 patent disclose
wherein the array1 geometry is this limitation.
tracked via satellite and
communicated to the master See Claim 4 Analysis.
controller.

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 6. Paragraph 2 (“ihe global control
system 22 is typically connected to the seismic survey vessel’s
navigation system and obtains estimates of system wide
parametcr, such as the vessel’s towing direction and velocity and
current direction and velocity, from the vessel’s navigation
system.”).

See, e.g.. Hillesund ‘895 at p. 7. Paragraph I (“Alternatively, or
additionally, satellite-based global positioning system equipment
can he used to determine the positions of the equipment.’’).

The Kuche ‘882 patent discloses this limitation of using satellites
to track the streamer array, and communicating the satellite
navigation data along a streamer.

See. e.g., Kuche ‘882, Col. I, II. 3-I I (disclosing an apparatus to
use satellites, specifically global positioning system (“GPS”), to
track streamer positions).

See, e.g., Col. 2. II. 3—6 and II. 13-15 (“fhe drawing shows a buoy
or float I at the sea surface and preferably provided with a GPS
receiver IA with an associated antenna III so as to serve as a
reference position in a seismic assembly being towed in
particular signal or data transmission between the buoy I and the
streamer 4”)

I 0
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14. A seismic streamer array The Ii illesund ‘895 application discloses this mi itation.
tracking and positioning system
comprising: See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 generally, which discloses a system

wherein a towing vessel tows a seismic array comprised of a
plurality of seismic streamers. Actual positions are determined for
this array, and positions are controlled by seismic streamer
positioning devices attached to the streamer cables.

Sec e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 4, Paragraph titled “Summary of the
In v enti on”.

a lowing vessel br towing a seismic The I lillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
array:

See, e.g., Ilillesund ‘895, Fig. I See afro Ilillesund ‘895 at p. 5,
Paragraph I (“In Figure I, a seismic survey vessel 10 is shown
towing eight marine seismic streamers

a seismic streamer array comprising The Flil lesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
a plurality ol seismic streamers; an
active streamer positioning device See, e.g., Hillcsund ‘895, Fig. I. See also Hillesund ‘895 at p. 5,
(ASPI)) attached to each seismic Paragraph I (“In Figure I, a seismic survey vessel 10 is shown
streamer for positioning each towing eight marine seismic streamers ...“).

seismic streamer;
Se e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph I (“Preferably the birds
1$ are both vertically and horizontally steerable. These birds IS
may, br instance, he located at regular intervals along the
streamer, such as every 200 to 400 meters. The vertically and
horizontally steerable birds IS can he used to constrain the shape
of the seismic streamer 12 between the deflector 16 and the tail
buoy 20 in both the vertical (depth) and horizontal directions.”)

a master controller fir issuing The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limkation.

vertical antI hon ion tal positioning
commands to each ASPD for See. e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 2 (“In the preferred
maintaining a specified array embodiment of the present invention, the control system for the
geometry; birds 18 is distributed between a global control system 22 located

on or near the seismic survey vessel 10 and a local control system
located within or near the birds IS. The global control system 22
is typically connected to the seismic survey vessel’s navigation
system and obtains estimates of system wide parameters, such as
the vessel’s towing direction and velocity and current direction
and velocity, from the vessel’s navigation system.”).

See, ag., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 10, Paragraph 3 (“During operation
of the streamer positioning control system, the global control
system 22 preferably transm its, at regular intervals (such as every
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Inc seconds) a desired horizontal force 42 and a desired vertical
force 44 to the local control system 36.’’).

Set’, e.g.. I Ii Ilesund ‘895 at p. I 8, Paragraph 2 (“Ihe invcnti c
control s’ stem is based on shared responsibilities het ecn the
global control system 22 located on the seismic survey vessel ID
and the local control system 36 on the bird I . ihe global control
system 22 is tasked with monitoring the positions of the streamers

I 2 and pro’ iding desired forces or desired position information to
the local control system 36

See, e.g.. Ilillesund ‘895 at p. 18, Paragraph 3, to p. 19, Paragraph
2; particularly in regard to the limitation of “specified array
geometry” (“The inventive control system will primarily operate
in two different control modes, a feather angle control mode and a
turn control mode. In the feather angle control mode, the global
control system 22 attempts to keep each streamer in a straight line
offset from the to ing direction hva cetlain feather angle 1 he
turn control mode is used w lien ending one pass and beginning
another pass dtwing a 31) seismic surx cv. sometimes referred to as
a “line change lvpieallv dtiring the turn mode adjacent
streamers will be depth separated to a oid possible entanglement
during the turn and vil I he returned to a common deuth as soon as
possible alier the completion of the turn In extreme weather
conditions, the inveliti’. e control s’. stem may also operate in a
streamer separation control mode that atteni pts to miii i ni ize the
risk of entanglement of the streamers. In this control mode, the
global control system 22 attempts to maximize the distance
between adjacent streamers. The streamers 12 will typically he
separated in depth and the outermost streamers will he positioned
as far away from each other as possible

an environmental sensor for sensing The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
environmental factors which
influence the towed path of the See, e.g., Ilillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 3 (“Localized current
towed array: fluctuations can dramatically in luence the magnitude of the side

control required to property position the streamers.’’)

See. e.g.. I lillesund ‘895 at p. 8. Paragraph I (“The global control
system 22 w ill typically iec1m;’e the following parameters from
the vessel’s na’. igation system: essel speed (mis). vessel heading
(degrees), current speed (m/s). current heading (degrees). and the
location of each of the birds in the horizontal plane in a vessel
fixed coordinate s stein

See. e.g.. Hillesund ‘895 at p. 8, Paragraph 3 (“The “water
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a tracking system for tracking the

streamer horizontal and vertical
positions versus time during a
seismic data acquisition run;

an array geometry tracking system
for tracking the array geometry
versus time during a seismic data
acquisition run, wherein the master
control Icr com pares the vertical and
horizontal positions of the streamers
versus time and the array geometry
versus time to desired streamer
positions and array geometry versus
time and issues positioning
commands to the ASPDs to
maintain the desired streamer
positions and array geometry versus

time.

referenced” towing velocity and crosscurrent velocity could
alternatively he determined using flowmcters or other types of
water velocity sensors attached directly to the birds IN. Although
these types of sensors are typically quite expensive, one advantage
of this type of velocity determination system is that the sensed in
line and cross—line velocities will be inherently compensated for
the speed and heading. ot marine currents acting on said streamer
positioning device and for relative movements between the vessel
I 0 and the bird I 8.’’).

The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 7. Paragraph 2 (“The global control
system 22 preferably maintains a dynamic model of each of the
seismic streamers 12 and utilizes the desired and actual positions
of the birds 18 to regularly calculate updated desired vertical and
horizontal threes the birds should impart on the seismic streamers
12 to move them from their actual positions to their desired
positions.’).

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 7, Paragraph I (“In the preferred
embodiment of the present invention, the global control system 22
monitors the actual positions of each of the birds

See, e.g., Ilillesund ‘895 at p. 8, Paragraph I (‘The global control
system 22 will typically acquire the following parameters from the
vessel’s navigation system: vessel speed (mis), vessel heading
(degrees), current speed (mis), current heading (degrees), and the
location of each of the birds in the horizontal plane in a vessel
fixed coordinate system.”)

The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

See. ag., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 7, Paragraph 2 (“The global control
system 22 preferably maintains a dynamic model of each of the
seismic streamers 12 and utilizes the desired and actual positions
of the birds 18 to regularly calculate updated desired vertical and
horizontal forces the birds should impart on the seismic streamers
12 to move them from their actual positions to their desired
positions.’’).

See. e.g., Hillesund 895 at p. 18, Paragraph 3, to p. 19, Paragraph
2 particularly in regard to the limitation of “maintain the desired
streamer positions and array geometry versus time.” (“The
inventive control system will primarily operate in two different
control modes: a feather angle control mode and a tum control
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mode. In the feather angle control mode, the global control system

22 attempts to keep each streamer in a straight line offset from the

towing direction by a certain feather angle .... The turn control
mode is used when ending one pass and beginning another pass
during a 31) seismic survey, sometimes referred to as a “line
change.” The turn control mode consists of two phases. In the first
part of the turn, every bird 18 tries to “throw out” the streamer 12
by generating a force in the opposite direction of the turn. In the
last part of the turn, the birds IS are directed to go to the position
defined by the feather angle control mode.... In extreme weather
conditions, the inventive control system may also operate in a
streamer separation control mode that attempts to minimize the
risk of entanglement of the streamers, In this control mode, the
global control system 22 attempts to maximize the distance
between adjacent streamers ).

The H illesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

See Claim 14 Analysis.

See, e.g., liillesund ‘895 at p. 8. Paragraph I (‘lhe global control
system 22 will typically acquire the following parameters from the
vessel’s navigation system: vessel speed (mis), vessel heading
(degrees), current speed (mis), current heading (degrees), and the
location of each of the birds in the horizontal plane in a vessel
fixed coordinate system. Current speed and heading can also be
estimated based on the average forces acting on the streamers 12
by the birds IS. The global control system 22 will preferably send
the following values to the local bird controller: demanded vertical
force, demanded horizontal force, towing velocity, and
crosscurrent velocity.’’).

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 3 (“Localized current
fluctuations can dramatically influence the magnitude of the side
control required to property’ position the streamers. To compensate
for these localized current fluctuations, the inventive control
system utilizes a distributed processing control architecture and
behavior-predictive model-based control logic to properly control
the streamer positioning devices.”).

I 6. The apparatus of claim 14 The 1-lillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
wherein the master controller
compensates for maneuverability in See Claim 14 Analysis.
the positioning commands to
compensate for maneuverability See, e.g., 1-lillesund ‘895 at p. 7, Paragraph 3 (“The global control
influences on the positioning of the system 22 preferably calculates the desired vertical and horizontal

I 5. The apparatus of claim 4
wherein the master controller factors
in environmental measurements into
the position ing commands to
compensate tbr environmental
influences on the positions of the
streamers and the array geometry.
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streamers and the array geometry. forces based on the behavior of each streamer and also takes into
account the behavior of the complete streamer array.”).

A Person Having Ordinary Skill In The Art at the time of the

invention would find this limitation to he inherent in the invention.

lo ‘‘compensate for nianeuverahi lity influences” it would he
necessary to take into account various maneuverability factors,
including, hut not necessarily limited to, cable diameter, array
type, deployed configuration, vessel type, device type, etc. which
are part of the basis for the behavior of the streamers.

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 8, Paragraph 3 (“The force and
velocity values are delivered by the global control system 22 as
separate values for each bird I 8 on each streamer 12 continuously
dun ng operation of the control system.’’).

At the time of the invention it was obvious to a Person I laying
Ordinary Skill In The Art at the time of the invention that to
“compensate for maneuverability infirtences” it wotild he
necessary to take into account various manetiverahilitv flictors,
including, hut not necessarily limited to, cable diameter, array
type, deployed configuration, vessel type, device type, etc. which
are part of the basis for the behavior of the streamers.

I 7. The appiratus of claim 14 The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
further comprising: a monitor br
determ inintz the status of each A Person Having Ordinary Skill In The Art will recognize that it

streamer. wherein the master was obvious common practice at the time of the invention to

controller adjusts the array geometry monitor the status of each streamer. They will also recognize that

to compensate l1 rafailed streamer, it was obvious common practice to compensate for ihiled

streamers to the maximum extent that towing capabilities of a

given vessel allowed.

20. A seismic streamer array The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
tracking and positioning system
comprising: See. e.g., Hillesund ‘895 generally, which discloses a system

wherein a towing vessel tows a seismic array comprised of a

plurality of seismic streamers. Actual positions arc determined for
this array, and positions are controlled by seismic streamer
positioning devices attached to the streamer cables.

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 4. Paragraph titled “Summary of the
Invention.’
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The [lillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

Se e.g., Hillcsund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph I (“Preferably the birds
IX are both vertically and horizontally steerable. These birds IX
may, for instance, he located at regular intervals along the
streamer, such as every 200 to 400 meters. The vertically and
horizontally steerable birds IS can he used to constrain the shape
of the seismic streamer 12 between the deflector 16 and the tail
buoy 20 in both the vertical (depth) and horizontal directions.”)

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 18, Paragraph 3, to p. 19, Paragraph
2 particularly in regard to the limitation of “positioning each
seismic streamer relative to the array’’. (‘the inventive control
system will primarily operate in two different control modes: a
feather angle control mode and a turn control mode. In the feather
angle control mode, the global control system 22 attempts to keep
each streamer in a straight line offret from the towing direction by
a certain feather angle The turn control mode is used when
ending one pass and beginning another pass during a 3D seismic
survey, sometimes referred to as a “line change”. The turn control
mode consists of two phases. In the first part of the turn, every
bird 18 tries to “throw out” the streamer 12 by generating a force
in the opposite direction of the turn. In the last part of the turn, the
birds 18 are directed to go to the position defined by the feather
angle control mode.... In extreme weather conditions, the
inventive control system may also operate in a streamer separation
control mode that attempts to minimize the risk of entanglement
of the streamers. In this control mode, the global control system
22 attempts to maximize the distance between adjacent streamers.
The streamers 12 will typically he separated in depth

The 038 patent discloses that this limitation was ‘veil known to
one skilled in the art prior to and at the time of the invention.

a towing vessel for towing a seismic The H illesund 895 application discloses this limitation.
array;

See, e.g., Hiillesund ‘895, Fig. I. See a/so Hiillesund ‘895 at p. 5,
Paragraph I (“in Figure I, a seismic survey vessel 10 is shown
towing eight marine seismic streamers

a seismic streamer array comprising The Ilillesund ‘$95 application discloses this limitation.
a plurality of seisni ic streamers;

See. e.g.. Hillesund ‘$95, Fig. I. See aiw Hillesund ‘$95 at p. 5,
Paragraph I (“In Figure I, a seismic survey vessel 10 is shown
towing eight marine seismic streamers ...“).

an active streamer positioning
device (ASPI)) attached to each
seismic streamer for vertically and
horizontally positioning each
seismic streamer relative to the
array;
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See e.g., ‘03$ patent, Col, I, II. 25-56 (discussing the known prior
art including attaching control apparatuses to seismic streamers to
position streamers).

and a master control er for issuing The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
positioning commands to each
ASPI) for maintaining a specified See, e.g.. Hillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 2 (‘in the preferred
array path. embodiment of the present invention, the control system fbr the

birds 1$ is distributed between a global control system 22 located
on or near the seismic survey vessel 10 and a local control system
located within or near the birds

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 10, Paragraph 3 (“During operation
of the streamer positioning control system, the global control
system 22 preferably transmits, at regular intervals (such as every
five seconds) a desired horizontal force 42 and a desired vertical
force 44 to the local control system 36.”).

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 18. Paragraph 2 (“[he inventive
control system is based on shared responsibilities between the
global control system 22 located on the seismic survey’ vessel 10
and the local control system 36 on the bird IS. ‘[he global control
system 22 is tasked with monitoring the positions of the streamers
12 and providing desired forces or desired position information to
the local control system 36. The local control system 36 within
each bird 18 is responsible for adjusting the wing splay angle to
rotate the bird to the proper position and for adjusting the wing
common angle to produce the magnitude of total desired force
required”).

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 18, Paragraph 3, top. 19, Paragraph
2; particularly in regard to the limitation of “specified array path”
(‘1he inventive control system will primarily operate in two
different control modes: a feather angle control mode and a turn
control mode. In the feather angle control mode, the global control
system 22 attempts to keep each streamer in a straight line ofEset
from the towing direction by a certain feather angle
The turn control mode is used when ending one pass and
beginning another pass during a 31) seismic survey, sometimes
referred to as a “line change.” The turn control mode consists of
two phases. In the first pail of the turn, every bird 18 tries to
“throw out” the streamer 12 by generating a three in the opposite
direction of the turn. In the last part of the turn, the birds 18 are
directed to go to the position defined by the feather angle control
mode. ... In extreme weather conditions, the inventive control
system may also operate in a streamer separation control mode
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that attempts to minimize the risk of entanglement ol the
streamers. In this control mode, the global control system 22
attempts to maxim ic the distance hetxx een adiacent streamers.
The streamers 2 will typically he separated in depth and the
outermosi st reainers will be positioned as thr awa horn each
other as possible. [lie inner streamers xviii then be regularly
spaced between these outermost streamers, i.e. each bird I xviii
receive desired horizontal Ibrees 32 or desired horizontal position
information that will direct the bird IS to the midpoint position
between its adjacent streamers.”).

The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

See Claim 20 A nalvsis

See, e.g.. Hillesund ‘595 at p. 6, Paragraph 2 (“The global control
system 22 is typically connected to the seismic survey vessel’s
navigation system and obtains estimates of sstem wide

parameters, such as the vessel’s towing direction and velocity and
current direction and velocity, from the vessel’s ia igation
system.”)
In addition, Persons Having Ordinary Skill In The Art will readily
recognize that the seismic survey vessel’s navigation system is
typically utilized to steer the vessel in routine seismic acquisition
operations (‘‘at] to—pilot ).

22. The apparatus of’ claim 20 The 1-lillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
further comprisig:

See Claim 20 Analysis.

a processor lw calculating an The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
optiiiial path lbr the seismic array
ibr optimal coverage during seismic Sec Claim 20 Anal’. sis.
data acquisition oxer a seismic field:

Sec. e.g.. l-lillcsund ‘895. Fig 4.

See, e.g.. I lillesund ‘595 at p. 6. Paragraph 3 (“ lo compensate hr
these localized current fluctuations, the inventive control system
utilizes a distributed processing control architecture and hehax or—
predicti’. e model—based control logic to properly control the
streamer positioning dcx ices.’’).

A Person I laying Ordinary Skill In The Art xvii recognize that
calculating an “optimal path for the seismic array for optimal
coverage’’ has been obvious common commercial practice since
before the priority date of the ‘038 patent. Commercial software

21. Ilie apparatus ol’ claim 20
\% herein the master controller issues
positioning commands to the to’.’. ing

essel (hr maintaining a specified

array pitl
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for this calculation was available.

a streamer behavior prediction The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
processor which predicts array
behavior; See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 3 (“To compensate for

these localized current fluctuations, the inventive control system
utilizes a distributed processing control architecture and behavior-
predictive model-based control logic to properly control the
streamer positioning devices”).

and wherein the master controller The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
compensates for predicted streamer
hehavior in issuing vertical and See. e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 3 (“To compensate for
horizontal positioning commands to these localized current fluctuations, the inventive control system
the towing vessel and the ASPDs for nh lizes a distributed processing control architecture and behavior—
positioning the array along the predictive model—based control logic to properly control the
optimal path. streamer positioning devices.”).

At the time of the invention of the ‘038 patent, a Person Having
Ordinary Skill In The Art would have found it obvious to position
the array along the optimal path, using various technologies
including neural-networks and behavior—predictive model based
control logic.

23. The apparatus of claim 22 The [UI lesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
wherein the m aster con tro 11cr
compensates for environmental See Claim 22 Analysis.
Iaetors in the positioning
commands, See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 8, Paragraph I (“The global control

system 22 will typically acquire the following parameters from the
vessel’s navigation system: vessel speed (m/s), vessel heading
(degrees), current speed (m/s), current heading (degrees), and the
location of each of the birds in the horizontal plane in a vessel
fixed coordinate system. Current speed and heading can also he
estimated based on the average forces acting on the streamers 12
by the birds 18. The global control system 22 will preferably send
the following values to the local bird controller: demanded vertical
force, demanded horizontal force, towing velocity, and
crosscurrent velocity.”).

See, e.g.. Hillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 3 (“Localized current
fluctuations can dramatically influence the magnitude of the side
control required to property position the streamers. To compensate
for these localized current fluctuations, the inventive control
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system utilizes a distributed processing control architecture and
behavior-predictive model-based control logic to properly control
the streamer positioning devices.”).

The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

Sec Claim 23 Analysis.

See. e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 7, Paragraph 3 (‘he global control
system 22 preferably calculates the desired vertical and horizontal
forces based on the behavior of each streamer and also takes into
account the behavior of the complete streamer array.”).

This limitation is inherent. It would he necessary to take into
account some maneuverability factors such as cable diameter,
array type, deployed configuration which are part of the basis for
the behavior of the streamers to he able to implement the
invention of Claim 23.

See, e.g., Hillcsund ‘895 at p. 8, Paragraph 3 (‘he force and
velocity values are delivered by the global control system 22 as
separate values for cach bird 18 on each streamer 12 continuously
during operation of the control system.”).

At the time of the invention it was obvious to a Person Having
Ordinary Skill In The Art at the time of the invention that to
“compensate for maneuverability influences” it would he
necessary to take into account various maneuverability factors,
including, hut not necessarily limited to, cable diameter, array
type, deployed configuration, vessel type, device type, etc. which
arc part of the basis for the behavior of the streamers.

24. The apparatus ot claim 23
wherein the master controller
compensates for maneuverability
factors in the positioning
commands.

25, A seismic streamer array The 1-lillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
tracking and positioning system
comprising: See. e.g., Hillesund ‘895 genera/fj’, which discloses a system

wherein a towing vessel tox-vs a seismic array comprised of a
plurality of seismic streamers. Actual positions are detcrrnincd for
this array, and positions arc controlled by’ seismic streamer
positioning devices attached to the streamer cables.

See, e.g. Hillesund ‘895 at p. 4, Paragraph titled “Summary of the
Invention.”

a towing vessel for towing a seismic The I-Iillcsund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
array:

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895, Fig. 1.3cc aLco Hillesund ‘895 at p. 5,
Paragraph I (“In Figure 1, a seismic survey vessel 10 is shown
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The flu lesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

Sec e.g., iliHesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph I (“Preferably the birds
18 are both vertically and horizontally steerable, These birds IS
may, for instance, be located at regular intervals along the
streamer, such as every 200 to 400 meters. The vertically and
horizontally steerable birds IX can he uscd to constrain the shape
of the scismic streamer 12 between the deflector 16 and the tail
buoy 20 in both the vertical (depth) and horizontal directions.”)

See, ag.. Flillcsund ‘895 at p. 18, Paragraph 3, top. 19. Paragraph
2 particularly in regard to ‘relative’ positioning of streamers (“ihe
inventive control system will primarily operate in two different
control modes: a feather angle control mode and a turn control
mode. In the feather angle control mode, the global control system
22 attempts to keep each streamer in a straight line offset from the
towing direction by a certain feather angle The turn control
mode is used when ending one pass and beginning another pass
during a 3[) seismic survey, sometimes referred to as a “line
change”. The turn control mode consists of two phases. In the first
part of the turn, every bird IS tries to “throw out” the streamer 12
by generating a force in the opposite direction of the turn. In the
last part of the turn, the birds IS are directed to go to the position
defined by the feather angle control mode. By doing this, a tighter
turn can he achieved and the turn time of the vessel and equipment
can he substantially reduced. Typically during the turn mode
adjacent streamers will be depth separated to avoid possible
entanglement during the turn and will be returned to a common
depth as soon as possible after the completion of the turn In
extreme weather conditions, the inventive control system may also
operate in a streamer separation control mode that attempts to
minimize the risk of entanglement of the streamers. In this control
mode, the global control system 22 attempts to maximize the
distance between adjacent streamers. The streamers 12 will
typically he separated in depth and the outermost streamers will be
positioned as far away from each other as possible. The inner

towing eight marine seismic streamers ).

a seismic streamer array comprising The 1-lillesund 895 application discloses this limitation.
a plurality of seismic streamers;

See, e.g., Flillesund 895, Fig. I See aLco Hillesund ‘895 at p. 5,
Paragraph I (“In Figure I, a seismic survey vessel 10 is shown
towing eight marine seismic streamers ).

an active streamer positioning
device (ASPI)) attached to each
seismic streamer (or vertically and
horizontally’ positioning each
seismic streamer relative to the
array;
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a master control Icr for issuing
position log corn mands to each
ASPI) and to the towing vessel for
maintaining an optimal path,
wherein the master controller further
corn prises a processor for
cal cu I at n g an optimal path br t he
seisni ic array for optimal coverage

during seismic data acquisition over

a seismic Held, and a streamer

behavior prediction processor which
predicts array behavior, wherein the
master controller compensates for
predicted streamer behavior in
issuing positioning corn m ands to the
towing vessel and the ASPDs for
positioning the array along the
optimal path, wherein the master
controller compensates for
cnv i ronmental and inaneuverabi lity
thetors in the positioning
eomtnands.

streamers will then he regularly spaced between these outermost
streamers. ic, each bird 18 will receive desired horizontal forces
42 or desired horizontal position information that will direct the
bird 18 to the midpoint position between its adjacent streamers.”).

The ‘038 patent discloses that this limitation was wel known to
one skilled in the art prior to and at the time of the invention.

See, e.g.. ‘038 patent, Col, I, II. 25-56 (discussing the known prior
art including attaching control apparatuses to seismic streamers to
position streamers).

The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

See, e.g.. Hillesund ‘895 at p. 6. Paragraph 2 (“In the preferred
embodiment of the present invention, the control system for the
birds 18 is distributed between a global control system 22 located
on or near the seismic survey vessel 10 and a local control system
located within or near the birds IS. The global control system 22
is typically connected to the seismic survey vessel’s navigation
system and obtains estimates of system wide parameters, such as
the vessel’s towing direction and velocity and current direction
and velocity, from the vessel’s navigation system.”).

See, c&g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 10. Paragraph 3 (“During operation
of the streamer positioning control system, the global control
system 22 preferably transmits, at regular intervals (such as every
tive seconds) a desired horizontal three 42 and a desired vertical
k)rce 44 to the local control system 36.”).

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 18, Paragraph 2 (“The inventive
control system is based on shared responsibilities between the
global control system 22 located on the seismic survey’ vessel 10
and the local control system 36 on the bird 18. The global control
system 22 is tasked with monitoring the positions of the streamers
12 and providing desired forces or desired position information to
the local control system 36. The local control system 36 within
each bird 18 is responsible for adjusting the wing splay angle to
rotate the bird to the proper position and fbr adjusting the wing
common angle to produce the magnitude of total desired force
required.”).

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 18, Paragraph 3. top. 19. Paragraph
2 (“The inventive control system will primarily operate in two
different control modes: a feather angle control mode and a turn
control mode. In the feather angle control mode. the global control
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system 22 attempts to keep each streamer in a straight line offset
ironi the tow iii d rection by a certain feather an gle .... The turn
control mode is used when ending one pass and beginning another
pass during a 31) seismic survey, sometimes refirred to as a ‘line

chanue.” Ihe turn control mode consists o I tw 0 phases. In the first

part ni the turn. every bird I 8 tries to “throw out the streamer 12

b generatina a three in the opposite direction ol the turn. In the
last part of the turn, the birds IS are directed to go to the position

delined h’ the leather angle control mode. fly doinu this, a tighter
turn can be achieved and the turn time of the vessel and equipment

can he substantially reduced. Typically during the turn mode
adjacent streamers will he depth separated to a; oid possible

entanglement during the turn and will he returned to a common
depth as soon as possible after the enmpletioii of the turn ... In

extreme ;; eather conditions, the in ent i e control s stem n a’ a! so

operate in a streamer separation control mode that attempts to

minimize the risk of entanglement of the streamers. In this control

mode, the global control system 22 attempts to in ax i miLe the
distance hetw een adjacent streamers. ‘fhe streamers I 2 will
tvpieall he separated in depth and the outermost streamers will he
positioned as far away From each other as possible. The inner
streamers will then he regularly spaced between these outermost

streamers. i.e. each bird I 8 will receive desired horizontal forces
42 or desired horizontal position information that will direct the

bird IS to the midpoint position between its adjacent streamers”).

See, e.g. I Jillesund ‘895 at p. 8, Paragraph I (“The global control
system 22 will typically acquire the following parameters from the
vessel’s na; igation system: vessel speed (mis). vessel heading

(degrees), current speed (m/s), current heading (degrees), and the
location of each of the birds in the horizontal plane in a ; essel
Fixed coordinate system. Current speed and heading can also he
estimated based on the a; erage forces acting on the streamers 1 2

by the hirds IS. The global control system 22 will preferably send

the follow ing alues to the local bird control icr: demanded vertical

three, demanded horizomal three, towing velocit . and

crosscurrent velocity.”).

Sec. e.g.. 1-lillesund 895 at p. 6, Paragraph 3 (“localized current

fluctuations can dramatically influence the magnitude of the side
control required to property position the streamers. To compensate
thr these localized current fluctuations, the inventi; e control

system utilizes a distributed processing control architecture and

behavior—predictive model—based control logic to properly control

the streamer positioning devices.’’).
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See. e.g.. I Ilesund ‘895 at p. 7, Paragraph 3 (“The global control
system 22 preferahl calculates the desired ‘. ertical and horizontal

threes based on the heha ior of each streamer and also takes into

account the heha or of the complete streamer array.”).

A Person Having Ordinary Skill In The Art at the time of the ‘038

invention \S ou Id have recognized that calculating an “optimal path
thr the seisin ic array fhr optimal coverage w as obvious eonunon

commercial practice. ION predecessor companies. among others,

ollered commercial software for this calculation at this time.

26, A method for tracking and The Hil lesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

positioning a seismic streamer array
comprising: See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 genera/tv, which discloses a system

wherein a towing vessel tows a seismic array comprised of a

plurality of seismic streamers. Actual posit ions are determined for

this array, and positions are control led by seismic streamer

positioning devices attached to the streamer cables.

Sea e.g.. Iii I lesund ‘S$Sat p. 4. Pararaph titled •‘ Summary of the

In V en tic) I

hr towing a seismic array The Hillesuod ‘$95 application discloses this limitation.

comprising a plurality of seismic

streamers: See, e.g., Iii llesund ‘895. Fig. I .Seu uRn I lillesund ‘895 at p. 5,

Paragraph I (“In Figure I . a seismic sur\ cv vessel 0 is shown

towing eight marine seismic streamers

attaching an active streamer ‘J’lie Hil lesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

positioning dcv ice tAS PD) each
seismic streamer for positioning the See, e.g., Hiliesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph I (“Preferably the birds

seismic streamer relative to other 18 are both vertically and horizontally steerable. These birds IS

seismic streamers within the array; may, for instance, be located at regular intervals along the

streamer, such as every 200 to 400 meters. The vertically and

horizontally steerable birds 18 can he used to constrain the shape

of the seismic streamer 12 between the deflector 16 and the tail

buoy 20 in both the ‘ ertieal (depth) and horizontal directions.”)

See. I Iii lesund ‘895 at p. I 8, Parauraph 3. to p. I 9. Paragraph

2 particti lark in regard to ‘relative’ positioning of strear.iers (“Ihe

inventive control system will primaril) operate in two different

control modes: a feather angle control mode and a turn control

mode. In the feather angle control node, the global control system

22 attempts to keep each streamer in a straight line offset from the

toxt ing direction liv a certain feather angle The turn control
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and issuing vertical and
positioning corn niands
ASPI) for in a intai ni n g a
array geometry.

mode is used when ending one pass and beginning another pass
during a 31) seismic survey, sometimes referred to as a “line
change.’’ The turn control mode consists of two phases. In the first
part of the turn, every bird IX tries to ‘‘throw out’’ the streamer 12
by generating a force in the opposite direction of the turn. In the
last part of the turn, the birds I 8 are directed to go to the position
defined by the feather angle control mode. By doing this, a tighter
turn can he achieved and the turn time of the vessel and equipment
can he substantially reduced. Typically during the turn mode
adjacent streamers will he depth separated to avoid possible
entanglement during the turn and will he returned to a common
depth as soon as possible after the completion of the turn In
extreme weather conditions, the inventive control system may’ also
operate in a streamer separation control mode that attempts to
minimize the risk of entanglement of the streamers. In this control
mode, the global control system 22 attempts to maximize the
distance between adjacent streamers. The streamers 12 will
typically he separated in depth and the outermost streamers will he
positioned as far away from each other as possible. The inner
streamers will then he regularly spaced between these outermost
streamers, i.e. each bird 18 will receive dcsired horizontal forces
42 or desired horizontal position information that will direct the
bird 8 to the midpoint position between its adjacent streamers.”).

The ‘038 patent discloses that this limitation was well known to
one skilled in the art prior to and at the time of the invention.

See, e.g.. ‘038 patent, Cot, I, II. 25-56 (discussing the known prior
art including attaching control apparatuses to seismic streamers to
position streamers).

The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. IX, Paragraph 3, top. 19, Paragraph
2: particularly in regard to the limitation of “specified array
geometry” (“The inventive control system will primarily’ operate
in two different control modes; a feather angle control mode and a
turn control mode. In the feather angle control mode, the global
control system 22 attempts to keep each streamer in a straight line
offset from the towing direction by’ a certain feather angle The
turn control mode is used when ending one pass’’and beginning
another pass during a 31) seismic survey, sometimes refen’ed to as
a “line change.” The turn control mode consists of two phases. In
the first pait of the turn, every bird IX tries to “throw out” the
streamer 12 by generating a force in the opposite direction of the
turn In extreme weather conditions, the inventive control

horizontal
to each
specified
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system may’ also operate in a streamer separation control mode
that attempts to minimize the risk of entanglement of the

streamers. In this control mode, the global control system 22
attempts to maximize the distance between adjacent streamers.

The streamers 12 will typically he separated in depth and the
outermost streamers will he positioned as far away from each

other as possible. The inner streamers will then he regularly
spaced between these outermost streamers, i.e. each bird 18 will

receive desired horizontal forces 42 or desired horizontal position

information that will direct the bird I 8 to the midpoint position
between its adjacent streamers.”),

27. The method of claim 26 further The Fl illesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

corn prising: providing an
environmental sensor for sensing
environmental factors which See, e.g., Flillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 3 (“Localized current
influence the path of the towed fluctuations can dramatically influence the magnitude of the side
array. control required to property position the streamers.

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 8, Paragraph I (“lhe global control
system 22 will typically acquire the following parameters from the
vesscls navigation system: vessel speed (mIs), vessel heading
(degrees), current speed (m/s), current heading (degrees), and the
location of each of the birds in the horizontal plane in a vessel
fixed coordinate system. Current speed and heading can also be
estimated based on the average forces acting on the streamers 12
by the birds 18, The global control system 22 will preferably send
the following values to the local bird controller: demanded vertical
force, demanded horizontal force, towing velocity, and
crosscurrent velocity.’).

Su e.g., Flillesund ‘895 at p. 8, Paragraph 3 (“T’he “water-
referenced” towing velocity and crosscurrent velocity could
alternatively he determined using flowmeters or other types of
water velocity sensors attached directly to the birds 18. Although
these types of sensors are typically quite expensive, one advantage
of this type of velocity determination system is that the sensed in
line and cross-line velocities will be inherently compensated for
the speed and heading of marine currents acting on said streamer
positioning device and lbr relative movements between the vessel
10 and the bird 18.”).

28. The method of claim 26 further The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation,
comprising: providing a tracking
system for tracking the streamer See Claim 26 Analysis.
positions versus time during a
seismic data acquisition run and See. e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 7. Paragraph 2 (“T he global control
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system 22 preferably maintains a dynamic model of each of the
seismic slreaiiiers 12 and utilizes the desired and actual positions
of’ the birds I to regu ar!> calculate updated desired v crical and
horizontal forces the birds should impart on the seismic streamers
12 to mm e them from their actual positions to their desired
positions).

See. e.g., I lillesund ‘895 at R 7, Paragraph I (“In the prt’ferred
embodiment of the present invention. the global control s stem 22
monitors the actual positions of each of the birds IX and is
programmed ith the desired positions of or the desired miii im urn
separations between the seismic streamers I 2.”).

.c. e.g. II il lesund ‘895 at p. 8. Paragraph I (“‘F he global control

system 22 will tvpicall acquire the fol lowing parameters from the
essel’s na; igation sstem: essel speed (m 5), ‘ essel heading

(degrees), current speed (m/s), current heading (degrees). and the
location of each of the birds in the horizontal plane in a vessel
fixed coordinate system ‘‘)

In regard to “array geometry tracking system,” see. e.g., [lillesund
‘895 at p. IX, Paragraph 3 to p. 19, Paragraph 2 (“The inventive

control system will primarily operate in t o different control
modes: a feather angle control mode and a turn control mode. In
the feather angle control mode, the global control system 22
attempts to keep each streamer in a straight line offset from the
towing direction by a certain leather angle. The feather could he
input either manually, through use ot a current meter. or through
use of an estimated value based on the average horizontal bird
forces. Only when the crosscurrent velocity is \•crv small will the
feather angle he set to zero and the desired streamer positions be
in precise alignment tb the towing direction.

[he turn control mode is used hen ending one pass and

beginning another pass during a 31) seismic survey, sometimes

referred to as a “line change”. The turn control mode consists of

two phases. In the first pan of the turn, cv cry bird I 8 tries to

“throw out” the streamer I 2 by generating a force in the opposite
direction of the turn. In the last part of the turn, the birds 18 are

directed to go to the position defined b the iCather angle control
mode. fly doing this, a tighter turn can beach ie ed and the turn
time of the vessel and equipment can he substantially reduced.

1 vpicalk during the turn mode adjacent streamers ill he depth
separated to avoid possible entanglement during the turn and will

he returned to a common depth as soon as possible afier the
completion of the turn. The vessel navigation system will typically

storing the positions versus time in a

lcgac\ database for repeating the
posit ii ins ‘ ersus time in a
subsequent data acquisition; and
pro iding an array geomctr
zi-ack ing s\ stem for tracking the
arraN geometry ‘. ersus time donna a
sci sm ic data acquisition run and
storing the array geometry versus
time in a legacy database lbr

repeat i ig the array geometry versus

inc in a subccq uent data acq uisition

run -
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29. the method of claim 28 wherein

the m aster control icr com pares the
positions of the streamers versus
time and the array geometry versus
time to a desired streamer position
and arra geometry versus time and

issues positioning commands to the

ASPI.)s to maintain the desired

streamer position and array

LLeO 11 Ct rv ‘. ers Its till C.

noti iv the global control system 22 when to sian throwing the
streamers I 2 out .and when to start straighten ny the streamers.

In cxireiile weather conditions, the in ellilve control 5) stem may

also operate in a streamer separation control ii ode that atteni pts to

minimize the risk of entanclement of the streamers. In this control
node. the global control system 22 atteni pts to flax ni ic the

distance bet; ecu adjacent streamers. [he streamers I 2 will

tpicallv he separated in depth and the outermost streamers xviii be
positioned as far away from each other as possible. The inner

streamers vi II then be regularly spaced bct ccn these outermost
streamers. i.e. each bird I 8 ‘ ill receix e desired horizontal threes

42 or desired horizontal position information that ill direct the

bird IX to the midpoint position between its adjacent streamers.’).

Persons Ha ing Ordinary Skill In Tile Art at the time ol incntion

x ould have recognized that tracking streamer positions and

storing the positions in a legacy database, including the times

during acquisition. was obvious and had been in widespread
industry standard practice since the late I980s. Industry
standards (such as the so-called UKOOA na igation database
standards) have existed and been used since the early 1990’s. It is
also oh’. otis to a Person Having Ordinary Skill In The Art that
streamer positions in such a database can he repeatedly utilized.

The Ilillestind ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

Sec Claim 28 Analysis.

See, e.g.. I lillesund 895 at p. 7, Paragraph 2 Ihe global control
system 22 prelerably maintains a dynamic model of each of the
seisni ie streamers I 2 and utilizes the desired and actual positions
of the birds I 8 to regularly calculate updated desired venical and
horizontal threes the birds should impart on tile seismic streamers

12 to mo’. e them from their actual positions to their desired
posit oiis.).

See, e.g.. II i Ilesund X95 at p. I 8. Paragraph 2 rihe global control

system 22 is tasked ‘.vitli monitoring the positions of the streamers

]2and providing desired fhrces or desired position infbrtnation to

tile local control system 36. The local control s stem 36 within

each bird IX is responsible for adjusting tile wing spla’ angle to
rotate the bird to the proper position and for adjusting the wing
common angle to produce the magnitude of total desired toree
req itt red.’’).
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The Ilillestind ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

Ste Claim 29 Atial\ sis.

See, e.g. liii lesund ‘$95 at p. 8. Paragraph [he global control

system 22 vill typical Iv acquire the follow ing parameters from the

vessel’s navigation system: vessel speed (in/s), vessel heading

(degrees), current speed (m/s), current heading (degrees), and the

location of each of the birds in the horizontal plane in a vessel

fixed coordinatc system. Current speed and heading can also he

estimated based on the average forces acting on the streamers 12

by the birds IX. The global control system 22 will preferably send

the following values to the local bird controller: demanded vertical

force, demanded horizontal Ihrce, towing velocity, and

crosscurrent velocity.’’).

See. e.g.. Ilillesund 895 at p. 6, Paragraph 3 (“Localized current

fluctuations can dramatical lv influence the magnitude of the side

control required to property position the streamers o compensate
ftg these localized current fluctuations, the in enti\ e control

system utilizes a distributed processing control architecture and

heliavior—prcdicti e model—based control logic to properly control

the streamer positioning dc ices.Th.

The Hillesttnd ‘$95 application discloses this limitation.

See Claim 30 Analysis.

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 7, Paragraph 3 (“ihe gl

system 22 preferably calculates the desired vertical and

forces based on the behavior of each streamer and also

account the behavior of the complete streamer array.’’).

A Person Flaking Ordinary Skill In The Art at the time of the

invention would find this limitation to he inherent in the invention.

Jo “compensate lhr maneuverability influences” it would he

neccssar to take into account various maneu erabilitv factors,

including. hut not necessarily limited to. cable diameter, array

type. deploed configuration. vessel type. device type. etc. which

are pail of the basis lhr thc behavior of the streamers.

See, e.g.. I lillcsund ‘895 at p. 8. Paragraph 3 (“1 he force and

30. The method of claim 29 ‘ herein
the master controller fic tors in
en vi ron in cit ta I factors in to the

position i ni co in in a it (Is to
coin pen sate hi r en vi ron mcii ta I

influences on the positioning ol’ the

stream ers and the arra\ geometry.

31. [he method of claim 31) wherein

the in aster controller corn pensaics
for mancuverab i Ii tv in the
positioning commands to
compensate for inaneu verahi lily
influences on the positioning ot the
streamers and the array geometry.

ohal control
horizontal
takes into
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velocity values are delivered by the global control system 22 as
separate values lot each bird I 8 on each streamer I 2 continuously
during operation of the control system.”).

At the time of the invention it was obvious to a Person I laying

Ordinary Skill In The Art at the time of the invention that to
“compensate br maneuverability influences” it would be
necessary to take into account various maneuverability factors,
including, hut not necessarily limited to, cable diameter, array’
type. deployed configuration, vessel type, device type, etc. which
are part of the basis for the behavior of the streamers.

35. The method of claim 26 wherein
the array geometry comprises a
plurality of streamers positioned at a
uni fbrni depth.

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph I (“Preferably the birds
IS arc both vertically and horizontally steerable. These birds IS
may, for instance, he located at regular intervals along the
streamer, such as every 200 to 400 meters. The vertically’ and
horizontally steerable birds 18 can he used to constrain the shape
of the seismic streamer 12 between the deflector 16 and the tail
buoy 20 in both the vertical (depth) and horizontal directions.”)

Persons Having Ordinary’ Skill in The Art will recognize that
deploying ‘a plurality of streamers at a uniform depth’ has been
the most obvious and common industry practice since the 1980’s.

36. The method of claim 26 wherein The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
the array geometry comprises a
plurality of streamers positioned at a See Claim 26 Analysis.
plurality of depths for varying
temporal resolution of the array. See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph I (“Preferably the birds

IS arc both vertically and horizontally steerable. These birds IS
may, for instance, be located at regular intervals along the
streamer, such as every 200 to 400 meters. The vertically and

32. I he method of claim 26 further
comprising: providinca monitor br
dctcrm iii ng t lie statuS ot each
stream cr. vhcrci n the master
controller adjusts the arra\ geometry
to compensate fur a fulled streamer.

Person Having Ordinary Skill In The Art will recognize that it was
obvious common practice at the time of the invention to monitor
the status of each streamer. They will also recognize that it was
obvious common practice to compensate for failed streamers to
the maximum extent that towing capabilities ofa given vessel
allowed.

The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this lini itation.

See Claim 26 Analysis
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horizontal lv steerable birds I 8 can he used to constrain the shape
of the seismic streamer I 2 between the deflector 16. and the tail
boo’ 20 in both the ertical (depth) and norizontal directions.)

Set’. cg., llillcsund ‘895 at p. 19. Paragraph 2 (‘in e\treme

catlicr conditions, the inventive contro system may also operate
in a streamer separation control mode that attem pts to in in ic
the risk of entanglement of the streamers. In this control mode, the
global control s\stem 22 attempts to maximize the distance
between adjacent streamers. ‘Ihe streamers I 2 ill tpieal Iv be
separated in depth and the outermost streamers vil I he positioned
as thr aw a’ li’oni each other as possible’’

Persons I la ing C )rdinar Skill in The Art will recogniie that
deploying ‘a plurality of streamers positioned ai a pluralit ol
depths’ has been obvious and has been select i ely uti I ized in
indostr practice since the I 980’s. In addition to other industry
practitioners. a predecessor company of WesternGeco titilized so-
called “over-under” streamer acquisition selectively since heibre
the priority date Fr the ‘038 patent.

33 he method of claim 29 wherein The Hillesund ‘895 application and the Kuche ‘882 patent disclose
the array geometry is tracked via this limitation.
satellite and coin muii i cated to the
master controller. See, e.g., I lillesuod ‘$95 at p. 7, Paragraph I (“Alternati clv, or

additionally, satellite—based global positioning system equipment
can he used to determine the positions of the equipment.’’).

See, e.ç’. II il lesund ‘805 at p. 6, Paragraph 2 (‘‘The global control
system 22 is typically connected to the seismic survey vessel’s
navigation system and obtains estimates of s stem v. ide
parameters. such as the essel ‘s towing direction and veloeit and

current direction and ‘ elocitv. from the ‘ essel ‘s navigation
system.”).

The Kuche ‘882 patent discloses this limitation of tising satellites
to track the streamer array, and communicating the satellite
navigation data along a streamer.

See. e.g.. Kuche ‘$82, Col, I. II. 3-I I (disclosing an apparatus to

use satellites. speciiicall global positioning sstem (“GPS”). to
track streamer pos non s

See. e.g., (ol. 2, II, 3-6 and II. I 3-IS (“The drawing sho’a s a buoy
or float I at the sea surface and preferably provided with a (iF’S
receiver I A x ith an associated antenna 113 so as to ser e as a
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reference position in a seismic assemh Iv being towed. - . in
particu jar siuna I or data transmission between the buoy and the
streamer 4”;

See. e.g.. Kuehe •$82. Coi. I. II. 3—I I (disclosing an apparatus to
use satelliics .speeilically global positionin system (‘‘GPS’’). to
track streamer positions; lbrther, see. e.g., C’oI. 2, II. 13—15 (‘‘ ... in
particular signal or data transmission between the IGPS satellite
navigation) buoy I and the streamer 4’’)

39. A method fir tracking and The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
positioning a seismic streamer array
comprising: See, e.g., Ilillesund ‘895 general/v. hieh discloses a system

wherein a to\\ ing vessel tows a seismic array comprised of a
plurality ci seismic streamers. Actual positions are determined [hr
th is array, and positions are control led by seismic streamer
positioning devices attached to the streamer cables.

See. e.g.. I lillesund ‘895 at p. 4, Paragraph titled “Summar of the
Invention.

lou inc a seismic arrax comprising a The llillestind ‘$95 application discloses this limitation.
pluralit of seismic streamers ftom a
lowing vessel; See. e.g. I I illesund ‘ 895. Fig. I See also I hI lesund ‘895 at p. 5.

Paragraph I (‘‘In Figure I, a seismic survey vessel I 0 is shown
towing eight marine seismic streamers ...“).

See, e.g. I lillcsund ‘895. Fig. I. See also Hillesund ‘895 at p. 5.
Paragraph I (“In Figure I, a seismic survey vessel JO is shown
towing eight marine seismic streamers .

attaching an actix e streamer The Nil lesund ‘$95 application discloses this limitation.
positioning device (ASPI)) to each
seismic streamer for positioning See. e.g., 1-lillesund ‘895 at p. 6. Paragraph I (‘‘Preferably the birds
each seismic streamer: I 8 are both vertical l and horizontally steerable. These birds I S

may for instance, he located at regular intervals along the
streamer, such as every 200 to 400 meters. The vertically and
horizontally steerable birds I $ can he used to constrain the shape
of the seisin ic streamer 12 between the deflector 16 and the tail
buoy 20 in both the vertical (depth) and horizontal directions.”)

Sec. e.g.. Hillesund ‘$95 at p. 1$. Paragraph 3. to p. 19. Paragraph
2 particularly in regard to ‘‘posH ioning’’ of streamers (“The
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inventive control system will primarily operate in two different
control modes: a feather angle control mode and a turn control
mode...”)

In extreme weather conditions, the inventive control system may
also operate in a streamer separation control mode that attempts to
minimize the risk of entanglement of the streamers

The ‘038 patent discloses that this limitation was well known to
one skilled in the art prior to and at the time of the invention.

See, e.g.. ‘038 patent, Col. I, II. 2S56 (discussing the known prior
art including attaching control apparatuses to seismic streamers to
position streamers).

issuing positioning commands from The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.
a master controller to each A S PD to
adjust vertical and horizontal See, e.g., Hillcsund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 2 (“In the preferred
position of a first streamer relative embodiment of the present invention, the control system for the
to a second streamer in the array for birds I 8 is distributed between a global control system 22 located
maintaining a specified array on or near the seismic survey vessel 10 and a local control system
geometrY, located whhin or near the birds IS.”).

See, e.g.. Hillesund ‘895 at p. 10, Paragraph 3 (“During operation
of the streamer positioning control system, the global control
system 22 preferably transmits, at regular intervals (such as every
live seconds) a desired horizontal Rrce 42 and a desired vertical
force 44 to the local control system 36.”).

Sec e.g.. Hillesund ‘895
control system is based
global control system 22
and the local control system 36 on the bird IS. The global control
system 22 is tasked with monitoring the positions of the streamers
12 and providing desired forces or desired position information to
the local control system 36. The local control system 36 within
each bird IS is responsible for adjusting the wing splay angle to
rotate the bird to the proper position and for adjusting the wing
common angle to produce the magnitude of total desired force
required.”).

Set e.g.. Hillesund ‘895 at p. 1$, Paragraph 3, to p. 19, Paragraph
2; particularly in regard to the limitation of “maintaining a
specified array geometry” (“ihe inventive control system will
primarily operate in two different control modes: a feather angle
control mode and a turn control mode. In the feather angle control

at p. 18,
on shared
located on

Paragraph 2 (“The inventive
responsibilities between the
the seismic survey vessel 10
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mode, the global control system 22 attempts to keep each streamer
in a straight line offset fi’om the towing direction by a certain
feather angle ,... The turn control mode is used when ending one
pass and beginning another pass during a 3[) seismic survey,
sometimes referred to as a “line change.” The turn control mode
consists of two phases. In the first part of the turn, every bird IS
tries to “throw out” the streamer 12 by generating a force in the
opposite direction of the turn. In the last part of the turn, the birds
IX are directed to go to the position defined by the feather angle
control mode. By doing this, a tighter turn can he achieved and the
turn time of the vessel and equipment can he substantially
reduced. Typically during the turn mode adjacent streamers will
he depth separated to avoid possible entanglement during the turn
and will be returned to a common depth as soon as possible after
the completion of the turn In extreme weather conditions, the
inventive control system max’ also operate in a streamer separation
control mode that attempts to minimize the risk of entanglement
of the streamers. In this control mode, the global control system
22 attempts to maximize the distance between adjacent streamers.
The streamers 12 will typically he separated in depth and the
outermost streamers will he positioned as far away from each
other as possible. The inner streamers will then be regularly
spaced between these outermost streamers, i.e. each bird 18 will
receive desired horizontal forces 42 or desired horizontal position
information that will direct the bird I $ to the midpoint position
between its adjacent streamers.”).

sensing environmental factors which The I-I illesund ‘$95 application discloses this limitation.
influence the towed path of the
towed array; Set’, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 3 (“Localized current

fluctuations can dramatically influence the magnitude of the side
control required to property position the streamers.”)

See, e.g., Flillesund ‘895 at p. 8, Paragraph I (“ihe global control
system 22 will typically acquire the following parameters from the
vesseLs navigation system: vessel speed (rn/s), vessel heading
(degrees), current speed (m/s), current heading (degrees), and the
location of each of the birds in the horizontal plane in a vessel
fixed coordinate system. Current speed and heading can also he
estimated based on the average forces acting on the streamers 12
by the birds 18. The global control system 22 will preferably send
the following values to the local bird controller: demanded vertical
force, demanded horizontal force, towing velocity, and
crosscurrent velocity.”).

See, e.g., Ilillesund ‘895 at p. 8, Paragraph 3 (‘1’he “water-
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tracking the streamer positions

versus time during a seismic data

acquisition run;

rclcrcnccd’’ low ing eloeit’ and crosscurrent elocily could

alternatively be dctcrmined using how meters or other t\ pes of

ater velocit sensors attached directly to the birds I S. A though

these types oF sensors are tpical h quite expensi e, one ad antatze

of this type of velocity determination system is that the sensed in

line and cross—I inc velocities will he inherently compensated lhr

the speed and h cad ing of marine currents acti rig on said streamer

positioning de ice and for relative movements between the vessel

JO and the bird I

The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

See, e.g., Flillesund ‘895 at p. 7, Paragraph 2 (“The global control

system 22 preftrahly maintains a dynamic model of each of the

seismic streamers 12 and utilizes the desired and actual positions

oF’ the birds I 8 to regu larlv calculate updated desired ertical and

horizontal tbrces the hirds should in part on the seisni ic streamers

I 2 to move them Ibm their actual positions to their desired

positions.”).

Seic ct... Hi Ilesund 895 at p. 7, Paragraph I

embodiment of the present invention, the global

monitors the actual positions of each of the

programmed x ith the desired positions of or the

separations between the seismic streamers 12.”).

See. e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 8, Paragraph I (The global control

system 22 will typically acquire the Ibllowing parameters from the

xessel’s navigation sstem: vessel speed (m/s), vessel heading

(degrees), curreni speed (m/s), current heading (degrees). anti the

location of each of the birds in the horizontal plane in a ‘ essel

hixed coordinate s\ stein.”)

Persons Ffa ing ordinary Skill In The An at the time of in\ ention

ould have recognized that tracking streamer positions and

storing the positrons in a legacy database, including the times

during acquisition, was obvious and had been in widespread

industry standard practice since the late 1980’s. Industry

standards (such as the so-called UKOOA navigation database

standards) have existed and been used since the early 1990’s. It is

also obvious to a Person Having Ordinary Skill In The Art that

streamer positions in such a database can he repeatedly’ utilized.

(‘‘In t he pre ferred
control system 22
birds IS and is

desired in in mum
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tracLing the arra geoinetr \ ersus
time during a seismic data
acquisition run, “herein the master
controller cc an pares the pos i tons of
the streamers ersus time and the
a rrav L’eo!netr\ \ ersus tme to

desired streamer positions and array
geometry tersus time and issues
positioning coin in ands to the A S P l)s

to maintain the desired streamer
positions and array geometry versus
time.

1 he I lilfesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

See, e.g., llillcsund ‘895 at p. 7. Paragraph 2 (“The global control
system 22 pref crab!> maintains a c] nam ic mode] of each of the
seismic streamers 12 and utilizes the desired and actual positions

of the birds I 8 to regtilarlv calculate updated desired vertical and
horizontal lhrces the birds should impart on the seismic streamers

I 2 to move them li’om their actual positions to their desired

positions.”).

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 18, Paragraph 2 (“The global control

system 22 is tasked with monitoring the positions of the streamers

12 and providing desired forces or desired position information to

the local control system 36. The local control system 36 within

each bird I 8 is responsible (hr adjusting the u ing spla angle to

rotate the bird to the proper position and for adjusting the wing

common angle to produce the magnitude of total desired three

required.”).

40. [he method of claim 39 wherein

he n taster con trc ‘11cr the tors in
environmental measurements i ito

the posit i oiiing com in and s to
com pensate lhr environmental
intl uences on the positions of the

streamers and the array geometry.

1 he Hillesund •X95 application discloses this limitation.

See Claim 39 Analysis.

See, e Hillesund ‘895 at p. 8, Paragraph I (‘9he global control

system 22 will typically acquire the following parameters from the

vessel’s navigation system: vessel speed (m/s), vessel heading

(degrees), current speed (ni/s), current heading (degrees), and the

location of each of the birds in the horizontal plane in a vessel

fixed coordinate svsteni. Current speed and heading can also be

estimated based on the average forces acting on the streamers 12

by the birds IS. The global control s stein 22 will preferably send

the tol]owing alues to the local bird controller: demanded vertical

force, demanded horizontal force. to>> intt velocity, and

crosscurrent velocity .).

See, e.g., I lillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 3 (“Localized current

fluctuations can dramatically influence the magnitude of the side

control required to property’ position the streamers. To compensate

for these localized current fluctuations, the inventive control

system utilizes a distributed processing control architecture and

behavior—predictive model—based control logic to properly control

the streamer positioning devices.”).
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41. I he method of claim 39 wherein
Lii c master en iii ro 11cr corn pen sates
for niancu erahililv in the
posit on i lit! coin iii an ds to
corn pensate for ni aneuvcrah iii t)

influences on the positionin of the
strewn crs and the array geometr\

A Person Having Ordinary Skill In [he Art at the time of the
invention would find this limitation to he inherent in the invention.

1 0 ‘‘compensate for maneuverability influences’ ii would he
neeesNar’ to take nto account various manetiverab litv fhetors,

inc I ud i ng. hut not necessa ri lv limited to. cable diameter, array

type, deployed con figuration. vessel t pe. de ice type. etc. hich

are part of the basis for the beha ior of the streamers.

See, e.g.. I Iillcsund •%95 at p. 8, Paragraph 3 (“1 he Force and
velocity alues are delivered by the global control system 22 as
separate values for each bird I S on each streamer I 2 conLinuously
during operation of the control system.”).

At the time of the invention it was obvious to a Person Having

Ordinary Skill In ilie Art at the tinie of the invention that to

“compensate for maneuverability influences’’ it would he
necessary to take into account various maneuverability thctors,

including, hut not necessarily limited to, cable diameter, array

type. deployed configuration, vessel type, device t’pe, etc. which
are parL of the basis lbr the behavior of the streamers.

P. I he ncthcid cci claim 39 further [he I hillesund S95 application discloses this limitation.
uniprisilic: clcteriniiiin the statn’.
ccicnJi iIe.cnicr. v.lcerc.fl Pie iaNtci A Person llaing Ordinary Skill In ‘[lie Art ill recognize that it
cci 11cr ldItHts tue ;,rra’ gcometr\ was obvious coninion practice at the time. of the inention to
ii’ citilpeasdie hr Piilcd streamer, monitor the statits of each streamer. They ill also recognize that

it was ohx ions common practice to compensate for failed
streamers to the max iniuin extent that to ing capabilities of a
given vessel allowed.

45. A method for tracking and The I lillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

positioning seismic streamer array

comprising: See, e.g.. Iii I lesund ‘895 general/i’, which discloses a system

wherein a to rig ‘. essel tows a seismic array comprised of a

plurality of seismic streamers. Actual positions are determined for

this array, and positions are controlled by seismic streamer

1 he I hillesund ‘595 application discloses this limitation.

See Claim 39 Analysis.

e.g.. I lillesund ‘595 at p. 7. Paragraph 3 (‘the global controt
system 22 preferably calculates the desired ‘ ertieal and horizontal
fbrccs based on the hcha or of each streamer and also takes into

account the behavior ol’ the complete streamer array.’’).
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position jig de ices attached to the streamer cables.

See. c, I I illestind ‘895 at p. 4, Paragraph titled ‘‘Summary of the
ln CIII Oil

to iw a seismic arm) comprising a [he I Iillesurtd ‘$95 application discloses this limitation.

plunLlity niscisinic streamers:
Stt e.g., Ilillesund ‘895. Fig. I See cRo Ilillesund t95 at p. 5.
Paragraph (‘‘In Figure I .a seismic sun e vessel I 0 is shown
to i ng eight marine seisni ic streamers ...‘‘Y

attaching an actRe streamer [he I lillcsund ‘895 applicatIon discloses this limitation.

positioning device (ASPI)l attached
to each seismic streamer Ihr See, e.g.. I lillesund •895 at p 6. Paragraph I (‘‘Preferably the birds

positioning each seismic streamer: I 8 are both ertical 1 and horizontally steerable. [hese birds I 8

na) hr instance, be located at regular inter als along the

streamer, such as even 200 to 400 meters. [he ‘. ertica I lv and

horizontally steerable birds 18 can be used to constrain the shape

oft he se i sn i c st reim er

See. e.g., I lillesund ‘895 at p. 18, Paragraph 3. to p. 19, Paragraph

2 particularly in regard to ‘‘positioning each seismic streamer’’

(‘‘Ihe inventive control system will primari lv operate in two

different control modes: a leather angle control mode and a turn

control mode. In the feather angle control mode, the global control

system 22 attempts to keep each streamer in a straight line offset

from the towing direction by a certain feather angle . ... The turn

control mode is used when ending one pass and beginning another

pass during a 31) seismic survey, sometimes reiCrrcd to as a “line

change. ‘The turn control mode consists of two phases. In the first

part of the turn, every bird I 8 tries to “throw out’’ the streamer 12

by generating a three in the opposite direction of the turn. In the

last part of the turn, the birds 18 are directed to go to the position

defined h the ICather angle control mode I picalk during the

turn mode adjacent streamers ill he depth separated to avoid

possible entanglement during the turn and vi II be returned to a

common depth as soon as possible after the completion of the turn

Iii extreme x eather conditions, the inventive control system

max also opt’rte in a streamer separation control mode that

attempts to minimize the risk of entanglement of the streamers. In

this control mode, the global control system 22 attempts to

maximize the distance between adjacent streamers. The streamers

12 will txpicall he sepcrated in depth .. “I.

The ‘038 patent discloses that this I imitation as w eli known to

one skilled in the art prior to and at the time of the invention.
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See, e.g., ‘038 patent, Cot. I, II. 25-56 (discussing the known prior
art, including attaching control apparatuses to seismic streamers to
position streamers).

and issuing vertical and horizontal The lb llesund ‘895 application discloses this Imitation.
positioning commands to each
ASPI) (hr maintaining a specified See, e.g., Ilillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 2 (“In the preferred
array path. embodiment of the present invention, the control system for the

birds IS is distributed between a global control system 22 located
on or near the seisnuc survey vessel 10 and a local control system
located within or near the birds

Sea e.g.. Hillesund ‘895 at p. 10, Paragraph 3 (“During operation
of the streamer positioning control system, the global control
system 22 preferably transmits, at regular intervals (such as every
five seconds) a desired horizontal force 42 and a desired vertical
force 44 to the local control system 36.”).

See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 18, Paragraph 2 (“i’he inventive
control system is based on shared responsibilities between the
global control system 22 located on the seismic survey vessel 10
and the local control system 36 on the bird 18. The global control
system 22 is tasked with monitoring the positions of the streamers
12 and providing desired forces or desired position information to
the local control system 36. The local control system 36 within
each hird IS is responsible for adjusting the wing splay angle to
rotate the bird to the proper position and for adjusting the wing
common angle to produce the magnitude of total desired force
required.”).

See, e.g., Flillesund ‘895 at p. IX, Paragraph 3, to p. 19, Paragraph
2; particularly in regard to the limitation of “specified array path”
(‘1’he inventive control system vill primarily operate in two
different control modes. a leather angle control mode and a turn
control mode. In the feather angle control mode, the global control
system 22 attempts to keep each streamer in a straight line offset
Irom the towing direction by a certain feather angle The turn
control mode is used when ending one pass and beginning another
pass during a 31) seismic survey, sometimes referred to as a “line
change”. The turn control mode consists of two phases. In the first
part of the turn, every bird 18 tries to “throw out” the streamer 12
by generating a force in the opposite direction of the turn. In the
last part of the turn, the birds 18 are directed to go to the position
defined by the feather angle control mode.... In extreme weather
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46. The method of claim 45 wherein
a master control icr issues
positioning commands to the towing
vessel br maintaining a specified
array path.

47. The ii ethod of claim 45 further
compnsing: calculating an optimal
patti br the seismic array for
optimal coverage during seismic
data acquisition over a seismic held;

conditions, the inventive control system may also operate in a
streamer separation control mode that attempts to minimize the
risk of entanglement of the streamers. In this control mode, the
global control system 22 attempts to maximize the distance
between adjacent streamers. The streamers 2 will typically be
separated in depth and the outermost streamers will
as far away from each other as possible. The inner
then he regularly spaced between these outermost
each bird IS will receive desired horizontal forces
horizontal position information that vi II direct the
midpoint position between its adjacent streamers.”).

The H illesuncl ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

See Claim 45 Analysis.

See, e.g.. Hillesund ‘895 at p. 6. Paragraph 2 (“The global control
system 22 is typically connected to the seismic survey vessel’s
navigation system and obtains estimates of system wide
parameters, such as the vessel’s towing direction and velocity and
current direction and velocity, from the vessel’s navigation
system.”)

In addition, Persons Having Ordinary Skill In The Art will readily
recognize that the seismic survey vessel’s navigation system is
typically utilized to steer the vessel in routine seismic acquisition
operations (“auto—pilot’’).

The H illesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

Sec Claim 45 Analysis.

See, e.g., Flillesund ‘895, Fig 4

See, e.g., I-lillcsund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 3 (“To compensate for
these localized current fluctuations, the inventive control system
utilizes a distributed processing control architecture and behavior-
predictive model—based control logic to properly control the
streamer positioning devices.”).

be positioned
streamers will
streamers, i.e.
42 or desired
bird I 8 to the

predicting array behavior; The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

Sect e.g.. Hillesund ‘895, Fig 4.

Se e.g.. Hillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 3 (“To compensate for
these localized current fluctuations, the inventive control system
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utilizes a distributed processing control architecture and heha\ ior—

predictive model—based control logic to properly control the

streamer positioning devices.”).

and coin pensating for predicted The lb Ilesund 95 application discloses this limitation.

See. e.g., liii lesund ‘$95 at p. 6, Paragraph 2 (“In the preferred

embodiment of the present invention, the control system for the

birds 18 is distributed between a global control system 22 located

on or near the seismic survey’ vessel 10 and a local control system

located within or near the birds I 8, The global control system 22

is typically connected to the seismic survey vessel’s navigation

system and obtains estimates of system wide parameters, such as

the vessel’s tow ing direction and velocity and current direction

and ‘ clocit\ . lion the vessel’s na igation system.’’).

See, e.g.. HI illesund ‘895 at p. 6. Paragraph 3 (‘10 compensate for

these localized current litictuations, the inventive control system

utilizes a distributed processing control architecture and behavior—

predict he in ode I—based control logic to properly control the

streamer positioning devices

See, e.g.. [lillestind 895 at p. 10, Paragraph 3 (“During operation

of the streamer positioning control system, the global control

system 22 preferably transmits, at regular intervals (such as every

five seconds) a desired horizontal force 42 and a desired vertical

force 44 to the local control system 36.”).

See. e.g.. Ilillesund ‘$95 at p. IX. Paragraph 2 (Ilie invcntive

control s stein is based on shared responsibilities het cen the

global control s stem 22 located on the seismic survey vessel 10

and the local control system 36 on the bird I 8. The global control

system 22 is tasked ith monitoring the positions of the streamers

I 2 and providing desired forces or desired position in formation to

the local control system 36. The local control sstein 36 within

each bird 1$ is responsible for adjusting the wing spla angle to

rotate the bird to the proper position and for adjusting the wing

common angle to produce the magnitude of total desired force

required.”).

See, e.g., [lillesund ‘895 at p. IX, Paragraph 3, to p. 19, Paragraph

2: particularly in regard to the limitation of “specified array

geometry” (“The inventive control system xill primaril operate

in two di liereni control modes: a leather angle control mode and a

turn control mode. In the feather angle control mode, the global

control system 22 attempts to keep each streamer in a straight line

streamer beha or ir issuing

positioning commands to the towing
vessel and the ASPDs liar

positioning the array along he

optimal path.
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oliset Irorn the to ing direction by a certain feather angle .... ]he

turn control mode is used when end lug one pass and heginn big

another pass during a 3 [) seismic survey. sometmes referred to as

a “line change. ‘T he turn control mode consists of to phases. In

the first part of the turn, every bird I 8 tries to “throw out” the

streamer 12 by generating a force in the opposite direction of the

turn. In the last part of the tttrn. the birds I 8 are directed to go to

the position defined h\ the leather angle control mode. doing.

this, a tighter turn can he achic ed and the turn time ol the vessel

and equipment can be substantially reduced. Typically during the

turn mode adjacent streamers ;s ill he depth separated to a oid

possible entanglement during the turn and vilI be returned to a

common depth as soon as possible alter the completion of the turn

In extreme weather conditions, the inventive control system

may also operate in a streamer separation control mode that

attempts to minimize the risk of entanglement of the streamers. In

this control mode. the global control system 22 attempts to

maxim i/c the distance het\\ cen adiacent streamers. [he streamers

I 2 will t\ picaliv he separated in depth and the outermost streamers

will he positioned as lär from each other as possible. [he

inner streamers will then he regularly spaced between these

outermost streamers, i.e. each bird 18 will receive desired

horizontal lorees 42 or desired horizontal position information that

will direct the bird I S to the midpoint position between its

adiacent streamers.”).

4. [he method of claim 37 wherein The I lillesund 95 application discloses this limitation.

the master controller compensates

for environmental factors in the See Claims 15, 30, and 40 Analyses.

p05 non ing comm ands.

See. eg.. II iliesund 195 at p. 6. Paragraph 3 (“I .ocalized current

fluctuations can dramatically influence the magnitude of the side

control required to property position the streamers. To compensate

for these localized current fluctuations, the inventive control

system utilizes a distributed processing control architecture and

behavior—predictive model—based control logic to properly control

the streamer positioning devices..”).

Se. e.g.. lii llesund $95 at p. 8. Paragraph I (“The global control

system 22 will typically acquire the following parameters from the

essel’s navieation s stem: essel speed (rn 5), ‘ essel heading

(degrees), current speed (ni’s), current heading (degrees), and the

location of each of the birds in the horizontal plane in a vessel

fixed coordinate system. Current speed and heading can also he
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estimated based on the average tbrccs acting on the streamers I 2

I the birds IX. [lie global control S\ stem 22 will preferably send

the lollou ing alues to the local bird controller: demanded vertical

Ibrce. demanded horI’omal force, lowing velocity, and

crosscurrent velocitv.”j.

49. The method of claim 48 wherein The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

the master controller corn pensates
for maneuverability [actors in the See Claims I 6. 31 , and 41 Analyses.

posit on i ng c oni rn and s.
Set’. e.g.. Hillesnnd ‘895 at p. 7. Paragraph 3 (“[lie global control

system 22 prefcrabl calculates the desired vertical and horizontal

tbrces based on the behavior of each streamer and also takes into

account the bcha or oft he complete strcamerarra .‘‘

A Person Having ( )t’dinary Skill In [he Art at the time of the

invention woo ti fi rid this tim itation to he inherent in the invention.

lo “compensate br maneuverability influences’’ it would be

necessary to take into account various maneuverability factors,

including, hut not necessarily limited to, cable diameter, array

type, deployed coil flguration, vessel type, device type. etc. which

arc part of the basis [hr the heha br oftlie streamers.

Set’, g.. Hillestind ‘895 at p. 8, Paragraph 3 “ [he three and

elociiv ‘.aloes arc dcli ered by the global control system 22 as

separate aIues [hr each bird I 8 on each streamer I 2 continuously

d Li ‘lug operation of the con ol sy ste ni

50. A method [hr tracking and The [lillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

positioning a seismic streamer array

comprising: See. e.g., Hillesund ‘895 genera/h’. which discloses a system

wherein a towing vessel tows a seismic array comprised of a

plurality of seismic streamers. Actual positions are determined for

th is array, and positions are control led b> seismic streamer

positioning devices’attaeled to the streamer cables.

Set’, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 4, Paragraph titled” Summary of the

I ii vent ion’’.

towing a seismic array’ comprising a The Hillesund ‘395 application discloses this limitation.

plurality of seismic streamers;
See, e.g.. Hillesund 895, Fig. 1.5cc a/so Hillesund ‘895 at p. 5,

Paragraph I (‘‘ In Figure I . a seismic survey vessel I 0 is shown

ton ing eight marine seismic streatncrs
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ihe Ilillesund ‘X95 application discloses this linniation.

See, e.g.. Hil lesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph I “Prelërablv the birds

8 are both ertieally and horizontally steerable. These birds 8

may, for instance, he located at regular intervals along the

streamer, such as every 200 to 400 meters. The vertically and

horizontally steerable birds 18 can he used to constrain the shape

of the seismic streamer ...‘‘)

s. c&g., Hil lesund t95 at p. I X Paragraph 3, to p. I 9. Paragraph

2 particularly Ti regard to ‘positioning each seismic streamer’’

rFhe in\enti\e control system t ill primaritv operate in to

diflèrent control nan/es: a feather angle control mode and a turn

control mode. In the feather angle control in ode, the global control

system 22 attempts to keep each streamer in a straight line offset

from the toing direction b a certain leather angle

In extreme weather conditions, the inventive control system nay

also operate in a streamer separation control mode that attempts to

minimize the risk of entanglement of the streamers...’’)

The ‘038 patent discloses that this limitation was well known to

one skilled in the art prior to and at the time of the invention.

ScLc cc.. ‘038 patent. Col . I . Il. 25—56 (discussing the known pilor

art, including attaching control apparatuses to seismic streamers to

position streamers).

The Hillesund ‘895 application discloses this limitation.

See. e.g.. I lillesund ‘895 at p. 7. Paragraph 2 (“The global control

system 22 preferably maintains a dvnam ie model of each of the

seismic streamers 12 and utilizes the desired and actual positions

of the birds IS to regularly calculate updated desired vertical and

horizontal forces the birds should impart on the seismic streamers

12 to move them from their actual positions to their desired

positions.”).

cc, e.g., I lillestmd ‘895 at p. I 0, Paragraph 3 (“During operation

cl the streamer positionin control system, the global control

system 22 preferably transmits, at regular intervals (such as e cry

five seconds) a desired horizontal Ibree 32 and a desired ertieal

attaching

positioning

to each

positioning

an aeti’ e streamer

device A SI’ I)) attached

seismic streamer br

each seismic streamer

issuing horizontal and ‘. ertieal

positionin eom niands to each

A S PD and to the towing essel for

maintaining an optima I path,

calculating an optimal path for the

seismic array or optimal coverage

during seismic data acquisition over

a seismic field, and a behavior

prediction processor which

predicting arra behavior, wherein

the master controller corn pensates

lbr predicted streamer behavior in

issuing positioning commands to the

towing vessel and the ASPDs for
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positioning the array along the force 44 to the local control system 36.”).
optimal path, wherein the master
controller compensates for See, e.g., Hillesund ‘895 at p. 18, Paragraph 2 (“he inventive
environmental and maneuverability control system is based on shared responsibilities between the
factors in the positioning global control system 22 located on the seismic survey vessel 10
commands, and the local control system 36 located on the bird 18. The global

control system 22 is tasked with monitoring the positions of the
streamers 12 and providing desired forces or desired position
information to the local control system 36. The local control
system 36 within each bird IS is responsible for adjusting the
wing splay angle to rotate the bird to the proper position and for
adjusting the wing common angle to produce the magnitude of
total desired force required.”).

See, e.g., 1-lillesund ‘895 at p. 6, Paragraph 3 (‘to compensate for
these localized current fluctuations, the inventive control system
utilizes a distributed processing control architecture and hehavior
predictive model—based control logic to properly control the
streamer positioning deviccs.”).

See, e.g.. Hillesund ‘895 at p. 8, Paragraph I (“The global control
system 22 will typically acquire the following parameters from the
vessel’s navigation system: vessel speed (mis), vessel heading
(degrees), current speed (mis), current heading (degrees), and the
location of each of the birds in the horizontal plane in a vessel
fixed coordinate system. Current speed and heading can also he
estimated based on the average forces acting on the streamers 12
by the birds 1$. The global control system 22 will preferably send
the following values to the local bird controller: demanded vertical
three, demanded horizontal force, towing velocity, and
crosscurrent velocity.”).

See, e.g., Flillesund ‘895 at p. 7. Paragraph 3 (‘ihe global control
system 22 preferably calculates the desired vertical and horizontal
forces based on the behavior of each streamer and also takes into
account the behavior of the complete streamer array.”).

See, e.g.. Flillesund ‘895 at p. 8. Paragraph 3 (“The force and
velocity values are delivered by the global control system 22 as
separate values fhr each bird 18 on each streamer 12 continuously
during operation of the control system.”).

See a/so Claims I, 2, 5, 6, 21, 22, and 25 Analyses.
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EXHIBIT 10

U .S. Patent No. 6,932.0 I 7 (the “Ilillesund ‘0 7 patent’’) Is Obvious In View of
U.S. Patent 5,790.472 (“Workman ‘472 patent”)

I . A method of controlling the
positions of marine seismic
streamers in an array ot such
streamers being towed by a seismic
survey vessel, the streamers having
respective streamer positioning
devices disposed therealong and
each streamer positioning device
having a wing and a wing motor
for changing the orientation of the
wing so as to steer the streamer
positioning device laterally, said
method comprising the steps of:

U.S. Patent 5,790,472 (Adaptive Control of Marine
Seismic Streamers; Workman & Chambers; assigned to
Western Atlas; 1998) discloses this claim preamble.

The limitation of “marine seistnic streamers in an array of
such streamers being towed by a seismic survey vessel” is
disclosed in the Workman ‘472 patent.

The limitation of “streamer positioning devices disposed
therealong and each streamer positioning device having a
wing and a wing motor for changing the orientation of the
wing” is disclosed in the Workman ‘472 patent.

The limitation ‘‘to steer the streamer positioning device
laterally” is disclosed in the Workman ‘472 patent.

See, c&g., Workman ‘472 at 2, II. 32-33 (“... the prior
art discloses a series of discrete devices for locating and
controlling the positions of streamer cables ..‘‘) and Col. 2,
II. 45—47 (“The present invention isan improved system for
controlling the position and shape of marine seismic
streamer cables”).

See, e.g., Workman 472 at Col .3, II. 33-43 (“As known to
those skilled in the art, components of the marine seismic
data acquisition system 05, on the vessel I may include

a network solution system 10 for determining the
position of the streamer cables 13 and seismic sources 12,
and a streamer cable controller 16 for controlling the
streamer positioning devices”).

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. I, II. 17-19 (“Due to the
increasing use of marine 3-D seismic data, multi-cable
marine surveys arc now commonplace”).

U.S. Patent No. 6,932,017 Citations from ‘472 Prior-art
Asserted Claims

See, e.g.. Workman ‘472 at (.‘ol. I, I. 45 (“Streamer
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positioning devices are well known in the art”).

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col,3, II. 14-20 (“As known to
those skilled in the art, streamer positioning devices 14, for
example birds and tail buoys, may he attached to the
exterior of the streamer cables 13 for adjusting the vertical
and lateral positions of the streamer cables 13. The
streamer cables 13 include electrical or optical cables for
connecting the streamer positioning devices I 4 to
individual control and logging systems’’).

See. e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. I. II. 55-61 (describes
lateral positioning with wings). A wing motor to move a
wing is inherent in this invention because of the need for
dynamic control to im plcment this invention.

In the event that a wing motor is not considered inherent.
then it is obvious based on Workman ‘472 at Col. I, II. 27—
61.

obtaining a predicted position of The Workman ‘472 patent discloses this jim itation.
the streamer positioning devices;

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. 2, Ii. 15-18 (“These
devices and methods may then he used to determine the
real time position of the seismic sources’and seismic
streamer cables by computing a network solution to a
Kalman filter, as disclosed by U .S. Pat. No. 5,353,223”).

Prediction is a fundamental aspect of Kalman filtering
technology. A person Having Ordinary Skill In The Art
will understand that the disclosed Kalman filter is a well—
known prior art technology that is used to obtain a
predicted position.

obtaining an estimated velocity’ of Given “a predicted position of the streamer positioning
the streamer positioning devices; devices,” then a Person Having Ordinary Skill Jn The Art

will understand that it is inherent that velocities are
necessarily obtained from differences in positions over
known time intervals based on fundamental concepts of
marine navigation known for generations. In marine
seismic navigation systems at the time of invention,

2
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solutions br positions are typically available several times
per minute which necessarily yields estimates of velocities
several times per minute as simple differences oF positions.

See, e.g.. Workman ‘472 at Col. 2, II. 15-18 (“These
devices and methods may then he used to determine the
real time position of the seismic sources and seismic
streamer cables by computing a network solution to a
Kalman filter, as disclosed by U.S. Pat. No. 5,353,223”).

Estimation is a Fundamental aspect of Katman littering
technology. A person Having Ordinary Skill In The Art
will understand that the disclosed Kalman filter is a well—
known prior art technology that is used to obtain an
estimated velocity.

br at least sonic of the streamer The Workman ‘472 patent discloses this limitation.
positioning devices, calculating
desired changes in the orientation See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at (‘ol. 3, II. 42-43 and a

of their wings using said predicted streamer cable controller 16 for controlling the streamer

position and said estimated positioning devices 14”) See also, e.g., FIG. 2

velocity;
See. e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. 3, Il. 59-62 (“... includes a
streamer control processor 40 tbr ... calculating a position
correction to reposition the streamer cables 13”)

See e.g.. Workman ‘472 at CoT. 4, II. 17-2 l”The streamer
control processor 40 is connected to the streamer device
controller 16. When the streamer cables 13 need to he
repositioned, the position correction is used by the
streamer device controller 16 to adjust the streamer
positioning devices 14 and reposition the streamer cables
13.”

Given “predicted positions and estimated velocities”, a
Person Having Ordinary Skill in the Art will understand
that it is inherent that the “orientation of their wings” for
the streamer positioning devices necessarily must he
calculated to he able to implement any change in streamer
position or motion whatsoever.

.5
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and actual iou the \\ mu motors to
produce said desired ehanues in
\ i]i orientation.

Citations from ‘472 prior-a ri

The \Vorkiiian 472 patent discloses this limitation.

c, Workman -472 at (ol. I. Il. 55—57 (“For

example. des ices to control the lateral positioning ot
streamer cables by using camber—adjustable In drohiails or
angled sxings are disclosed . -

Ibis limitation is also inherent. (liven a desire to
reposition the streamers, then a Person I laying Ordinary
Skill In Ihe Art will understand that to change the sving

orientation for the streamer positioning des ices xill

neeessaril’ reqtrire the action ota motor.

It would hase been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the
art to have used an actuator or motor to produce the

desired changes.

S. A method as claimed in

claim 7, in which said global
control system is further
eoii figured into a streamer

separation mode, wherein said
global control system attem pts to
direct said streamer positioning
din ice to maintain a minim un]
separation di stance between
adjacent streamers -

The Workman ‘472 patent discloses this limitation of

‘‘streamer separation mode”.

See, e.g.. Workman ‘472 at CoI. I, IL 33-35 (‘The ability
to control the position and shape of the streamer cables is
desirable ibr preventing the entanglement of the streamer
cables

Sec e.g.. Workman ‘472 at Co) 3. II. 5—67 (‘In the
present ejnbodimeni of the ins ention. the marme seismic

data acquisition s\ stem n5 also includes a stretmct control

pr0cc—or 4tt or dectina when the streamer cables 13
should he el]oitiNle and tor ealcttlttinu a position

correction to reposition the streamer eahlc 3. \Ro in the

present embodiment of tile in\ cntion. tliesh(d p:inucters

.mrc established liii dciern]ining when the streamer cables

should he repositioned. Threshold parameters na’ Include

a phtiralit’ of ‘ alnes ilt. minimum allowable separations
ccii streamer cables 13

‘cc. e.g.. \\ orkni:tn -472 at (1)1. 4. II. X—35 discloses
streamer control pr°ce>sofl.

tO. Apparatus for controlling U.S. Patent 5,790,472 (Adaptive Control of Marine

4
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the positions of marine seismic
streamer in an array of such
streamers being towed by a seismic
survey vessel, the streamers having
respective streamer positioning
devices disposed thcrealong and
each streamer positioning device
having a wing and a wing motor
for c hangi ii g t he horizontal
orientation of the wing so as to
steer the streamer positioning
device laterally, said apparatus
comprising:

Seismic Streamers: Workman & Chambers; assigned to
Western Atlas; 998) discloses this claim preamble.

The limitation of “marine seismic streamers in an array of
such streamers being towed by a seismic survey vessel” is
disclosed in the Workman ‘472 patent.

The limitation of “streamer positioning devices disposed
therealong and each streamer positioning device having a
wing and a wing motor for changing the orientation of the
wing” is disclosed in the Workman ‘472 patent.

The limitation “to steer the streamer positioning device
laterally” is disclosed in the Workman ‘472 patent.

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. I, 11,55-61 (describes
lateral positioning with wings). A wing motor to move a
wing is inherent in this invention because of the need for
dynamic control to implement this invention.

See, e.g.. Workman ‘472 at Col. 2, II. 32-33 (“... the prior
art discloses a series of discrete devices for locating and
controlling the positions of streamer cables ) and Col. 2,
II. 45-47 (“The present invention is an improved system for
controlling the position and shape of marine seismic
streamer cables”).

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. 3, II. 33—43 (“As known to
those skilled in the art, components of the marine seismic
data acquisition system 05, on the vessel II, may include

a network solution system 10 for determining the
position of the streamer cables 13 and seismic sources 12,
and a streamer cable controller 16 for controlling the
streamer positioning devices”).

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. I, II.
increasing use of marine 3-I) seismic
marine surveys are now commonplace”).

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. I, I. 45 (“Streamer
positioning devices are well known in the art”).

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. 3. II. 14-20 (“As known to
those skilled in the art, streamer positioning devices 14, for

Citations from ‘472 prior-art

7-I 9 (“Due to the
data, multi-cable
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exam pIe birds and tail huo s, may be attached to the
exterior of the streamer cables 13 for adjusting the vertical
and lateral positions of the streamer cables 13. 1 lie

streamer cables ] 3 include electrical or optical cables for
connecting the streamer positioning dcx ices I 4 to
mdix idual control and logging systems’’).

In the cx ent that a wing motor is not considered inherent,
then it is obx ions based on Workman ‘472 at Col. I. II. 27—

6 I

I Inder 35 t.I.S,C, 112, ¶ 6, the Workman .472 patent
means for obtaining a predicted disc loses structure that performs the claimed function of
position of the streamer positioning obtaitung a predicted position ot’ the streamer positioning
dcx ices; devices and that is either identical to the structure

identi lied by the Court or equivalent structure.

See, e.g.. As shown in Figure 2. the marine seismic data

acquisition system 05 comprises a streamer control
processor 40 and a streamer cable controller 16.

See, e.g., Workman 472 at Cot .3, Il. 33-34 and II. 42-44

(“As known to those skilled in the art, components of the
marine seismic data acquisition system 05, on the vessel

I, may include ... a streamer cable controller 16 for
controlling the streamer positioning devices 1 4.’’).

seL. e.g., Workman 472 at Col. 3. II. 58-62 the
marine seismic data acquisition system 05 also includes a

streamer control processor 40 for deciding xx hen the

streamer cables 13 should he repositioned and liar

calculating a position correction to reposition the streamer

cables 13.”)

See. e.g.. Workman 472 at Col. 2, II. 15-19 which

discloses “prediction” in a Kalman tilter. The
alorementioned disclosed structure performs the function
of: (‘These devices and methods may then be used to
determine the real time position of the seistu ic sources and
seisni ic streamer cables by computing a netxx ork solution

to a Kalnian filter, as disclosed by U.S. Pat. No.

5.353,223”).

6
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Prediction is a fundamental aspect of Kalman filtering
technology. A PHOSITA will understand that the disclosed
Kalman filter is a well—known prior—art technology that is
used to obtain a predicted position and that such filtering
technology is implemented using algorithms software.

means for obtaining an estimated Under 35 U.S.C. § 112, ¶ 6, the Workman ‘472 patent
velocity of the streamer positioning discloses structure that performs the claimed function of
dcv ices, obtaining an estimated velocity of the streamer positioning

devices and that is either identical to the structure
identified by the Court or equivalent structure.

The 0 17 specification states that “[he towing velocity and
crosscurrent velocity are preferably “water-referenced”
values that are calculated from the vessel speed and
heading values and the current speed and heading values,
as well as any relative movement between the seismic
survey vessel 10 and the bird 18 (such as while the vessel
is turning). Alternatively, the global control system 22
could provide the local control system with the horizontal
velocity and water in—flow angle. The force and velocity
values are delivered by the global control system 22 as
separate values for each bird 18 on each streamer 12
continuously during operation of the control system. The
“water—referenced” towing velocity and crosscurrent
velocity could alternatively he determined using
fiowmeters or other types of water velocity sensors
attached directly to the birds 18.”

See, e.g., As shown in Figure 2, the marine seismic data
acquisition system 05 comprises a streamer control
processor 40 and a streamer cable controller 16.

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. 2. II. 15-18; at Col. 4. I. 8;
and “prediction” in a Kalman filter at Col. 2., Il. 15—19.
The aforementioned disclosed structure performs the
function ofi “These devices and methods may then he used
to determine the real time position of the seismic sources
and seismic streamer cables by computing a network
solution to a Kalman filter, as disclosed by U.S. Pat. No.
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Citations front ‘472 prior-art

5.353.223”).

m cans for calculating desired
changes in the orientations of the
respective wings of at least some
ni the streamer positioning devices

using said predicted position and
said estiniated velocity;

Given ‘a predicted position of the streamer positioninu
dc ices.” then a Person 11a ing ()rdinar Skill In [lie Art
will understand that it is inherent that velocities are
necessarily obtained from differences in positions over
known time intervals based on fundamental concepts of
marine naviuation knox ii 11w 2eneralions. In marine

seisillic navigation systems at the time of invention.

solutions for positions art available seeral times
per in mute vs Ii icli nccessaril icids estimates velocities
seerai times per minttte as simple differences ol positions.

Est i mat ion is a Fundamental aspect of Ka Iman Filtering

technology. A person Having Ordinary Skill In [he Art

vs ill understand that the disclosed Kalman Filter is a well—

knovs ii prior art technology that is used to obtain an

estimated velocity.

Under 35 U.S.C. § 112, ¶ 6, the Workman 472 patent

discloses structure that perfbrms the claimed function of
calculaling desired changes in the orientations of the

respective wings of at least some of the streamer

positioning devices using said predicted position and said

estimated velocity and that is either identical to the

structure dent itied by the Court or equivalent structure.

The Workman 472 patent discloses a global control

s’ stern for perlbrm ing the recited unction. I he Workman
‘472 patent discloses a structure to perform this lunction
comprised of a streamer cable controller and a streamer

control processor.

,Se’. e.g., As shown in Figure 2, the marine seismic data

acquisition system 05 comprises a streamer control

processor 40 and a streamer cable controller I 6.

See. e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. 3. Il. 42-43 and a
streamer cable controller 16 for controlling the streamer
posi[ionin devices l4’). See also. e.g., FIG. 2

8
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See, e.g., Workman 472at Col. 3. II. 59-62 includes a

streamer control processor 40 thr . . . calcu hit ng a position
correction to reposition the streamer cables 13’’)

.Sue, e.g.. Workman 472 at Col. 4. II. 17-2 I “The streamer
control processor 40 is connected to the streamer device
controller I 6. When the streamer cables 13 need to be
repositioned. the position correcT ion is used by the
streamer device controller 1 6 to adj list the streamer
positioning dcx ices 14 and reposition the streamer cables

This claim limitation ‘‘calculating desired changes in the
orientation of their wings using said predicted position and
said estimated velocity” is also an inherent aspect of’ the
invention. Given ‘‘predicted positions arid estimated
velocities”, it is inherently necessary that the “orientation
ol’ their wings” For the streamer positioning devices must

he calculated to he able to implement any change in

streamer position or motion whatsoever.

and means for actuating the wing Under 35 U.S.C. § 112. ¶ 6, the Workman ‘422 patent

niolors to produce said desired discloses structure that performs the claimed function of

changes in wing orientation, actual ing the wing motors to produce said desired changes

in \ ing orientation and that is either identical to the
structure identified by the Court or equivalent structure.

See. cg.. \Vorkman ‘472 at Col. I. 11.55—57 (“For

eNample. devices to control the lateral positioning ol’

streamer cables by usine camber—adjustable hvdrofbi Is or

angled wings are disclosed .
. ‘1

‘Ihis claim limitation actuating the \% ing motors to

produce said desired changes in wing orientation’’ is also

an inherent aspect of the mx ention. Given a desire to

reposition the streamers. it is necessary that theflwing

orientation br the streamer positioning dc ices \vi II need

to be altered, which necessarily requires the action of a

motor.

Even assuin ing that a motor t ould not he inherent in the

9
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472 patents disclosure, the streamer cable control Icr 6
controls the streamer positioning devices, or birds, to
produce a desired change in the w ing orientation. (‘ol. 3.
II. 30—45: eol. 4, II. -21 That necessarily occurs ‘ in some
type of actuator, and it ould have been obvious to one of
ordinary skill in the art to ha e used an actuator or nmtor.

l0
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EXHIBIT II

U.S. Patent No. 6,932,017 (the “Hillesund ‘017 patent”) Is Obvious In View of
Workman ‘472 and Kalman Reference

A method of control ing the
positions of marine seismic
streamers in an array of such
streamers being towed hya seismic
survey vessel, the streamers having
respective streamer positioning
devices disposed therealong and
each streamer positioning device
having a wing and a wing motor
fbr changing the orientation of the
wing so as to steer the streamer
positioning device lateraHy, said
method comprising the steps of:

U.S. Patent 5,790,472 (Adaptive Control of Marine
Seismic Streamers; Workman & Chambers; assigned to
Western Atlas; 1998) discloses this claim preamble.

The limitation of “marine seismic streamers in an array’ of
such streamers being towed by a seismic survey vessel” is
disclosed in the Workman ‘472 patent.

The limitation of “streamer positioning devices disposed
therealong and each streamer positioning device having a
wing and a wing motor for changing the orientation of the
wing” is disclosed in the Workman ‘472 patent.

The limitation “to steer the streamer positioning device
laterally’’ is disclosed in the Workman ‘472 patent.

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. 2, II. 32-33 (“... the prior

art discloses a series of discrete devices for locating and
controlling the positions of streamer cables ...“) and Col. 2,

II. 45-47 (‘Fhe present invention is an improved system for
controlling the position and shape of marine seismic

streamer cables”).

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. 3. II. 33-43 (“As known to
those skilled in the art, components of the marine seismic
data’ aecluisition system 05, on the vessel II, may include

a network solution system 10 for determining the
position of the streamer cables 13 and seismic sources 12.
and a streamer cable controller 16 for controlling the
streamer positioning devices”).

See, e.g.. Workman ‘472 at Col. I, II. 17-19 (“Due to the
increasing use of marine 3—I) seismic data, multi—cable
marine surveys are now commonplace”).

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. I, I. 45 (“Streamer
positioning devices are well known in the art”).

U.S. Patent No. 6,932,017 Citations front the Prior-art
Asserted Claims
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See, e.g., Workman 472 at Cot. 3, II. 14-20 (“As known to
those skilled in the art, streamer positioning devices 14, ftr
example birds and tail buoys, may he attached to the
exterior oldie streamer cables 13 for adjusting the vertical
and lateral positions of’ the streamer cables I 3..flie
streamer cables 13 include electrical or optical cables for
connecting the streamer positioning devices 14 to
individual control and logging systems”).

See. e.g., Workman 472 at Col. 1,11.55-61 (describes
lateral positioning with wings). A wing motor to move a
wing is inherent in this invention because of the need for
dynamic control to implement this invention.

In the event that a wing motor is riot considered inherent,
then it is obvious based on Workman ‘472 at Col. I, II. 27—
61.

obtaining a predicted position of
the streamer positioning devices; The Workman ‘472 patent discloses this limitation.

See. e.g.. Workman ‘472 at Cot. 2, II. 15-18 (“These
devices and methods may then he used to determine the
real time position of the seismic sources and seismic
streamcr cables by computing a network solution to a
Kalman filter, as disclosed by U.S. Pat. No, 5,353,223”).

Kalman, RE., 1960, “A New approach to Linear Filtering
and Prediction Problems,” Trans of ASME-J. of Basic
Engineering, vol. 82 (Series D). pp. 35-36 discloses the
limitation ol’’’prediction.’’

See, e.g.. p. 36, bottom of right hand colunin in section
“Optimal Estimation,” first paragraph: “we have a
prediction problem. Since our treatment will be general
enough to include these and similar problems, we shall use
herealier the collective term estimation.’’

Prediction is a fundamental aspect of Kalman filtering
technology. A Person Having Ordinary Skill In The Art
will understand that the disclosed Kalman Filter is a well—
known prior art technology’ that is obvious to use to obtain
a predicted position.

2
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obtaining an estimated velocity of
the streamer positioning devices; Given “a predicted position of the streamer positioning

devices,” then a Person Having Ordinary Skill In The Art
will understand that it is obvious that velocities are readily
obtained from dilThrenees in positions over known time
intervals based on fundamental concepts of marine
navigation known for generations. In marine seismic
navigation systems at the time of invention, solutions for
positions are typically available several times per minute
which yields estimates of velocities several times per
minute as simple differences of positions.

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. 2, Il. 15-18 (“These
devices and methods may then he used to determine the
real time position of the seismic sources and seismic
streamer cables by computing a network solution to a
Kalman Jilter, as disclosed by U.S. Pat. No. 5,353,223”).

Kalman, RE., 1960, “A New approach to Linear Filtering
and Prediction Problems,” Trans of ASMF—J. of Basic
Engineering, vol. 82 (Series D), pp.35-36 discloses the
I ni itation of “prediction.”

See, e.g., p. 36, bottom of right hand column in section
“Optimal Estimation,” first paragraph: “we have a
prediction problem. Since our treatment will he general
enough to include these and similar problems, we shall use
hereafier the collective term estimation.”

Estimation is a fundamental aspect of Kalman filtering
technology. A person Having Ordinary Skill In The Art
will understand that the disclosed Kalman filter is a well-
known prior art technology that is obvious to use to obtain
an estimated velocity.

for at least sonic of the streamer The Workman ‘472 patent discloses this limitation.
positioning devices, calculating
desired changes in the orientation See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. 3, II. 42-43 (“... and a

oftheir wings using said predicted streamer cable controller 16 for controlling the streamer

position and said estimated positioning devices 14”). See also, e.g., FIG. 2

x’el oc ity’;
See, e.g., Workman 472 at Col. 3, II. 59-62 includes a
streamer control processor 40 for ... calculating a position

.1
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correction to reposition the streamer cables 13’’)

and actuating the w nu in ot ors to
produce said desired changes in
Wing or:entation.

See, et., Workman ‘472 at Col. 4, II. 17-2 I”The streamer

control processor 40 is connected to the streamer device

controller 16. When the streamer cables 13 need to be

repositioned. lie posit ion correct ion is used by the

streamer de\ ice controller 16 to adjust the streamer
positioning devices l4 and reposition the streamer cables

13.”

Given “predicted positions and estimated velocities”, a

Person Having Ordinary Skill in the Art will understand
that it is inherent that the ‘‘orientation of their wings’’ for

the streamer positioning devices necessarily must he

calculated to he able to implement any change in streamer

position or notion whatsoever.

The Workman ‘472 patent discloses this limitation.

See, tg.. Workman 472 at Col. I. 1.55-57 (“For

example. dc ices to control the lateral positioning of

streamer cables by using eamher—adiustahle hydrofoils or

angled wings are disclosed ...“)

[his limitation is also inherent. Given a desire to
reposition the streaniers. then a Person I la’ rig Ordinarx

Skill In 4 he Art will understand that to change the ‘‘wing

orientation 11w the streamer positioning devices will

necessari lv require the action of a motor.

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the

art to have used an actuator or motor to produce the
desired changes.
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5. A method as claimed in [he Workman 472 patent discloses this limitation of
claim 7. in w hich said elobal streainer separation mode.
control s’ stem is further
configured into a streamer .Sec’. c. Workman -472 at Col. I. II .33—35 (“ I lie ability

separat i n mode. w herein said tO control t lie position and shape oft lie streamer cables is

global control system atteni pts to desi nib Ic (hr preventing the entanglement of the st reamer

d rcct said streamer positioning cables . -

dcx ice to maintain a minimum
separation distance between cc. e.g.. \\orkman 472 at Col. 3. II. 58—67 (1n the

adi acent streamers. present em hod inient of the invention. the marine sei sin ic

data acq u i sit ion system 05 also incltidcs a si reamer control
processor 40 (hr deciding when the streamer cables I 3
should he repositioned and for calculating a position

correction to reposi tion the streamer cables I 3. Al so in the

present cmhodi nent of the invention, threshold parameters

arc cstabl ishied For determining xx hen the streamer cables
should be repositioned. Threshold parameters may include
a plurality of values for: minimum allow able separations
between streamer cables 13 ...“)

See, e.g.. Workman ‘472 at Col. 4, II. 8-35 (discloses
streamer control processor).

I 6. Apparatus for eontrolh ing U.S. Patent 5.790,472 (Adaptive Control of Marine

the positions of marine seismic Seismic Streamers; Workman & Chambers assigned to

streamer in an array of such Wesiern Atlas; 1998) discloses this claim preamble.

streamers being towed by a seismic

sun cv x esseh the streamers having Ihe limitation of “marine seismic streamers in an array of

rcspcctixe streamer positioning such sircaniers being towed by a seismic surxcy vessel” is

dcx ices disposed therealong and disclosed in the Workman 472 patent.

each streamer positioning device
hiax iiig a v. ing and a xx ng motor [lie limitation of “streamer positioning devices disposed

(hr ehanginu the horiiontal therealong and each streamer positioning dcx ice hax ing a

orientation of the wing so as w rig and a wing motor [hr changing the orientation oldie

steer the streamer positioning xving’ is disclosed in the Workman 472 patent.

dcx ice laterally, said apparatus
ci) iii pr is in g

[lie limitation “to steer the streamer positioning device

laterallv’ is disclosed in the Workman 472 patent.

ccc. e.g.. Workman -472 at Col. I. II. 55-61 (describes
lateral positioning with wings) A xx ing motor to mox e a

wing is inherent in this invention because o F the iced For

5
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dynamic control to implement this invention.

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. 2, II. 32-33 (“... the prior
art discloses series of discrete devices [hr locating and
controlling the positions of streamer cables ...“) and Col. 2,
II. 45-47 (“The present invention is an improved system for
controlling the position and shape of marine seismic
streamer cables”).

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. 3, II. 33-43 (“As known to
those skilled in the art, components of the marine seismic
data acquisition system 05, on the vessel II, may include

a network solution system 10 for determining the
position of the streamer cables 13 and seismic sources 12.
and a streamer cable controller 16 for controlling the
streamer positioning devices”).

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. I, II. I 7-I 9 (“Due to the
increasing use of marine 3-D seismic data, multi-cable
marine survey’s are now commonplace”).

See, e.g.. Workman ‘472 at Col. I, I. 45 (“Streamer
positioning devices are well known in the art”).

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. 3, II. 14-20 (“As known to
those skilled in the art, streamer positioning devices 14, for
example birds and tail buoys, may be attached to the
exterior of the streamer cables 13 for adjusting the vertical
and lateral positions of the streamer cables 13. The
streamer cables 13 include electrical or optical cables for
connecting the streamer positioning devices 14 to
individual control and logging systems”).

In the event that a wing motor is not considered inherent,
then it is obvious based on Workman ‘472 at Col, I. II. 27-
61.

means for obtaining a predicted Under 35 U.S.C. § 112, ¶ 6, the Workman ‘472 patent
position of the streamer positioning discloses structure that prforms the claimed function of
devices; obtaining a predicted position of the streamer positioning

devices and that is either identical to the structure
identified by the Court or equivalent structure.

6
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See, ag.. As shown in Figure 2, the marine seismic data
acquisition system 05 comprises a streamer control
processor 40 and a streamer cable controller 16.

See. e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. 3, II. 33-34 and II. 4244
(“As known to those skilled in the art, components of the
marine seismic data acquisition system 05, on the vessel
II, may include ... a streamer cable controller 16 for
controlling the streamer positioning devices 14.”).

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. 3, II. 58-62 (“... the
marine seismic data acquisition system 05 also includes a
streamer control processor 40 for deciding when the
streamer cables 13 should be repositioned and for
calculating a position correction to reposition the streamer
cables 13.”)

See. e.g.. Workman ‘472 at Col. 2,11. 15-19 which
discloses “prediction” in a Kalman filter. The
aforementioned disclosed structure performs the function
of: (“These devices and methods may then be used to
determine the real time position of the seismic sources and
seismic streamer cables by computing a network solution
to a Kalman filter, as disclosed by U.S. Pat. No.
5,353,223”).

Prediction is a fundamental aspect of Kalman filtering
technology. A PHOSITA will understand that the disclosed
Kalman filter is a well-known prior-art technology that is
used to obtain a predicted position and that such filtering
technology is implemented using algorithms software.

See, e.g.. Workman ‘472 at Col. 2, II. 15-19 which
discloses “prediction” in a Kalman filter (“These devices
and methods may then be used to determine the real time
position of the seismic sources and seismic streamer cables
by computing a network solution to a Kalman filter, as
disclosed by U.S. Pat. No. 5,353,223”).

Kalman, R,E., 1960, “A New approach to Linear Filtering
and Prediction Problems,” Trans of ASME-J, of Basic

7
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Engineering, vol. 82 (Series D), pp. 35-35 discloses the
limitation oVpredietion.’

See, e.g.. p.36, bottom of right hand column iii section

“Optimal Estimation,” first paragraph: “we have a
prediction problem, Since our treatment will he general
enough to include these and similar problems. we shall use
hereafter the collective term estimation.”

means tbr obtaining an estimated
velocity of the streamer positioning

devices, Under 35 U.S.C. § 1l2, ¶ 6, the Workman ‘472 patent
discloses structure that performs the claimed function of
obtaining an estimated velocity of the streamer positioning
devices and that is either identical to the structure
identified by the Court or equivalent structure.

The ‘017 specification states that “The towing velocity and
crosscurrent velocity are preferably “water-referenced”
values that are calculated from the vessel speed and
heading values and the current speed and heading values,
as well as any relative movement between the seismic
survey vessel 10 and the bird IS (such as while the vessel
is turning). Alternatively, the global control system 22
could provide the local control system with the horizontal
velocity and water in-flow angle. The force and velocity
values are delivered by the global control system 22 as
separate values for each bird 18 on each streamer 12
continuously during operation of the control system. The
“water-referenced” towing velocity and crosscurrent
velocity could alternatively he determined using
flowmeters or other types of water velocity? sensors
attached directly to the birds 18.”

See, e.g., As shown in Figure 2. the marine seismic data
acquisition system 05 comprises a streamer control
processor 40 and a streamer cable controller 16.

See, ag., Workman ‘472 at Col. 2, II. 15-18; at Col. 4, I. 8:
and “prediction” in a Kalman filter at Col. 2.. II. I 5-I 9.
The aforementioned disclosed structure performs the

8
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function oP “These devices and methods may then be used
to determine the real time position of the seismic sources

and seismic streamer cables by computing a network
solution to a Kalman filter, as disclosed by U.S. Pat. No.
5,353,223”).

Given “a predicted position of the streamer positioning
devices,” then a Person Having Ordinary Skill In The Art
will understand that it is inherent that velocities are
necessarily obtained from diffircnccs in positions over
known time intervals based on fundamental concepts of
marine navigation known for generations. In marine
seismic navigation systems at the time of invention,
solutions for positions arc typically available several times
per minute which necessarily yields estimates velocities
several times per minute as simple differences of positions.

Estimation is a fundamental aspect of Kalman filtering
technology. A person Having Ordinary Skill In The Art
will understand that the disclosed Kalman filter is a well—
known prior art technology that is used to ohtain an
estimated velocity’.

Kalman, R.E., 1960. j\ New approach to Linear Filtering
and Prediction Problems,” Trans of ASMF-J. of Basic
Engineering, vol. 82 (Series D), pp. 35-35 discloses the
lim nation of ‘‘prediction.’’

See, e.g., p. 36, bottom of right hand column in section
“Optimal Estimation,” first paragraph: “we have a
prediction problem. Since our treatment \vill he general
enough to include these and similar problems, we shall use
hcrcafler the collective term estimation.’’

means Ibr calculating desired Under 35 U.S.C. § I 12, 6, the Workman ‘472 patent
changes in the orientations of the discloses structure that performs the claimed function of
respective wings ofat least some calculating desired changes in the orientations of the
of the streamer positioning devices respective wings ofat least some of the streamer
using said predicted position and positioning devices using said predicted position and said
said estimated velocity; estimated velocity and that is either identical to the

structure identified by the Court or equivalent structure.

The Workman ‘472 patent discloses a global control

9
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system fur perlbrni ing the recited function. l’he Workm an
‘472 patent discloses a structure to perform this function
comprised of a streamer cable controller and a streamer
control processor.

See, e.g.. As slio n in Figure 2_the marine seismic data
acquisition system 05 cciii prises a streamer control
processor 40 and a streamer cable controller I 6.

See, ci.. Workman 472 at Col. 3. Il. 42—43 (“and a
streamer cable controller I 6 for controlling the streamer
positioning devices I 4’’j. See also. e.g., FIG. 2

See. ag., Workman 472 at Col. 3, II. 59-62 (“... includes a
streamer control processor 40 for ... calculating a position
correction to reposition the streamer cables 13’’)

See, e.g.. Workman ‘472 atCol. 4,11. 17-2 I “The streamer
control processor 40 is connected to the streamer device
controller 16. When the streamer cables 13 need to he
repositioned. the position correction is used by the
streamer device controller I 6 to adjust the streamer
positioning de ices 14 and reposition the streamer cables
13,”

Fhis claim limitation “calculating desired changes in the
orientation of their ings using said predicted position and
said estimated veIocity’ is also an inherent aspect oithe
invention. (ii’. en “predicted positions and estimated
velocities’S. it is inherentl necessary that tile “orientation
of their wings’’ fur the streamer positioning devices must
he calculated to he able to implement any change in
streamer position or illotion whatsoever.

and means fur aeluating the wing Under 35 t S.C. I I 2. ¶ 6, the Workman ‘472 patent
motors to produce said desired discloses structure that performs the claimed function of
changes in wing orientation, actuating the ing motors to produce said desired changes

in wing orientation and that is either identical to the

10
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structure identi tied 1w the Court or equivalent structure.

See. e.g.. Workman ‘472 at Cot. I. II. 55-57 (“For
example. devices to control the lateral positioning oF
streamer cables En using camber-adjustable hydrofoils or
angled ings are disclosed - .

lhis claim limitation “actuating the wing motors to
produce said desired changes in wing orientation’ is also
an inherent aspect of the invention. Given a desire to
reposition the streanwrs. it is necessary that the ‘‘wing

orientation for lie streamer positioning devices will need
to be altered. w hich necessarily requires the action of a
motor.

Even assuming that a motor would not he inherent in the
‘472 patents disclosure, the streamer cable controller 6
controls the streamer positioning devices, or birds, to
produce a desired change in the wing orientation. Col. 3,
II. 30-45; col. 4. II. 8-21. That necessarily occurs via some
type of actuator. and it would have been obvious to one of
ordinary skill in the art to have used an actuator or motor.
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EXHIBIT 12

U.S. Paien( No. 7,162,967 (Ihe “967 patent”) Is Obvious Based on the Combination of

International Application WO 98/28636 (Bitfleston ‘636) and

U.S. I’atenl 5,790,472 (Workman ‘472)

U.S. Patent No. 7,162,967 Citations from prior-art

Asserted Claims

A method comprisina: (a) toxx ing [‘CF Application \Vt) QXr2X636 (Control l)ev ices br Controlling

an array of streamers each hax mu a the Position of a Marine Seismic Streamer; I3ittlesun: published 2

pluralit’ of streajiter positioning dcx ices jul’,. I ) discloses these limitations.

there alonu. at least one of the streamer

Positioning tie’, ices ha’, ing a xx mu: See. c.. Bittleston ‘636 at p. I. II. 5—7 r’ln ordcr to perlbrin a 3F)
seisnt ic sur’, e, a plurality of such streamers are icxx ed at about 5
knots behind a seismic survey vessel”)

See. e.g., Flittleston ‘636 at p. 1, II. 14—15 (“control devices known
as birds, attached to each streamer at intet-vals of 200 to 300
meters, are used.”)

See, e.g., I3ittleston ‘636 at FIGS. 1, 3-5 (figures depict wings)

See. e.g.. Bittleston ‘636 at p. 4, 2 Paragraph (‘9he bird tO is
prox ided with two opposed control surfaces, or wings, 24, typically
moulded from a fibre—reinforced plastics material, which project
horizontal lv outwardly from the body”).

U.S. Patent 5.790,472 (Adaptixe Control of Marine Seismic

Streamers: Workman & Chambers; assigned to Western Atlas;
995) discloses these limitations.

Sec. c.g. Workman ‘472 at Cot. I, Il. 17-19 (“Due to the increasing

use oF marine 3—1) seismic data, multi—cable marine surxevs are

1 oxx co in iii on place”).

.See. e.g.. Workman $72 at Col. I , I. 45 (“Streamer positioning
dcx ices are xx elI knoxx n in the art’’). Further, see. e.g.. Col. I, II.
46—6 I xx h ich references sex eral prior art streamer positioning
dcx ices xx ith at least one xx ing.

Sec. e.g.. Workman 472 at Col. 2. II. 32-33 the prior art

discloses a series of discrete dcx ices for locating and controlling

the positions of streamer cables
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(h) transmitting trom a global control The Workman ‘472 patent discloses this limitation.

system location information to at least
one local control system on the at least See, e.g.. Workman ‘472 at Col. 3. II. 5X62 (“the marine seismic

one streamer positioning devices having data acquisition system 05 also wi udcs a streamer control

a wing; and processor 40 lbr deciding when the streamer cables 3 should he
repositioned and lbr calculating a position correction to reposition
the streamer cables I 3”).

See, e.g., Workman 472 at Col 4, II. 62I . (“The streamer control
processor 40 is connected to the net \\ ork solution sYstem I 0, the
seismic binning system 30. the streamer positioning control
devices 14. and the seismic data rceordmg system I 8 and receives
the real time signal outputs of these systems. The streamer control
processor 10 ev d uatcs these real time signals and thc threshold
l.tra meters from the terminal 32 to determine when the streamer
cah les I 3 need to he repositioned and to calculate the position
correction req tti red to keep the streamer cables 13 with in the
threshold parameters. The streamer control processor 40 is
connected to the streamer device cuntro 11cr I 6. When the streamer
cables I 3 need to he repositioned, the position correction is used by
the streamer device control 1cr I 6 to adjust the streamer positioning
devices 14 and reposition the streamer cables I 3.”)

A Person Having Ordinary SkUl In The Art will find this limitation
obvious from the Bittleston ‘636 application See. e.g., FIG. 2
where the inputs 35, 37, and 38 obviously must come from a global
control system.

See, e.g., [3ittlcston ‘636 at p. 4, last Paragraph which discloses a
local controller: (“The greater part of the length of the body 12 of
the bird 10 is flexible, the only rigid parts being the connectors 20,
22, and a short central section which houses the control system”)

See, e.g., Bittleston 636 at page 5, Paragraph 3 which discloses a
local controller and communication with a global controller: (“The
control systetn 26 is schematically illustrated in Figure 2, and
comprises a microprocessor-based control circuit 34 having
respective inputs 35 to 39 to receive control signals representative
of desired depth, actual depth, desired lateral position, actual lateral
position and roll angle of the bird 10”)
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(ci adjustmg the wing usinu toe local
COOt rot S\stctll -

Ihc ilittleston ‘636 applicatiun discloses tins limitation.

ea.. flittleston ‘636 at p. 6. II. 8-10 he control circuit 34

then adjusts each ot the wings 24 independently by means of the
stepper motors 48. 51) so as to start to acllie\ e the calculated - -

\\ ing angular positions).

See. e.g.. llittlcston ‘636 at p. 4, last Paragraph which discloses a
local controller: (Fhc greater part of the length of the body 12 of

the hird 10 is llc\ihie. the oni’ rigid pails being the connectors 20.
22. and a short centtat section t hich louses the control s’stctn).
emphasis added I

The Workman ‘472 patent discloses this lull itation as prior art

See, e.g.. Workman ‘472 at Col. I, 11.55-57 (“For example,
devices to control the lateral positioning of streamer cables by

using camber-adjustable hydrofoils or angled wings are disclosed”)

Ihe Bittieston ‘636 application discloses this limitation.

.Sce ciainl I Analysis.

See, e.g.. l3ittlcston ‘636 tt p. 6. II. 1—2. where a local cotltrol

svstenl rcceivcs desired depth information 1mm a global control

s\stelll Vlti ‘peratioti. toe cintrol circuit 3-I rccci\ es bct\\eeo tts

inputs 35 id 36 a signal ndicati C ot tIc dittcrcitcc bct\eeil thc

actual aiicl desired dcptlls ol the bird 0Th

i:trthcr. ‘eL. e.. ltittlcston ‘636 at p. 6. II. 3—8 r’ lliesc

difference stgtlals arc used b tile control circuit

roll angle of tile bird 10 and the respecti e angu
s ittes 24 Inch tocctt.ler will produce the

(tlp\\ ardl\ or do\\Jlw ardivi .. rcqtiircd to illoSe the
desired dcpth’).

Citations from prior-art

See. e.g.. Bittleston ‘636
system t ith ill the bird:

co lIt rot system lornl i tl g

Figure I

at FIG. 2 hicli discloses a local control
(“Figure 2 simple schematic of a

part of tile streamer control device of

4. lIe Illet hod as claimed itl claim

\s herein the global control sy sWill

trailsillits a desired vertical deptil hr the

at least one strcanlcr position iil&2 dc’ ice

md the local control s\ stenl calculates

magnitude and direction of the deviation

het een the desired vertical depth atld

actual depth.

34 to calculate the

ar positions of toe
cfl cal torce

bird I 0 to the

3
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See, e.g., Ilittleston ‘636 at page 5, Paragraph 3 which discloses a
local controller and communication with a global controller: (“The
control system 26 is schematically illustrated in Figure 2, and
comprises a microprocessor-based control circuit 34 having
respectivc inputs 35 to 39 to receive control signals representative
of desired depth, actual depth, ... of the bird JO”).

5. The method as claimed in claim The Bittleston ‘636 application discloses this limitation.
I, wherein the global control system
transmits a desired horizontal See claim I Analysis.
displacement [hr the at least one
streamer positioning device and the local See, e.g.. I3inleston ‘636 at p. 6, Il. 1-4, and FIG. 2, where a local

control system calculates magnitude and control system receives desired lateral position information 37 and

direction of the deviation between the receives actual lateral position 38 from a global control system:

desired horizontal displacement and (“In operation, the control circuit 34 receives . . . between its inputs

actual horizontal displacement. 37 and 38 a signal indicative of the difference between the actual
and desired lateral positions of the bird I (1.”)

f:urther see. e.g. l3ittleston ‘636 at p. 6, II. 4—8 (‘“1 hese
difference signals are used by the control circuit 34 to calculate the
roll angle of the bird I 0 and the respective angular positions of the
wings 24 which together will produce the . . . lateral [hrce (IcH or
right) reqnired to move the bird I ft to the desired ... lateral
position’’).

See, e.,, I3ittleston ‘636 at page 5 3rd Paragraph which discloses a
local controller and communication with a global controller: (“The
control system 26 is schematically illustrated in Figure 2, and
comprises a microprocessor-based control circuit 34 having
respective inputs 35 to 39 to receive control signals representative
of ... desired lateral position, actual lateral positionS ... of the bird
10”).

6. The method as claimed in claim At the time of the invention, it was obvious to a Person Having
I, comprising calculating velocity of at Ordinary Skill In The Art that velocities of the streamer positioning
least one of the streamer positioning devices are readily calculated from the successive positions of said
devices, wherein the calculating velocity streamer positioning devices at a series of time.
comprises at least one of a) using a

(a.) At the time of the invention, it was obvious to a Person

4
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At the time ci the tnvention, it was also oh\ ious to a Person

I la ing Ordinar Skill In The Art that it was routine navigational

practice to obtain vessel speed in an’ of se eral w a s with in the

prior—art. lor example, satellite navigation or radio—navigation

s sterns can routinely provide essel position arid speed.
Additionally, Doppler sonar speed logs or electromagnetic speed
logs are well—known commercially available prior—art devices
which can provide vessel speed through the water.

(h.) At the time of the invention, it was obvious to a Person

Having Ordinary Skill In The Art to utiliie long—standing prior—art

navigational techniques to “compensate fhr the speed and heading

of marine currents”.

(c.) At the time of the invention, it vsas ohviotms to a Person

I laying Ordinar Skill In The Art that the vector combination of

the relati’.c velocity vector (“relative movement between the

seismic survey vessel and the at least one streamer positioning

device.’’) and vessel velocity (referenced to the water as in claim

3.) to obtain a eloeitv ‘compcrisated fir relati e mov ement” is

oh ions application of xvell—known prior—an in the ‘ ector analysis

of velocities -

essel speed received from a mla\ igation
system cmi a seismic survey essel: Ii)
compensating fir the speed and heading
of marine currents acting on the at least
one streamer positionin device: and
corn pcnsat i ng for relati e mnox ement
het ccii tIle seisni ic sur\ cv vessel and
the at least one streamer positioning
device.

Ila ing ()rdinar\ Skill In Ihe Art that “calculating elocitx of at

least one ol’ the streamer positionin de ices” inuvi include the
“ essel speed” as the major component because the essel is

tow ing the streamers and the streamer positioning devices, It is

also oh ious tc a Person f-laying Ordinar Skill In The Art that the

‘calculating velocity involves a vector which by detini ion must

include direction as well as speed. Thus in addition to the “vessel

speed’ it is required to also have inforriiation regarding essel

head i rig. cull rse. and track—rn ade—good.

7. [he method as claimed in claim
6. in \ hicli said step ot adjusting the
w imig using the local control s stem is

regulated to pre ent the positioning
de ice from stalling.

At the time of the invention, it was obvious to a Person Has- ing

)rdinarv Skill In ihe Art to regulate w ing angles to prevent

stalling. gix en corn plete in ftirrnatioti about the relat i ‘ e geometry of

the wings arid water flow over the wings, including the geometric

or elThcti e angle-of-attack.

5
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It would have been the at least one streamer positioning device is
regulated hv the global control sYstem located on or near a seismic
survey vessel that is con figured into a tèather angle mode, wherein
the global cuRl rol system attem p15 to direct the streaiiier
positioning de ices to maintain each ot the streamers in a straight
lie offset from the towing diection of the marine seismic ‘. essel
hvacertain feather angle, and into a turn control mode. wherein
the global control 5% steIn directs the streamer positioning devices
to generate a fhrcc in the opposite direction of a turn at the
beginning of the ttirn.

At the time of the invention, it was obvious to a Person Having
Ordinary Skill In [he Art to describe various equivalent modes of
operation for inti Itiple streamers having lateral control. Various
modes of operation of seismic streamers had been publicly
recognized within the seismic industry since the 1970’s and
I 980’s, and became widely recognized in commercial practice by
the early- 1990’s. The limitation o f”a feather angle mode wherein
• maintain each of said streamers in a straight line ofRet from the
towing direction of said marine seismic vessel by a ceitain feather
angle’’ was recogn ed as obvious from the time of the first
commercial usc of multiple streamers. This concept of desiring to
tow streamers straight and parallel with constant feather angle was
widely recognized and employed as commercial practice by the
earls I990’s. At the time of the invention, the limitation o f”a
feather angle mode wherein ... maintain each ol said streamers in a
straight line offset from the towing direction ol said marine seismic
vessel h a certain feather angle” was obvious. At the time of the
in ention. it was also ohv ious to operate streamers in circles (so—
called circle-shoots).

It ‘vas know ii to persons ot’ ordinary skill in the art by at least
before I 995 that global control sx stems were used to control the
streamer positing devices, and that such control systems were
located at or near the vessel. I. ising &obal control systems to direct
the streamer positioning de\ ices to maintain each of the streamers
in a straight line olThet from the towing direction of the marine
seisnuc vessel by a certain feather angle, and to generate a force in
the opposite direction of a turn at the beginning of the turn were
also well known in the art at that time, making this obvious in light

U.S. P:itent r%o. 7,162,967 Citations from vrior-art
Asserted Claims

8. lhe method as claimed in claim
7. in which said Niep of using the
location in f wmat (‘0 to calculate desired
forces on the at least one streamer
positioning deN ice is regulated by- the
global control 5% stem located on or near
a seismic sun c’ N essel that is con ligured
into a leather angle mode, wherein the
global control s stem attempts to direct
the streamer positioning devices to
maintain each of the streamers in a
straight Ii iC a ffsct from the towing
direction of the marine seismic vessel by
a certain teat her angle, and in to a turn
control mode, v lie ‘cit the gI oh a I control
system directs the streamer positioning
devices to generate a force in the
opposite direct ion of a t ti rn at the
beginning of the turn.

6
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of the cited corn hination.

9. The method as claimed in claim The Workman ‘472 patent discloses this streamer separation mode.
8, which said global control system is
further configured into a streamer See claim 8 Analysis.
separation mode, wherein said global
conti ol s stcm attcmpts to dircet said c Vt oi kman 472 C ol 1 II 33—35 ( I hc ihi litv to control

streamer positioning device to maintain a the position and shape of the streamer cables is desirable for

minimum separation distance between preventing the entanglement of the streamer cables’’).

adjacent streamers.
Se e.g., Workman ‘472, Col .3, II. 6-67 (“Threshold parameters
may include a plurality’ of values for: minimum allowable
separations between streamer cables”).

At the time of the invention it was obvious to a Person I-laying
Ordinary Skill In The Art that “streamer separation mode”
exemplified eommonsense commercial practice. It was obvious
that avoiding entanglement of multiple streamers was the primary
goal and mode of operation since the earliest multi—streamer 31)
seismic surveys in the late I 980’s and early 1990’s.

I 0. The method as claimed in claim See Claim 9 Analysis.
9, further including the step of
displaying the position of said streamer At the time of the invention, it was obvious to a Person Flaying

positioning devices on said seismic Ordinary Skill In The Art that displaying the positions of the

survey vessel, streamer positioning devices (and of the entire streamer) was
necessarily common commercial practice. Such displays utilized
many different forms of computer graphics devices and display
algorithms.

15. An array of seismic streamers The Bittleston ‘636 application discloses this limitation.
towed by a towing vessel comprising:

See, e.g., Bittleston ‘636 at p. I, II. 5-7 (“In order to perform a 3[)
seismic survey, a plurality of such streamers are towed at about 5
knots behind a seismic survey vessel. ...“)

This limitation is disclosed in the Workman ‘472 patent.
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U.S. Patent No. 7,162,967 Citations from prior-art
Asserted Claims

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. I. II. 17-19 (“Due to the increasing
use of marine 3—I) seismic data, multi—cable marine surveys are
now commonplace’).

See, e.g.. FIG. I which discloses a towing vessel.

(a) a plurality of streamer positioning The Jlittleston ‘636 application discloses this limitation.
devices on or ml inc with each streamer,
at least one of the streamer positioning See, e.g., Bittleston ‘636 at p. I, II. 14—15 (“control devices known
devices having a wing; as birds, attached to each streamer at intervals of 200 to 300

mcters, are used.”)

See, e.g.. Bittleston ‘636 at FIGS. I, 3-5 (figures depict wings)

. . ‘4.-,See, e.g., llittleston 636 at p. 4, Paragraph ( 1 he bird 10 is
provided with two opposed control surfaces, or wings, 24, typically
moulded from a fihre-reinibrccd plastics material, which project
horizontally outwardly from the body”).

This limitation is disclosed in the Workman ‘472 patent.

See. e.g., Workman ‘472 at (‘ol. I , I. 45 (“Streamer positioning
devices are well known in the art”). Further, see, e.g., Col. I, II.
46-61 which references several prior art streamer positioning
devices with at least one wing.

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. 2. II. 32-33 (“the prior art
discloses a series of discrete devices for locating and controlling
the positions of streamer cables”).

(1) a global control system transmitting The Workman ‘472 patent discloses this limitation.
location inlormation to at least one local
control system on the at least one See. e.g., Workman 472 at Col. 3. II. 58—62 (“the marine seismic

streamer positioning device having a data acquisition system 05 also includes a streamer control

wing. the local control system adjusting pt’ocLssor 40 for dcciding when the streamer cables 13 should he

the wing. repositioned and fbr calculating a position correction to reposition
the streamer cables I 3”).

See, e.g.. Workman ‘472 at Col 4. II. 2 I . (“I’hc streamer control

8
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U.S. Patent No. 7,162,967 Citations from prior-an
Asserted Claims

processor 40 is connected to the network solution system tO, the
seismic binning system 30. the streamer positioning control
devices 14, and the seismic data recording system IX and receives
the real time signal outputs of these systems. The streamer control
processor 40 evaluates these real time signals and the threshold
parameters from the terminal 32 to determine when the streamer
cables 13 need to be repositioned and to calculate the position
correction required to keep the streamer cables 13 within the
threshold parameters. The streamer control processor 40 is
connected to the streamer device controller 16. When the streamer
cables I) need to be repositioned, the position correction is used by
the streamer device controller 16 to a4just the streamer positioning
devices 14 and reposition the streamer cables 13.”)

A Person Having Ordinary Skill In The Art will find this limitation
obvious from the Bittleston ‘636 application. See, e.g., FIG. 2
where the inputs 35, 37, and 38 obviously must come from a &obal
control system,

See e.g.. Bittleston ‘636 at p. 5, Paragraph 3 which discloses a
local controller and communication with a global controller: (“The
control system 26 is schematically illustrated in Figure 2, and
comprises a microprocessor-based control circuit 34 having
respective inputs 35 to 39 to receive control signals representative
of desired depth, actual depth, desired lateral position, actual lateral
position and roll angle of the bird 10”)

See. e.g., Bittleston ‘636 at p. 4, last Paragraph which discloses a
local controller: (“The greater part of the length of the body 12 of
the bird 10 is flexible, the only rigid parts being the connectors 20,
22, and a short central section which houses the control system”).

See. e.g.. Bittleston ‘636 at p. 5. Paragraph 4 (“The control circuit
34 has two control outputs 44, 46, connected to control respective
electrical stepper motors 48, 50, each of which is drivingly
connected to a respective one of the wings 24.”).

See e.g., Bittleston 636 at p. 6, Il. 8-10 (“The control circuit 34
then adjusts each of the wings 24 independently by means of the
stepper motors 48, 50 so as to start to achieve the calculated
wing angular positions”).

____________
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EXHIBIT 13

U.S. Patent No. 7,0S0,607 (tile “‘607 patent”) Is Obvious In View of

U.S. Patent 5.790,472 (Workman ‘472) and Kalinan Reference

U.S. Parent 5,790,472 (Adaptive Control of Marine Seismic Streamers:

Workman & Chambers; assigned to Western Atlas’. 998) discloses this
limitation

e.g. Workman ‘472 at Col. 2, II. 32—33 the prior art discloses

a series of discrete devices for locating and controlling the positions ot

streamer cables”) and fol. 2. II. 45—47 (‘‘ihe present invention is an

improed ssstem thu controlling the position and shape of marine

seismic streamer cahles”l.

Set. e.g.. Workman ‘472 at Col. I, II. 17—19 (‘line to the increasing use

of marine 3—D seismic data, multi—cable marine surveys are now

commonplace”)

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. I, I. 45 (“Slreamer positioning devices

are \xeIl known in the art’’)

See, cg. . Workman ‘472 at Col .3. II. I 4—20 (‘‘As known lo those

skilled in the an, streamer positioning devices I 4. lbr example birds

and tail buoys, ma\ be attached to the exterior of the streamer cables I 3

thu adjusting the vertical and lateral positions of the streamer cables I 3.

[he streamer cables I 3 mcI tide electrical or optical cables for

connecting the streamer positionine devices 14 to individual control

and logging sy stems’).

U.S. Patent No.
7,080,607

Asserted Claims

Citations from prior-art

A method
comprising: (a) towing an

I sic ari’a of streamers

each having a plurality of
streamer positioning
dcx ices there along:

(h) predicting positions of The Workman ‘472 patent discloses this limitation.

at I east sot n e of Ui e
streamer positioning See. e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. 2, II. 15—18 (“These devices and

devices; methods may then he used to determine the real time position of the

seismic sources and seismic streamer cables by computing a net ork

solution to a Kalman filter, as disclosed by U.S. Pat. No. 5.353.223”

Kalman. RE.. 1960. “A New approach to linear Filtering and

Prediction_Problems.“Irans_of_ASME-i._of_Basic_Engineering._xol._82
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U.S. Patent No. Citations from prior-art
7,080,607

Asserted Claims

(Series D), pp. 35-35 discloses the limitation of “prediction.”

See, e.g., p.36, bottom of right hand column in section “Optimal
Estimation,’ first paragraph: “we have a prediction problem. Since
our treatment will be general enough to include these and similar

problems, we shall use hereafter the collective term estimation,”

Prediction is a fundamental aspect of Kalman filtering technology. A
Person Having Ordinary Skill In The Art will understand that the
disclosed Kalman filter is a well-known prior art technology that is
obvious to use to obtain a predicted position.

(c) using the predicted The Workman ‘472 patent discloses this limitation.
positions to calculate
desired changes in See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. 3, II. 42-43 (“and a streamer cable

position of one or more of controller I 6 11w controlling the streamer positioning devices 14’’). See

the streamer positioning also, e.g., FIG. 2

devices; and
See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col ..3, Il. 59-62 (“includes a streamer
control processor 40 tbr ... calculating a position correction to

reposition the streamer cables 13”)

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. 4, II. 17—21 (“The streamer control
processor 40 is connected to the streamer device controller 16. When
the streamer cables 13 need to be repositioned, the position correction
is used by the streamer device controller 16 to adjust the streamer
positioning devices 14 and reposition the streamer cables 13.”)

‘ihis claim limitation “calculate desired changes in position of one or
more of the streamer positioning devices” is also an inherent aspect of
the invention. Given “predicted positions,” it is inherently necessary
that “desired changes in position” for the streamer positioning devices
must be calculated to he able to implement any change in streamer
position or motion whatsoever.

(d) implementing at least The Workman ‘472 patent discloses this limitation.
some of the desired
changes. See. e.g.. Workman ‘472 at Col. 1, II. 55-57 (“For example, devices to

control the lateral positioning of streamer cables by using camber-

2661}O2v!
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U.S. Patent No. Citations from prior-art
7,080,607

Asserted Claims

adjustable hydrofoils or angled wings are disclosed’)

This claim limitation “actuating the wing motors to produce said
desired changes in wing orientation” isalso an inherent aspect of the
invention. Given a desire to reposition the streamers, it is inherently
necessary that the “wing orientation” ibr the streamer positioning
devices will need to he altered, which inherently requires the action of
a motor, or equivalent.

8. A method as The Workman ‘472 patent discloses the streamer separation mode.
claimed in claim 7, in
which said global control See, e.g., Workman ‘472, Col. I , II .33—35 (“The ability to control the

system is further position and shape of the streamer cables is desirable lbr preventing the

configured into a entanglement of the streamer cables’’).

streamer separation
mode, wherein said See, e.g., Workman ‘472, Col. 3, II. 65—67 (Threshold parameters may

global control system include a plurality of values for: minimum allowable scparations

attempts to direct said between streamer cables”).

streamer positioning
device to maintain a
iii inimum separation
distance between adjacent
streamers.

15. An array of The Workman ‘472 patent discloses this limitation.
seismic streamers towed
by a towing vessel See, e.g. Workman ‘472 at Col. I, II. I 7-19 (“Due to the increasing use

comprising: of marine 3-I) seismic data, multi—cable marine surveys are now
corn monp lace”)

See, e.g., FIG. I which discloses a towing vessel.

(a) a plurality of streamer The Workman ‘472 patent discloses this limitation,
positioning devices on or
inline with each streamer; See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. 2, II. 32-33 (“the prior art discloses a

series of discrete devices for locating and controlling the positions of
streamer cables”) and Col. 2, II. 45-47 (“The present invention is an
improved system for controlling the position and shape of marine
seismic streamer cables”).

3
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See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. I, I. 45 (“Streamer positioning devices
are well known in the art”)

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col, 3. II. 14-20 (“As known to those
skilled in the art, streamer positioning devices 4, fbr example birds
and tail buoys, may he attached to the exterior of the streamer cables 13
for adjusting the vertical and lateral positions of the streamer cables 13.
The streamer cables 13 include electrical or optical cables for
connecting the streamer positioning devices 14 to individual control
and logging systems”).

The Workman ‘472 patent discloses this limitation.

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. 2, II. IS-IS (“These devices and
methods may then be used to dcterm ne the real time position of the
seismic sources and seismic streamer cables by computing a network
solution to a Kalman filter, as disclosed by U.S. Pat. No. 5,353,223”

Kalman, R.E.. 1960, “A New approach to Linear Filtering and
Prediction Problems,,’i’rans of ASME-J. of l3asic Engineering, vol. 82
(Series D), pp. 35-35 discloses the limitation of “prediction.”

See, e.g., p. 36, bottom of right hand column in section “Optimal
Estimation,” first paragraph: “we have a prediction problem. Since
our treatment will he general enough to include these and similar
problems, we shall usc hereafter the collective term estimation,”

Prediction is a fundamental aspect of Kalman filtering technology. A
Person I-laying Ordinary Skill In The Art will understand that the
disclosed Kalman filter is a well—known prior art technology that is
obvious to use to obtain a predicted position.

(c) a control unit adapted The Workman ‘472 patent discloses this limitation.
to use the predicted
positions to calculate See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. 3, II. 42-43 (“and a streamer cable

desired changes in controller 16 for controlling the streamer positioning devices 14”) See

positions of one or more also, e.g., FIG. 2
of the streamer

U.S. Patent No.
7,080,607

Asserted Claims

Citations from prior-art

(h) a prediction unit
adapted to predict
positions of at least some
ol the streamer
positioning devices’, and

4
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U.S. Palent No. Citations from prior-art
7,080607

Asserted Claims

positioning devices.
See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at C ol. 3. II. 59—62 (“includes a streamer
control processor 40 for ... calculating a position correction to
reposition the streamer cables 13”)

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. 4, II. 17—21 (“The streamer control
processor 40 is connected to the streamer device controller 16, When
the streamer cables 13 need to be repositioned. the position correction
is used by the streamer device controller 16 to adjust the streamer
positioning devices 14 and reposition the streamer cables 13.”)

This claim limitation ‘‘calculate desired changes in position of one or
more of the streamer positioning devices” is also an inherent aspect of
the invention. Given “predicted positions,” it is inherently necessary
that “desired changes in position” for the streamer positioning devices
must be calculated to he able to implement any change in streamer
position or iii otion whatsoever,

2664 O2v
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EXHIBIT 14

U.S. Patent No. 7,080,607 (the ‘“607 patent”) Is Obvious In View of
International Application WO 98/28636 (Bittleston ‘636) and

U.S. Patent 5,790,472 (Workman ‘472)

U.S. Patent No. 7,080,607 Citations from prior-art
Asserted Claims

I . A method comprising: (a) PCT Application WO 98/28636 (Control Devices for Controlling the Position
towing an a [cicJ array of of a Marine Seismic Streamer; l3ittleston; puhl ished 2 July, 1998) and U.S.
streamers each having a plurality Patent 5,790,472 disclose this limitation.
of streamer positioning devices
there along: See, e.g., ilittleston ‘636 at p. 1. 11.5—7 (“In order to perform a 3D seismic

survey, a plurality of such streamers are towed at about 5 knots behind a
seismic survey vessel”)

See, e.g., l3ittleston ‘636 at p. I, II. 14-15 (“control devices known as birds,
attached to each streamer at intervals of 200 to 300 meters. are used.’’)

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. 2, II. 32—33 (“the prior art discloses a series of
discrete devices for locating and controlling the positions of streamer cables”)
and Col. 2, II. 45—47 (“The present invention is an improved system for
controlling the position and shape of marine seismic streamer cables”).

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. I, Il. 17—19 (“Due to the increasing use of
marine 3—I) seismic data, multi—cable marine surveys are now commonplace’’)

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. I, I. 45 (“Streamer positioning devices are
well known in the art’’)

See. eg., Workman ‘472 at Col, 3. II. 14-20 (“As known to those skilled in the
art, streamer positioning devices 14, for example birds and tail buoys, may he
attached to the exterior of the streamer cables 13 for adjusting the vertical and
lateral positions of the streamer cables 13. The streamer cables 13 include
electrical or optical cables for connecting the streamer positioning devices 14
to individual controll and logging systems”).

(b) predicting positions of at The I3ittleston ‘636 application and the Workman ‘472 patent disclose this
least some of the streamer limitation.
positioning devices;

See, e.g., l3ittleston ‘636 at p. 5, I I -14 (“The control system 26 is
schematically illustrated in Figure 2, and comprises a microprocessor-based
control circuit 34 having respective inputs 35 to 39 to receive control signals
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U.S. Patent No. 7,080,607 Citations from wior-art
Asseiled Claims

representative of ... actual lateral position”) in conjunction with p. 5. II. I 8—20
(“The lateral position signals are typically derived from a position determining
system of the kind described in our tJS Patent No 4,992,990 or our
International patent Application No W0962 1 163’’)

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. 2, II. 15-18 (“These devices and methods may
then he used to determine the real time position of the Seismic sources and
seismic streamer cables by computing a network solution to a Kalman filter, as
disclosed by U.S. Pat. No. 5,353,223”)

Prediction is a fundamental aspect of Kalman filtering technology. A Person
Having Ordinary Skill In The Art will understand that the disclosed Kalman
filter is a well—known prior art technology that is obvious to use to obtain a
predicted position.

(c) using the predicted positions The Bittleston ‘636 application and the Workman ‘472 patent disclose this
to calculate desired changes in limitation.
position of one or tnore of the
streamer positioning devices: and See, e.g., Bittlcston ‘636 at p. 5, II. I 1-14 (“1 he control system 26 is

schematically illustrated in Figure 2, and comprises a microprocessor-based
control circuit 34 having respective inputs 35 to 39 to receive control signals
representative of . actual lateral position”). Further at p. 6, II. 1—8 (“In
operation, the control circuit 34 receives ... between its inputs 37 and 38 a
signal indicative of the difference between the actual and desired lateral
positions of the bird 10 ... difference signals are used by the control circuit 34
to calculate the respective angular positions of the wings 24 which together
will produce the ... lateral force (left or right) required to move the bird 10 to
the desired . .. lateral position.”).

See afro, e.g., FIG. 2 of I3ittleston ‘636.

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. 3. II. 42-43 (“a streamer cable controller 16
for controlling the streamer positioning devices 14”)..ee also, e.g.. FIG. 2

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at (‘ol, 3, II. 59-62 (“includes a streamer control
processor 40 for ... calculating a position correction to reposition the streamer
cables 13”)

See, e.g.. Workman ‘472 at Col. 4, II. 17-21 (“T he streamer control processor
40 is connected to the streamer device controller 16. When the streamer
cables 13 need to be repositioned, the position correction is used by the
streamer device controller 16 to adjust the streamer positioning devices 14 and
reposition_the streamer cables 13.”)

2
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U.S. Patent No. 7,080,607 Citations from prior-art
Asserted Claims

It is obvious to a Person Having Ordinary Skill In The Art that, given
“predicted positions”, it is necessary that “desired changes in position” for the
streamer positioning devices must be calculated to he able to implement any
change in streamer position or motion whatsoever.

(d) implementing at least some The l3ittleston ‘636 application and the Workman ‘472 patent disclose this
of the desired changes. limitation.

Sue, e.g., l3ittleston ‘636 at p. 6. Il. 8-10 (“The control circuit 34 then adjusts
each of the wings 24 independently by means of the stepper motors 48, 50 so
as to start to achieve the calculated ... wing angular positions”).

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. I, II. 55—57 (“For example, devices to control
the lateral positioning of streamer cables by using camber—adjustable
hydrofoils or angled wings are disclosed”)

This claim limitation “actuating the wing motors to produce said desired
changes in wing orientation’’ is also an inherent aspect of the invention. Given
a desire to reposition the streamers, it is inherently necessary that the “wing
orientation” for the streamer positioning devices will need to he altered, which
inherently requires the action of a motor or actuator.

2. A method as claimed in The Workman ‘472 patent discloses this limitation.
claim I, comprising estimating
velocity of at least some of the See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. 3, II. 33—50 (“As kno\\ n to those skilled in the
streamer positioning devices, art, components of the marine seismic data acquisition system 05, on the
wherein said estimated velocity vessel I I. may include a vessel positioning system 20 for determining the

is calculated using a vessel speed position of the vessel I I by satell he navigation, . . . a network solution system

received from a navigation It) 11w determining the position of the streamer cables’’)

system on said seismic survey
vessel. At the time of the invention, it was obvious to a Person Having Ordinary’ Skill

In The Art that this limitation was commercially available prior—art. It was
obvious to use commercially available navigation systems, including satellites.
to determine vessel speed (and track-made.good); and to use commercially
available Kalman filter based navigation systems, or equivalents, which can
estimate velocities of locations along a streamer, such as a streamer
positioning device.

At the time of the invention, it was obvious to a Person Having Ordinary Skill
In The Art that the “estimated velocity” of the streamer positioning devices
iii:est include the “vessel speed” as the major component because the vessel is

3
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U.S. Patent No. 7,080,607 Citations from prior-art
Asserted Claims

towing the streamers and the streamer positioning devices. It is also obvious
to a Person Having Ordinary Skill In The Art that the “estimated velocity” is a
vector which by definition must include direction as well as speed. Thus in
addition to the “vessel speed” it is required to also have information regarding
heading, course, and track-made-good.

3. A method as claimed in At the time of the invention, it was obvious to a Person Having Ordinary Skill
claim 2, in which said estimated In The Art to utilize the vector combination oI the towing velocity vector and
velocity is a water referenced current velocity to obtain a “water referenced towing velocity’’. Further it was
towing velocity- that compensates obvious that this limitation was disclosed in long—standing navigational prior—
for the speed and heading of art discloses techniques for “dead reckoning” which “compensate for the
marine currents-acting on said speed and heading of marine currents.’’
streamer positioning devices.

At the time of the invention, it was also obvious to a Person Having Ordinary
Skill In The Art to utilize commercially available prior—art devices and
methods such as Doppler sonar current meters or electromagnetic speed logs
that can directly provide vessel speed and course through the water.

Workman ‘472 discloses this limitation.

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col I, II. 28—34 which recognizes the need to
compensate for the effect of marine currents on streamers, and the attached
streamer positioning devices. (‘‘A natural consequence of toxN intt such
streamer cable con figu rat ions in a m urine environment is that currents, wind.
and \vave action will deflect the streamer cables from their intended paths.
Streamcr cable drill is a continuing problem for marine seismic surveys
lheabilitv to control the position and shape of the streamer cables is
desirable”)

Then, further, see, e.g., Workman 472 at Col. 2, Il. 45-47 which discloses a
solution to this problem (“The present invention is an improved system for
controlling the position and shape of marine seismic streamer cables.”)

4. A method as claimed in The Workman ‘472 patent discloses this limitation.
claim 3, in which said estimated
velocity is compensated for See. e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. 3, II. 33—50 (“As known to those skilled in the
relative movement between said art, components of the marine seismic data acquisition system 05. on the
seismic survey vessel and said sessel I I. may include a vessel positioning system 20 fbr determining the
streamer positioning devices. position of the vessel I I by satellite navigation a network solution system

10 lbr determining the position of the streamer cables’)

4
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At the time of the invention, it was obvious to a Person I laying Ordinary Skill
In The Art that this limitation was commercially available prior-art. It was
obvious to use commercially available navigation systems, including satellites,
to determine vessel speed (and track—made—good); to use commercially
available acoustic and streamer compass based streamer navigation systems:
and to use commercially available Kalman filter based navigation systems, or
equivalents, which readily estimate velocities of locations along a streamer.
such as a streamer positioning device. Then having vessel velocity and
streamer positioning device velocity, this obviously gives relative movement.

At the time of the invention, it was obvious to a Person Having Ordinary Skill
In The Art that the vector combination of the relative velocity vector (“relative
movement between said seismic survey vessel and said streamer positioning
devices.”) and vessel velocity (referenced to the water as in claim 3) to obtain
a “velocity Ithati is compensated” for the streamer positioning devices is a
simple application of well—known prior—art in the vector analysis of velocities.

a Person Having Ordinary Skill
Doppler sonar speed logs or
speed through the water which
compare with radio—navigation

At the time of the invention it was obvious to a Person I laying Ordinary Skill
In The Art that it is possible to calculate a desired change in wing orientation
only if an “estimate of the cross—current velocity’’ is available, i.e., only if the
so-called angle-of-attack of the wings relative to water flow were available,
rather than simply the angle of the wings relative to the streamer axis. Then
given the complete geometry infonnation including the crosscurrent and the
anglc-orattack, the relationships of forces and wing angles and wing shapes
arc obvious as well—known prior—art.

U.S. Patent No. 7,080,607
Asserted Claims

(;itations from prior—art

5. A method as claimed in
claim 2, in which said step of
using the predicted positions to
calculate desired changes in
position of one or more of the
streamer positioning devices
further uses an est mate of the
crosscurrent velocity at the
respective streamer positioning
device.

At the time of the invention, it was obvious to
In The Art to use commercially available
electromagnetic speed logs to provide vessel
can he used in classical prior—art navigation to
or satellite positions of the vessel to determine crosscurrents.

2’
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6. A method as claimed in At the time of the invention, it was obvious to a Person Having Ordinary Skill
claim 5. in which said step of In The Art to regulate wing angles to prevent stalling, given complete
using the predicted positions to information about the relative geometry of the wings and water flow over the

calculate desired changes in wings, including the so—called angle—of—attack.
position of one or more of the

streamer positioning devices is

regulated to prevent the

positioning device from stalling.

The Workman ‘472 patent discloses a control system and a mode of streamer
operation.

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at (‘of ,.3. II. 58—67 (“In the present embooiment of

the inention, the marine seismic data acquisition system 05 also includes a

streamer control processor 40 ibr deciding when the streamer cables 13 should

he repositioned and br calculating a posit ion correction to reposition the

streamer cables I 3. A Iso in the present embodiment of the invention, threshold

parameters are esta hi ished for determining hen I he st reamer cables should he
reposi tinned, Tliresho Id parameters ii av include a pl u ralitv of values for:
minim urn a I low able separations hctw een streamer cables I 3”)

Sec. ç’enei’afh’. e.g.. Workman ‘472 at CoT. 4, II. 8-35 (generally discloses

streamer control processor).

See, e.g., \Vorkman ‘472 at (‘ol. 4. II. (“The streamer control processor 40 is

connected to the streamer (1ev ice control Icr 16. When the streamer cables I 3

need to he repositioned. the position correction is used by the streamer device

controller 16 to adjust the streamer positioning devices’)

At the time of the invention, it was obvious to a Person [laying Ordinary Skill

In The Art to describe various modes of operation for multiple streamers
having lateral control. Various modes of operation of seismic streamers had

been publicly recognized within the seismic industry since the 1970’s and

1980’s, and became widely recognized in commercial practice by the early

1990’s. i’he limitation of “a feather angle mode wherein ... maintain each of
said streamers in a straight line offset from the towing direction of said marine

seismic vessel by a certain feather angle” was recognized from the time of the

first commercial use of multiple streamers. ‘[his concept of desiring to tow

streamers straight and parallel with constant feather angle was widely

recognized and employed as commercial practice by the early 1990’s. At the

time of the invention, the limitation of “a feather angle mode wherein

U.S. Patent No. 7,080,607
Asserted Claims

Citations from prior—art

7. A method as claimed in

claim 6, in which said step of
using the predicted positions to
calculate desired changes in
position of one or more of the
streamer positioning devices is
regulated by a global control
system located on or near a
seismic survey vessel that is
eonhgured into a feather angle
mode, wherein said global
control system attempts to direct
the streamer positioning devices
to maintain each of said
streamers in a straight line offset
from the towing direction of said
marine seismic vessel by a
certain feather angle, and into a
turn control mode, wherein said
global control system directs said
streamer positioning devices to
generate a force in the opposite
direction of a turn at the
beginning of the turn.
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maintain each of said streamers in a straight line oNset from the towing
direction of said marine seismic vessel by a certain feather angle” was
obvious. At the time of the invention, it was also obvious to operate streamers
in circles (so—called circle—shoots).

8. A method as claimed in The Workman ‘472 patent discloses the streamer separation mode,
claim 7, in which said global
control system is further See, e.g., Workman ‘472. Col. 1, Il. 33—35 (“The ability to control the position
conligured into a streamer and shape of the streamer cables is desirable For preventing the entanglement
separation mode, wherein said of the streamer cables . .

.

global control system attem pts to
dii out s ad situ mit posit ioninu Sco c c \ oi kman 472 C ol 3 II 65 67 I hrushold paramoturs mas intl udo

device to maintain a minimum a plurality of values thr: minimum allowable separations between streamer

separation distance between cables

adjacent streamers. . , . .. . .

‘ At the time ol the invention it was obvious to a Person Having Ordinary Skill
In The Art that “streamer separation mode” exemplified eommonsense
commercial practice. It was obvious that avoiding entanglement of multiple
streamers was the primary goal and mode of operation since the earliest multi—
streamer 31) seismic surveys in the late 1980’s and early 1990’s.

9. A method as claimed in At the time of the invention, it was obvious to a Person Having Ordinary Skill
claim 8, further including the In The Art that displaying the positions of the streamer positioning devices
step of displaying the position of (and of the entire streamer) was necessarily common commercial practice.
said streamer positioning devices Such displays utilized many different forms of computer graphics devices and
on said seismic survey vessel, display algorithms.

15. An array of seismic The l3ittleston ‘636 application and the Workman ‘472 patent disclose this
streamers towed by a towing limitation.
vessel comprising:

See, e.g., Bittleston ‘636 at p. I, II. 5-7 (“In order to perform a 31) seismic
survey, a plurality of such streamers are towed at about 5 knots behind a
seismic survey vessel”)

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. I, II. 1 7-19 (“Due to the increasing use of’
marine 3—D seismic data, multi—cable marine surveys are now commonplace”)

7
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See, e.g., Workman ‘472 FIG, I which discloses a towing vessel.

(a) a plurality of streamer The Bittleston ‘636 application and the Workman ‘472 patent disclose this
positioning devices on or inline limitation.
with each streamer;

See, e.g., ‘636 Bittleston at p. I, Il. 14-15 (“control devices known as birds.
attached to each streamer at intervals of 200 to 300 meters, are used.”)

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. 2, II. 32-33 (“... the prior art discloses a series
of discrete devices for locating and controlling the positions of streamer
cables”) and Col. 2, Il. 45-47 (“The present invention is an improved system
br controlling the position and shape of marine seismic streamer cables”).

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. I. I. 45 (“Streamer positioning devices are
well known in the art”)

See, e.g.. Workman ‘472 at Col. 3, II. 14—20 (“As known to those skilled in the
art, streamer positioning devices 14, for example birds and tail buoys, may he
attached to the exterior of the streamer cables 13 for adjusting the vertical and
lateral positions of the streamer cables 13. The streamer cables 13 include
electrical or optical cables fbr connecting the streamer positioning devices 14
to individual control and logging systems”).

(h) a prediction unit adapted to The l3ittleston ‘636 application and the Workman ‘472 patent disclose this
predict positions of at least some limitation.

of the streamer positioning
devices: and See, e.g., ‘636 l3ittleston, at p. 5, II. I I -14 (“The control system 26 is

schematically illustrated in Figure 2, and comprises a microprocessor-based
control circuit 34 having respective inputs 35 to 39 to receive control signals
representative of ... actual lateral position’’).

See aLco, e.g.. FIG. 2 olBittleston ‘636.

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. 2, II. 15-IS (“These devices and methods may
then be used to determine the real time position of the seismic sources and
seismic streamer cables by computing a network solution to a Kalman filter, as
disclosed hy U.S. Pat. No. 5,353,223”)

S
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Prediction is a fundamental aspect of Kalnian tiltering technology. A Person
Ha lug ()rdinar Skill In The Art \\iIl understand that the disclosed Kalman
filter is a xvell—known prior art technolog\ that is obviotis to use to obtain a
predicted position.

The Bittleston ‘636 application and the Workman ‘472 patent disclosc this
limitation.

See, e.g., Bittleston 636 at p.5, II, 11—14 (“The control system 26 is
schematically illustrated in Figure 2, and comprises a microprocessor—hased
control circuit 34 having respective inputs 35 to 39 to receive control signals
representative of ... actual lateral position’’). Further at p. 6. II. I—S (“In
operation, the control circuit 34 receives . . . between its inputs 37 and 3X a
signal indicatit e of the difference between the actual and desired lateral
positions of the bird I 0 ... difference signals are used by the control circuit 34
to calculate the respective angular positions of the wings 24 which together

ill produce the ... lateral force ( Id or right) required to move the bird It) to
the desired . . - lateral position. ). See uRn. ‘.‘.g.. FIGS. 2, and 3—5 of Bittleston
636.

See, e.g.. Workman 472 at C’ol. 3, Ii. 42-43 (“and a streamer cable controller
I 6 for controlling the streamer positioning devices 14’’) See also, e.g., FIG. 2

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. 3, II. 59—62 (“includes a streamer control
processor 40 for . . . calculating a position correction to reposition the streamer
cables IS”)

See. e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. 4, II. 17—21 (1lie streamer control processor
40 is connected to the streamer device control Icr 16. When the streamer
cables 13 need to be repositioned, the position correction is used hv the
streamer device controller 16 to adjust the streamer positioning devices 14 and
reposition the streamer cables I 3.’’)

(e) a control unit adapted to use

the predicted positions to
calculate desired changes in
O si ti on 5 Of one or more ol the
streamer positioning dct ices.

It is obvious to a Person Having Ordinary Skill In The Art that, given
“predicted positions.’ it is necessary that “desired changes in position” br the
streamer positioning devices must he calculated to be able to implement an)
change in streamer position or motion whatsoever.

0
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EXHIBIT 15

U.S. Patent No. 7,162,967 (the “967 Patent”) Is Obvious in View of
International Patent Application WO 97111395 (Olivier ‘395) and

U.S. Patent 4,404,664 (Zachariadis ‘664)

U.S. Patent No. 7,162,967
Asserted Claims

A method comprising:
(a) towing an array of streamers
each having a plurality of
streamer positioning devices
there along, at least one of the
streamer positioning devices
having a wing;

U.S. Patent 4,404,664 (System for Laterally Positioning a Towed
Marine Cable and Method of Using Same: Zaehariadis; assigned to
Mobil Oil; I 983) in combination with PCT Patent Application WO
97/11395 (Coil Support Device for an Underwater Cable: Olivier;
assigned to Laitrant Co.: published 1997) discloses this limitation.

See, e.g., Zachariadis ‘664, Claim I, (Col. 13, I. 6) to (Col. 14, I. 2)
(“A system for controlling the lateral position of a marine cable
being towed by a vessel and having adjustable control surfaces
affixed to said marine cable at a plurality of spaced.apart positions
along said cable for varying lateral thrust to said cable in response
to control signals from the vessel”)

See, e.g., Zachariadis ‘664, Col .3, Il. 16-18 (“a plurality
remotely controlled, lateral positioning devices are mounted
selected points along the length of the cable”).

See, e.g., Zachariadis ‘664, claim I, Col. 13, Il. 13-14 (“a motor
associated with each control surface for rotating said control
surface”).

Zachariadis’664, Col. I, II. 4 1-43 (“Lateral positioning of
cable comprises two basic aspects: determining the

position of the cable and moving it to a desired position”).

See. generaiW Zachariadis ‘664, Col. I, I. 41 to col. 2, I. 68.

Olivier ‘395 discloses the limitation of”an array of streamers being
towed by a seismic survey vessel”.

See, c&g., Olivier ‘395 at p.1, I. 24; to p.2, 1.2 (“In marine seismic
exploration, an underwater cable, commonly referred to as a
streamer cable, is towed through the water by a vessel such as a
surface ship.”)

Citations from prior-art
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Seth e.g.. Clix icr ‘395 at p. 7. II. 13—15 n’... there is no restriction

on the number or is pe 01 devices xx hich are attached to the cable

I I - In addition, although on!’ a single cable I I is slioxx n, the

toxx mg vessel I (1 may tow a plurality ot cables simultaneously.)

See, e.g., C)! ivier FIG. I xx hich discloses a plurality ol streamer

positioning devices.

See. e.t.. . ( )livier, FIGS. 7—8 winch disclose xx ings.

hI transmitting Ironi a global The Zachariadis ‘664 patent and 01k icr ‘595 application disclose

control system location this limitation.

in form at ion to at least one local
control system on the at least ,See,geiietv//i’, Zachariadis ‘664, Col. 3, I, 43 to Col. 4. I. 4.

one SI reamer positioning

di. x s h ix ing a xx tng and cc e /ach it iad is 664 Cot 3 I 43—44 ( It is i i urthi. i obtt.ct to

control the lateral positioning devices of such as system through

the use of a coin puter.”)

See. e.g., Zaehariadis ‘664 Col. 3, I. 55 (“Transmissions means are
provided”); and see. e.g.. ‘664 Zaehariadis. Col. 3, II. 58-66
(“Suitable circuitry in each lateral positioning dcx ice senses and
examines the coded control signal ... In the selected lateral
positioning dcx ice, circuitry further decodes the coded control
signal. Motor actuation means are control led by the decoder means

and operate motor means for the adjustment of the lateral

positioning control surfaces wingsJ”).

At the time of mx ention. given the state of the art of control

s stems, it xx ould have been obvious to a Person I lax ing Ordinary

Skill In Ihe Art to providc. a global control system located on or

near said seismic essel” to control regulate in ultiple streamer

positioning devices, each xv ith their own local controller.

The Olivier ‘395 application discloses a local control system and

communication, such as from a global control system. See Figures

33-35 and genera/li’ pp. 44-4X.

2
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(c) adjusting the wing using the This limiiation is disclosed in the Zachariadis 664 patent and
local control system. Olivier ‘395 application.

See, e.g., Zachariadis ‘664, claim I; col. 13, I. 13 to col. 14, I. 2 (“a
motor associated with each control surface br rotating said control
surface ... to a second position at which a desired lateral thrust is
imparted to said cable, receiving means ... to cause said motor to
rotate said control surfttce of said second position’’)

At the time of the invention it was obvious to a Person Having
Ordinary Skill In The Art that wing motors were commercially
available prior-art, as found, for example. in depth birds from
multiple commercial suppliers.

The Olivicr 4395 reference discloses this limitation.

See ag., Olivier ‘395 at p. 19 Il. 5-6 (“The actuators for operating
the wing unit I I 0 include one which will he relërred to as a roll
actuator I 30 and another which will he referred to as a pitch
actuator 135.”)

See ag., Olivier ‘395 at p. 47. II. 5-10 (“In a depth-keeping mode
of operation, the microprocessor 304 executes a PHD (proportional-
integral—differential) or other control algorithm and determines
whether the wing positions need to he changed. If so, the
microprocessor 304 sends appropriate signals to the motors 410,
411 of the roll and/or pitch actuator through buffers 412, 4 13
(possibly including 1)/A converters) which convert the low-level
logic signals from the microprocessor into higher level motor
signals sufficient to drive the motors.”)

4. The method as claimed The Zaehariadis ‘664 patent discloses this limitation.
in claim I , wherein the global
control system transmits a See genera/tv, e.g., C’ol. 3. I. 43 to Col. 4, 1.4

desired vertical depth (hr the at
least one streamer positioning See, e.g., Zachariadis, ‘664 at Col. 4, II. 51-57 (“The aforesaid

device and the local control control signal is generated ... in direct response to the aforesaid

system calculates magnitude vessel and lateral positioning device coordinate signals.

and direction of the deviation Iransmisson means are provided for converting the coded control

between the desired vertical signals into a form suitable for transmitting through conductors in

I
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depth and actual depth. the seismic cable.’’)

See, e.g.. Zachariadis, ‘664 at Cot. I, II. 47—50 (“IJ.S. Pat. Nos.
3,605.674 to Weese ... discloses several variations of a remotely
controlled device for laterally or laterally and vertically positioning
a streamer”).

5. The method as claimed The Zachariadis ‘664 patent discloses this limitation.
in claim I , wherein the global
control system transmits a See generally. e.g., Col. 3, I. 43 to Col. 4, I. 4
desired horizontal displacement
for the at least one streamer .5cc. e.g., Zachariadis, 664 at Col. 4, II. 5 1-57 (“‘1’he aforesaid

positioning device and the local control signal is generated ... in direct response to the aibresaid

control system calculates vessel and lateral positioning device coordinate signals.

magnitude and direction of the lransmission means are provided for converting the coded control

deviation between the desired signals into a lhrni suitable flw transmitting through conductors in

horizontal displacement and the seismic cable.”)

actual horizontal displacement. .

Se e.g., Zachariadis, ‘664 at (/01. I, II. 47-50 (“U.S. Pat. Nos.
3,605,674 to Weese . . . discloses several variations of a remotely
controlled des ice ihr laterally or laterally and vertically positioning
a streamer

6. The method as claimed At the time of the invention, it was obvious to a Person Flaying
in claim I. comprising Ordinary Skill In The Art that velocities of the streamer positioning
calculating velocity of at least devices are readily calculated from the successive positions of said
one of the streamer positioning streamer positioning devices at a series ot time.
devices, wherein the calculating
velocity comprises at least one (a.) At the time of the invention, it was obvious to a Person
of a) using a vessel speed Having Ordinary Skill In The Art that “calculating velocity of at
received from a navigation least one of the streamer positioning devices” inns! include the
system on a seismic survey “vessel speed” as the major component because the vessel is
vessel; h) compensating for the towing ti1e streamers and the streamer positioning devices. It is
speed and heading of marine also obvious to a Person Flaying Ordinary Skill In The Art that the
currents acting on the at least “calculating velocity” involves a vector which by definition must
one streamer positioning include direction as well as speed. Thus in addition to the “vessel
device; and e) compensating for speed” it is required to also have infonnation regarding vessel
relative movement between the heading, course, and track-made-good.)
seismic survey vessel and the at
least one streamer positioning At the time of the invention, it was also obvious to a Person

Flaying Ordinary Skill In The Art that it was routine navigational

4
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device, practice to obtain vessel speed in any of several ways within the
prior—art. For example, satellite navigation or radio—navigation
systems can routinely provide vessel position and speed.
Additionally, Doppler sonar speed logs or electromagnetic speed
logs are well—known commercially available prior—art devices
which can provide vessel speed through the water.

(h.) At the time of the invention, it was obvious to a Person
Having Ordinary Skill In The Art to utilize long-standing prior-art
navigational techniques to “compensate for the speed and heading
of marine currents”,

(c.) At the time of the invention, it was obvious to a Person
Having Ordinary Skill In The Art that the vector combination of
the relative velocity vector (“relative movement between the
seismic survey vessel and the at least one streamer positioning
device.”) and vessel velocity (referenced to the water as in claim
3.) to obtain a velocity “compensated for relative movement” is
obvious application of well-known prior—art in the vector analysis
of velocities.

7, The method as claimed At the time of the invention, it was obvious to a Person I-laying
in claim 6, in which said step of Ordinary Skill In The Art to regulate wing angles to prevent
adjusting the wing using the stalling, given complete information about the relative geometry of
local control system is regulated the wings and water flow over the wings, including the geometric
to prevent the positioning or effective angle-of-attack.
device from stalling.

8. The method as claimed These limitations are disclosed in the Zachariadis ‘664 patent and
in claim 7, in which said step of Olivier 4395 application.
using the location in formation
to calculate desired threes on See. general/v. Zachariadis ‘664, Col. 3, I. 43 to Col. 4. I. 4.
the at least one streamer
positioning device is regulated See, e.g.. Zachariadis ‘664, Col. 3, I. 43-44 (“It is a further object to
by the global control system control the lateral positioning devices of such as system through

located on or near a seismic the usc ofa computer.”)

survey vessel that is confiaured
into a feather angle mode, 5’c’, e.g., Zachariadis ‘664 Col. 3, I. 55 (“Transmissions means are

wherein the global control provided”); and see, e.g., ‘664 Zachariadis, Col. 3, II. 58-66

system attempts to direct the (“Suitable circuitry in each lateral positioning device senses and
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streamer positioning devices to
ma ntai n each of the streamers
in a straight line offset from the
towing direction of the marine
seismic vessel by a certain
feather angle, and into a turn
control mode, wherein the
global control system directs the
streamer positioning devices to
generate a force in the opposite
direction of a turn at the
beginning of the turn.

Citations from prior-art

examines the coded control signal ... In the selected lateral
positioning device, circuitry further decodes the coded control
signal. Motor actuation means are controlled by the decoder means

and operate motor means for the adjustment of the lateral
positioning control surfaces’’).

At the time of invention, given the state of the art of control
systems, it would have been obvious to a Person Having Ordinary
Skill In The Art to provide “a global control system located on or
near said seismic vessel” to control/regulate multiple streamer
positioning devices, each with their own local controller.

[lie Olivier ‘395 application discloses a local control system and
communication, such as from a global control system See Figures
33-35 and generally pp. 44-48.

At the time of the invention, it was obvious to a Person Having
Ordinary Skill In The Art to describe various equivalent modes of
operation (1w multiple streamers having lateral control. Various
modes of operation of seismic streamers had been publicly
recognized within the seismic industry since the 1970’s and
1980’s, and became widely recognized in commercial practice by
the early 1990’s, The limitation of “a feather angle mode wherein

maintain each of said streamers in a straight line offset from the
towing direction of said marine seismic vessel by a certain feather
angle” was recognized as obvious from the lime of the first
commercial use of multiple streamers. This concept of desiring to
tow streamers straight and parallel with constant feather angle was
xvidely recognized and employed as commercial practice by the
carEy 1990’s. At the time of the invention, the limitation of “a
feather angle mode wherein ... maintain each of said streamers in a
straight line offset from the towing direction of said marine seismic
vessel by a certain feather angle” was obvious,. At the time of the
invention, it was also obvious to operate streamers in circles (so—
called circle-shoots).

The Zachariadis ‘664 patent discloses the limitation of a “feather
angle mode”.

See, e.g., Zachariadis ‘664 at Col. 12, II. 53-57 (“It should also he
realized that the adi ustmcnls of said lateral positioning devices to

the cable in a straight line along a heading from the lowing
essel can be accomplished automatical lv lw a suitably sized and

6
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program ned eoni paler.’’).

9 The method as claimed This limitation is disclosed in Zachariadis -664.

in claim 8. which said global
control system is further See, e.g., Claim 7 Analysis, and see, generally, Zachariadis ‘664%

configured into a streamer Col. 3, I. 43 to CoT. 4, I. 4

separation mode, wherein said
global control system attempts At the time of the invention it was obvious to a Person Having

to direct said streamer Ordinary’ Skill In The Art that “streamer separation mode’’

positioning device to maintain a exemplified commonscnse commercial practice. It was obvious

in inimum separation distance that avoiding entanglement of multiple streamers was the primar’

between adjacent streamers. goal and mode of operation since the earliest multi—streamer 3D
seismic surveys in the late I 980’s and early 1990’s.

10. The method as claimed This limitation is disclosed in the Zachariadis ‘664 patent.
in claim 9, further including the
sttp of display ing the position cc g lachanadis 664 Abstiact II I I 13 ( ‘ isual display

of said streamer positioning of the relative position of each lateral positioning device with

devices on said seismic survey respect to the vessel

vessel.
See, e.g.. Zachariadis’ 664, CoT. 3. II. 29-33 (“The coordinate

signals are provided to a display matrix of a suitable device ... for

display of the relative positions of the vessel and lateral positioning
devices ...“)

5cc’, e.g.. Zachariadis ‘664, CoT. 5, Il. 58-61 (“A simple plot of the

X and Y coordinates of the ship and the lateral positioning devices

is provided on a suitable visual display device”).

See, ag.. Zachariadis ‘664, Col. 4, Il. 28-30 (“FIG. 5 illustrates a
visual display of the coordinates of the vessel and selected points
along the towed cable as determined by the equipment of FIC. 2”);

and said equipment is disclosed at, e.g., Col. 4, Il. 20-21 (“FIG. 2

illustrates in block diagram form the cable ... positioning
equipment of the invention’’).

See, e.g., Zachariadis ‘664, CoT. 8, II. 60-64 (“In addition to the

location of the marine vessel and the lateral positioning devices,

7
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the locations of various may also he displayed”).

See, Zachariadis ‘664, Col .3, II. 3 -33 (“display of the
relative posiflons of the vessel and the lateral positioning devices
with respect to the selected heading.”)

At the time of the invention, it was obvious to a Person Having
Ordinary Skill In The Art that displaying the positions of the
streamer positioning devices (and of the entire streamer) was
necessarily common commercial practice. Such displays utilized
many different forms of computer graphics devices and display
algorithms.

15. An array of seismic The Olivier ‘395 application discloses this limitation,
streamers towed by a towing
vessel comprising: See, e.t., Olivier ‘395 at p.1, I. 24; to p. 2, I. 2 (“In marine seismic

exploration, an underwater cable, commonly referred to as a
streamer cable, is towed through the water by a vessel such as a
surface ship.”)

Se e.g., Olivier ‘395 at p. 7, II. 14-I 5 (“In addition, although only
a single cable I I is shown, the towing vessel 10 may tow a
plurality ot cables simultaneously.”)

(a) a plurality of streamer This limitation is disclosed in the Zachariadis ‘664 patent and
positioning devices on or inline Olivier ‘395 application.
with each streamer, at least one
of the streamer positioning See, e.g.. Zachariadis ‘664, Col. 3, II. 16-18 (“a plurality of

devices having a wing; remotely controlled, lateral positioning devices are mounted at
selected points along the length ol the cable”).

See, e.g., Olivier ‘395 at p. 7, II. 13-15 (“there is no restriction on
the number or type of’ devices which are attached to the cable II.
In addition, although only a single cable II is shown, the towing
vessel 10 may tow a plurality of cables simultaneously.”)

See, e.g., Olivier FIG. I which discloses a plurality’ of streamer
positioning devices.

8
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S’ct Oti’ie I lOS 7 8 hich disclose v\ings

(h) a global control system This limitation oF is disclosed in the Zachariadis ‘664 patent and
transmitting location Olivier ‘395 application.
information to at cast one local
control system on the at lcast See, generally, Zachariadis ‘664, Col. 3, I. 43 to Col. 4, I. 4.

one streamer positioning device
h ax ng x& ma thc local control c.c c g /achai iad is 664 C ol 3 I 43—44 ( It is a 1w thcr object to

system adjusting the wing. control the lateral positioning devices of such as system through
the use of a corn puter.’’)

See, e.g.. Zachariadis ‘664 Col. 3, 1.55 (“Transmissions meansare
provided”); and see. e.g., ‘664 Zachariadis, Col .3, II. 58-66
(“Suitable circuitry in each lateral positioning device senses and
examines the coded control signal ... In the selected lateral
positioning device, circuitry further decodes the coded control
signal. Motor actuation means are controlled by the decoder means

and operate motor means for the adjustment of the lateral
positioning control surfaces”).

Sect e.g., Zachariadis ‘664, claim I; cot. 13, I. 13 to eol. 14, I. 2 (“a
motor associated with each control surface for rotating said control
surlitce ... to a second position at which a desired lateral thrust is
imparted to said cable, receiving means ... to cause said motor to
rotate said control surface of said second position”)

At the time of invention, given the state of the art of control
systems, it would have been obvious to a Person Having Ordinary
Skill In The Art to provide ‘‘a global control system located on or
near said seismic vessel” to control/regulate multiple streamer
positioning devices, each with their own local controller.

The Olivier ‘395 application discloses a local control system and
communication, such as from a global control system. See Figures
33-35 and generally pp. 44-48.

The Olivier ‘395 reference discloses the limitation of the “local
control system adjusting the wing”.

See e.g., Olivier ‘395 at p. 19 II. 5-6 (“The actuators for operating
the wing unit 110 include one which will be referred to as a roll

9
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U.S. Patent No. 7,162,967 Citations from prior-art
Asserted Claims

actuator 130 and another which will he referred to as a pitch
actuator 135.”)

See e.g., Olivier 195 at p. 47, 1. 5-10 (“In a depth-keeping mode
of operation, the microprocessor 304 executes a I’ll) (proportional
integral—diffrrential) or other control algorithm and determines
whether the wing positions need to be changed. If so, the
microprocessor 304 sends appropriate signals to the motors 410,
4 I I of the roll and/or pitch actuator through buffers 41 2. 413
(possibly including D/A converters) which convert the low-level
logic signals from the microprocessor into higher level motor
signals sufficient to drive the motors.”)

At the time of the invention it was obvious to a Person Having
Ordinary Skill In The Art that wing motors were commercially
available prior-art, as found, for example, in depth birds from
multiple commercial suppliers.

10
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EXHIBIT 16

U.S. Patent No. 7,080,607 (the “‘607 patent”) Is Obvious In View of
U.S. Patent 5,790,472 (Workman ‘472)

U.S. Patent No. 7,080,607 Citations from prior-art
Asserted Claims

I. A method comprising: (a) U.S. Patent 5,790,472 (Adaptive Control of Marine Seismic Streamers;
towing an a [siel array of Workman & Chambers; assigned to Western Atlas, 1998) discloses this
streamers each having a plurality limitation
ol streamer positioning devices
there along: See, e.g., Workman 472 at Cot. 2, II. 32-33 (“the prior art discloses a series of

discrete devices for locating and controlling the positions of streamer cables”)
and Cot. 2, II. 45—47 (“The present invention is an improved system for
controlling the position and shape of marine seismic streamer cables”).

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Cot, I. II. 17—19 (“Due to the increasing use of
marine 3-[) seismic data, multi—cable marine surveys are now commonplace”)

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Cot. I, I. 45 (“Streamer positioning devices are
wet I known in the art’’)

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Cot. 3, II. 14—20 (“As known to those skilled in the
art, streamer positioning devices 4, for example birds and tail buoys, may he
attached to the exterior of the streamer cables 13 for adjusting the vertical and
lateral positions of the streamer cables 13, The streamer cables 13 include
electrical or optical cables for connecting the streamer positioning devices 14
to individual control and logging systems”).

(h) predicting positions of at The Workman ‘472 patent discloses this limitation.
least some of the streamer
positioning devices; See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Cot. 2, II. 15-18 (“These devices and methods may

then he used to determine the real time position of the seismic sources and
seismic streamer cables by computing a network solution to a Kalman filter, as
disclosed by U.S. Pat. No, 5,353,223”)

Prediction is a fundamental aspect of Kalman filtering technology. A Person
Having Ordinary Skill In The Art will understand that the disclosed Kalman
filter is a well-known prior art technology that is obvious to use to obtain a
predicted position. At the time of the invention, Kalman filtering, including a
prediction_step,_was_com mon commercial practice.
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U.S. Patent No. 7,080,607 Citations from prior-art
Asserted Claims

(C) using the predicted positions The Workman ‘472 patent discloses this limitation.
to calcu late desired changes n
position of one or more of the See. e.g, Workman ‘472 at Col, 3. II. 42—43 (‘‘and a streamer cable controller

streamer positioning devices; and 16 br controlhng the streamer positioning devices 14”). See also, e.g., FIG. 2

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at (‘ol. 3, II. 59-62 (“includes a streamer control
processor 40 for . . calculating a position correction to reposition the streamer
cables 13”)

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. 4, [I. 17-21 (“The streamer control processor
40 is connected to the streamer devicc controller 16. When the streamer
cables 13 need to he repositioned, the position correction is used by the
streamer device controller 16 to adjust the streamer positioning devices 14 and
reposition the streamer cables I 3.”)

This claim limitation “calculate desired changes in position of one or more of
the streamer positioning devices” is also an inherent aspect of the invention.
Given “predicted positions”, it is inherently necessary’ that “desired changes in
position’’ 11w the streamer positioning devices must he calculated to he able to
implement any change in streamer position or motion whatsoever.

(d) implementing at least some The Workman ‘472 patent discloses this limitation.
of the desired changes.

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. I, II. 55-57 (“For example. devices to control
the lateral positioning of streamer cables by using camber-adjustable
hvdrol’oils or angled wings are disclosed”)

This claim limitation “actuating the wing motors to produce said desired
changes in wing orientation” is also an inherent aspect of the invention. Given
a desire to reposition the streamers, it is inherently necessary that the “wing
orientation” for the streamer positioning devices will need to he altered, which
inherently requires the action ofa motor, or equivalent.
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U.S. Patent No. 7,080,607 Citations from prior-art
Asserted Claims

S A method as claimed in the \Vorkman 472 patent discloses the streamer separation mode.
claim 7. in v. hich said global
control s’ stem is litriher Sec. \\:orkmtn ‘472. Col. I. II. 33—35

“
[he ahilit to control the position

conligtned into a streamer and shape ui the streamer cables is desirable for preventing the entanglement

separation mode, wherein said of the streamer cab es” I.

global control system attem pts to
direct said streamer positionine See. e.g., Workman ‘472. Col .3. II. 65—67 (Threshold parameters may include

de ice to in titan a minimum a plurality ot values fur: minimum alloxahle separations between streamer

scparat it in ch stance between cables”).

adi icent streamers.

IS. \ii array cit seismic [lie Workman ‘472 patent discloses this limitation.

st rca ii ers U iw ed by a towing
\cssLl Loniprising 5cc \\ otkm in 472 it Col I II 17—Ic ( I)uc. to the nurcising use of

marine 3—I) seismic data, multi—cable marine sun evs are now commonplace”)

See, e.g., FIG. I which discloses a towing vessel.

(a) a plurality of streamer The Workman ‘472 patent discloses this limitation.

positionin devices on or inline
with each streamer; See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. 2, II. 32—33 (“the prior art discloses a series of

discrete devices lhr locating and controlling the positions of streamer cables”)

and Col. 2, II. 45-47 (‘9’he present invention is an improved system for

controlling the position and shape of marine seismic streamer cables’’).

See. e.g.. Workman ‘472 at Col. I , I. 45 (“Streamer positioning devices are

elI known in the art’’

See, e.g.. Workman •472atC ol. 3. 11. 14—20 ( “As known to those skilled in the

art, streamer positioning de ices 14. for example birds and tail buoys. may he

attached to the exterior of the streamer cables I 3 for adjusting the ertical and

lateral positions of the streamer cables 13. The streamer cables 13 include

electrical or optical cables for connecting the streamer positioning dcv ices 14

to individual control and loging systems
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U.S. Patent No. 7,080,607 Citations from prior-art
Asserted Claims

(h) a prediction unit adapted to The Workman ‘472 patent discloses this limitation.
predict positions of at least some

of the streamer positioning See e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. 2, II. 15—18 (“These devices and methods may

devices: and then he used to determine the real time position of the seismic sources and
seismic streamer cables by computing a network solution to a Kalman filter, as
disclosed by U.S. Pat. No. 5,353,223’)

Prediction is a fundamental aspect of Kalman filtering technology. A Person
Having Ordinary Skill In The Art will understand that the disclosed Kalman
tiller is a well—known prior art technology that is obvious to use to obtain a
predicted position, At the time of the invention, Kalman filtering, including a
prediction step, was common commercial practice.

(c) a control unit adapted to use The Workman ‘472 patent discloses this limitation.
the predicted pos it ions to
calculate desired changes in See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col .3. II. 42—43 (“and a streamer cable controller
positions of one or more of the I 6 for controlling the streamer positioning devices 14’’).
streamer positionina devices.

See also, e.g., FIG. 2

See, e.g.. Workman ‘472 at Col. 3, II. 59-62 (“includes a streamer control
processor 40 for ... calculating a position correction to reposition the streamer
cables I 3”)

See, e.g.. Workman ‘472 at Col. 4, II. 17-21 (“The streamer control processor
40 is connected to the streamer device controller 16. When the streamer
cables 13 need to he repositioned, the position correction is used by the
streamer device controller 16 to adjust the streamer positioning devices 14 and
reposition the streamer cables I 3.”)

This claim limitation ‘‘calculate desired changes in position of one or more of
the streamer positioning devices” is also an inherent aspect of the invention.
Given “predicted positions”, it is inherently necessary that “desired changes in
position” for the streamer positioning devices must he calculated to he able to
implement any change in streamer position or motion whatsoever.

2(,6579H
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EXHIBIT O-6xx

U.S. Palent No. 6,932,017 ((lie “Hillesund ‘017 patent”) Is Obvious In View ofU.S. Patent
5,790.472 (Workman ‘472), U.S. Patent 4.404.664 (Zacltariadis ‘664), 311(1 Kalman Ref

I A method of controlling the
positions of marine seismic
streamers in an array of such
streamers being to ed hyaseismie
survey vessel. the streamers having
respective streamer positioning
devices disposed therealong and
each streamer positioning device
ha’ in a ing and a ing motor
lbr changing the orientation of the
wing so as to steer the streamer
positioning device laterally, said
method comprisi tig the steps of:

U.S. Patent 5,790,472 (Adaptive Control of Marine
Seismic Streamers; Workman & Chambers; assigned to
Western Atlas; 1998) discloses this claim preamble.

The in itat ion of “marine seismic streamers in an array of
such streamers being towed by a seismic survey vessel” is
disclosed in the Workman 472 patent.

Fhe Jim itation ol “streamer positioning devices disposed
therealong and each streamer positioning device ha ing a
wing and a ing motor for changing the orientation of the
wing’’ is disclosed in the Workman ‘372 patent.

lhc Ii ni lation “to steer the streamer posit ion ma de ice
lateral lv” is disclosed li the Workman -472 patent.

See. e.g.. Workman ‘472 at (ol. 2. II. 32—33 (“the prior art
discloses a series of discrete de ices for locating and
controlling the positions of streamer cables’’) and Col. 2. II.
45-47 (“lhe present invention is an improved system for
controlling the position and shape of marine seismic
streamer cables”).

See, e.g.. Workman ‘472 at Col. 3, II. 33-43 (“As known to
those sk [lIed in the art, components of the marine seismic
data acquisition system 05, on the vessel I I, may include

a nct ork solution system I 0 for detenn in ing the
position of the streamer cables I 3 and seismic sources I 2.
and a streamer cable controllcr 16 for controlling the
streamcr positioning dcv iees’).

See. e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. I. II. 17—19 (“Due to the
increasing usc of marine 3-D seismic data, multi—cable
marine surveys arc no commonplacel.

U.S. Patent No. 6,932,017 Citations from prior-art
Asserted Claims

Sec. Workman ‘472 at Col. I. I. 45 (“Streamer
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U.S. Patent No. 6,932,017 Citations froni prior-art

Asserted Claims

positioning devices are xvel I known in the ait’’).

See, e.g., Workman 472 at Col .3. II. 14-20 (“As known to
those skilled in the art, streamer positioning devices l4, for
example birds and tail buoys, may he attached to the
exterior of the streamer cables 13 for adjusting the vertical
and lateral positions of the streamer cables I]. The
streamer cables 13 include electrical or optical cables br
connecting the streamer positioning de ices 14 to
indi idual control and logging s stems’).

Set’. e.g.. Workman ‘472 at Col. I. II. 55-61 (describes
lateral positionin with ings). A Person I laying Ordinary
Skill In [lie Art will readily understand that a \ ing motor
to ii nyc a ‘sing is ohv ions.

U.S. Patent 4,404,664 (System for Laterally Positioning a
Tovved Marine Cable and Method of Using Same:
Zachariadis: assigned to Mobil Oil; 1983) discloses this
claim.

See, e.g., Zachariadis ‘664, Claim I, (Col. 13, I. 6) to (Col.
14. I. 2) (“A s’stem ftir controlling the lateral position of a
marine cable being towed by a yesscl and h’.
adjustable control surfaces affixed to said marine cable at a
plurality of spaced—apart positions along said cable lor
varying lateral thrust to said cable in response to control
signals li’oin the vessel, the improvement comprising: (a) a
motor associated ith each control surface lbr rotating said
control surface from a neutral position at x hich no lateral
thrust is imparted to said cable to a second position at
which a desired lateral thrust is imparted to said cable, (b)
receiving means associated with each control surface for
decoding the control signals from said vessel and
producing a first electric current of in agn itude and
direction necessary to catise said motor to rotate said
control surface of said second position’’)

See. e.g.. Zachariadis664, Col. 1. II. 41-43 (“Lateral
positioning of a to ed cable comprises two basic aspects:
determining the existing position of the cable and mo ing
it tci a desired position’’).
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L’.S. Patent So. 6,932.017 Citations from prior-art

Asserted Claims

Sec. generally, Zachariadis ‘664, CoT, 1, I. 41 to coT. 2. I.
68.

The limitation of ‘‘streamer positioning devices disposed
therealong and each streamer positioning device having a
wing and a wing motor for changing the orientation of the
wing’ is ci iselosed in the Zachariadis ‘664 patent.

See. tg., Zachariadis ‘664. Col. 3. IL 16—IN (“a pluralit of
remotely controlled, lateral positioning devices are

mounted at selected poi n is a lone the length of the cable’’).

See. e.g., !achariadis ‘664. claim I, Col. 3. II. 13—14 (“a
motor associated ith each control surllice I wing] tot

rotating said control surface’’).

The limitation “to steer the streamer positioning device
laterally” is disclosed in the Zachariadis ‘664 patent.

See. e.g., Zachariadis -664, Abstract (“Coded digital
corn mands are generated and tc’ansm itted to each lateral
positioning dcv icc for adj ustment ot its control surthces
x hcreh the lateral thrust produced the de ice as it is
tot\ cd through the watcr is varied and the horizontal
position of the portion of the cable to either side of the
de ice controlled’)

See. e.g.. Zachariadis ‘664. CoI. 3, II. 3-5 (“Ii is an object
of thiel invention to provide a system for controlling the
lateral position of a cable being towed through the
water.”).

See, e.g., Zachariadis ‘664, Col. I, II. 41-43 (“Lateral
positioning of a towed cable comprises two basic aspects:
determining the existing position of the cable and moving

it to a desired position”).

3
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U.S. Patent No. 6,932,017 Citations front1irior—art
Asserted Claims

obtaining a predicted position of Ihe Workman ‘472 patent discloses this limitation.

the streani er posit ion i mi de ices;

See. ag.. Workman -472 at Col. 2, Il. 15—18 (“Ihese

devices and methods may then he used to determine the

real time posit ion ol the seismic sources and seismic

streamer cables by computing a net ork solution to a
Kaltuan filter, as disclosed h U.S. Pat. No. 5,353.225”).

Kalman, RE., I O6(), “A New approach to linear Filtering

and Prediction l’rohlems,’’ Trans of ASME—J. of Basic
Engineering, vol. 82 (Series D), pp. 35-35 discloses the

limitation of “prediction.’’

See, e.g., p.36, hottom of right hand column in section
“Optimal Estimation,’’ first paragraph: “we ha e a
prediction problem. Since our treatment will he general
enough to include these and similar problems, we shall use
hereafter the collective term estimation,”

At the time of the invention, it was obvious to a Person
Having Ordinary Skill In The Art that this limitation was

commercially available prior—art, utilizing several different
technologies to obtain predicted positions along streamers,
including the positions of any streamer positioning de ices
disposed thercalong. S irice the I 980’s, some commercial
streamer navigation svsteiiis have utilized Kalman Filter
technology, which includes a •predict ion’ step as integral
to the teehnolog> . Kalman filter technology was w idelv
known prior—art at the time of the invention.

obtaining an estimated velocity of Gi’. en “a predicted position of the streamer positioning

the streamer positioning devices; deviees,’ then it is obvious to a Person Having Ordinary

Skill In The Art that velocities are readily obtained from

differences in positions over know n time inter als based

on fundamental historical concepts of marine navigation.

In marine seismic navigation systems at the time ot

invention, solutions tbr positions are typical l a ailahle

several times per minute which yields estimates of

velocities several times per minute as simple differences of
05 it ions.
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Asserted Claims

At the time of the invention, it was also obvious to a
Person Having Ordinary Skill In The Art to use
commercial lv available current meters, based on acoustic
Doppler measurements, or other technologies’, or to use
commercially available Kalman filter based navigation
systems which can estimate velocities of locations along a
streamer, such as at streamer positioning devices,

Workman ‘472 discloses this limitation.

Se.ç e.g.. Wod<man ‘472 at Col. 2, II. 15-18 (“These
devices and methods may then he used to determine the
real time position of the seismic sources and seismic
streamer cables by computing a network solution to a
Kalman filter, as disclosed by U.S. Pat. No. 5,353.223”).

Kalman, R.F., 1960, ‘‘A New approach to I.inear F’iltering
and Prediction Problems,’’ ‘l’rans of ASME—J. of Basic
Engineering, vol. 82 (Series D), pp. 35-35 discloses the
limitation of ‘‘prediction.”

See, e.g., p. 36, bottom of right hand column in section
‘‘Optimal Estimation,’’ first paragraph: ‘‘we have a
prediction problem. Since our treatment will he general
enough to include these and similar problems, we shall use
hereafter the collective term estimation.”

Estimation is a fundamental aspect of Kalman filtering
technology. A person Having Ordinary Skill In The Art
will understand that the disclosed Kalman filter is a well-
known prior art technology that is obvious to use to obtain
an estimated velocity.

for at least some of the streamer The Workman ‘472 patent discloses this limitation.
positioning devices, calculating
desired changes in the orientation See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. 3, II. 42-43 (“and a
of their wings using said predicted streamer cable controller 16 for controlling the streamer
position and said estimated positioning devices 14”). See also, e.g., FIG. 2

velocity:
See. &g., Workman ‘472 at Col. 3, Il. 59-62 (“includes a
streamer control processor 40 for ... calculating a position
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Asserted Claims

correction to reposition the streamer cables 13”)

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. 4, II, 17-21 (“The streamer
control processor 40 is connected to the streamer device
controller 16. When the streamer cables 13 need to he
repositioned, the position correction is used by the
streamer device controller 16 to adjust the streamer
positioning devices 14 and reposition the streamer cables
13.”)

At the time of the invention, it was obvious to a Person
Having Ordinary Skill In The Art to “calculate desired
changes in the orientation of their wings’’ based on various
available technologies. These obvious technologies could
have included various control theory techniques; and could
have involved the calculation of wing orientation from
position and velocity’ utilizing the relationships of threes
on the wing and wing orientation or angle. These
relationships oF fbrces and wing angles and wing shapes
were well-known long—standing prior—art, available from
ihe technologies of aerodynamics and/or the
hydrodynamics of rudders.

and actuating the wing motors to The Workman ‘472 patent discloses this limitation.
produce said desired changes in
wing orientation. See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. I, II. 55—57 (“For

example, devices to control the lateral positioning of
streamer cables by using camber-adjustable hydrofoils or
angled wings are disclosed”)

This limitation is disclosed in the Zachariadis ‘664 patent.

See, e.g., Zachariadis ‘664, claim I; col. 13, I. 13 to col.
14. I. 2 (“a motor associated with each control surface for
rotating said control surface ... to a second position at
which a desired lateral thrust is imparted to said cable,
receiving means ... to cause said motor to rotate said
control surface of said second position”)

At the time of the invention it was obvious to a Person
Having Ordinary Skill In The Art that wing motors were
commercially available prior-art, as found, for example, in
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Asserted (‘laims

depth birds from multiple commercial suppliers.

2. A method as claimed in At the lime of the invention, it was obvious to a Person
claim I, wherein said estimated Having I )rdinary Skill In The Art that “calculating velocity
velocity is calculated using a vessel of at least one of the streamer positioning devices” must
speed received from said seismic include the “vessel speed” as the major component because
survey vessel’s na gation system. the vessel is towing the streamers and the streamer

positioning devices. It is also obvious to a Person Having
Ordinary Skill In The Art that the “calculating velocity”
involves a ‘. ector which by deliintion must include
direction as wel I as speed. [bus in addition to the “vessel
speed i I is required to al so have in t?rm anon rearding
x cssel heading, course, and or track—made—good.

At the time of the invention, it was also obvious to a
Person I hiving ( )rdinarv Skill In [he Art that it v as
routine mix igational practice to obtain essel speed in any
of several ways xx ithin the prior—art. For example. satellite
navi2ation or radio—navigation systems can routinel
provide vessel position and speed. Additionally Doppler
sonar speed logs or electromagnetic speed logs are well—
known com mercially available prior—al devices which can
prov ide vessel speed through the w ater.

3. A method as claimed in At the time of the invention, it was obvious to a Person
claim 2, in which said estimated Having Ordinary Skill In The Art to utilize the vector
velocity is a xx ater referenced combi nation of the towing velocity vector and current
towing velocity that coni pensates velocity to obtain a “water re lerenced toxx ing velocity’’.
for the speed and heading of Further it was obvious that this limitation was disclosed in
marine currents acting on said long—standing navigational prior—art discloses techniques
streamer positionin devices. ‘ for “dead reckoning” which “compensate for the speed and

heading of in an n c c tirren ts.”

At the time of the invention, it xx as also ohv ious to a
Person Having Ordinary Skill In [he Art to utilize
commercially ax ailable prior—al dcx ices and methods such
as Doppler sonar current meters or electromagnetic speed
logs that can directly provide vessel speed and course
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through the water.

4. A method as claimed in At the lime of the invention, it was obvious to a Person
claim 3, in which said estimated Having Ordinary Skill In The Art that the vector
velocity is compensated for combination of the relative velocity vector (“relative
relative movement between said movement between said seismic survey vessel and said
seismic survcy vessel and said streamer positioning devices.”) and vessel velocity
streamer positioning devices, (referenced to the water as in claim 3.) to obtain a

‘‘velocity Lthatl is compensated’’ is application of well—
known prior—art in the vector analysis of velocities.

5. A method as claimed in At the time of the invention, it was obvious to a Person
claim 4, in which said step of Having Ordinary Skill In ‘I’ he Art to use commercially
calculating a desired change in available Doppler sonar speed logs or electromagnetic
wing orientation further uses an speed logs to provide vessel speed through the water which
estimate of the crosscurrent can be used in classical prior—art navigation to compare
velocity’at the respective streamer with radio—navigation or satellite positions of the vessel to
positioning device, determine crosscurrents.

At the time of the invention it was obvious to a Person
Flaying Ordinary Skill In The Art that it is possible to
calculate a desired change in wing orientation” only if an
“estimate of the cross—current velocity” is available, i.e..

only if the so-called angle-of-attack of the wings relative to
water 110w were available, rather than simply the angle of
the wings relative to the streamer axis. Then, given the
complete geometry in formation md ud ing the crosscurrent
and the angle-of-attack, the relationships of forces and
wing angles and wing shapes are obvious as well-known
prior—art.

8
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7. A method as claimed in
claim 6, in which said step of
calculating a desired change in
wing orientation is regulated by a
global control system located on or
near said seismic survey vessel that
is configured into a feather angle
mode, wherein said global control
system attempts to direct the
streamer positioning devices to
maintain each of said streamers in
a straight line oflset from the
towing direction of said marine
seismic vessel by a certain feather
angle, and into a turn control
mode, wherein said global control
system directs said streamer
positioning devices to generate a
force in the opposite direction of a
turn at the beginning of the turn.

Citations from prior-art

The limitation of ‘‘calculating a desired change in wing
orientation is regulated by a global control system located
on or near said seismic survey vessel” is disclosed in the
Zachariadis 664 patent.

See, generally, Zachariadis ‘664, Col. 3, I. 43 to Col. 4, I.
4.

See, e.g., Zachariadis ‘664, Col .3, I. 43-44 (“It is a further
object to control the lateral positioning devices of such as
system through the use of a computer.”)

See, eg., Zachariadis ‘664 Col. 3, I. 55 (“Transmissions
means are provided”)

See, e.g., ‘664 Zachariadis, Col .3, II. 58-66 (“Suitable
circuitry in each lateral positioning device senses and
examines the coded control signal ... In the selected lateral
positioning device, circuitry further decodes the coded
control signal. Motor actuation means are controlled by
the decoder means ... and operate motor means for the
adjustment of the lateral positioning control surfaces”).

At the time of invention, given the state of the art of
control systems, it would have been obvious to a Person
Flaying Ordinary Skill In The Art to provide “a global
control system located on or near said seismic vessel” to
control/regulate multiple streamer positioning devices,
each with their own local controller.

At the time of the invention, it was obvious to a Person
Having Ordinary Skill In The Art to describe various
equivalent modes of operation for multiple streamers

6. A method as claimed in At the time of the invention, it was obvious to a Person
claim 5, in which said step of Having Ordinary Skill In The Art to regulate wing angles
calculating a desired change in to prevent stalling, given complete information about the
wing orientation is regulated to relative geometry of the wings and water flow over the
prevent the wing from stalling, wings, including the so-called angle-of-attack.
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8. A method as claimed in
claim 7. in xvIi ich said global
control system is ftrther
con figured into a streamer
separation mode, wherein said
global control system attempts to
dtrect said streamer positioning
device to maintain a minimum
separation distance between
adj aeen t streamers.

having lateral control. Various modes of operation of
seismic streamers had been publicly recognized within the
seismic industry since the 1970’s and 1980’s. and became
widely recognized in commercial practice by the early
1990’s. The limitation of “a feather angle mode wherein

maintain each of said streamers in a straight line offset
from the towing direction of said marine seismic vessel by
a certain feather angle” was recognized as obvious from
the time of the first commercial use of multiple streamers.
This concept of desiring to tow streamers straight and
parallel with constant feather angle was widely recognized
and employed as commercial practice by the early 1990’s.
At the time of the invention, the limitation of “a feather
angle mode wherein ... maintain each of said streamers in
a straight line oftset from the towing direction of said
marine seismic vessel by a certain feather angle” was
obvious. At the time of the invention, it was also obvious
to operate streamers in circles (so—called circle—shoots).

The Zachariadis 664 patent discloses the limitation of a
“feather angle niode.’

See, e.g.. Zaehariadis ‘664 at Col. 12, II. 53-57 (“li should
also he realized that the adjusnnents of said lateral
positioning devices to position the cable in a straight line
along a heading liom t he to ing vessel can be
aceom p1 ished automatically by a su itablv sized and
programmed eom put e

The Workman ‘472 patent discloses this limitation of
Thtreamer separation mode.”

See, ag., Workman ‘472 at Col. I. Il. 33-35 (“ihe ability
to control the position and shape of the streamer cables is
desirable fbr preventing the entanglement of the streamer
cables”).

Sec ag.. Workman ‘472 at Col. 3, II, 58-67 (“In the
present embodiment of the invention, the marine seismic
dataaeca isit ion system ()5 also includes a streamer control
processor 40 tbr deciding hen the streanter cables 13

U.S. Patent No. 6,932,017 Citations from Prior-art
Asserted Claims
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U.S. Patent No. 6,932,017 Citations front prior-an

Asserted Claims

shou Id he reposit oned and for ea leo at ng a post ion
correct ion to reposition the streamer cables 1 3.A iso in the
present em hod i ment of the invent ion, threshold parameters
are estah lished for deterni in inc when the stream ci- eah les
sliou Id he repositioned. Threshold parameters may mel ode
a pluralit of values ibr: minimum alIovahle separations
between streamer cables I 3”)

See, e.g. Workman 472 at (‘ol - 4. II. 8—35 (discloses
streamer control processor).

The limitation of a global control system is disclosed in
Zachariadis ‘664.

See, e.g.. Claim 7 Analysis, and see, generally. Zachariadis
‘664, Col. 3, I. 43 to Col. 4. I. 4

At the time of the invention it was obvious to a Person
Having Ordinary Skill In The Art that “streamer separation
mode” exemplified eommonsense commercial practice. It
was obvious that avoiding entanglement of multiple
streamers was the primary goal and mode of operation
since the earliest multi—streamer 3D seismic surveys in the
late 1980’s and early 1990’s.

9. A method as claimed in ihis limitation is disclosed in the Zachariadis ‘664 patent.
claim 8, further including the step
of displaying the position of said See, e.g., Zachariadis ‘664, Abstract, II. I 1-13 (“visual
streamer positioning devices on display of the relative position of each lateral positioning
said seismic survey vessel, device with respect to the vessel”).

See, ag., Zaehariadis ‘664, Col. 3, Il. 29-33 (“The
coordinate signals are provided to a display matric of a
suitable device ... for display of the relative positions of
the vessel and lateral positioning devices”)

See. e.g., Zaehariadis ‘664, Col. 5, II. 58-61 (“A simple
plot of the X and Y coordinates of the ship and the lateral
positioning devices is provided on a suitable visual display
device”).

See, e.g., Zachariadis ‘664, Col. 4, II. 28-30 (“FIG. 5

II
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16. Apparatus for controlling
the positions ol marine seismic
streamer in an array’ of such
streamers being towed by a seismic
survey vessel, the streamers having
respective streamer positioning
devices disposed therealong and
each streamer positioning device
having a wing and a wing motor
for cli angi ti g the hon zonta I
orientation of the wing so as to
steer the streamer positioning
device laterally, said apparatus
comprising:

illustrates a visual display of the coordinates of the vessel
and selected points along the towed cable as determined by
the equipment of FIG, 2”); and said equipment is disclosed
at, e.g., Col. 4, II. 20-21 (“FIG. 2 illustrates in block
diagram form the cable ... positioning equipment of the
invention’’).

See, e.g., Zaehariadis ‘664, (‘ol. 8, II. 60-64 (“In addition
to the location of the marine vessel and the lateral
positioning devices, the locations of various may’ also
he displayed”).

See, e.g., Zachariadis ‘664, Col. 3, II. 31-33 (“display of
the relative positions of the vessel and the lateral
positioning devices with respect to the selected heading.”)

At the time of the invention, it was obvious to a Person
Having Ordinary Skill In The Art that displaying the
positions of the streamer positioning devices (and of the
entire streamer) was necessarily common commercial
practice. Such displays utilized many different forms of
computer graphics devices and display algorithms.

Workman ‘472 discloses this claim preamhle.

The limitation of “marine seismic streamers in an array’ of
such streamers being towed by a seismic survey vessel” is
disclosed in the Workman ‘472 patent.

The limitation of “streamer positioning devices disposed
therealong and each streamer positioning device having a
wing and a wing motor for changing the orientation of the
wing” is disclosed in the Workman ‘472 patent.

i’he limitation “to steer the streamer positioning device
laterally” is disclosed in the Workman ‘472 patent.

See. e.g., Workman ‘472 at Cot. I, II. 55-61 (describes
lateral positioning with wings). A Person Having Ordinary
Skill In The Art will readily understand that a wing motor
to move a wing is obvious.

Citations from prior—art
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U.S. Patent No. 6,932,017 Citations from prior-an
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See eg.. Workman -372 at Col. 2. II. 32-33 (“the prior an
discloses a series of discrete de ices for locating and
controlling the positions of streamer cables”) and Ccl. 2. II.
45-47 (“The present invention is an improved system 11w
controlling the position and shape of marine seismic
streamer cables”).

See, e.g.. Workman ‘472 at Col. 3, Il. 3343 (“As known to
those skilled in the art, components of the marine seismic
data acquisition system 05, on the vessel Ii • may include

a network solution system 1(1 lbr determining the
position of the streamer cables 13 and seismic sources 12,
and a streamer cable controller 16 for controlling the
streamer positioning devices”).

See. e.g.. Workman ‘472 at Col. I. Il. 17-19 (‘i)ue to the
increasing use of marine 3-I) seismic data, multi-cable
marine surveys are now commonplace”).

See. e.g.. Workman ‘472 at Col. I • I. 45 (“Streamer
positioning devices are well known in the an”).

See. e.g.. Workman ‘472 at Ccl. 3. II. 14-20 (“As known to
those skilled in the art, streamer positioning devices 14, for
example birds and tail buoys, may be attached to the
exterior of the streamer cables 13 for adjusting the vertical
and lateral positions of the streamer cables 13. The
streamer cables 13 include electrical or optical cables for
connecting the streamer positioning devices 14 to
individual control and logging systems”).

The Zachariadis ‘664 patent discloses this claim preamble.

Ste. e.g.. Zachariadis 664, Claim I. (Col. 13, 1.6) to (Col.
14, I. 2) (“A system for controlling the lateral position of a
marine cable being towed by a vessel and having
adjustable control surfaces affixed to said marine cable at a
plurality of spaced-apart positions along said cable for
varying lateral thrust to said cable in response to control
signals from the vessel, the improi ement comprising: (a) a
motor associated with each control surface for rotating said
control surface from a neutral position at which no lateral
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thrust is imparted to said cable to a second position at
which a desired lateral thrust is imparted to said cable, (h)
receiving means associated with each control surface for
decoding the control signals from said vessel and
producing a first electric current of magnitude and
direction necessary to cause said motor to rotate said
control surface of said second position’’)

See, ag., Zaehariadis ‘664, Col. , II. 41 —43 (“Lateral
positioning of a towed cable comprises two basic aspects:
determining the existing position of the cable and moving
it to a desired position’’).

See generally, Zachariadis 664, Col. I, I. 41 to col. 2, I.
68.

The limitation of “streamer positioning devices disposed
therealong and each streamer positioning device having a
wing and a wing motor for changing the orientation of the
wing” is disclosed in the ‘664 Zachariadis patent.

See, e.g., Zachariadis ‘664, Col .3. II. 16—I $ (‘‘a plurality of
remotely controlled, lateral positioning devices are
mounted at selected points along the length of the cable”).

See, e.g.. Zachariadis ‘664, claim I - Col. 13. II. 13-14 (“a
motor associated with each control surface [wingj for
rotating said control surface”).

The limitation “to steer the streamer positioning device
laterally” is disclosed in the Zachariadis ‘664 patent.

Sec e.g., Zachariadis -664, Abstract (“Coded digital
commands are generated and transmitted to each lateral
positioning device for adjustment of its control surfaces
whereby the lateral thrust produced the device as it is
towed through the water is varied and the horizontal
position of the portion of the cable to either side of the
device controlled”)

Sec e.g., Zachariadis ‘664, Col. 3, Il. 3-5 (“It is an object
of thiel invention to provide a system for controlling the
lateral position of a cable being towed through the

U.S. Patent No. 6,932,017 Citations from prior-art
Asserted Claims
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U.S. Patent No. 6,932,017 Citations from prior-art
Asserted Claims

water.”).

See, e.g., Zachariadis ‘664, Cot. I, II. 41.43 (“Lateral
positioning of a towed cable comprises two basic aspects:
determining the existing position of the cable and moving

it to a desired position”).

means for obtaining a predicted tinder 35 U.S.C. § 112, ¶ 6, the cited priori art discloses
position of the streamer positioning structure that performs the claimed function of obtaining a
devices: predicted position of the streamer positioning devices and

that is either identical to the structure identified by the
Court or eclui valcnt structure.

The Workman ‘472 patent discloses a structure to perform
this function comprised of a streamer cable controller and
a streamer control processor.

Sec e.g.. Workman ‘472 at Col. 3, Il. 33-34 and II. 42-44
(“As known to those skilled in the art, components of the
marine seismic data acquisition system 05. on the vessel

I, may include ... a streamer cable controller I 6 (hr
controlling the streamer positioning devices 14.’’).

See. e.g.. Workman ‘472 at Col. 3, II. 58—62 (“the marine
seismic data acquisition system 05 also includes a streamer
control processor 40 for deciding when the streamer cables
I 3 should he repositioned and for calculating a position
correction to reposition the streamer cables 13.”)

See, e.g.. Workman ‘472 at Col. 2, Il. 15-19 which
discloses “prediction” in a Kalman filter. The
aforementioned disclosed structure performs the function
oP (“These devices and methods may then be used to
determine the real time position of the seismic sources and
seismic streamer cables by computing a network solution
to a Kalman filter, as disclosed by U.S. Pat. No.
5,353,223”).

Kalman, R.E., I 960, “A New approach to Linear Filtering
and Prediction Problems,” Trans of ASME—J. of I3asic
Engineering, vol. 82 (Series D). pp. 35-35 discloses the
limitation of “prediction.”
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See, e.g., p. 36, bottom of right hand column in section
“Optimal Estimation,’ first paragraph: “we have a
prediction problem. Since our treatment will be general
enough w include these and similar problems, we shall use
hereafter the collective term estimation.”

At the time of the invention, a structure to perform this
function was obvious to a Person Having Ordinary Skill In
The Art, This structure was commercially available prior—
art, utilizing several different technologies to obtain
predicted positions along streamers, including the positions
of any streamer positioning devices disposed therealong,
Since the I 980’s, some commercial streamer navigation
systems have utilized Kalman Filter technology, which
includes a prediction’ step as integral to the technology.
Kalman filter technology was widely known prior-art at
the time of the invention.

Under 35 U.S.C. § I 12, ¶ 6, the cited prior art discloses
means fbr obtaining an estimated structure that perfbrms the claimed function of obtaining
velocity of the streamer positioning an estimated velocity of the streamer positioning devices
devices, and that is either identical to the structure identified by the

Court or equivalent structure.

The ‘017 specification states that “The towing velocity and
crosscurrent velocity are preferably “water-referenced”
values that are calculated from the vessel speed and
heading values and the current speed and heading values,
as well as any relative movement between the seismic
survey vessel 10 and the bird IS (such as while the vessel
is turning). Alternatively, the global control system 22
could provide the local control system with the horizontal
velocity and water in-flow angle. The force and velocity
values arc delivered by the global control system 22 as
separate values for each bird 18 on each streamer 12
continuously during operation of the control system. 1’he
“water-referenced” towing velocity and crosscurrent
velocity could alternatively he determined using
tlowmcters or other types of water velocity sensors
attached directly to the birds 18.”
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I he Workman 472 patent discloses a structure to perlorm
this Ilinction comprised of’ a streamer cable controller and
a streamer control processor

Sc ig., Workman ‘472 at CoI. 2, II. 15—18: at Col. 4. I. 8:
and “prediction’ in a Kalman 1511cr at Col. 2.. II. 15—19.
The :itbrenwntioned disclosed structure pertorms the
function ot: ‘‘Iliese devices and methods may then he used
to deterin ie the real lime position ot the seismic sources
and seismic streamer cables by computing a netnork

solution to a Kaiman tilter,as disclosed by S. Pat. No.
5,353,223”.

(ien ‘a predicted positioi of the streamer positioning
dcv ices.” then a Person Having Ordinary S KU I In The Art
will understand that velocities are readiI obtained from
d ifferetices in positions over known time intervals based
on fundamental concepts of marine navigation kim n tbr
generations. In marine seismic navigation systems at the
time of invention, solutions for positions are typically
available several times per minute which obviously yields
estimates eloeities several times per minute as simple
differences ol posit ions.

At the tinie of the invention, it was obvious to a Person
Having ( )rdinar Skill In Flie Art to use corn mereial lv
available current meters, based on acoustic Doppler
nieusurcinciits, or other techniques; or to use commercially
available Kalinan filter based navigation systems which
can estimate velocities of locations along a streamer, such
as a streamer positioning dc ice.

Kalnian. RE.. 1960. “A Ne\x approach to Linear Filtering
and Prediction Problenis.”lrans of ASMF—i. of Basic
Engineering. toE X2 (Series D. pp. 35-35 discloses the
limitation of “prediction.’’

See, eg . p. 3(i. bottom of right hand col urn n in section
“Optimal Estimation, first paragraph: ‘‘we hae a
prediction problem. Since our treatment will be general
enough to include these and similar problems. we shall use
herealier the collect it e term estimation.’’

Estimation is a fundamental aspect of Kalnian filtering
technology . A person Having Ordinary Skill In The Art
will understand that the disclosed Kalman filter is’ well-
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know 1 prior art tcclinciIog that b used tO ohttiin an
estimated velocity.

means tbr calculating des red changes in the orientations o I

the respective w ings of at least some of the streamer
position iii1 devices using said predicted position anti said
estimated ‘.elocitv:

tinder 35 1 S.C. 112, ¶ 6, the
cited prior art discloses structure
that performs t lie claimed lit netion
of calculating desired changes in
the oriental ions of the respective
wings of at least sonic of the
streamer positioning de ices using
said predicted position and said
estimated velocity and that is either
identical to the structure identified
by the Court or eq ti valent
structure.

The Work man ‘472 patent
discloses a structure to perform this
function coni prised of a streamer
cable controller and a s trea nier
control processor.

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. 3,
II. 42-43 (‘and a streamer cable
controller I 6 for controlling the
streamer positioning devices 14”).
See also, e.g.. FIG. 2

See, e.g.. Workman 472 at Col. 3.
II. 59—62 (“includes a streamer
control processor 40 Fr
calculating a position correction to
reposition the streamer cables 13”)

See, e.g., Workman ‘472 at Col. 4,
II. I 7-21 (“The streamer control
processor 40 is connected to the
streamer device controller 16.
When the streanier cables 13 need
to be repositioned, the position
correction is used by the streamer
device controller 16 to adjust the
streamer positioning devices 14

18
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and reposition the streamer cables
13.”)

At the time of the invention,
structures to perlorm t h s fun eti on
were obvious to a Person Having
()rdinarx Skill In The A rt. These
structures could have included
various control theory techniques;
and could have involved the
calculation of wing orientation
from position and velocity utilizing
the relationships of forces on the
w ing and wing orientation or
angle. These relationships of
forces and w i ng angles and wing
shapes were well-known long
standing prior—art, available from
the technologies of aerodynamics
and; or Ui e hd rod ii am i es of
rudders.

and means for actuating the wing motors tu produce said Under 35 U S.C. § II 2 6, the
desired changes in wing orientation, Workman ‘472 patent discloses

structure that performs the claimed
function of actuating the wing
motors to produce said desired
changes in ing orientation and
that is either identical to the
structure identified by the Court or
equ i a lent structure.

The Workman ‘472 discloses a
structure to perform this function.

See. ag., Workman ‘472 at Col. I.
II. 55-57 (“For example, devices to
control the lateral position i n of
streamer cables by using camber—
adjustable hydrofoils or angled
wings are disclosed”)

The claimed liinetion is ‘actuating
the wing motors to produce said
desired changes in wing
orientation”. ‘l’he Court las given
a construction of “in otor driv er;
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and equivalents thereof.

he Zachariadis ‘664 patent
dscloses structures to pertlirm this
function.

See, e.g., Zachariadis ‘664, claun
I: cot. 13. I. 13 to col. 14, I. 2 ra
motor associated with each control
surface lbr rotating said control
surlitce . to a second position at
\ hich a desired lateral thrust is
imparted to said cable, receiving
means - - - to cause said motor to
rotate said control surface of said
second position”)

At the time of the invent ion it was
obvious to a Person Having
Ordinary Skill In The Art that wing
motors w eic commercially
ava i able prior—art structures to
pertbrm this function, as litaud. for
example, in depth birds from

_____________________________________________________________________

multiple_commercial_suppliers.

1666 I
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